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I.

GROWTH OF PRESBYTERIAN SABBATH-
SCHOOL POLITY.

I
N this paper it is not intended to discuss particular methods or

even general principles of Sabbath-school work. The
object is to set forth the course taken bj the “ Presbyterian

Church of the United States of America,” through her General

Assembly and otherwise, with a view to the development, govern-

ment, improvement and extension of Sabbath-schools. So far.

this papdr will, it is hoped, serve a useful historic purpose. But

there is another purpose in view. Our people do not, as a rule,

fully understand the important sphere occupied by the organized

Sabbath-school work of the Church, as distinct from the work of

the individual Sabbath-school. I wish to make this clear— to

bring out the purpose of the Church on this particular point, to

show the magnitude of the work and its complex and manifold

features, correcting erroneous impressions, and demonstrating the

necessity of maintaining the work in full efficiency.

The “ Form of Government” of our Church does not mention

Sabbath-schools. The reason is plain. When that document was
originally drawn up there were—iu our present-day use of the

term—no Sabbath-schools. With the advent of these schools

questions arose, from time to time, as to their sphere, status and

government. These questions were answered, as they arose in the

General Assembly, by formal acts and deliverances of that body.

Therefore, to find out the view and intention of the Church in

regard to Sabbath-schools we must study these acts and deliver-

ances. The subject is much wider and more interesting than at

first sight it may appear.

23
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In solving the problem of the Sabbath-school our Church has,

in the course of years, built up a Sabbath-school system. The
work advanced slowly, step by step, until now it presents some-

what of a perfected and symmetrical appearance. This is not

saving that it is absolutely perfect. We shall study it under five

historical periods—the first giving a view of the situation prior to

1833, when the first general society was formed for the dissemina-

tion of Sabbath-school literature
;
the second, covering the suc-

ceeding fourteen years, until the approval by the Assembly of the

system of colportage in 1817
;
the third, following up the history

of colportage and Sabbath-school work until the creation of the

department of Sabbath-schools in 1870
;

the fourth, describing

the progress of that dej3artment until the reorganization of the

Board of Publication in 1887
;
and the fifth, showing the method

of harmonizing the different branches of Sabbath-school work and

of bringing them all into one system, together with subsequent

developments of Sabbath-school polity down to the present day.

I.

Turning to Moore’s Digest, 1898 (pp. 821-2), we find, as early

as 1816, a Minute of the Assembly earnestly recommending min-

isters and Sessions to provide without delay for the stated instruc-

tion in the sacred Scriptures of the children and youth of their

respective congregations. This was not to be a substitute for

instruction in the Catechism, but was “to be added to it as an

important branch of religious education.” The recitations were

to be, if convenient, once a week, and in classes. From two to

five chapters were to be appointed for each recitation. Examina-

tions were to be held on different topics growing out of this study

of the Scripture. The topics mentioned iuclude history, secular

and sacred, biography, doctrines and precepts, ordinances, types

of Christ, and so on. One cannot help feeling what an effect all

this must have had on the development of an intelligent and sturdy

piety. Though closely related to it, this was not, strictly speak-

ing, Sabbath-school work, but it shows the interest and even the

authority with which the Church approached' the important sub-

ject of the training of her youth.

In 1824, 1826, 1830, we find (Moore’s Digest
, pp. 822-4) that

the existence and sphere of the Sunday-school were thoroughl}*

recognized. The General Assembly instructs the Board of Mis-

sions to request its missionaries' to establish Sabbath-schools

Presbyteries are enjoined to make special inquiry as to the pro-

gress of such schools within their bounds, and to transmit the

results of these inquiries annually to the General Assembly. The
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Catechisms were to hold a prominent place in the course of in-

struction. Infant classes were to be established wherever practi-

cable.

All this clearly points to the recognition and assumption by the

Church of her right and duty to exercise jurisdiction and authority

in a constitutional way over Sabbath-schools. The means em-

ployed to give effect to this will appear as we proceed.

II.

I place the beginning of the second period in 1833 with the

organization in the Synod of Philadelphia of the “ Presbyterian

Tract and Sabbath-school Society;” for though this was a Syn-

odical society, and therefore limited as to its field, it was placed in

1838 under the care of the General Assembly and became “ The

Board of Publication of Tracts and Sabbath-school Books.” In

the year following it developed into “ The Presbyterian Board of

Publication,” under which title it existed till 1887, when it became

the “ Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath-school

Work,” which has continued to be its designation down to the

present time. The history of Presbyterian Sabbath-school polity

is therefore, from 1839, practically identical with the history of

this Board.

From a Sketch of the Tract and Sabbath-school Society
,
published

by the Board in 1812, we learn that the Society issued during its

brief existence eighteen tracts, aggregating 101,000 copies. The

Rev. William M. Engles, D.D., was made the editor of the Soci-

ety at the first meeting of its managers (see also History of the

Board
,
by I)r. Willard M. Rice). The Board of Publication

retained him in that position, which he continued to hold until

1863. He became President of the Board in 1865, and died in

1867, in the seventy- first year of his age.

The General Assembly of 1838 adopted the following minute :

“Whereas, Sabbath schools and tract publications cannot fail to exert a very

great influence upon the growth of our Church and country, and whereas it is the

duty of the highest judicatory of the Church to exercise such a supervision over

this subject as will secure the diffusion of sound and Scriptural principles for the

promotion of charity, truth and holiness through all the churches under our care :

“ Therefore ,
Resolved, That the General Assembly will superintend and con-

duct, by its own proper authority, the work of furnishing the churches under its

care with suitable tract and Sabbath-school publications by a Board appointed for

that purpose.” Then follow the details of the organization of the Board of Publi-

cation
(
Minutes of 1838, 0. S., p. 23 ;

Moore’s Digest, p. 362).

As we are not concerned with the history of this Board except

as it throws light on the growth of Presbyterian Sabbath-school

polity, I shall pass over many details which would otherwise call*
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for notice. The distinctive features of this period were
: (1)

the beginnings of organized Sabbath-school work through a cen-

tral agency—the Board of Publication
; (2) the beginnings of an

authorized Sabbath-school literature
; (3) the first systematic

attempts to aid weak and struggling schools by grants of literature.

The Sabbath -school work of the Board at this time was limited

in range. The Board regarded itself as bound, to the extent of

its ability, to provide literature of a certain class, including

Sabbath-school literature. The influence of the Synods, Presby-

teries, Sessions and pastors was invoked to further this work in

every possible way. As part of the general plan for circulating

this literature a Distribution Fund was organized in 1844, to enable

it to make grants of literature to weak and struggling Sabbath-

schools and congregations (History of the Board
, pp. 21, 214).

In 1847 the Board reported that it had published since its

organization more than 250 separate volumes, besides tracts and

pamphlets, and that between sixty and eighty of these volumes

were adapted to the wants of childhood and youth. Its publica-

tions were classified into groups or libraries for ministers, congre-

gations and Sabbath-schools. Large editions of the Confession of

Faith and the Catechisms had also been put into circulation.

It was during this period that the phrase “ Our Sabbath- school

system ” came into use. It occurs, for example, in a Minute of

the General Assembly (0. S.), 1840, on the duties of parents.

While pleased with the general confidence given to this system,

the Assembly insists upon the duty of parents to superintend the

spiritual instruction of their children, using the Sabbath-school

as a helper.

It also asserts the principle of Sessional control and pastoral

oversight of Sabbath-schools, anl again enjoins the use of the

Shorter Catechism in the schools as a part of the regular course of

instruction. All these are steps in the progress of the Church

toward a settled Sabbath-school polity. We note up to this point

no fewer than seven of these steps :

1. The assertion of the jurisdiction and authority of the Church

on all questions relating to the Sabbath -school.

2. The right of the Church to commit Sabbath-school work to

a central organization acting under its authority.

3. As part of this work this central organization is to provide

a suitable Sabbath-school literature.

4. And to aid weak and struggling Sabbath -schools through a

special fund to which the churches are to subscribe.

5. The Sabbath-school is not to stand in place of the parent :

the parent is under obligation to superintend the spiritual instruc-

tion of the child and should use the school as a helper only.
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6. The Sabbath-school is to be under the control of the Session

and the spiritual oversight of the pastor.

7. The Catechism is to be used in the Sabbath -school as part of

the regular course of instruction.

III.

The third period under review begins in 1817 with the introduc-

tion of colportage into the Board of Publication.

Colportage is regarded generally as an offspring of the Refor-

mation in Europe. I find it in use by the Baptist Publication

Society of America in 1840. It was shortly afterward adopted by
our own Board of Publication, with a view to increase the circula-

tion of its literature and at the same time to serve as a pioneer

missionary agency. In 1847 the General Assembly sanctioned

the arrangement, and thereupon a Benevolent or Colportage Fund
was created, and subscriptions invited thereto to pay the salaries

of the colporteurs, and provide them with books and tracts for free

distribution, in addition to the books they might sell. The income

from this benevolent source in 1847 was only $1021, but it rapidly

rose in amount until in 1873 it was as high as $55,000. In 1887

at the reorganization of the Board of Publication it became the

Sabbath-school and Missionary Fund.

As a business enterprise colportage was brought in touch at

many points with Sabbath-schools. These were, of course, cus-

tomers of the Board. Occasionally the colporteur would assist in

the organization of a Sabbath-school, and, as years passed, the

Board made it a part of the regular duty of colporteurs to organize

schools in spiritually destitute places. Colportage thus grew to

be a kind of Sabbath-school missionary agency. As a system it

was criticised a good deal, both in and out of the Assembly. As
a business agency it was pronounced by many to be costly, and as

a missionary agency crude and weak. The ecclesiastical status of

the colporteur was often called in question. It was also argued

that his work, being largely undenominational in character, should

be carried on through some undenominational agency like the

American Tract Society. In 1863 a Committee of the Assembly

pronounced colportage, in spite of these criticisms, a valuable

work of the Church. In 1874 the General Assembly ordered the

designation “ colporteur ” to be changed to that of “ missionary,”

but revoked the order in 1882, and these field agents thereafter

continued to be known as colporteurs until the reorganization of

the Board in 1887, when the term was finally dropped.

Notwithstanding the mixed features of colportage—partly busi-

ness and partly missionary—there can be no doubt that it accom-
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plished a great deal of good. It greatly increased the income of

the Board of Publication and the circulation of its books and

tracts. It carried the Gospel into remote regions of our country.

For forty years it occupied a conspicuous place among the working

forces of the Church, and, although not directly a part of its

Sabbath-school system, it no doubt had an influence in extending

that system far and wide. The distinctive feature of Sabbath-

school polity which it brings before us is that of Sabbath- school

missions—the going out as a pioneer missionary agency into spir-

itually dark places and organizing Sabbath-schools under the care

and sponsorship of the Presbyterian Church as a whole. True, it

only did this to a comparatively limited extent, but the fact that

it did it at all gives it a right to our grateful recognition as a

Sabbath-school agency. The subsequent marvelous development

of this Sabbath-school missionary work will be noticed in a later

section of this paper.

Another distinctive feature of this period is the birth of the

periodical system in Sabbath-school literature. The first Sabbath-

school periodical issued by the Board of Publication was the Pres-

byterian Sabbath-School Visitor. The step was taken by request of

the General Assembly. The Visitor made its first appearance in

1851. It has been followed by other illustrated papers suitable for

childhood and youth.

During this period there was, as might be supposed, a steady

advance along the line of book literature. The Church, through

her General Assembly, Synods and Presbyteries, continued to press

the claims of this literature upon Sabbath-schools and also to urge

upon them a loyal acceptance of the other features and principles

of her Sabbath-school polity.

It is worthy of note here as showing that, in the view of some

persons, the Presbyterian Sabbath-school system still lacked an

important, not to say essential, feature, that in the Annual Report

of the Board for 18(50 there occurs the following passage :

“An overture to the General Assembly having been presented to the Presbytery

of Philadelphia at its April meeting, and by that body unanimously referred to

this Board, -which overture had reference to the erection of a distinct department

of the Board for Sabbath-schools, the Board, after hearing the overture, decided

that it was not at present prepared to make any recommendation on the subject.”

In less than ten years the Church was alive to the importance

of taking this further step, and of having a distinct Sabbath-

school department.

To the lines of Sabbath -school polity already mentioned this

period adds two. These are ;

8. The beginnings in colportage of a pioneer missionary work
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which in later years took the special feature of Presbyterian

Sabbath-school missions.

9. The beginnings of periodical literature adapted to Sabbath -

schools.

IV.

The fourth period was ushered in by events of great importance

to the Presbyterian Church. The division of the Church in 1838

into Old and New Schools—a crude nomenclature which has,

however, been adopted by Church historians—was followed, during

the Civil War, by a further division into the Northern and South-

ern Churches
;

but, soon after this second cleavage had taken

place, a healing process began to set in along the former line of

separation, and in 1870 Old and New School came together as a

reunited Church. It was a time of general congratulation, gen-

erous gifts to the Church Boards, and, best of all, of spiritual

awakening. Among other steps taken to carry the “ reunion ”

into effect was the appointment by the General Assembly of a

Committee of ten—five from each School—to consolidate the two

Publication Boards. Colportage and Sabbath-school work were,

of course, discussed. What the Old School had done we have

seen. The New School had partially adopted a system of colpor-

tage, placing it, however, in the hands of the Synods and Presby-

teries to carry out or not at their pleasure. She had also taken

some preliminary steps toward the organization of a Sabbath-

school department.

The “ Publication Committee” of the New School Avas estab-

lished to provide a literature suitable to the wants of the denom-

ination, Sabbath-schools of course included, and had, from time

to time, from the funds at its disposal, made grants of literature

to needy Sabbath-schools. In 1860 the General Assembly (N. S.)

appointed a Permanent Committee on Sabbath -schools to cooperate

with the Publication Committee, among other ways by promoting

the establishment of Sabbath-schools in needy places. This Com-

mittee, however, was dissolved at its own request in 1869. The

Assembly (N. S.) also instructed Presbyteries to appoint Presby

terial Committees on Sabbath-school work, to cooperate with the

Publication and Permanent Committees.

It will thus be seen that both branches of the Church had

reached substantially the same point in the development of a

Sabbath-school polity. The reunion brought them absolutely into

line. In the New School branch there was, previous to the

reunion, a proposition under discussion to create a distinct Sab-

bath-school department, which was to include among its objects
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tlie promotion of Sabbath-school extension in destitute missioxi fields.

If tliis had been carried out the union of Sabbath-school work and

Sabbath-school missions would have taken place seventeen years

before it was actually brought about. As it was, neither the Com-
mittee of Ten, nor the Standing Committee of the General Assem-

bly, nor the Assembly itself seemed to realize the close relation

between these two lines of work. The Committee of Ten made no

recommendation on the subject of a distinct department of Sab-

bath-schools. Their report, which is a very elaborate one, dealt very

fully with matters necessary to the consolidation and reorganiza-

tion of the two Boards, and in it there is the expression . of a

belief in an enlargement of plans and a more vigorous movement
for the accomplishment of the work in hand, but nothing about a

new department. They refer to the matter of literature and of

colportage and speak generally of the “ admirable manner’’ in

which the work of the Board along these lines had been con-

ducted, and give it as their opinion that “ no great or radical

changes in this department of our Christian work are desirable.”

One might infer from this that the question of a new department

had been before that Committee and dismissed. There is a

marked difference in this respect between this report and that of

the Standing Committee of the Assembly, to whom it was

referred. The latter Committee commended the past work of the

Board of Publication and the Publication Committee, but emphati-

cally stated their conviction that these Boards 11 have not been

able to accomplish all that is required of them by the pressing

wants of the country.” They then refer to the action of the

Publication Committee (N. S.) in reference to the proposed new

department of Sabbath-schools and make the following recom-

mendation :

“We recommend that the Board, at as early a date as possible, consider the

propriety of establishing a department of Sabbath-schools, whose office it shall be

to promote the number and efficiency of Sabbath-schools throughout the congrega-

tions o£ the Presbyterian Church.”

This was unanimously adopted, together with the entire report

of the Standing Committee, by the General Assembly of 1870.

The report of the Committee of Ten was also adopted and the

consolidation of the two Boards carried into effect.

It will be well to halt here in our narrative long enough to note

some of the conditions and circumstances then existent among the

churches and Sabbath -schools, not only of our own, but also of

other communions, which may be fairly assumed to have had an

influence in leading the General Assembly to take the action re-

ferred to in the foregoing resolution.
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If we study tlie religious features of this period we shall notice

a great development of the Sabbath -school idea among all the

evangelical Churches, and even more especially so in undenomina-

tional movements for the improvement of the standard of teach-

ing. Many Presbyterian Sabbath-schools were identified with

these movements. But there were many persons of different

denominations who, while not unfriendly to these signs of pro-

gress, saw in them an element of danger to the Churches them-

selves, in the tendency of Sabbath-schools to cut adrift from

Church control, claiming the right to elect their own superinten-

dents irrespective of his Church relations, to discard denomina-

tional literature and to work generally along undenominational

lines. The Presbyterian Church is broad in her sympathies and

offers an inviting field for undenominational efforts of all kinds,

but she could not look with unconcern upon the drifting away of

her Sabbath-schools and young people from her influence. What-

ever reasons can be urged in favor of the existence of a denomina-

tion apply with equal force to the existence of denominational

Sabbath-schools. These views led good churchmen to ask whether

the Church, as a whole, had been doing justice to the Sabbath-

school question—whether she had not for some time past been

negligent of her duty to watch over the spiritual interests of her

young people. There was something approaching contrition in

the strong and earnest deliverances of the representatives of Pres-

byterian churches in their Synods and Presbyteries as well as in the

General Assembly on this subject. And when we look back over

these years and find that the Church had been content with pass-

ing resolutions and providing convenient books and catechisms and

urging Sabbath-schools to use them, without any organized and

systematic effort to train her Sabbath-school teachers and to bind

the Sabbath-school to the Church, vve cannot wonder at the course

now taken. Looking back we see how inadequate to meet the

necessities of the case was a Board of Publication charged only

with the duty of providing copies of the catechism and other

useful books for those schools which would take them, while vig-

orous movements on every side Avere steadily moulding an unde-

nominational Sabbath-school sentiment, and developing a Sabbath-

school idea to a great extent hostile to the principles which the

Church was proclaiming in her annual deliverances on the subject

of Sabbath' schools. Not only the Presbyterian Church, but other

denominations Avere stirred up on this question. To meet the case

a department of Sabbath-schools was called into existence.

It would be a grave mistake, koAvever, to put down this action

of the Presbyterian Church to the score of prejudice and narrow-
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mindedness. On the other hand, the Church, by her adoption of

the International Lesson system, and by her constant readiness to

join hands in undenominational enterprises, has always proved

herself to be above mere sectarianism.

The Board of Publication took up the resolution of the General

Assembly of 1870, and referred it to its Missionary Committee,

whose report was adopted by the General Assembly and became

the basis of the new department of Sabbath-schools. From
this report I will therefore quote a few paragraphs, which corrob-

orate the foregoing view of the general situation at this period :

“"Within a few years the institution of the Sabbath-school has assumed such a

form and grown to such a magnitude that probably very few, even of the most

thoughtful Christians, duly appreciate its unspeakable importance. Being in the

midst of its development we do not so see its vast proportions that they leave upon

our minds an adequate impression. If they were fairly grasped by our Church at

this deeply momentous epoch of her history there is probably no other subject that

would call forth from her more earnest and thoughful consideration.

“ Will it do for our Church in her organized form to neglect this agency? Should

she be satisfied until it is brought under her own control, and all its influences

secured in her vast enterprise of building up Christ's Kingdom ? Can our Church

afiord to do nothing in this matter, while others are moving forward in it and that

most successfully?”

In tlie nest quotation the Committee divide the organized work

of Sabbath-schools into three branches : (1) literature, (2) Sab-

bath-school work, (3) Sabbath-school missions.

“The work which the Church evidently should undertake in this matter

through its responsible organs presents itself in three branches :

“The first branch should include everything pertaining to the books and all

other literature that might be needed to give success to the work of Sabbath-

schools.

“A second branch of this general subject should contemplate improvement in

the standard of teaching, the purifying our schools of everything unworthy the

dignity of the cause, and the thorough development of the Sabbath-school idea.

.... For the highest efficiency and success it will become advisable to have a

General Superintendent of Sabbath -school work, to devote his whole energies to the

promotion of its interests.

“A third branch of the work should be the planting of new Sabbath-schools in

destitute localities.”

We must carefully note these recommendations, for we are

now in a constructive era. It was as though a person had set out

to build a mansion and had begun by building two wings, leaving

a space between for the main structure, not exactly certain what

purpose that structure was to serve. The time had now come to

build in the centre. There was a department of literature, and

there was a department of colportage—not yet Sabbath-school

missions, but by and by to become such. The germ of Sabbath-

school missions was in colportage, as we have seen. Between
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these two there was an unoccupied central space for the main part

of a Sabbath-school system, and the Church was pressing upon

the builders to arise and build.

The department was duly constituted. I wish I could say that

it was an immediate and entire success. It was not. For five

years it passed through what must be regarded as an experimental

stage, and it is important to discover, if possible, wherein lay the

cause of its comparative failure, during those years, to meet the

expectations of the Church. The cause was not, I should say, in

any lack of fidelity, industry or even of a high order of ability

in the Superintendent, Mr. J. Bennett Tyler. The Board and the

General Assembly year after year passed the strongest resolutions

of commendation. Nevertheless, in 1876 the Assembly adopted

a unanimous resolution calling upon the Board to take measures to

make the department more effective. The real cause probably

lay in the vague ideas prevalent as to the work of the new depart-

ment. Mr. Tyler’s task, to use the language of the Missionary

Committee, was to “ improve the standard of teaching” through-

out the Sabbath-schools of the Church, to “ purify the schools of

things unworthy, ” and “ thoroughly to develop the Sabbath-school

idea.’ ’ Truly a stupendous task for one man to attempt ! His

methods as planned by the Committee were chiefly instructional.

His field was the entire Church, with its Synods, Presbyteries,

congregations, Sabbath-schools. He was to visit these as far as

possible. Could the Committee have given a moment’s thought

as to the time it would take to visit even one-quarter of the Presby-

teries, to say nothing of the Synods, the congregations, the Sabbath-

schools ? To set one comparatively unknown man traveling

through the country, holding institutes, conducting normal classes,

lecturing, writing articles for the press, issuing circulars and

writing letters on various points of Sabbath-school work, was

undoubtedly a very good thing to do, if that was all that was

expected of him. But to suppose that this one overworked per-

son was going by these means to revolutionize Sabbath-school

methods, rouse enthusiasm for Presbyterian principles, purify the

schools of everything unworthy, and thoroughly to develop the

Sabbath-school idea was not reasonable.

After Mr. Tyler’s resignation, which was given on the score of

broken health, the Board, with the resolution of the General

Assembly in their hands, took a very careful look at the situation.

This was a critical time for the department. The course taken by
the Missionary Committee was wise and practical. They looked

around for a man of administrative experience and instructional

ability, and they so defined the duties of the Superintendent as
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to throw upon that officer the responsibility of devising im-

proved methods of Sabbath-scliool work. Of eight rules laid

down for his guidance, seven relate to matters of detail
;
the most

important was the second rule, which reads as follows :

“It shall be his duty thoroughly to acquaint himself with the whole subject,

and to devise improved methods of Sabbath-school work for the use of the Pres-

byterian Church.”

This was tantamount to saying, “ You know what the Church

wishes you to accomplish
;
you must show her that you know how

to accomplish it.”

In 1878 the Board reported to the General Assembly that, after

much search and correspondence, they had unanimously called the

Rev. James A. Worden, then pastor of the Second Church,

Steubenville, 0., to fill the position vacated by Mr. Tyler, and

that the call had been accepted. The keynote of Dr. Worden’s

policy was sounded in his first speech before the General Assem-

bly after his appointment. “ Our first need,” he said, “ is to

Presbyterianize our Sabbath-schools.” This has continued to be

his leading principle of action. In 1880 the Standing Committee

ot the General Assembly drew the attention of that body to the

deepened and widening interest in the Presbyterian Church in the

Sabbath-school department under his earnest and efficient labors

and changed his official title from “ General Superintendent ” to

“ Secretary,” giving him, in the following year, a permanent

advisory Committee of the Board. In 1887, at the reorganization

of the Board and the consolidation of the departments of colpor-

tage and Sabbath-school work, he became the Superin tendent of

the enlarged work, and has continued in that position down to the

present day. The most cursory history of the department would

be incomplete without the fullest recognition of the important part

he has taken in its development. It has been his life work, aud

there is no feature in it which does not bear the stamp of his indi-

viduality.

Here we must again pause for an instant to take account of the

progress made by the Church toward a complete Sabbath-school

polity. We have already mentioned nine steps as accomplished.

To these we may now add a tenth step :

10. The creation of a department of Sabbath-schools in the

Board of Publication for the supervision and direction, by instruc-

tional and administrative methods, in a constitutional way, of the

Sabbath-school work of the Church, with the view to the improve-

ment and elevation of the Sabbath-school as a Chttrch institution,

the training of an efficient body of Sabbath-school teachers, aud

the “ thorough development of the Sabbath-school idea.”
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Y.

While the new department was thus pursuing a prosperous

course, colportage was undergoing a change. In reality the pro-

cess of disintegration had set in and it was passing on to its decline

and death. Between 1874 and 1887, indeed, the colporteurs

organized more than 1300 mission Sabbath-schools, and this

work is spoken of in the Annual Reports of the Board and in the

meetings of the General Assembly as eminently satisfactory. As
compared with similar work done by the Sabbath-school mission-

aries after 1887 this does not seem large. For every school organ-

ized by colporteurs within the best years of their work, Sabbath-

school missionaries within a similar period have organized ten or

twelve. Still, under the circumstances, it was a great work,

though one can now see that it was rather forced upon colportage

by pressure of public opinion than developed naturally within the

system itself. Sabbath-school extension was now “ in the air.”

Colportage caught the prevailing tone. But there were very few

colporteurs that were also good Sabbath-school missionaries. The
time came when the Church had to choose between colportage and

Sabbath-school missions, and she chose the latter. Meanwhile

the sales of books by colporteurs declined. The Board reduced

its working force, and cut down their grants of literature to needy

schools. In 1887 there was a debt against colportage of about

$25,000.

AYnile this was going on storms were gathering around the

Board. The multiplicity of departments and the complexity of

their relations one with another gave rise to embarrassments and

difficulties of various kinds. These reached an acute stage in

1886. The root of the difficulty lay in the mixed character of

colportage. In 1881 the General Assembly appointed a Com-

mittee to investigate matters and it was hoped that the difficulties

could be adjusted. Matters grew worse instead of better. In

1886 the Board itself proposed to make some radical changes in

its organization. This action was taken immediately following

the resignation of the Rev. William E. Schenck, D.D., the Board’s

Corresponding Secretary for thirty-two years. The plans were

submitted to the General Assembly of 1886, by whom they were

duly referred to the appropriate Standing Committee. The Board

thus portrayed the situation :

“ Instead of there being one scheme, harmoniously and smoothly developed along

several lines, there have too often been divergent and discordant enterprises advo-

cated and urged, one against the other, as warmly and earnestly as if the different

branches of the work of the Board belonged to distinct and rival organizations,

instead of being, as they are and ought to be more completely, but separate arms
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and forces of one organism. We fear that too much has been lost already, in

respect of unity, symmetry and efficiency, in this line of benevolence and activity.
”

The report of tlie Standing Committee commended the Board

for its fidelity, approved the work and plans of the department of

Sabbath-schools, and closed with the following resolution which

was made the formal act of the Assembly :

“The Moderator is hereby authorized to appoint a special Committee, consisting

of four ministers and four elders, who shall take into consideration the expediency,

feasibility and legality of reorganizing this work by separating absolutely the Sab-

bath-school work and colportage work, or Missionary department, from the edi-

torial and publishing work, or Business department of the Board
;
and, if such is

found to be expedient, feasible and legal, to report a plan of such separation, and,

if not so found, to ascertain what steps are necessary to put the work of this Board

on a permanent and harmonious basis, and to report their recommendations, with

the reasons therefor, to the next General Assembly.”

This Committee was appointed. It was originally composed of

eight members, namely : Ministers—John Hall, D.D., LL.D.,

George P. Hays, D.D., E. R. Craven, D.D., LL.D., E. C. Ray,

D.D.; Elders—George H. Shields, Franklin L. Sheppard, William

M. Tenney, John Trunkey. Gen. George H. Shields was nom-

inated by the Assembly Chairman. Dr. Hall and Mr. Trunkey

being unable to serve, their names were struck from the list. Dr.

Craven afterward became Secretary of the Board, succeeding the

Rev. John W. Dulles, D.D., who was appointed by the Board to

succeed Dr. Schenck but died April 13, 1887 before the new

organization was perfected.

The Committee began their investigations with an evident bias

of opinion in favor of the absolute separation spoken of in the

foregoing resolution, but after very careful inquiry decided that

this was not expedient. They gave their reasons for this decision

at length, the general ground being that

“ the busine?s of the Board is so complicated and its diverse interests so interlaced

and dependent one upon the other, that a separation into independent Boards might

result in great detriment to this important arm of Church work.”

They set themselves, therefore, to the task of reorganizing the

Board and reducing the elements of friction to a minimum. I

shall not describe their work in detail. A radical change was

made amounting to the practical extinction of colportage. The

terms colportage and colporteur were dropped. “ Sabbath-school

missionary ” was made the designation of the field agents of the

Board, and the selling of books was made an entirely subsidiary

feature of their work. Sabbath -school work and Sabbath-school

missionary work were consolidated in one department, under the

Secretary of Sabbath-school Work, whose title was conformed to

that of the other departmental officers, and hencefortti was to be
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“ Superintendent of Sabbath-school and Missionary Work.” The

title of the Board was changed so as to read : “The Presbyterian

Board of Publication and Sabbath-school Work.” The depart-

ments were reduced from five to three—Sabbath-school and Mis-

sionary, Editorial, Business. Each department was to be managed

by a Superintendent and Standing Committee of the Board, and

the Secretary of the Board was to have general supervision of all

the Superintendents, subject to appeal to the Board. The general

purpose of the Committee—to use their own phrase—was “ to

Sabbath -sclioolize ” the Board “ in theorjr, as its business shows

it to be Sabbath-schoolized in fact;” to give each department

practical independence of the others, and to insure harmony of

working by placing them under the supervisory control of the

Secretary of the Board. The plan was symmetrical and has up

to this point worked well in spite of a complexity which is

attended with some disadvantages. It was probabl}’’ the best that

could be devised without creating a new Board.

As it is important that the work of this special Committee,

ratified as it was by the General Assembly, and forming the basis

of the new organization, should be generally understood by Pres-

byterians, I will give a few paragraphs from their report

:

“ Following the oft-repeatecl deliverances of the General Assembly which have

heretofore been quoted, we believe that now the Sabbath-scliool work is by far the

most important feature of the Board’s work. Second only to this is its colportage

or missionary work. Auxiliary to both in furnishiug Christian literature in books

and periodicals stands the Business department.

“We would emphasize the deliverances of the General Assembly in declaring

that the Sabbath-school and colportage work should be done by the same mis-

sionaries. The field for both is the same—‘the destitute regions,’ not necessarily

outlying, sparsely settled regions, but places destitute of God’s Word and of reli-

gious teaching, even in our largest cities. The nature of the work is the same, as

organizing, fostering and strengthening Sabbath-schools naturally falls in with

gratuitous distribution of books, religious visitation to families, and sales of the

Board’s literature

“At present the Secretary of Sabbath-scliool Work has no connection either di-

rectly or indirectly with the field organizers, the colporteurs. He is a general

without an army, and the colporteurs, so far as they are Sabbath-scliool mission-

aries, are an army without a geueral. We think the true solution of the difficulties

in the Board of Publication is to Sabbath-schoolize it in theory, as its business

shows it to be Sabbath-schoolized in fact, but we would make it more efficient

“We believe these results can best be accomplished by the consolidation of the

Sabbath-school and missionary or colportage work into one department.’’

Following these extracts from the body of the report were the

following resolutions :

“ The Sabbath-school and colportage work shall be consolidated in one depart-

ment, subject to the supervision and control of an officer who shall be designated

the Superintendent of Sabbath-school and Missionary Work. The editorial work
of the Board shall be organized in another department, under the supervisory
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control and care of an officer who shall he designated as the Editorial Superinten-

dent. The general business interests shall be organized into a Business department,

which shall be under the supervisory control of an officer who shall be designated

the Business Superintendent

“Standing Committees shall be appointed or elected by the Board, to be known
as the Sabbath-school and Missionary Committee, the Editorial Committee, and
the Business Committee

“The present executive officers shall be continued
“ The Board shall elect a Secretary of the Board, who shall be its chief execu-

tive officer, and shall have general supervisory control of all the officers, subject to

an appeal to the Board itself. ....
“This General Assembly directs the consolidation of the Presbyterial and

Synodical Committees of Publication and Sabbath-scbrool work, to the end that this

work, which has hitherto been under the supervision of two Committees, shall be

committed to the care of one, and earnestly enjoins that in the appointment of such

Committee care be taken to secure members who will actually enter upon and push

this great work.’’

The following recommendations of the Standing Committee of

the General Assembly were also adopted :

“That the Board .... be directed to place two-thirds of its net profits annu-

ally to the credit of the Sabbath-school and Missionary department The

field agents of this Board shall hereafter be designated Sabbath-school mission-

aries No missionary of the Board shall labor within the bounds of a

Presbytery except with the approval and under the supervision of the Presbytery

or its appropriate Committee.”

A review of this period would not be complete without a refer-

ence to its literary and publication features. At the death of Dr.

Engles in 1867 the duties of editor devolved upon the Correspond-

ing Secretary, Dr. Schenck. When the “reunion” took place

the Rev. John W. Dulles, D.D., who had been for many years the

editor of the Publication Committee (N. S.), became Editorial Sec-

retary of the consolidated Board. In 1871 the Board commenced

to publish a series of “ Lesson Helps ” for use in Sabbath-schools.

The Rev. Henry C. McCook, D.D., and other clergymen prepared

these “ Helps,” to which was given the general title of “ West-

minster Sabbath-school Lessons.” In 1873 the Board adopted the

International Lesson Svstem. It also increased the number of its

periodicals. In 1880 the Rev. J. R. Miller, D.D., became assistant

to the Editorial Secretary, and on the death of Dr. Dulles in 1887

was elected to fill his place. At the reorganization of the Board

he was appointed Editorial Superintendent, and has held that office

down to the present time. In the year ended March 31, 1900,

the books and tracts published bv the Board reached the large

number of 2,488,620 copies, and the periodicals 43,454,550 copies.

The periodicals now include four Sabbath-school papers and a

graduated series of nine “ Westminster Lesson Helps” based on

the International Lesson System, and these periodicals and
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“ Helps ” are in use among a vastly preponderating majority of

Presbyterian Sabbath -schools. The present Superintendent of the

Business department is Mr. John H. Scribner.

VI.

Before summarizing the results ot the fifth period we must give

some of the acts and deliverances of the General Assembly subse-

quent to 1870. It must be borne in mind that the status and

scope of the Sabbath-school department as constituted in 1870

have not been changed by any subsequent legislation except as to

its union with Sabbath-school missionary work. Let us then see

how the General Assembly views this department

:

“The department .... shall be separately constituted and shall keep a dis-

tinct account with the Board. It shall be its duty to disseminate the publications

of the Board by donations .... and by sale through its appointees, who shall be

called the missionaries of the Board of Publication, and who shall be appointed

subject to the approval and shall be under the control of the Presbyteries.

“It shall also supervise the whole Sabbath-school work of the Church, in

connection with the Presbyteries
;
and it shall aim to lift this important agency

of Christian evangelization into the prominence and efficiency which it deserves,

and which the great needs of our own country have so largely called for ”
(
Digest

,

1898, pp. 368-9).

The relation of Presbyteries and Synods to the department is

thus stated :

“ That Synods and Presbyteries be urged to form and sustain organizations for

the more thorough development of the Presbyterian Sabbath-school system ” [Min-
utes, 1898, p. 78).

“The Assembly recommends that a Standing Committee on Sabbath-schools be

appointed by each Presbytery and Synod for the purpose of holding Sabbath-school

institutes, stimulating normal classes, guarding against the intrusion of outside

lesson helps, purifying the literature of Sabbath-school libraries, and to obtain

statistics for the use of this department” (Digest, 1898, p. 830).

“That each Presbytery appoint a Committee .... whose duty it shall be to

oversee and encourage, as far as may be, the Sabbath -schools in the bounds of the

Presbytery, and especially to take order for collecting and transmitting to the

General Superintendent the statistics of each school
;
and with a view to this work

the General Superintendent is requested to furnish blank statistical tables ” (Ibid.,

p. 369).

“That the Assembly .... recommend to all our Presbyteries, Sessions, and
people, and especially to our Sabbath-school laborers, to co-operate with the Board

in this branch of its work, and, with a spirit loyal to our own denomination, to

prefer the publications and missionaries of our own to those of other organizations ”

(Ibid., p. 369).

“ Presbyteries are hereby enjoined, in their annual inquiry into the state of the

churches within their bounds, to ascertain whether these principles (of Presbyterian

Sabbath-school polity) are adhered to, and how far they are carried into practice
”

(Ibid., p. 828).

The following deliverances refer to the control and supervision

of the local Sabbath -school

:

“That the Assembly solemnly remind the churches .... that it is the duty of

24
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the pastor and Sessions to take authoritative supervision of the instruction of youth,

so far as to see to it that the baptized children of the Church be more distinctly

recognized and treated as belonging to the congregation of the Lord
;
and with a

view to this it is recommended that, in all of our Sabbath-schools, superintendents

be chosen or appointed subject to the approval of the church Session
’

’
( Digest. 1898,

p. 369).

“ The selection of teachers belongs to the Session of the church ” [Ibid., p. 829).

“ The pastoral office involves the practical supervision of the Sabbath-school-

The pastor should frequently, if not constantly, be present to counsel and aid those

who may under him be engaged in the work of instruction ” {Ibid., p. 828).

‘‘The books of the Sabbath-school library should be wholly subject to the

supervision of the pastor and ruling elders, and no work except it be published by

our own Board of Publication shall be admitted which they have not approved ”

{Ibid., p. 828).

The memorizing of Scripture and the Shorter Catechism and

instruction in the Church’s doctrine and polity are enjoined in the

passages following :

“That we urge the Board’s plan of memorizing the Scriptures for Sabbath-

schools”
(
Minutes

,

1898, p. 78).

“That great attention ought to be paid to the work of inc-ulcating lessons from

the sacred Scriptures, and of fixing in the memory the Catechisms of our Church

both as to its doctrine and polity ” (Digest

.

1898, p. 827).

“We affectionately exhort that the Shorter Catechism be used in all our

Sabbath-schools, that parents assist the teachers in encouraging their children to

commit the same to memory, and that teachers make these young disciples fam-

iliar, not only with the tried and eminently rich doctrines and important duties

taught in our Standards, but with our Form of Government and Directory for

Worship” {Ibid., p. 825).

With reference to the literature and “ Lesson Helps ” used in

Sabbath-schools the Assembly says :

“ The Board is directed to add to their list of works all such helps to Sabbath-

school instruction as may be found valuable and useful .... in the great work

of the Sabbath-school ”
(
Digest

,

1898, p. 829).

“ That the pastors, Sessions and people of our several congregations be affection-

ately and earnestly urged to appreciate the value of the Christian literature supplied

by this Board, and to procure for their families and Sabbath-schools a supply of

the same” {Ibid., p. 369).

‘‘We feel constrained, therefore, to exhort you affectionately to have introduced,

if it has not been done, into the Sabbath-schools the Question Books and Lesson

Papers published by our own Board of Publication ” {Ibid., p. 825).

Tbe following minute lias reference to tlie support of Sabbath -

schools by churches :

“ Many of our schools are left by the particular churches to which they belong

without any proper provision for their support. The schools are left to provide the

funds for their current expenses No more should parents expect their little

children to pay for their own bread, clothes and school-books, than should the

church expect them to bear the expense of their instruction in the Sabbath-school ’’

{Minutes, 1895, p. 830).

The chief aim of the Sabbath-school is thus stated :

“ That this Assembly urges upon the Sessions and Sabbath-school workers to
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make it their chief aim that their schools shall be centres of spiritual power for the

conversion of scholars and the enthronement of Christ in their lives”
(
Minutes

,

1898, p. 78).

The following minute has to some extent been followed up by

the institution of the Home department in Sabbath-schools
;
also

by the organization of adult classes and Bible Unions. It points

to an important development of Sabbath-school work :

“ That it is exceedingly desirable that the entire congregation, old and young, be

permanently connected with the Sunday-school, either as scholars or teachers”

( Digest , 1898, p. 828).

The anniversaries of Children’s Day and Rallying Day have

from the beginning received the approval of the General Assembly

with a distinct recognition of their spiritual and benevolent aims :

‘‘The General Assembly notices with approval the observance by our churclie9

and Sabbath-schools of the second Sabbath in June, designated as ‘ Children’s

Day,’ and emphasizes the importance of seeking the presence and power of the

Holy Spirit in those services, that they may not be simply attractive but profitable,

contributing to the conversion and Christian nurture of the young” (Minutes ,

1885, p. 626).

“ That we urge the observance of Children’s Day and Rallying Day in all our

Sabbath-schools, and that in connection therewith a special effort be made to secure

generous offerings to the missionary work of the Board ” {Minutes, 1898, p. 78).

The Church should not overlook the importance of making the

Sabbath -school a training school for benevolence :

“That pastors and Sessions be earnestly requested to maintain a careful super-

vision of the objects for which collections are made in the Sabbath-schools

The Presbyterian Church should make the Sabbath-school a training-school in

methods and objects of Christian benevolence, to the end that our young people

may understand the work and love the great Boards of our Church—not part but

all of them ”
(Digest

,

1898, p. 830).

“In the judgment of the General Assembly greater prominence should be given

in Sabbath-school contributions to the causes represented by our Boards ....
especially remembering the Sabbath-school and Missionary department of the

Board”
(
Minutes

,
1883, p. 616).

The work of the department cannot be carried on without

financial support. In this respect it differs from the literary and

publishing work of the Board, which, from its nature, requires no

aid from without, but is self-sustaining and even contributes two-

thirds of its net profits annually to the Sabbath-school and Mis-

sionary Funds :

“ That the Assembly most earnestly call upon all pastors and Sessions to see to

it that the cause of this Board is properly represented to their congregations ”

( Minutes ,
1899, p. 81).

“There is no force in the plea for non-denominational work as being better

adapted to reach the masses. People will love the agency that cares for them
;

they will love the Presbyterian Church and come into it gladly if the Presbyterian

Church proves that she loves them and seeks their good. So we urge our people to
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stand loyally by their own Church agency for this work and to give what they have

for this cause through our own Board ” (Ibid., 1895, p. 88).
'

‘ These missionaries of our Board of Publication and Sabbath-school Work are

Presbyterian missionaries, doing a distinctively Presbyterian work
; they are not

engaged in a nondescript evangelization. They are engaged in the work of plant-

ing seed that will spring up into Presbyterian schools and Presbyterian churches.

From the very nature of the case it sometimes happens that the school organized

must be of a union or undenominational character. This, though not the best,

may be the best under the circumstances. But the Board proceeds upon the prin-

ciple, and the Committee is confident that the Assembly will approve the policy,

that so far as practicable Presbyterian money should be spent for the spread of a

distinctively Presbyterian Gospel. This policy is in no wise inconsistent with the

truest and most genuine catholicity The great new frontier regions into

which the missionaries of this Board are sent need nothing so much as the trans-

fusion of their social, intellectual and moral life with the spirit and power of dis-

tinct and positive Presbyterian Christianity ”
(
Minutes

, 1899, p. 78).

VII.

The foregoing extracts show the great strides made since 1870

toward a perfected Sabbath-school polity. It is not presumed that

absolute perfection has been reached. Changes in detail may yet

have to be made. The structure may seem to an outsider unduly

complex. But no one can now say that the Presbyterian Church

is without a Sabbath-school polity, or that that polity is otherwise

than comprehensive and practical. We have already enumerated,

ten of its features, which were more or less thoroughly established

prior to 1870. Some of these have been greatly developed since

then, and other features have been added, as the following enumer-

ation, based upon the facts and authoritative declarations quoted,

show :

11. The harmonizing of the various principles and practical

features of polity, described in Nos. 1 to 10, in a completed and

symmetrical system, with the addition of other principles and

features now to be stated.

12. The separation of Sabbath-school missions from the Busi-

ness department of the Board and its elevation into a distinct and

fully recognized branch of Presbyterian Sabbath -school work.

13. The consolidation of the aforesaid Sabbath-school missions

with the Sabbath-school department of 1870, and the formation

from the union of these separate branches of work, of the “ Sab-

bath-school and Missionary department ” of the “ Board of Publi-

cation and Sabbath-school Work.”

14. The adoption of the term “ Educational ” to designate the

Sabbath-school work of this department as differentiated from its

“ missionary ” work, the former signifying the vTork of improving

and elevating Presbyterian Sabbath -schools bv instructional and

administrative methods, and the latter signifying the work of
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Presbyterian Sabbath-school missions
;
the term ‘

‘ Educational, ’ ’

however, as used in this connection, does not refer to the literary

work of the Editorial department in the preparation of “ Lesson

Helps ” and other Sabbath-school literature. ^
15. The full recognition of the comprehensive and important

work of the Sabbath-school and Missionary department as (1)

supervising the Sabbath-school or educational work of the Church,

including “ teacher training” and every other feature’ excepting

that belonging to the Editorial department of the Board, with the

view of improving and elevating Sabbath-schools
; (2) conducting

Presbyterian Sabbath-school missions; (3) aiding needy Sabbath

-

schools with grants of the Sabbath-school literature provided by

the Board.

16. The reorganization of the Board wrhich, prior to 1887, was

known as the “ Presbyterian Board of Publication” into “ The
Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath-school Work,”
with three main departments, the Sabbath-school and Missionary,

the Editorial, and the Business departments, each of these being-

conducted by an executive officer of the Board called “ The
Superintendent” of the department; each having also a Com-
mittee of Management composed of members of the Board, and

each Superintendent being under the supervision of the Secretary

of the Board, subject to appeal to the Board itself.

17. Mutual cooperation enjoined between the Board and its

several departments and Synods and Presbyteries, with full recog-

nition of the constitutional rights, privileges and responsibilities

of each and all of the parties concerned.

18. Reiteration in an emphatic form of the principle of Ses-

sional control and pastoral oversight of local Sabbath-schools, in

conformity with Church polity and doctiine
;

also of the promi-

nence which should invariably be given in Sabbath-school instruc-

tion to the sacred Scriptures, the Westminster Shorter Catechism,

and, generally, to the doctrines and polity of the Presbyterian

Church.

19. The local Sabbath-school should be sustained, financially,

by the local church, so that the contributions of the former may
go toward benevolent objects.

20. Principle asserted that the chief aim of the Sabbath-school

is the conversion of the scholars and their upbuilding in Christ.

21. The Sabbath-school should embrace in its scope not only

the spiritual instruction of children and youth, but also that of

adults, and each local school should include in its membership the

entire congregation.

22. Anniversaries which are approved by the General Assembly
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—in particular Children’ s Day and Rallying Day—should ordi-

narily he observed by Sabbath-schools, as a matter of course.

23. Instruction and training in Christian benevolence and

instruction as to the work of the Church Boards should be imparted

in all Sabbath-schools.

24. The work of the Sabbath -school and Missionary department

should be loyally and liberally sustained by Presbyterian churches,

congregations, Sabbath-schools and individuals, and has a prior

claim upon their beneficence as compared with all undenomina-

tional societies having similar objects.

VIII.

Having thus taken a general view of the growth of Presbyterian

Sabbath-school polity, it remains for us now to consider some

important points in relation to the working of that polity. The
Church through her General Assembly gives expression to her

deliberate purposes. The Boards are her executive agencies for

carrying these purposes into effect. The Board of Publication

and Sabbath-school Work has three main departments, as we
have seen. Two of these—the Editorial and the Business depart-

ments—though performing a work of great importance, do not

present so many points for our study as does the complex and

comprehensive department of Sabbath -school and Missionary

Work. When we say that the Editorial department is concerned

with the literary work of the Board, any person familiar with

literary work can without difficulty comprehend the range of the

department. So of the Business department. With the Sabbath-

school and Missionary department the case is very different. Our

inquiries will therefore be directed toward that feature of the work.

To begin, the title of the department is rather confusing to an

outsider. It is really the department of Sabbath-school Work
and Sabbath -school Missions. As the missionary work is promi-

nently put forward in all appeals for support, many people have

no idea of the important and costly work performed bv its Sab-

bath-school or educational branch, and of the necessity of sustain-

ing that branch of the work by money contributions if the pur-

poses of the Church are to be effectively carried out. They give,

as they understand, to the cause of Presbyterian Sabbath-school

missions, whereas they are really giving to two branches of

work. Were this point generally understood it would, no doubt,

draw out larger contributions. This is what the General Assembly

asks for, and what the Board has a right to expect. Further,

owing to this blending of two lines of work in this department,

criticisms are sometimes made as to the expenses of management.
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Now, the fact is that economy is practiced to an extent that

seriously interferes with efficiency in some important features.

The two branches are also so closely interwoven together that it is

next to impossible to prepare two separate accounts of expenses

without descending to estimating: and guesswork, and therefore it

is difficult to make a person, who looks merely upon the figures in

the account and sees so much charged to office and general

expenses, understand why these expenses are not lighter. Never-

theless, the point is one that, in the interests of this great work,

should be thoroughly elucidated.

Still another peculiar feature of this work is that while the

educational branch of the department’s work is, in its very

nature, Presbyterian, dealing only with Presbyterian schools, the

missionary branch is, in its very nature, to a great extent unde-

nominational—in other words, broadly evangelical. In organizing

schools the missionaries do not insist upon their becoming Pres-

byterian. If they were to do so, they would often have to forego

the organization, and leave a spiritually destitute people without

the means of grace. The Presbyterian Church is not a loser, in

the long run, by doing this work on principles of broad catho-

licity. An understanding of this feature will, however, enable

any one to see why a certain proportion only of the schools organ-

ized and churches developed from them are Presbyterian, and how
impossible it would be to have it otherwise and yet carry on this

work successfully, at least in many parts of our country.

Another peculiarity arises from the union of the benevolent or

missionary work with a business concern. Many persons think,

notwithstanding repeated explanations published on every hand to

the contrary, that the contributions made to this Board go toward

the publication of religious and denominational literature. It

cannot be too clearly and frequently stated that this is not the case.

On the other hand, the Board, from the net profits of its business,

pays over a large amount yearly—two-thirds of the said profits—

-

to the Sabbath-school and Missionary department. The amounts

thus paid over during the past nine years have aggregated $192,-

385, an average of $21,376 per annum.

We now come to the actual work of the department. Bear in

mind that this is twofold, comprising (1) Sabbath-school work, or,

as it is now termed in the department, the educational branch

—

this being the work of the old department of Sabbath -schools with

the addition of some new features
; (2) the work of Presbyterian

Sabbath-school missions, or what is termed the missionary branch.

Beginning with the missionary branch it is convenient to sub-

divide this work also into two sub-branches, which we may term

(1) operative or field work and (2) administrative work.
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Tlie operative or field work comprises the entire range of service

undertaken by tlie missionaries of the Board— the organization

and the reorganization of schools and their nurture and upbuilding

with a view to their development into churches
;
house-to-house

visitation and the free distribution of Christian literature
;
gospel

meetings, and other forms of evangelistic work. The Board has

about ninety men in the field at the present time. In twelve

years 11,639 Sabbath-schools have been organized and 2990

reorganized. Many of the schools are short-lived, but their good
“ lives after them.” Many pass to other denominations. There

is a growing tendency toward permanence in results. A recent

census showed 3796 of the schools living. Five hundred and

ninety-four Presbyterian churches have been developed from this

work of twelve years, besides an almost equal number of churches

of other denominations. The work is essentially pioneer in char-

acter, laying the foundations of Christian civilization over vast

regions of our country. The Sabbath -school missionary represents,

however, the educational as well as the missionary element. He
conducts Bible institutes, trains teachers, leads Normal classes,

expounds Presbyterian doctrine and polity, keeps in touch with his

Presbytery or Synod, cooperates with pastors and home mission-

aries, encourages his mission schools to observe Children’s Day
and Rallying Day, and shows them how to canvass for scholars.

The administrative work of this branch grows in extent and

importance every year. It includes the selection of fields of labor

and of men to occupy them, correspondence relating thereto with

Synods, Presbyteries, pastors, missionary candidates and others.

It instructs and trains the missionaries in conferences and other-

wise, examines their monthly and annual reports, advises Synods

and Presbyteries of the work within their bounds, makes grants

of literature either upon the requisition of its missionaries or upon

application from needy schools, prepares leaflets and articles for

the press, and in other ways presents the work to churches, Sab-

bath-schools and individuals with a view to obtaining contribu-

tions, and, through its Superintendent and the Secretary of the

Board, visits Synods and Presbyteries and attends the meetings of

the General Assembly, in the interest of the work. An important

part of the administrative work is the preparation of the annual

report for the Assembly, giving a general view and specific details

of every feature.

The educational branch of the department is also subdivided

into two divisions, which may be best described as instructional

and administrative. At first, and for several years, it was almost

wholly instructional in its nature, comprising the conducting of
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Bible institutes and Normal classes, writing articles for periodicals,

preparing and editing Normal class text-books, addressing public

meetings, conventions, Presbyteries and Synods, forming Sabbath-

school Associations, and in general improving the standard of

Sabbath-school work and “ developing the Sabbath-school idea.”

Every one knows the educational influence of a popular anni-

versary. Children’s Day in the Presbyterian Church has done

more to unify church and school and to arouse a strong and healthy

Presbyterian sentiment than any other single instrumentality.

Attention was at first wisely drawn to the spiritual purpose of the

celebration. The Church insists that it shall be a day of thanks-

giving and prayer, with special reference to childhood. This ideal

is not always, perhaps not often, fully reached, but it is the true

ideal and should ever be kept before Sabbath-schools. It was

not long before the money offerings brought in and designated as

the offerings of children to Presbyterian Sabbath-school missions

became a matter of considerable moment. Prior to the institu-

tion of Children’s day in our Church the offerings of Sabbath-

schools to the cause of Sabbath-school missions were so trifling in

amount as not to call for a special item in the published accounts

of the Board. They soon rolled up into the thousands, and in

several years past have exceeded $50,000 a year. Children’s

Day, however, if it is to be kejrt up at its present high point, with

its spiritual feature duly recognized and its financial feature sus-

tained, calls for administrative labor and skill and commensurate

expenditure of money. All widespread, successful and enduring

work by man among men calls for a free expenditure not only of

money but also of brains. It would be quite possible to adminis-

ter a department of Sabbath -school and Missionary Work in a

perfunctory manner so as to run it to the ground in a few years.

Should a critic of the department complain that Children’s Day
cost in one year over $7000, he would be sufficiently answered by

the fact that in that same year it brought to the department

$54, 0O0 !

To a limited extent and in another line of utility Rallying Day
is another important feature of administrative work. It is so

well understood that I will not stop to explain its purport. Con-

nected with this anniversary was the United Movement, lasting

through the month of October in each year, for gathering in new
scholars. Work of this kind attracts attention, kindles enthu-

siasm, brings out latent strength and energy. It does not take the

place of instructional work
;
on the other hand, it makes room

for it. Four years ago the United Movement developed into the

Twentieth Century Movement for bringing into the Sabbath-

schools of our Church half a million of scholars at the turn of the
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century. Without stopping to describe or discuss the latter Move-

ment, I may at least affirm that it has brought many facts to light

which the Church ought to know, and has awakened dormant

energy which cannot fail to exert great influence on the future of

Sabbath-schools. Our present purpose, however, is simply to

mention it as a development of administrative work.

Another line of such work is found in the Home departments

of Sabbath-schools. Still another, and with this we will take our

leave of the department, is its statistical feature. As a rule,

the mention of the word “statistics” dispels attention
;

here it

should arouse it. To collect the statistics of Presbyterian Sabbath

-

schools the ecclesiastical system of the Church must be utilized.

Presbyterial Committees and Sabbath-school superintendents have

to be set to work and followed up with tact and diligence. But the

mere gaining of information is not the end, by any means. The
work itself and the vast mass of information handled gives the

department a “ point of vantage ” from which it can bring its

instructional and administrative plans to bear upon the Sabbath-

schools throughout the Church in a manner and with an efficiency

possible under no other circumstances. In other words, the depart-

ment can by this means directly reach every Presbyterial Sabbath-

school Committee with facts about the work in its particular

Presb3
7tery and suggestions as to its development. It can also

reach every Sabbath-school superintendent. This means hand-

to-hand Avork, organization, setting other people to Avork, stimu-

lating interest and energy to an extent impossible by any other

means. There is room here for better work than in the past has

been possible. The insight into the condition of the Sabbath-

schools in every part of the country gained by the department

through its statistical correspondence ought not to be tliroAvn aside

as soon as the figures are tabulated. It should be the basis of an

effective correspondence, leading to the quickening of pace in

Sabbath-school Avork, to the Avidespread “ deAmlopment of the

Sabbath-school idea ’
’ and to the creation of hundreds of centres

of Sabbath-school activity. Am I AATong in asking, in the A\
rords

of the Board's Committee of 1870: “ Will it do for the Church

in her organized form to neglect this agency ?”

IX.

I am painfully conscious of ha\’ing done scant justice to many
important lines of Avork comprehended in this department. The

question presents itself here : Is not the range of Avork described

too large for one department? Would it not be better to have

tAvo separate departments, one for Presbyterian Sabbath-school
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missions and one for the educational branch, or Sabbath-school work

proper ? This is a fair question and should receive a thoughtful

answer. The argument from experience certainly appears to be

against such a division. It would be a backward step into a

condition of embarrassment out of which the Church slowly and

painfully emerged in 1887, after a long period of suffering and

falling off in her Sabbath-school work. It will be remembered

that the two departments, colportage and Sabbath-school, were in

1887, after a careful investigation by an exceedingly able Com-

mittee of the General Assembly, consolidated into the present

department of “ Sabbath -school and Missionary Work.” This

was part of a general measure of reorganization, designed to

relieve the Church and the Board of Publication of chronic discord

between different departments of the Board. Although the fric-

tion was not between Sabbath-school work and colportage, the

Committee doubtless felt that, at some time in the future, as the

work of these departments expanded, differences might arise as

they had arisen between other departments of the Board. To

undo this action of that Committee would certainly be to invite a

recurrence of the evil. As we have already seen, the missionary

and the educational work of this department employ the same field

agents and are in other respects so blended that it is even difficult

to apportion the expenses incurred between them. Where it is

so difficult to draw a natural line of demarkation it would seem

unwise to force a division. A further consideration is the expense

of carrying on two departments, with two superintendents and

two sets of assistants. Finally, the marvelous success following

the consolidation of the departments, as briefly described in these

pages, should make the Church hesitate before consenting to any

important change in a backward direction.

The solution of the problem presented to the Church by this

wide and widening work rests on three conditions : First, an

enlarged conception and more thorough recognition by the Church

of the great purposes and possibilities comprehended in the phrase

“Sabbath-school Work and Sabbath -school Missions;” second,

the due equipment of the department for the effective discharge

of a much wider range of work than it has heretofore been able

to attempt
;

third, a corresponding division of labor within the

department. These conditions fulfilled, and the Sabbath-school

and Missionary department will take that place among the enter-

prises of the Church to which it is entitled as well by the grandeur

of its aims as by the vastness of the issues waiting upon its wise

and faithful administration.

Philadelphia, Pa. Edward T. Bromfield.



II.

FACTS, DOCTRINES AND IDEALS.

THERE are three fundamental philosophical methods. These

correspond to three fundamental endowments of the human
mind. They correspond also to three fundamental realities with

which our experience has to deal.

One way of seeking to understand the world in which we are is

by means of observation through the senses. What we call the

external world—the world made known to us through the eye, the

ear, the tactile organs,—the world of nature—is thus brought

before us. The facts of sense perception are observed and clas-

sified and generalized
;

“ laws ” are established through induction.

The human mind and human experience may be interpreted from

this point of view, and in the use of these data. In its extreme

form, this method issues in materialism, in the subsumption of

conscious phenomena, as well as phenomena of the physical

world, under mechanical concepts and analogies. Its less pro-

nounced phases are ivliat we call empiricism, positivism, phenome-

nalism : “naturalism” is the term employed by Prof. James

Ward, in his recent Gifford Lectures, and this term is used also by

Mr. Balfour. The organ of knowledge is the senses, the method

is observation and experiment, the central interest is the physical

universe. In its legitimate employment, this method is character-

istically that of physical and natural science.

On the other hand, we may seek to arrive at the truth of things

by the way of speculative construction, through a 'priori and

rationalistic methods. In point of time, this method antedates

the other. Greek philosophy began in deductive and dogmatic

speculations
;

it sought to comprehend the whole of things, to

discover the World-Ground or the World-Cause. All the pre

Socratic systems were of this kind. They were vast and audacious

cosmologies
;
they dealt, not with specific facts, but with all-com-

prehending principles. Thales, the Eleatics, Heracleitus, Pytha-

goras, the Atomists, Anaxagoras—these all answer to this descrip-

tion. Modern philosophy began in the same way. The seven-

teenth century, the great age of mathematics, produced philoso-

phies constructed after mathematical analogies. Descaites, Spi-
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noza, Leibnitz assumed postulates, and reasoned down from them

abstractly and dogmatically. As Descartes said, they started from

the concept of God, and deduced everything from that.

Both in ancient and in modern times, the futility of each of these

methods, when employed in an exclusive and exaggerated way,

was demonstrated, and recourse was had, both in the pre-Christian

and in the modern period, to a third method. Socrates turned

from cosmical speculations and from the semi-skeptical use of the

senses to the study of man, especially of the ethical man, seeking

in this way to provide new foundations of belief and of conduct.

In the same manner, the signal and characteristic feature of the

Kantian philosophy is the appeal which it takes from the skepti-

cal empiricism of Hume, and from the rationalistic deductions of

the dogmatists, to the intuitions of the moral reason. The

primacy of the moral powers is the cardinal assertion of the

Critique of Practical Reason. According to Kant, the criterion

and organon of truth are to be sought in the domain of ethics,

rather than in sense impressions, on the one hand, or in rational-

istic deductions, on the other.

What does this historical cycle, this rhythmical process, signify ?

It signifies that there are three spheres of truth, three methods of

inquiry, three standpoints and postulates, three sets of criteria,

and that each of these has its rights, and that, if any one of them

is denied its due place, error is the result. It was easy for Kant
to exhibit the inadequacy of Hume’s results, and to expose the

pretentiousness and the futility of the Wolffian dogmatism, and it

is not hard, for us to see the defects of Kant’s exaggeration of the

ethical elements in belief. All three factors must be duly regarded,

if philosophy is to achieve valid results. Any system that empha-

sizes one at the expense of the others lays itself open to criticism

from the point of view of the neglected factors.

The rationalist takes account of the whole, and does not give

due weight to the individual. He puts a high estimate upon the

forms of thinking, but is not sufficiently concerned about that to

which the forms are applied. His results are liable to be called

in question from the side of fact, as not true to observation and

experience.

The empiricist fixes his attention upon particulars, but does not

provide for generalized knowledge. He assigns too large a prov-

ince to the senses and leaves the relational element in cognition

insufficiently accounted for. His explanations of such notions as

space, time, number, causality, infinity, are unsatisfactory.

Each of these forms of theory easily comes into conflict also

with the moral consciousness. The one passes readily into pan-
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theism
;

the other has natural affinities with materialism. In the

former case, the personal Self is submerged in the World-Whole
;

in the latter case, it is subordinated, as an effect, to external

nature.

Exaggerated prominence given to the moral element in experi-

ence has its distinctive dangers also : it results in excessive sub-

jectivity. Satisfaction in respect to the problems of existence is

sought, not through observing the facts of nature, history, and

life, and endeavoring to reach a rational determination of their

meaning, but through an abandonment of all attempt at intellec-

tual solution, and a simple acceptance of what seems to satisfy

personal needs. This deprives, or tends to deprive, the ethical

and the religious life of its rationality.

The facts of nature and of history, as discovered through obser-

vation and inductive inquiry, are one element of truth, to which

we must give due recognition.

The interpretation of facts through reasoning, their correlation

with each other, the deducing of their proper consequences, the

construction of them in a system, their dogmatic statement—this

is another element which we are not at liberty to disregard.

The insight and authority of the ethical nature
;
the right of

conscience and moral feeling and spiritual aspiration to be heard

in the arbitraments of belief
;
the fact that no inductions however

laborious, and no arguments however cogent, which contradict our

sesthetical and ethical ideals, can commend themselves as satisfac-

tory—this we forget, or ignore, at our peril.

An eclectic and comprehensive philosophy reconciles these three

factors, assigning to each its proper force, its relative place.

We may say, in general, that, both in philosophy and in the-

ology, the rationalistic type of doctrine— that which lays exagge-

rated stress upon abstract thinking—has predominated over the

other two types. This might be expected to be the case in ancient

philosophy, because of its objective and cosmical point of view

and its unpsychological method, but modern philosophy also has

largely adopted the ideal set forth by Descartes: “We shall

doubtless follow the best way of philosophizing if, from the

knowledge we have of God Himself, we pass to the explication of

the things which He has created, and essay to deduce it from the

notions that are naturally in our minds, for we shall thus obtain

the most perfect science, that is, the knowledge of effects through

their causes.”* Deduction bv pure thought from notions sup-

posed to be so clearly and distinctly present to intelligence that

* Principles of Philosophy, I, xxii.
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they may be taken as self-evident; the discovery—to use Des-

cartes’ language again—of
“ the principles, or first dauses, of all

that is, or can be, in the world .... without educing them from

any other source than from certain forms of truth naturally exist-

ing in our minds ”—this apotheosis of abstract reflection has often

superseded other functions of the human mind and other modes

of investigating truth. Spinoza is, of course, the classical exam-

ple. From postulates assumed to be self-evident, this representa-

tive exemplar of deductive method undertakes to derive a series of

propositions which shall express the reality of the world. To him

logical consistency is the same thing as causal efficacy
;

the

system of the cosmos is reasoned out as if it were a geometrical

problem. As one follows the involved and subtle argumentation,

one feels that the concrete facts of experience are allowed little

weight. In the Ethics there is no small amount of careful

observation and acute psychological analysis, but the views pre-

sented, in regard to nature and man, are not determined by that,

but by the necessities of the reasoning. Nor are the ethical diffi-

culties any less conspicuous. The positions taken and the meth-

ods followed are incompatible with the ordinary conceptions of

mankind in respect to character, as Spinoza himself freely admits :

“ Here, I doubt not, readers will come to a stand, and will call to

mind many things which will cause them to hesitate
;

I therefore

beg them to proceed slowly, step by step, and not to pronounce

on my statements till they have read to the end.”* One may well

“ come to a stand ” when confronted with such a declaration as

this : “I shall consider human actions and desires in exactly the

same manner as though I were concerned with lines, planes and

solids. ”f It is certainly not consonant with the views of most

persons that the phenomena of human character should be treated

in the same manner as die abstract relations of space.

The empirical tradition starts, in modern philosophy, from

Locke, who is so far from finding “ certain forms of truth natur-

ally existing in our minds,” as the great continental thinker had

done, that he sees in the soul only a blank page upou which char-

acters representative of the outer world are traced through the

agency of sensation. In its apprehension of the material world,

the mind is passively recipient ; external reality communicates

itself through the senses
;
the mind is a transcript, an echo, of the

world of nature. The extreme development of Locke’s doctrine is

seen in the materialism of the period of the Revolution in France
;

its logical consequences appear most perfectly in Hume. Hume
is, no doubt, the best exponent of empiricism. The thought

* Ethics, Part II, Prop, xi, note. f Ethics. Part III, Introduction.
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function is as much depreciated by him as it is exaggerated by
Spinoza. “ It must be some one impression,” he tells us, “ that

gives rise to every real idea.”* “ When we analyze our thoughts

and ideas, however compounded or sublime, we always find that

they resolve themselves into such simple ideas as were copied

from a precedent feeling or sentiment. ”+ Insistence upon the

sense element is carried to the extreme of declaring that “ all

probable reasoning is nothing but a species of sensation,”^; that

“ all our reasonings concerning causes and effects are derived from

nothing but custom
;
belief is more properly an act of the sensi-

tive than of the cogitative part of our natures.” § In other words,

our most important conclusions regarding the world are not cogni-

tive in their nature, do not convey any assurance as to objective

reality, but are simply a subjective expectancy due to custom and

imagination. The character of knowledge can be allowed only to

that which is momentarily perceived. Everything which goes be-

yond the impression of the instant is only belief. The sensational

atomism which thus discredits knowledge also undermines ethics

by withdrawing from it its fundamental presupposition. Because

no single impression is capable of disclosing a continuous and

self-identical subject, this indispensable postulate, the Ego, the

Self, is set aside as fictitious. In the reappearance of this feature

of Hume’s system in so much of our contemporary thought, we

see how essentially akin the representatives of a given type of

philosophic doctrine are, however widely separated they may be

in time. The presentational psychology and metaphysics of our

day traces its lineage far back of Mill and Hume to the Sophists,

four centuries before the Christian era.

The stress laid by Kant upon the moral experience was not

simply the introduction of a new factor and a new point of view,

but involved, almost of necessity, depreciation of preceding meth-

ods and standpoints. “ If you think clearly,” said the Cartesian.

“ you will solve the problem of the universe.” “ Only interpret

your sensations accurately,” said the follower of Locke, “ and you

will attain all the knowledge of which you are capable.”

“ Neither one nor both of these will suffice,” said Kant; “the

senses can apprehend only what is presented in forms of space and

time
;
the logical understanding can legitimately deal only with

actual or possible objects of sense perception
;
these faculties of

cognition are inapplicable to that which transcends the conditions

* Treatise of Human Nature, Book I, Part I, Section 6.

f Inquiry, Section 2.

f Treatise, Book I, Part III, Section 8.

§ Treatise, Book I, Part IV, Section 1.
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of spatial arid temporal existence
;
the being of God, the freedom

of the will, the immortality of the soul—such facts and truths as

these are implicates and presuppositions of morality, and hence

are to be established upon ethical grounds, and not as theoretical

affirmations.” The influence of Kant has powerfully promoted

two important and questionable tendencies in subsequent thinking.

One is the depreciation of the sense factor in experience, the

neglect of observation and of sober concrete fact
;
the other is the

depreciation of the thought factor, the disregard of theoretical or

reasoned proof. Both these results are likely to follow from exag-

geration of the ethical elements in experience. If truths are

authenticated by an immediate intuition, the confirmation of fact

and the confirmation of reason seem alike unnecessary.

It will be instructive to seek illustrations of these three philo-

sophic types in the sphere of theology and of practical religious

life.

The distinctive method of theology is commonly held to be

speculative and metaphysical
;

it assumes postulates, and deduces

consequences by argumentation. It conforms largely to one of

the types of which we have been speaking—the cl priori deductive

type. Theology is accordingly in danger of defect on the side of

facts. Theologians have often incurred the reproach of being

inhospitable to new truth by reason of their attitude toward the

advances of secular knowledge. This is an indictment with which

we are only too familiar. How often we are reminded that each

of the great modern sciences has had to make its way against

indifference, suspicion, and sometimes opposition on the part of

those who ought to have been the first to welcome it. The mis-

takes of the official exponents of Christianity in dealing with

geography, astronomy, philology, geology, biology, we are not

suffered to forget.

If it were important to determine the precise amount of justice

contained in these strictures, various considerations would need to

be taken into account. It might be urged in extenuation that

men of science, as well as theologians, have often shown them-

selves reluctant to admit conceptions inconsistent with their pre-

viously entertained beliefs. It is not peculiar to any class of men
to have a prejudice in favor of their own opinions. But we need

not concern ourselves about the apportioning of blame between the

parties to these disputes
;

the important question is, What relation

ought to subsist between the scientific investigation of the world

and theological dogma ?

25
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“ What we liave to note,” says Prof. James Ward, in his

Naturalism and Agnosticism * “ is the existence in our time of a

vast circle of empirical knowledge, in the whole range of which

the idea of a Necessary Being or a First Cause has no place.

Toward this result religious and devout men like Cuvier or Fara-

day have contributed as much as atheists like Holback or Laplace.

Like many another result of collective human effort, it was

neither intended nor foreseen. But there it is nevertheless
;
and

it is all the more impressive because it has grown with humanity,

and is not the work of a one-sided sect or school. If modern

science had a voice and were questioned as to this omission of all

reference tc a Creator, it would only reply : I am not aware of

needing any such hypothesis. ... Let us recall a few familiar

instances by way of illustration. To Bentley’s inquiry, how the

movements and structure of the solar system were to be accounted

for, Newton replied :
‘ To your query I answer that the motions

which the planets now have could not spring from any natural

cause alone, but were impressed by an intelligent Agent.’ ....
But now, in place of this direct intervention of an intelligent

Agent, modern astronomy substitutes the nebular hypothesis of

Kant and Laplace. Think again of the remarkable instances of

special contrivance and design collected by Paley in his Natural

Theology
,
published at the beginning of this century, or of those

of the Bridgewater Treatises a generation later—works from which

some of us perhaps got our first knowledge of science. Nobody
reads these books now, and nobody writes others like them. Such

arguments have ceased to be edifying, or even safe Again,

the immutability and separate creation of species, which Cuvier

and other distinguished naturalists long stoutly maintained, are

doctrines now no longer defensible. And without them the

unique position assigned to man in the scale of organic life—for

the sake of which, it is not too much to say, Cuvier aud his allies

held out so desperately—can be claimed for man no more. ....
And not merely man’s erect gait and noble bearing, but his speech,

his reason, and his conscience too, are now held to have been

originated in the course of a vast process of evolution, instead of

being ascribed, as formerly, to the inspiration and illumination of

the Divine Spirit directly intervening.”

How is it possible that theology should look with unconcern

upon processes of investigation which lead to results like these

—

processes which threaten to extend the sway of mechanical deter-

mination over every department of things ?

Prof. Brooks, in one of the chapters of his work, The Founda-

* Vol. I, pp. 5-7.
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tions of Zoology—the chapter entitled “ The Mechanism of

Nature ”—taking as his text Berkeley’s identification of the rela-

tion of cause and effect with the relation of sign and the thing

signified, insists at length on the idea that natural knowledge is

nothing more than knowledge of order. “It is obvious,” he

says, “ that the discovery that nature is orderly can throw no light

on the origin of anything in nature. Order is not an explanation

of anything, but something that itself calls for explanation.”

“ Since the discovery that the phenomena of nature do take place

in order does not show why they take place in order, or even why
they should take place at all, is it not plain that the discovery of

the order of nature has no bearing on the origin, or on the reality,

of anything in nature?”* In other words, science deals only

with the method of things, not with their cause, or their ultimate

reality and meaning. It establishes uniformity of sequence—those

constant relations which we call laws. It discovers the relations in

which one portion of the visible universe stands to other portions,

and “ explains ” phenomena by thus pointing out their antecedents

and consequents. In doing this, it remains within the sphere of the

phenomenal and the finite
;

it neither affirms nor denies the Uncon-

ditional and Absolute Being which religion assumes. The physicist

or the chemist does not appeal to the agency of God in order to

account for his facts
;
he may very properly say :

“ I do not feel the

need of any such hypothesis.” The profounder problems present

themselves only when the mind passes beyond the limited and spe-

cial task undertaken by a particular science, and asks not merely,

How are these phenomena relaied to each other? but, How are

the various groups of phenomena which constitute the various

sciences combined in the sum total of things ? Whence did this

totality of things derive its being ? By what power is it main-

tained and directed ? What purpose does it manifest ? To what

end is it destined ? These questions pertain to philosophy rather

than to science, and when answered in such a way as to contra-

vene the postulates of religion, the conflict ensuing is not properly

described as a conflict between religion and science, but as a con-

flict between religion and a form of philosophy illegitimately

engrafted upon science. In its proper conception, science is differ-

entiated, in its sphere and in the nature of its inquiries, from

theology. It asks, What are the facts ? It does not attempt to

penetrate to the underlying ground and cause of the facts. No
doubt, Christian thinkers have sometimes unwisely identified their

own particular views of the world with their religious beliefs—as

when it was thought necessary to maintain that the sun moves

Foundations of Zoology, p. 312.
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round the earth, or that the creation was accomplished in six days.

But these naive mistakes are much less likely to be made now
than formerly, and a moderate acquaintance with the controversies

of the past few years suffices to show that they have, in most

cases, been waged over false issues—that is, over speculative

assumptions and deductions rather than over ascertained scientific

conclusions. The theory of evolution, for example, was presented

by many of its most influential advocates as a new version of

materialism, as a derivation of the. world from matter and force.

The production of useful adaptations by means of variation and

selection has been often adduced as a refutation of the doctrine of

purpose in nature. The methods of investigation employed in

physical science have been not infrequently extolled as the sole

methods capable of conducting one to rational belief
;

as when
Prof. Huxley writes, “ I know what I mean when I say, I believe

in the law of the inverse squares, and I will not rest my life and

my hopes upon weaker convictions.”* But let us suppose that an

uninterrupted sequence uTere traced from primordial atoms to the

moral personality of man—the gaps betwmen the inorganic and

the living, the insentient and the conscious, the non-moral and the

moral, being all closed up—would the evidence of a Creative In-

telligence be thereby destroyed ? All this pertains, after all, to

the process through which the universe has come to be
;

it does

not touch the question of its origin, or the question of the mean-

ing and value of its component elements. If so portentous an

extension of the mechanical theory should ever be accomplished,

the mystery of the world would still remain unsolved, the ethical

and spiritual life of man would still compel recognition. It Avould

doubtless be more difficult then than now to retain belief in a

supernatural order, but even this would by no means be rendered

irrational. The Aristotelian principle is a perfectly sound one,

that the nature of a thing is what that thing is when fully devel-

oped ;t and even though the reason and conscience of man were

shown to be the last terms in a vast cosmical series, they would,

none the less, be wrhat they are, and they would testify, as indu-

bitably as they do nowr

,
to the supremacy of the spiritual over the

natural. God would not, even then, have left Himself without

witness. To the free and responsible personality, conscious of

indefinite potentialities of achievement and of aspiration, an Ideal

and Infinite Goodness and Righteousness, administering the lower

realm in the interest of the higher, would not be a thing incred-

ible.

* Life and Letters, Vol. I, page 234,

| Politics, Bk. I, Chap. 2.
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The proper attitude of the Christian believer who holds not

merely a spiritual but also a supernatural conception of the uni-

verse, is one of entire friendliness toward all honest and competent

investigation. It is impossible for one who believes in God as the

Author of all being and the Fountain of all truth, to suppose that

the scientific mode of thought, which seeks to discover the facts

of the world and to connect them in orderly relations of space

and time, can be antagonistic to the religious mode of thought

which apprehends, as the Cause and Ground and End of these

facts, a world-ordering divine reason. When conflict arises

between these two different but not antagonistic lines of inquiry,

it is due either to rash, unfounded claims and false deductions, on

the one hand, or to unnecessary prejudice and timidity, on the

other. The only concern of theology is to make sure that facts

are accurately stated, that presuppositions and hypotheses and

inferences are not substituted for them. We need not fear that

any contradiction between Christian faith and our empirical knowl-

edge of the world will ever be established, or that reconciliation

between them is to be accomplished on the terms which so many
anticipate with satisfaction and so many apprehend with dread

—

the surrender on the part of Christianity of its character as a

supernatural revelation. God is a supernatural Being
;

as the

Creator and Governor and Redeemer of the World, He stands in

'supernatural relations to it
;

and, whatever extension science may
give to the ideas of law and of development, these concepts are

relative and fiuite, they have to do only with process and method,

they cannot supersede and exclude the Supreme Concept of Abso-

lute Sovereign Personality.

Although the undue emphasis of dogma is the fault commonly
attributed to theologians, the opposite tendency is not without

examples among them. There are not a few, in our day, who
share the view expressed by the late Dr. Hatch, in the well-known

opening sentences of his Iiibbert Lectures on “ The Influence of

Greek Ideas and Usages on the Christian Church ”—in which he

contrasted the Sermon on the Mount and the Nicene Creed, asking
11 why an ethical sermon stood in the forefront of the teaching of

Jesus Christ and a metaphysical creed in the forefront of the

Christianity of the fourth century”—the view enforced with so

much learning and skill by Harnack in his History of Dogma
,

namely, that the doctrinal development of Christianity is, on the

whole, a perversion, “ a work of the Greek spirit on the soil of

the Gospel,”* a process through which the Gospel passed “ from

* Harnack, History of Dogma
,
English Translation, Yol I, p. 17.
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a world of Syrian peasants to a world of Greek philosophers.

”

Those who thus depreciate the results of the great Ecumenical

Councils, and the results of the life labors of the many masters of

thought who have striven, in later years, to formulate and system

atize the truths of revelation, are able to advance grounds for their

opinion that are not destitute of plausibility. Christianity, they

say, is a fact revelation
;

in this consists the difference between it

and philosophy. It is not necessary that we be able to theorize

about the Gospel
;
the facts which it embodies—the facts of man’s

need and God’s provision for that need—are all that is requisite.

A theology which confines, itself to these is more true to the

spirit of Christianity than one which involves itself in the sub-

tleties and intricacies of scholastic disputation.

Before assenting to the historical proposition that Greek phil-

osophy exerted an altogether corrupting influence upon Chris-

tianity, we do well to consider whether the new faith could exert

its proper power unless it were taken up into the previous thought

of the world, incorporated with it, and translated into its terms

—

whether a process of assimilation was not necessary if Christianity

was to become an integral part of the world’s life. It does not

seem unreasonable to believe that the dogmatic development which

went forward in the patristic age was, to a great extent, salutary.

But as regards the main question—whether a theoretic or, if

one choose so to say, a metaphysical statement of Christianity is

inconsistent with its spirit and design—it is pertinent to ask those

who insist so strongly upon the sufficiency of the simple “ facts,”

what they mean by that term. A fact is not something which

exists as an independent entity, apart from the mind apprehending

it. In the case of an object of sense perception, the rajT
s of light

or the waves of air—the sense material presented—do not consti-

tute it
;
the mind must react upon these data in the way of inter-

pretation. The mind factor is the larger part of any perceptive

experience. The poet or the scientific observer sees far more in

a given object than is seen by the ordinary onlooker. In 1803

Wordsworth and his sister and Coleridge made a tour on foot in

Scotland. As they were walking one day in a region of the High-

lands, which may still be pretty accurately identified, they saw a

young girl at work in the fields. This was certainly a sufficiently

commonplace sight
;
yet the poet’s fancy and sympathy perceived

in it that which appealed to him and he made that Highland

maiden immortal in “ The Solitary Beaper.” How many of

the most significant and exquisite creations of the poetic imagi-

nation have been suggested by things similarly unimportant

!

On the edge of the great forest of Fontainebleau, a wide monoto-
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nous plain stretching for miles beyond, Millet studied those forms

of humble life and menial toil Avhich he has invested with such

pathetic dignity and beauty. The meaning which the poet finds

in nature or in human life is not in the object or phenomenon

standing by itself
;

the imagination invests what is seemingly

trivial with attributes and meanings contributed by itself. An
apple falling from a tree : this—if I may borrow an illustration

used by Dr. TV. T. Harris*—is a fact to the swine that run to

devour it : but Newton sees that fact connected in dynamic rela-

tions to the whole system of the world, he sees in it the law of

gravitation. There is no such thing as an individual fact
;
noth-

ing exists in isolation. Leibnitz was quite right in saying that

every mouad is a mirror of the universe
;

to an omniscient intel-

ligence the whole must appear reflected in every part. If things

seem to us detached and self-subsistent, it is because of the incom-

pleteness of our knowledge
;

in proportion as our knowledge

becomes adequate, every individual thing takes on a universal

character, and is seen to be an expression and embodiment of law.

If we apply this to the facts of Christianity, it is obvious that

these facts are doctrines. They are not mere presentations
;
they

are events in the sphere of nature and of history which possess a

certain significance, and are to be understood in a certain way.

When St. Paul recounts, in the opening verses of the Romans, the

foundation facts of the Gospel, “ Which He promised afore by His

prophets in the holy Scriptures, concerning His Son, who was born

of the seed of David according to the flesh, who was declared to

be the Son of God with power, according to the spirit of holiness,

bv the resurrection of the dead : even Jesus Christ our Lord

through whom we received grace and apostleship, unto obedience

of faith among all the nations, for His name’s sake : among whom
are ye also called to be Jesus Christ’s ”—all this recital of facts is

the very essence of doctrine. The distinction between facts and

truths is unreal. Any one who accepts the facts of Christianity

ipso facto accepts the truths. No doubt doctrines may be accepted

implicitly without drawing them out in their consequences and

perceiving them in their relations
;

it is in this sense only that the

distinction has any meaning. If those who are so anxious to

eliminate defined and systematic statements of truth would simply

consider that the choice is only between doctrines explicitly recog-

nized and patiently and seriously studied, and doctrines accepted

in an indolent and unreasoning way, they would perhaps be more
tolerant of the metaphysics of religion.

When one says, “ I accept the great fact of the atonement, but

* Psychologic Foundations of Education, p. 378.
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I have no theory as to its nature,” he may pertinently be asked

what the fact is which he accepts
;
in so far as he is able to state

this, he states a doctrine. “ I accept the fact of inspiration, but

I have no theory as to its mode is it certain that this really

means anything ?*

It has been pointed out that those who conceive Christianity

primarily as a system of doctrine are in danger of following a too

abstract and dogmatic method, and of failing to take account of

the world of nature and of history
;
and that persons, on the other

hand, of little speculative aptitude, whose preference is for the

concrete and the objective, are liable to hold formulas of belief in

too slight esteem, and to content themselves with an uncritical

acceptance of truths not intellectually realized. There is, how-

ever, still another point of view, another line of approach: Chris-

tianity may be apprehended, not as a system of truths or as a

body of facts, but as preeminently an interior experience.

In this aspect religion is sometimes so conceived as to leave out

of view its constituent elements. When Mr. Spencer, for exam-

ple, resolves it into the sense of mystery—the recognition that the

Power which the universe manifests is utterly inscrutable
;

or

when we are asked to accept, as a satisfactory analysis of the

religious consciousness, the “ cosmic emotion ” of Clifford, or the

“permanent and habitual admiration” of the author of Nat-

ural Religion, or the “ deep-set feeling” of which Prof. Tyndall

spoke with so much fervor in his Belfast address, we see at once

the inadequacy of a sentiment so vague as that which these phases

express. The statement made familiar to us in the writings of

Matthew Arnold is more plausible, but not essentially different.

A man of letters naturally has man more prominently in view than

nature, and hence Mr. Arnold emphasizes the connection of

religion with conduct, defining it as “ morality touched with

emotion.” But since no account is given of this emotion further

than to say that it is directed toward a “ Power, not ourselves,

which makes for righteousness,” there is nothing reall3r added to

the natural obligations of morality : from a Power completely un-

known can proceed no warrant of authority, no promise of succor,

*“If the fact of the resurrection stands, then it cannot stand alone. If Jesus

Christ so lived and taught as even the most indefinite believers concede that He
lived and taught, if He then died on the Cross, and rose again the third day from
the dead, you have indeed already the foundation dogma of the Creed

;
and having

that, you cannot possibly rest in it
;
that foundation fact will absolutely compel

you to ask and answer certain further necessary questions, and whatever intelligible

answer you may choose to give to them will be essentially a dogmatic definition.
-
’

—“The Incarnation as the Basis of Dogma’’: J. R. Illingworth, in Lux Mundi.
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no motive of obedience. In an essay recently published, whose

title, “ The Poetry of Christian Doctrine,” gives a hint of its pur-

port, the resolution of religion into aestheticism is set forth with

unreserved frankness, and with no small degree of literary charm.
il The whole of Christian doctrine is thus religious and effica-

cious only when it becomes poetry, because only then is it the felt

counterpart of personal experience, and a genuine expression of

religious life.” “ If we look on religion as on a kind of poetry,

as we have decided here to do—as on a kind oi poetry that

expresses moral values and reacts beneficently upon life—we shall

see that the Christian doctrine is alone justified.” “ Human life

is always essentially the same, and therefore a religion which, like

Christianity, seizes the essence of that life, ought to be an eternal

religion. But it may forfeit that privilege by entangling itself

with a particular account of matters of fact, matters irrelevant to

its ideal significance, and further by entrenching itself, by virtue

of that entanglement, in an inadequate regimen or a too narrow

imaginative development.”* In other words, Christianity can

survive only on the condition that it disengage itself from all con-

nection with matters of fact, and that it make no claim to possess

any content of objective truth.

This indifference to the historical and the dogmatic elements of

religion is not, however, confined to men of science, to whom
religion is nothing more than the feeling of awe and wonder

inspired by the vastness of the physical universe, or men of letters,

who see in it only a dreamy, poetic idealization of human life.

The subjective or introspective type of character, however genuine

and serious it may be, is always liable to error in this direction.

Intense conviction withdraws into itself, and declines to seek any

verification or to recognize any obligation of .defense or of ex-

plaualion. “ The righteous man may say, 1 will that there be a

God.”f The faith to which Kant is constrained by the solemn

imperatives of the moral law does not admit of theoretical confir-

mation, nor does it find support in historical proofs. This is the

characteristic attitude of mysticism. Mysticism is true and

strong in its recognition of God as present and operative in

men, in its recognition of the instinctive, the intuitive, the affec

tional elements of our nature as proper and natural media of

knowledge, in the power and fervor and intimacy of its hold upon

truth
;
but it is apt to rest satisfied with beliefs not subjected to

legitimate criteria, not brought into harmony with other beliefs,

irreconcilable, perhaps, with commonly accepted standards of opin-

* Santayana, Interpretations of Religion and Poetry, pp. 94, 105, 116.

f Dialectic of Pure Practical Reason, Chap. via.
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ion and conduct. The contributions of mysticism to the higher

life of the world are far rarer and finer in quality than those of

the merely reasoning intelligence. Emerson contrasts the two
types of mind in this way: “The great distinction between

teachers sacred or literary—between poets like Herbert and poets

like Pope
;
between philosophers like Spinoza, Kant and Cole-

ridge, and philosophers like Locke, Paley, Mackintosh and Stewart

;

between men of the world, who are reckoned accomplished talkers,

and here and there a fervent mystic, prophesying, half insane

under the infinitude of his thought—is, that one class speak from
within

,
or from experience, as parties and possessors of the fact

;

and the other class, from without
,
as spectators merely, or perhaps

as acquainted with the fact on the evidence of third persons. It is

of no use to preach to me from without If a man do not

speak from within the veil, where the word is one with that it

tells of, let him lowly confess it.”* But admirable as the mystic

temper at its best is, its excessive subjectivity makes it prolific

of error and dangerous in practical tendency. We cannot safely

isolate one department of our being, or one set of our faculties,

from the others. If the ideal and spiritual elements are over-

emphasized, a lack of reality ensues
;

defined criteria of fact and

of truth are set aside.

The appeal to Christian consciousness, the conception of Chris-

tianity as a life, the idea expressed in Kant’s “ want of reason,”

in Lotze’s “ judgments of worth ” or “judgments of value —this

vital and indispensable phase of truth is sometimes so incautiously

and extravagantly stated as to substitute sentiment for reason, and

to discredit alike all formulas of belief and all records of event-

No one can read the powerful and pathetic presentation of this

point of view in the “ Lay Sermons” of the late T. H. Green

without profound admiration for the sympathetic tenderness, the

high and serious earnestness which they disclose, and without

perceiving, at the same time, the inconsistency between this sub-

limated and etherialized idealism and the authority of an objective

revelation. Ideals which sever themselves from fact and from

doctrine are illusory
;
they need to be more definitely interpreted,

to be brought into practical accord with realit}7 .

The main point insisted upon in this essay may be stated as

follows :

There are three interests which the philosopher and the theo-

logian need to safeguard

—

The world of empirical reality, the world mediated through the

* Essays : The Over-Soul

.
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senses, the world of nature, of society, of history, the world

which is the subject of science—this demands candid recognition.

The world of abstract truth, to which we have access through the

forms and processes of thinking, the world of judgment and

inference, and logical consistency and reasoned truth—from this

we may not hold aloof.

The world of ideal values, which reveals itself in the impera-

tives of conscience, in the pure and lofty visions of the spiritual

imagination, in the unsatisfied longings and aspirations of the heart

and the affections—to this we must ever hold ourselves open.

In particular, must the Christian teacher take account of these

three elements and spheres.

Johns Hopkins University. EDWARD H. GRIFFIN.



III.

CALVIN’S LITERARY WORK.*

I.

HERE was a purely French Reformation, which in its origin

1 owed little or nothing to the German or English Reforma-

tion
;
which, nevertheless, did not essentially differ from them;

which for a long time was neither political, like the English, nor

social, like the German, but was religious, theological and moral

;

and which, in fine, even preceded both of the others. It was in

1517, indeed, that Luther, as we know, published his theses at

Wittenberg
;
hut the Commentary on the Psalms, in Latin, of our

Lefbvre d’Etaples, dates from 1512, and from Lefcivre d’Etaples

to Calvin, from 1512 to 1536, we can trace in French writings

the progress and the logical development of an exclusively French

* [In presenting this instructive article to our readers, we depart from our

established custom in two particulars. The article was not written expressly for our

pages, hut is translated from a discussion bearing the title, L’ (Euvre Litteraire

de Calvin
,
published by the distinguished editor of the Revue des Deux Morales

in the number of that journal for October 15, 1900 (vol. clxi, pp. 898-

923). And the paper is certainly not written from the standpoint of the Pres-

byterian and Reformed Review, hut rather is even palpitant with a dislike

which perhaps amounts to hatred of all that we mo3t admire and reverence in

Calvin—a dislike or hatred which betrays the brilliant author into a tone of

unjust depreciation toward the great man of whom he writes. The article has

seemed to us, nevertheless, to possess a value, as the testimony of a Frenchman

of letters of the first rank to the place of Calvin in the history of French litera-

ture, which makes it worth while to bring it before our readers, even at the cost of

astonishing and M ounding them by its tone in other respects. Those who are

unacquainted with M. Brunetiere’s point of departure in dealing with such a

figure and such a work as those of Calvin, should by all means read the inform-

ing paper of M. Edouard Yautier, on Le Catholicisme de M. Brunetiere,

published in the Lausanne journal, La Liberte Chretienne, for February 15 and

March 15, 1901. Meanwhile it will do us no harm, while listening to the literary

judgments of M. Brunetiere the litterateur on Calvin’s place in French literature, to

hear along with them the harsher echoes of the depreciative prejudgments of M.

Brunetiere “ the Catholic ” on Calvin’s place in the history of religious thought and

progress. We owe our best thanks to M. Brunetiere for his kind permission to

reproduce his discussion in this English form
;
and especially to Miss Katliariue G.

Spear, of Baltimore, Md., for her labor of love in putting M. Brunetiere’s bright

French into this appropriate English.

—

Editors ]
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Protestantism. The more closely we study it—with the more

exactness, care and attention to details—-the better do we discover

the distinctive characteristics of that which I shall call our national

Eeformation. These are a tendency to place morality above dogma
;

to place in the practice of daily life all that which one tries to

get out of works—I mean external and ceremonial works
;
and

also a tendency to “ democratize,” or rather to “ individualize,”

the religious sentiment: and all this is what we are about to find

again in Calvin.

We decline, apropos of Calvin, to give our opinion on the

Eeformation in general
;
and, wishing to speak here only of his

French literary work, we confine ourselves to a brief mention of

the opposition between the spirit of the Eeformation and that of

the Eenaissance. The attempt to confound them has often been

made, and under the specious pretext that the Eenaissance and

the Eeformation both resulted finally in “ the emancipation of the

modern spirit,
’

’ many historians have seen in them, and wish even

to-day to see in them, two movements of connected and unified

ideas. But, in fact, the Eeformation and the Eenaissance were

merely coexistent, which is not the same thing at all
;
and the two

or three characteristics which without doubt they had in common
did not keep them from opposing and conflicting with each other

in every other particular. Humanists and Eeformers both

attacked the same foes—scholasticism, monasticism, the Church

—and thus a common hatred for the Middle Ages had the power,

more than once, to unite or league them together. Both at-

tempted to throw off the bonds which held the individual in sub-

ordination to the body politic
;
and, in that respect, we may say

that the difference between the Italian Epicureans of the fifteenth

century and the Anabaptists of the sixteenth century was, after

all, merely the difference between the courtiers of Leo X (or

Lorenzo de Medici) and the rustic peasants of the Swabia or of

Westphalia. There was, I will not say excess of, but rather a

deviation from civilization, the moral effects of which resembled

barbarism. And we may add that the humanists and the

reformers, in the contest which they opened against the spirit

of the Middle Ages, having met the same adversaries, used, to

overcome them, the same weapons which they had both bor-

rowed from antiquity. But if there are two antiquities, the pagan

and the Christian
;

if the lessons which we draw from Cicero and

from St. Paul are not exactly the same
;

if the second of these

two antiquities is founded on the ruins of the first,—here already

comes in the difference, and, as we shall see, it is very considerable.

I read in one of Calvin’s French treatises,—the Excuse of John
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Calvin to the Nicodemites
,
concerning the complaint which they nuike

of his too great severity (1544),—the following passage :

“There is a first .... there is a second .... there is a third kind of those

who half change Christianity into philosophy, or at least do not take things much
to heart, hut wait, without seeming to do anything, to see if there will be a reform-

ation. They have no heart to engage in anything if they see there is danger.

Moreover there is a party of those who conceive Platonic ideas in their heads, and

so excuse most of the superstitious follies of Popery as unavoidable. That band is

almost wholly composed of men of letters. Not that all men of letters belong to it.

For I would rather that all human sciences were blotted from the earth, than that

they should be the cause of cooling the zeal of Christians and turning them from

God. But many scholars may be found who rest in this idea : that it is well

enough that they should know God, and understand what is the safe road, and

consider, in their studies, how thiDgs ought to go
;
for the rest, they leave to God

the finding of the remedy, without mixing themselves up in it or hindering it, as if

it were none of their business ”
( Op. vi, 600).

These men of letters were our Rabelais and our Marot, one of

whom Calvin was at that time preparing to denounce, while later

he forced the other, already exiled from France, to leave Geneva,

for having played, they say, at tric-trac ivith Bonnivard
;
and we

begin to understand the reasons for their attitude toward Calvin,

and how exactly the same it was as that of Erasmus and most of

the “ Humanists” toward the Reformation. The spirit of the

Reformation not being openly declared, as long as the Humanists

believed that they saw in it only an aid to emancipate them from

the yoke of scholasticism and from the Church, they were favor-

able to it. But as soon as they understood that it was attempting

the establishment of a new Church, the discipline of which would

be more intolerant than that of the old, they saw no advantage in

being emancipated from one form of servitude to fall into an-

other, and it is difficult not to grant that, on this point, they were

risdit. In truth, the Reformation was the condemnation of the

spirit of the Renaissance, and 1 do not know how we could express

this idea more concretely than by saying that nothing in the

Catholicism of their time aroused the indignation of Luther and

Calvin more profoundly—a sincere indignation, but fanatical also,

we must admit—than the indulgence with which the Church cov-

ered, while feigning to ignore, the license of Erasmus or of

Rabelais—what one would at least, in another sphere, be permitted

to call the elegant sensuality of the painter of the Farnesina, or of

the decorators of the school of Fontainebleau. Horror of art

was and continued to be one of the essential traits and character-

istics of the spirit of the Reformation in general, and of the Cal-

vinistic Reformation in particular.
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II.

We find in the work of M. Abel Lefranc on The Youth of

Galvin (Paris, 1888, Fischbacher), and still more in the work of

M. E. Doumergue on John Calvin
,
the Men and Affairs of His

Time (Lausanne, 1899, G. Bridel), the latest information which

we have been able thus far to gather concerning the early years

of the reformer. He was bom on the 10th of July, 1509, at

Noyon, where his father, Gerard Cauvin, combined the functions

of “ apostolic notary, fiscal attorney of the county, scribe in the

Church court, secretary of the bishopric and proctor of the Chapter-

house.” His early infancy, of which we know little else, shows

us nothing extraordinary, and if he was but twelve years old Avhen

his father obtained for him the gift of his first benefice, that was

at that time but a too common abuse. He studied the humanities

in Paris, at the College de la Marche, where he had for his master

Mathurin Cordier, who later became his disciple
;

then at the

College de Montaigu, 1523-1528. Then, his father “ having-

resolved to make him study law as the best means of obtaining

wealth and honors,” he went to take up the study of jurisprudence

in Orleans and in Bourges, 1528-1531, where the famous Alciat

was teaching. Meantime he had received a second benefice, which

two years later he exchanged for a third.

The death of his father, in 1531, interrupted Calvin’s studies,

and left him free to follow his inclinations. He came to settle in

Paris, at the house of one of his uncles, James or Bichard, both

of whom followed the trade of locksmith
;
and as his debut as a

man of letters he published a full commentary on the De Clem-

entia of Seneca. They still discuss whether this commentary,

which appeared in 1532, is or is not already “ Calvinistic.” And
what of his second work—the Discourse which he wrote for one of

his friends, Nicholas Cop, rector of the University of Paris, and

which the latter delivered at the solemn opening of the session

of the Four Faculties, November 1, 1533 ? It enlarges "on that

“ Christian Philosophy,” the name of which Erasmus created in

order to oppose it to the “scholastic philosophy;” and what

Calvin did not borrow from Erasmus, they insist that he borrowed

from a sermon of Luther’s. There is nothing impossible in this.

At any rate, what is certain is that the scandal aroused by this

discourse caused Cop to fly in haste and to seek a refuge in

Basle, while Calvin, as his friend, found himself implicated in the

suit brought against the rector, and could escape arrest only by
leaving Paris, for Angouleme first, and soon after for Nerac.

Nerac belonged to the Queen of Navarre
;
and if ever the Queen
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of Navarre inclined toward Protestantism it was then, on the day

following the affair of the Mirror of the Sinful Soul.

What constitutes the interest of these discussions, which might

otherwise seem insignificant enough—and really what does one

treatise more or less matter in the fifty-six volumes of the collec-

tion of the Opera Calvv, —is that, to tell the truth, the motives

of his conversion to the opinions of the Keformation are not well

known to us.

There is nothing, as we know, more varied, nor more secret nor

more hidden often from themselves, than the roads which lead

religious souls from one belief to another
;

and when they have

not left us personal ‘ 1 confessions ’
’ to guide us, nothing is more

difficult than to see clearly into the secret motives of a conversion.

Unlike Luther, who seemed always to call the universe and

posterity to witness what happened within him, Calvin has left

us no confessions, nor Table Talk
,
nor is there in the collection of

his works, or even in his letters, anything to take their place.

He tells us, indeed, in the Preface to his Commentary on the

Psalms, that “ although he was obstinately given up to the super-

stitions of Poperv, God, by a sudden conversion
,
subdued him and

made docile his heart which had been too hardened in such

things and we know, from another source, that he resigned his

benefices in the month of May, 1531, which was the consummation

of the rupture. But “sudden” as it may have been, his con-

version did not take place in one day, and we should like to know
what were the reasons for it.

They certainly were not “ philological and it does not seem

that Calvin, either before or after his conversion, doubted for a

moment the authenticity of revelation. We shall see him later

persecuting Sebastian Castalion as the blasphemer of the Song of

Songs. They were not “ philosophical and neither the super-

natural in general nor the supernatural in particular, the operation

of which, under the name of Providence, enters into the daily

lives of ’every one of us, ever offended his reason. Even Bossuet

and Joseph de Maistre did not give, later, a more important place

to the First Cause in the government of the affairs of the world !

Were they then “theological” or “ moral?” I believe that

we ought rather to call them “ historical,” since it seems that

that which was to him least acceptable in Catholicism was the

chapter of tradition. After that, will it be calumniating him to

say that in the development or in the formation of his Protes-

tantism, it was part of his ambition to receive the law only from

himself ? Etiam si omnes, ego non ! If ever there was a man
who thought that no one opposed to him could be in the right, or
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that he himself could never be in the wrong, that man was

assuredly John Calvin.

The impossibility of replying positively to these difficult ques-

tions explains to us the persistence with which his early writings

are examined— the Discourse of Nicholas Cop or the Commentary

on De Clementia. If there are, indeed, some subtle points, there

is no obscurity in the general design of Calvin, or in his purposes

once formed
;
but we shall never know how, under what circum-

stances, on what occasion, moved by what impulse, he began to

form them. There will always be something enigmatic in the

origin of his resolution. It is this, moreover, which distinguishes

him from Henry VIII or from Luther
;
and distinguishes with him

our French Eeformation from the German or the English. But

this is not the least attraction—I should say, the least singular

characteristic—of that reserved and impenetrable physiognomy.

The “secret” of Calvin, which in his time made part of his

force, continues to serve him yet, and the resistance which he

opposes to our curiosity perplexes us, exasperates us, and ends by
deeply impressing us.

Meantime, while, at Nerac and Angouleme, in company with

Lefevre d’Etaples, his later doctrine was being definitely deter-

mined, the affair of the Placards occurred in Paris. On the 18th

of October, 1531, the Placards, in French, against the mass and

transubstantiation were posted in Paris, in Orleans, and even on

the very door of the king’s chamber in Amboise. This was fol-

lowed by a redoubling of the persecutions against whatever

smacked of heresy. Calvin, already compromised, decided to

exile himself from France, and crossing the frontier, proceeded

first to Strasburg, whence he went to establish himself at Basle.

His public life had commenced. He bad just reached his twenty-

fifth year.

His life from that time on is well known, and we soon find him

in Italy, at Ferrara, whither it is possible that the Duchess herself,

Ben£e of France, daughter of Louis XII, called him. He wished

to return to France from Ferrara, but the war extended along all

the frontiers, and a ddtour which he was obliged to make took

him to Geneva, where, Theodore Beza tells us, “ he had not the

least idea of making his home, but intended merely to pass

through on his way to Basle and perhaps to Strasburg.” It was

Farel, William Farel, who succeeded in keeping him there “ to

read—that is to say, to teach—theology.” But the Genevans were

divided into two camps, Puritans on one side, on the other Lib-

ertines, who protested vehemently that no one should rule over

their consciences, and least of all, without doubt, that stranger,

26
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that Frenchman ! The Libertines carried the clay, and on the

23d of April, 1538, order was given to Calvin to leave the city in

three days. Summoned by Bucer he went to Strasburg, where,

from 1538 to 1541, he taught theology. It was at the beginning

of that last year that the repentant Genevans called him back,

submitted to him, and gave him, without office or title, the most

complete authority that a man has ever exercised, since it ex-

tended to the most intimate concerns of morals and of private life.

A little treatise of merely a few pages, in which he undertook

to reconcile the partisans of Luther and of Zwingli on the ques-

tion of transubstantiation—by proving them both equally wrong

—placed him in the front rank of the theologians of the Reforma-

tion. At the same time (1541) the first French translation of his

Institutes of the Christian Religion appeared, revised, amplified,

set forth in a more scholarly and more systematic order than the

first Latin edition, which was but a little booklet : breve enchi-

ridion was his own expression. The book in this new form rapidly

became the compendium of Protestant dogmatics. The authority

of Calvin increased greatly, and from that day Geneva entered

with him upon his historic role : she has become “ the city of

Calvin,” and in the meantime she was the Protestant Rome, the

centre whither all the Reformed Churches, even the German and

the English, went to pay their vows, ask counsel or consultation,

make complaints, and when necessary seek against one another a

point of attack, an excommunicator and a master.

Let us stop here, then, to study his work, or rather the part of

it which belongs to us—that is, what he wrote in French,

which comprises a rather small number of works. The Institutes

of the Christian Religion (1536-1541), the Treatise on the Lord's

Supper (1541), the Catechism of Geneva (1542), the Treatise on

Relics (1543), the Excuse to the Nicodemiles
( 1544), the Short

Instruction .... Against the Anabaptists (1544), the violent

pamphlet Against the Fantastic and Furious Sect of the Libertines

Who Call Themselves Spirituals (1545), and the Admonition on

Judicial Astrology (1549) are, I believe, the principal ones. Let

us add five or six volumes of sermons “ taken down from his lips

—which are but a running commentary on the Holy Scriptures,

lectures, in fact, rather than sermons—and a somewhat volumin-

ous correspondence.

III.

The form of these treatises is very remarkable, and before speak-

ing of the habitual “ austerity” of Calvinis style—he certainly

cannot suffer the reproach of having the splendor of imagination

which is characteristic of Bossuet—it is meet to praise his vigor
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as a pamphleteer. He comes too often to the truth, I will not

saj to destroy it, because it is indestructible, but to misrepresent

it. and apparently to delight in violent and gross attacks upon it.

Whoever does not think concerning “ justification by faith ” or
‘

‘ predestination ’
’ as Calvin does, and as he decrees that others

must think, is, in the eyes of Calvin, but a blockhead, a donkey,

a dog, a cleanser of sewers. Here is a curious page of this sort

from the Excuse to the- Nicodemites :

“ To explain clearly what they are,”

—

they means here all the Nicodemites, one

after the other or all together, “ men of the world ” and “ men of letters,”—‘‘I do

not know a more suitable figure to use than to compare them to the night men
who cleanse the sewers. For as a Master Fill, after having for a long time plied

the trade of removing filth, smells bad odors no longer, because he has become

accustomed to them, and mocks at those who hold their noses, so these, being

by custom hardened to living in filth, think themselves among roses, and mock at

those who are offended by the stench which they do not notice. And, to carry the

comparison further, as the Master Fifis supply themselves with an antidote of

garlic and onions that they may overcome one smell by another, so these, that

they may not smell the evil odor of their idolatry, saturate themselves with evil

and perverse excuses, like ill-smelling food, and so strong that they overcome

every other sentiment ” {Op. vi, 595).

These are among his amenities
;
and perhaps some will say that

they are of the time, which would be but half true. They cite

Rabelais always, or Ulrich von Hutten. But von Hutteu and

Rabelais were not theologians
;
they did not profess to teach

morality nor to reform religion
;
they did not assume the airs of

apostles. Let us avow it then : if none could contradict the

grandson of the cooper of Noyon without his exploding or over-

flowing in injurious or offensive invectives, that is certainly the

result of a trait of his choleric character and a manifestation of

the enormity of his pride. They insult him, they outrage him
when they raise their voices against his

;
and vrhat he least

respects in his adversaries is exactly that liberty of thought which

he claims for himself, or rather—for I am wrong in speaking of

liberty of thought—it is the rights of the “ errant mind,” since

he, Calvin, is always in possession of the truth.

Let us hasten to add that his fancy happily does not revel

always in this sort of coarseness, and he is a master when he

sometimes makes use of irony, as he does in this passage which

I have taken from his pamphlet against the sect of the Libertines:

“Firstly, as the loafers, as they are called, have a peculiar jargon which is un-

derstood only by their brotherhood, so that they deceive a man speaking in his pres-

ence without his knowing it, also the Qnintinists * have a barbarous language in

which they chatter so that they are understood no better than are the singing birds.

Not that they do not use common words, as do others, but they so disguise their

* They are called “ Quintinists ” from the name of a certain Quintin, one of the
leaders of the sect.
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significance that one never knows what is the subject matter of which they speak,

nor what it is that they wish to affirm or deny. Nor is it true that they do this in

malice, to take advantage of the simple by treachery. For they never reveal the

mystery of abominations which are hidden beneath, except to those who are al

ready under oath. Moreover when they hold one as a novice they let him stammer

and remain paralyzed with his mouth open, without any intelligence. So they

hide craftily under these circumlocutions, like brigands in their caverns. And
these are the lofty ones whom St. Peter and St. Jude compare to foam or bubbles,

inasmuch as nothing comes of them
;
but in thinking to equal the sense of others by

their exalted style they go beyond themselves, so that they understand nothing of

which they babble ”
( Op. vii. 168, 169).

That which is most remarkable, perhaps, in these pages and

many others which we could cite is—when we realize their date

—

the decision and, in consequence, the lucidity of the thought, Cal-

vin is master of his style. He knows always what he wants to

say and he always says it. His style is that of a man of action

as much as, or more than, that of an author. It could hardly have

less of agreeability or charm, and it also shows a certain bareness,

but in this respect it is like the severity of a Protestant church.

We shall see this better in his Institutes
,
which is in all its qualities

one of the great books of French prose, and the first, in point of

time, of which we can say that the proportions, the arrangement

and the construction are monumental.

IY.

It is due to Calvin to say that he is the first—not only in France,

but even in Europe—in whom Protestant dogmatics, disconnected

until then and scattered in the sermons of Luther and in the

treatises of Zwingli or of Melanchthon, took doctrinal consistency

and the external form of a system concatenated in all its parts.

Put if Calvin undoubtedly wished that his book should be that, that

was not its origin or the principal occasion for it. In 1535 his

ambition was not so great, or at least it was a different ambition,

and he was concerning himself before everything with defending

the Protestants of France from the imputations or political accusa-

tions of which they were the object. In truth, Francis I, to

excuse himself in the eyes of the Protestant princes of Germany,

of whom he had need in the struggle he was maintaining against

Charles Y, and (who knows?) to justify, perhaps, in his own eyes

the atrocitv of his persecutions, had accused the Protestants of

France of aiming, under the pretext of religion to be sure, at the

upheaval of the State and of society. The disorders of the Ana-

baptists, at that time besieged in 'Munster by the Landgrave of

Hesse, one of the leaders of the Beformation, gave to the imputa-

tion some semblance of plausibility. It was that which the politi-

cal genius of Calvin admirably apprehended. They did not yet
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despair of making Francis I of the reformed party. To succeed

in this, Calvin saw that the accusation of the Protestants of

“ seeking nothing but occasions for sedition and indulgence in evil-

doing ” was a reproach which must be avoided at any price. He
realized that to escape it something more was necessary than vain

protestations. The gravity of the situation demanded entire

frankness, explanations which were of the nature of obligations,

a confession of faith which held Protestantism in solution
;
and it

is thus that, starting from an intention purely political, he found

himself called to write a doctrinal treatise.

The disposition of this work is very simple. It is divided into

four books : the first,
1

1

Of the Knowledge of God the Creator and

Sovereign Ruler of the World the second, “ Of the Knowledge

of God the Redeemer in Christ;” the third, “ Of the Manner of

Receiving the Grace of Christ, the Benefits which We Derive

from It, and the Effects which Follow It and finally the fourth,

“ Of the External Means or Aids by which God calls us into

Communion with Christ, and Retains us in it.” But these some-

what general titles, which are rather theological in their aspect,

do not sufficiently suggest the fullness, the richness, the variety of

the work
;
they sketch but the skeleton or the framework, and

that is why the commentators and the critics, without forgetting

or disputing the reasons for the arrangement adopted by Calvin,

have almost all modified it rather freely, according to the object

which they have in mind. The theologians, as did the author of

the History of Variations
,

have reduced the essentials of the book

to the three points of justification by faith, of the inamissibility

of righteousness and of the Eucharist. The philosophers—of

whom we must say that, with the exception of some rare deter-

minists, they are generally all Pelagians or semi-Pelagians—have

commonly retained as the essential idea only the doctrine of pre-

destination. We, on our part, intending to examine it only from

the point of view of the history of literature or of the movement
of ideas, will seek successively the philosophical ideas, the moral

ideas, and the political or social ideas of Calvin.

Philosophically, then, that which the author of the Institutes

proposed was not to attenuate dogma—or, as they say now, to

minimize it—but to free it from the commentaries of the scholas-

tics, from the burdens of tradition, and from the interpretations of

an authority in bis eyes entirely human, and so to bring it back

to the purity of the primitive institution. Or, in other and more

objective terms, there has been a revelation
;

we find it only in the

Holy Book
;
and every one in principle has the right, not only to

believe only the Book, but in this same Book he has the right, or
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ratlier the duty, of taking from it only that which he understands.

Moreover, we cannot deny that in establishing this thesis Calvin

has given proof of a rare theological erudition, of a force of lo^ic

perhaps still more rare, and, finally, of a subtlety which resem-

bles sophistry, if the triumph of it is the art of confusing ques-

tions. I shall give but one or two examples :

“A most pernicious error has very generally prevailed, viz., that Scripture has

authority only in so far as that is conceded to it by the common suffrage of the

Church
;
as if the eternal and inviolable truth of God could depend on the fantasy

of men. With great insult to the Holy Ghost it is asked :
‘ Who can assure us

that the Scriptures proceeded from God : who guarantee that they have come down
safe and unimpaired to our times ; who persuade us that this book is to be received

with reverence and that one expunged from the list? Did not the Church regulate

all these things with certainty ?’ On the determination of the Church, it is said,

depend the reverence which is due to Scripture and the discrimination between the

apocryphal books and the books which are to be admitted into the canon ” (Bk. 1,

chap. vii).

Do I need to point out what in this extract is inexact or abusive,

—the declaration that “ the ability to discern the apocryphal

books” and “ the reverence which is due to Scripture” depend

upon the Church ? Calvin might as well say that the truth of

physics or of geometry depend upon Archimedes or Euclid ! What
right has he, again, to confound the universal judgment of the

Church with the fantasy of men, or what does he do urhen he does

confound them but take for granted exactly what is in question ?

And if, finally, the common judgment depends only on the fantasy

of men, what shall vre say then of the individual judgments wdien

they are those of Luther, of Zwingli, or of Calvin, wrlio are

doubtless also men ? He wrrites, moreover :

“It is now obvious bow absurdly Peter Lombard lays down a double founda-

tion of hope, viz., the grace of God and the merit of works. Hope cannot have

any other object than faiih has. But we have already shown clearly that the only

object of faith is the mercy of God, to which, to use the common expression, it must

look with both eyes. But it is worth while to listen to the strange reason which

he adduces. If you presume, says he, to hope for anything without merit, it should

be called not hope but presumption. Who, dear reader, does not execrate the gross

stupidity which calls it rashness and presumption to confide in the truth of God?
The Lord desires us to expect everything from his goodness, and yet these men tell

us it is presumption to rest in it. O teacher, worthy of the pupils whom you

have found in these insane, raving schools !’’ (Bk. II, chap. ii).

He has “ shown dearly/” Aud the others “ are absurdly mis-

taken !
” Only, the others said none of the things he has made

them say. They never pretended it to be presumptuous to

believe “ that God is indeed true.” And, moreover, the whole

question is to know what is this “ truth of God ”—if it is Peter

Lombard who has apprehended it, or if it is John Calvin. And,

for our part, wre do not know what we must think—or at least we
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cannot consider it to-day—but what “stupidity” is there in

believing that account will be taken hereafter of the efforts

we have made to obey the law of God ? It is thus that Calvin,

sometimes by ingeniously confounding terms and sometimes by
heaping upon his adversaries most insulting epithets, excels not

only in confusing the question, but even in changing the sense
;

and still, as we see, the questions remain the same after his argu-

mentation as they were before.

I like his ethics better than his philosophy, and in all the

Institutes what I admire and therefore what I shall praise the most

is the courageous indignation, the rigorous reasoning and the

forcible style, the warmth of conviction with which he contends

against whatever immorality was hidden in the pare doctrine of

the spirit of the Benaissance. To the dangerous illusion of the

natural goodness of man no one, not even Pascal or Schopenhauer,

has opposed more boldly, in terms more forceful or more severe (let

us say, indeed, more discouraging), the doctrine of the degeneration

or of the fundamental corruption of humanity—no one, not even

Bossuet or J. de Maistre, as we have said, has more bravely or

eloquently set the doctrine of Providence in opposition to the doc-

trine of the independence or the sovereignty of nature, which was

still unformed but already visibly defined. And if others, such as

a Spinoza or a Comte, have held up their fatalism or their deter-

minism in opposition to the doctrine of free-will, no one has op-

posed this more constantly, and with less recoil from any of the

consequences of his principles, than Calvin with his doctrine of

election, of grace, and of predestination. Let us hear him, then,

on all these points. These are the finest pages in the Institutes
,

and Calvin is nowhere, in our opinion, more inspired nor more true

to himself :

“These two things therefore are to he distinctly observed, viz., that being thus

perverted and corrupted in all parts of our nature we are, merely on account of such

corruption, deservedly condemned by God Even infants, bringing their

condemnation from their mother’s womb, suffer not for another’s but for their own
defect Next comes the other point, viz., that this perversity in us never

ceases but constantly produces new fruits— in other words, those works of the flesh

which we formerly described—just as a lighted furnace sends forth sparks and
flames, or a fountain without ceasing pours out water Our nature is not

only utterly devoid of goodness, but so prolific in all kinds of evil that it can

never be idle. Those who term it concupiscence use a word not very inappropriate,

provided it were added (this, however, many will by no means concede) that

everything which is in man, from the intellect to the will, from the soul even to

the flesh, is defiled and pervaded with this concupiscence, or, to express it more

briefly, that the whole man is in himself nothing else than concupiscence ” (Bk.

II, chap. i).

It was at the very same time, it is well to remember, when
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Rabelais in his Gargantua was creating his “Abbey of Thelcme ”

that Calvin was writing that page
;
and we may imagine that as he

wrote it he was thinking expressly of Rabelais, upon whom he

had already been bestowing his attention for two years. But there

is no doubt about his general intention, at any rate, and he did not

mean to contend against Popery here so much as against the Epi-

curean doctrine of the goodness of nature. Rabelais indeed had

not yet defined his Pantagruelism, but Calvin had certainly read

the treatise of Bude, De contempt'u rerum fortuitarurn

;

and why
may we not suppose that he was replying to it in the following

page?

“ It were insipid to interpret the Psalmist’s words in philosophic fashion to

mean that God is the primary agent because the beginning and cause of all

motion. This rather is the solace of the faithful in their adversity—that every-

thing which they endure is by the ordination and command of God, that they are

under his hand. But if the government of God thus extends to all his works it is

a childish cavil to confine it to natural influx. Those, moreover, who confine the

providence of God within narrow limits, as if he allowed all things to be borne

along freely according to a perpetual law of nature, do not more defraud God of his

glory than themselves of a most useful doctrine
;
for nothing were more wretched

than man if he were exposed to all possible movements of the sky, the air, the

earth and the water. We may add that by this view the singular goodness of God to-

ward each individual is unbecomingly impaired ” (Bk. I, chap. xv).

And what does he think finally of that “liberty” whose confi-

dence in herself and in her capabilities is deduced, as if, inevitably,

from the excellence or the goodness of nature ? If we cannot

pretend to enter upon or to estimate here one of the most difficult

problems of all history or philosophy, we can recall at least how
Calvin himself decided rather than resolved it, in the way that

every one knows, which besides was logically imposed upon him

by his definition of Providence :

“ But how stands the case with the godly, as to whom chiefly the question is

raised ? When God erects his kingdom in them, he, by means of his Spirit, curbs

their will that it may not follow its natural bent and be carried hither and thither

by vagrant lusts
;
bends, frames, trains and guides it according to the rule of his

justice so as to incline it to righteousness and holiness
;
and establishes and

strengthens it by the energy of his Spirit that it may not stumble or fall. For

which reason Augustine thus expresses himself :
‘ It will be said we are therefore

acted upon and do not act. Nay, you are acted upon and you then act well when

you are acted upon by one that is good. The Spirit of God who actuated you is

your helper, because you too do something.’ In the former member of this sentence

he reminds us that the agency of man is not destroyed by the motion of the Holy

Spirit, because nature furnishes the will which is guided so as to aspire to good.

As to the second member of the sentence, in which he says that the very idea of help

implies that we also do something, we must not understand it as if he were attrib-

uting to us some independent power of action
;
but not to foster a feeliDg of sloth

he reconciled the agency of God with our own agency by saying that to wish is from

nature, to wish well from grace. Accordingly he had said a little before, ‘Did

not God assist us we should not only not be able to conquer, but not able even to

fight” (Bk. II, chap. v).
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"We see that in every step that Calvin makes in his interpretation

it would be difficult to depart further from Rabelaisian Epicurean-

ism or from Erasmian indifference. And doubtless we should not

know how to deny, and we do not care to deny, that we have here

the triple foundation of a morality very lofty, very severe, almost

ascetic. But instead of a “ liberation,” in the sense in which

the crowd and even the philosophers understand it, here is a new
servitude for men and a servitude more exacting than the old one

;

that is a fact which we must clearly recognize. The harshest

truths among the doctrines of Christianity, those which demand

of us most submission, or rather the most complete self-denial

and the most entire self-renunciation, the author of the Institutes
,

far from softening for us, has even aggravated. Liberty, nature,

instinct, under all these words Calvin sees nothing but diabolical

suggestions ; he has declared war against them
;

they are the

enemies of God which it is his business to trample under foot.

Let us go even further : he not only has defiance or fear of nature,

he has even a hatred for her. The Christian life, in his eyes, is

but the daily combat of man against himself, and existence was

granted to us only that we might endeavor to destroy all that part

of one’s belief which causes pleasure. If the Church has

seemed to forget it too, Calvin is inspired of God to bring her

back to her mission. All the means must be good, since the

intention is pure, and the purity of his intentions being to him the

guarantee of his disinterestedness, it is here that his morality is

completed by his politics.

Omnis potestas a Deo. That is a point on which Calvin never

wavered. His politics are founded entirely on “ the exact words

of Holy Scripture,” and his method is that which we so strongly

condemn in Bossuet. Let us hear him plead the legitimacy of

the death penalty. Kings, he says, are the ministers of God :

“ ‘He bearetli not the sword in vain,’ says St. Paul, ‘for he is the minister

of God, a revenger to execute wrath on him that doeth evil ’ (Rom. xiii. 4).

This was the feeling of Moses when, recognizing himself as destined to deliver

his people by the power of the Lord, he laid violent hands on the Egyptians

(Ex. ii. 12; Acts vii. 28), and afterwards took vengeance on the people for

sacrilege by slaying 3000 of them in one day. This Avas the faith of David also

when toward the end of his life he ordered his son Solomon to put Joab and
Sliimei to death (1 Kings ii. 5). Hence also in an enumeration of the virtues

of a king, one is to cut off the wicked from the earth and banish all the workers

of iniquity from the city of God (Ps. ci. 8). To the same effect is the praise

which was bestowed on Solomon :
‘ Thou hast loved justice and hated iniquity

’

(Ps. xlv. 8). How is it that the meek and gentle temper of Moses becomes so

exasperated that, besmeared and reeking with the blood of his brethren, he
runs through the camp making new slaughter? (Ex. xxxii. 27) (Bk. IV, chap,

xx).

But what if perchance those who ‘‘wield the sword” are
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deceived ? If perchance they confound the interests of justice

with the suggestions of their polities or of their passions ? Even
in that case, replies Calvin, we always continue to owe them
obedience.

“If we turn our attention,” lie says, “to the Word of God .... it will

render us obedient not only to the domination of princes who till their offices

justly and do their duty loyally, but to all those who are in no wise pre-

eminent although they do nothing less than that which belongs to their state.

For although our Lord certifies that the magistrate—understand by that word
the Government—was a peculiar gift of his liberality, given for the preserva-

tion of the safety of men, .... yet in like manner he declares that those who
are magistrates exercise dominion only through him We must then

insist on proving and showing that which could not easily enter into the mind
of man : it is that in a man who is perverse and unworthy of all the honors

which public prominence gives, resides nevertheless the same dignity and
power which our Lord, in his Word, has given to the ministers of justice

;
and

that, concerning the obedience due to his prominence, his subjects should

show him as much reverence as they would to a good king, if they had one ”

{Op. iv, 2194).

Must we suppose that tliat was an afterthought ? If Calvin

wrote his Institutes to defend his coreligionists against the accusa-

tions of the political order, without doubt he ought to have tried

to show that there was nothing in the political principles of the

Reformation about which the “ constituted power ” would or could

take offense. We have said it and we repeat it. But that which

is not doubtful—and independent of all “ opportunism ”—is the

harmony of those politics with the morality of Calvin. “ Prince ”

or “ magistrate,” by whatever name they call him, it is not to

decide the differences and lawsuits concerning earthly possessions

that the “ superiors ” are “ ordained of God,” but to assure the

principle “ that God is duly served according to the rules of his

law.” We see just as well the harmony with his philosophy if

“ the bad kings are the wrath of God on earth,” as the Book
teaches (Job xxxiv. 80; Ilosea xiii. 11; Isa. iii. 4, x. 5); and

Providence having its reasons which we do not know, we must

respect these designs even when thev are incarnate in the

ferocity of Nero or Caligula. All that is consistent, connected,

authoritative. And all that accords with the authoritative tem-

perament of Calvin. “ Nevertheless I always desired to live in

private without being known,” he said somewhere
;
“it is God

who brought me into the light, and made me his instrument, as

they say.” I do not doubt that Calvin believed it. But one

marvels, in this case, at the extent of his self-deception.

Such are the contents of the Institutes
,
and once again we must

acknowledge that we have no literary monument in French earlier

than this which can be compared with it. Not that abuse and
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invective do not occur too frequently. “ I think I have made
some progress in showing the stupidity of these donkeys,” he

says at the end of a chapter. With what was he concerned then,

—with “ justification by faith ” or with transubstantiation ? No,

but with some limits which, according to canonical law, it was

thought should be placed on marriage between relations. But

we do not make a point of this lack of restraint or of taste. Let

us rather praise the concatenation of his ideas. It is of such a

kind, so strong and so close, that no matter from what passage we
try to take the doctrine to expound it, it is not only always the

same doctrine which we find, it is always the same connection,

the same logic, and the same dependence and subordination of

parts. Let us praise, also, the language, the quality of which, it

is true, has nothing in common with the limpidity of the language

of the Amadis
,
nor with the composite originality of the language

of .Rabelais, but the severity of which is not without nobility, and

even the tension and the rigidity of which have their majesty.

It is not always as bald as people say, and “adornments” are not

lacking. Among other gifts Calvin has that of familiar and

picturesque comparison. “ Do you wish,” he demands, “ that

men should live like rats in straw ?” Those who claim to be con-

tent without that which the teaching of the Scriptures adds to the

intuitive knowledge of God affect him like “ rheumy old people,

or people with impaired vision, wishing to read Avithout glasses.”

He shows us Tshmael, also, “ driven out by Abraham, and cast,

like a poor dog, into the midst of a forest.” He has rhythm, too,

oratorical rhythm, sometimes slower, sometimes faster. Here is

an example :

“Innumerable are the ills which beset human life and present death in as

many different forms. Not to go beyond ourselves, since the body is a recep-

« tacle, nay the nurse of a thousand diseases, a man cannot move without carry-

ing along with him many forms of destruction. His life is, in a manner, inter-

woven with death, for what else can be said when heat and cold bring equal

danger? Then, in what direction soever you turn, all surrounding objects

not only may do harm but almost openly threaten and seem to present imme-
diate death. Go on board a ship, you are but a plank’s breadth from death.

Mount a horse, the stumbling of a foot endangers your life. Walk along the

streets, every tile upon the roofs is a source of danger. If a sharp instrument is

in your own hand, or that of a friend, the possible harm is manifest. All the

savage beasts you see are so many beings armed for your destruction. Even
within a high walled garden, where everything ministers to delight, a serpent

will sometimes lurk. Your house, constantly exposed to fire, threatens you with

poverty by day, with destruction by night ” (Bk. I, chap. xvii).

Assuredly we have in our language no better models of that

vivacity in reasoning, or rather in argumentation, or of that pre-

cision and of that propriety in the use of terms, or of that sue-
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cinct and telling brevity. We have no more that art of following

the thought, and explaining all or paraphrasing it, without

losing the point of view. Calvin’s paraphrase of the Decalogue is

one of the fine things in the French language.

Y.

It was in the same year, 1541, which saw the French edition

of the Institutes appear, that upon the suggestion of the whole

of a large party Calvin, after raising some difficulties about

returning to Geneva, ended by consenting. But this time he

made his conditions : the first of these was the institution of a

consistory or ecclesiastical tribunal, charged with maintaining, by

all the means that the “ secular arm ” placed at its disposal, the

purity of doctrine, the integrity of customs, and the authority of

the ministers. Resistance was spirited enough, and the Genevans

did not resign themselves without a struggle. During twelve

years Calvin had to contend against a people who had committed

the error of seeing in the Reformation a principle or a promise of

liberty. The terrible man did not draw back one step. Opposi-

tion exasperated his pride, and his natural intolerance degenerated

into cruelty. What need is there of bringing to remembrance

here his victims, from Castalion, exiled from Geneva and made to

die of wretchedness because he wished to omit the Song of Songs

from the canon of the Scriptures, to Michael Servetus ? All

thought then, men say, that error was criminal, and that force

must lend its aid to the truth. No !--and the history of literature

is here to prove it for us—all did not think that ! The men of

letters, an Erasmus, a Rabelais, a Marot, a Queen of Navarre, had

even written to prove the contrary. But what a contradiction it

was, how unlike the spirit of Christian unity, to claim the right

to punish by the sword the heretic or the rebel who departed from

the principles of Calvinistic theology ! They feigned not to see

it, or perhaps they did not see it. The day of the degradation of

Spain was that of the triumph of Calvin
;
Geneva regarded with a

sort of pride the fact that her orthodoxy had been founded in blood
;

and how else could she regard it if we can say with truth that

every one of the executions ordered by the Reformers, far from

antagonizing public opinion, or even arousing it, resulted, on the

contrary, in increasing the authority of the Church of Geneva

and of Calvin himself ?

We see this clearly in the collection of his French letters. From

year to year, but especially after 1545, thanks to that increasing

authority of Calvin, we see the Church of Geneva bring forth new

churches, and sustain by her example those which she did not
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bring forth, direct them by her counsel, fortify them by her con-

solations. From Paris, from Poitiers, from Dieppe, from Loudun,

from Montpelier, from Nimes, from Chambery, from Lausanne,

from Neuckatel, from Scotland and England, from Frankfort, from

the remotest part of Germany or of Poland they appeal to Calvin,

“ and kings or protectors, princes or captains, politicians or pastors,

it is Calvin who reproves them, condemns and excommunicates

them.” “ Seigneur Augustin,” be writes to one of the elders of

the Church of Frankfort, “ I am very sorry, for the love I bear

you, to hear such distressing news of you, and still more to be

constrained to write to you more rudely than I could wish.” It

is thus that he fulminates, as if invested with a Protestant pope-

ship
;
and on whatever point of morality or of theology a diffi-

culty arises, it is he to whom they refer
;
and he pronounces and

he decides
;
and they are honored with a letter from his hand

;

and insensibly his authority extends from morality or theology to

political matters. Let us hear him speak of kings :

“ I write you, Sire, but a general rumor,” lie writes to the King of Navarre,
“ but one of which too many people are informed. That which they whisper is,

that some foolish amours prevent you or retard you from performing your

duty to your party, and that the devil has his agents which seek neither your

good nor your honor, which by such allurements try to draw you into their

snares, or so to soften you that they may have the joy of quietly enticing you
into their manners and practices I pray you then, Sire, in the name of

God to arouse yourself in good earnest, knowing that the greatest virtue you
can have is to fight against your affections, suppress worldly pleasures, subdue

the desires which induce you to offend God, trample under foot the vanities

which soon lead one astray. For although when surrounded by grandeur and

royal state it is difficult to keep oneself in check, yet it is true that the license

in which the great ones indulge is so much less excusable, since God has laid

them under greater obligations. And remember the words of our Lord Jesus,

that a reckoning will be demanded of every one according to what he has

received” (Retires francaises, ii, 400, 401).

Let us cite a few hues, again, from another of his letters. On
the 30th of April, 1562, the Protestants of Lyons took possession

of their city, and their triumph was followed by the worst ex-

cesses
;
they were commanded by the famous Francis de Beau-

mont, Baron of Adrets :

‘‘Monsieur (writes Calvin to him, on this subject), we know well that God, to

keep us in check, always tempers the joys he has granted us with some troubles

which are mixed with them, and yet (that is why) we were not greatly surprised

to hear all bounds have been exceeded in the change which has come to Lyons.

And although we grieved that too much license has in some respects been given,

yet we bore it calmly. But since you have come to take charge of affairs, it is

time that a check should be introduced, and even that that which was in confusion

should be brought to order And so, Monsieur, you must strive especially

to correct a most insupportable abuse, which is that the soldiers boast of having

taken as booty the chalices, reliquaries, and other vessels of the churches
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For in the first place, if that happened, it -would be a horrible scandal to defame

the Gospel, and an occasion for the wicked to blaspheme the name of God, since it

is not lawful, without public authority, to touch any property which is not com-

mon to every one ” (Retires francaises. ii, 469-470).

Wc do not know if tlie Baron of Adrets replied to that letter,

nor what he replied, but in writing to him in a manner so decided

and so firm, did not Calvin forget his Treatise on Relics ?

Yet among so many diverse tasks, his health was failing from

day to day
;
his intellect was not clouded nor his energy relaxed,

but his strength tvas exhausted in the multiplicity of his occupa-

tions. Too many anxieties conflicted with one another, which his

feverish activity would not abandon or delegate to any other per-

son. He preached in the church, he taught in the academy, he

prayed in the consistory, he labored for the unification of his work

and the propagation of his doctrine. “ He overwhelmed with

his books and his missionaries, France, the Low Countries, Eng-

land, Scotland and Poland.” He founded churches all around him;

even in Geneva— Italian, Spanish, English, Scotch, Flemish.

When, in the month of February, 1564, sickness forced him to give

up teaching and preaching, he did not cease, on that account, to oc-

cupy himself with the affairs of the republic and of “ the religion.”

Moreover, master of himself to his last moments, and “ quite

different from other sick people, whose judgment, when death

approaches, becomes faint and confused,” his pride did not leave

him, nor his self-confidence, nor, above all, his animosities. On
the 28th of April, in the presence of the ministers assembled by

his order to receive his last farewells, and protesting that he had

never written anything through hatred of any one, he still insulted

his adversaries. It was they, accordingly, who had assailed him
“ in marvelous assaults, to whom he, poor timid scholar,” had

constantly opposed only the truth of God, Who spoke by his

mouLh. During the entire month that his agony lasted not one

doubt softened his hard and pitiless heart, not one regret or

remorseful thought. All that he had done was well done ! And
at length he died peacefully, on the 27th of May, at 8 o’clock in

the evening, so that, as Theodore Beza says, “ at the same instant,

on that day, the sun set and the greatest light which was in the

world to lead the Church of God—to conduct or to direct it

—

withdrew to heaven.” He was not quite fifty-five years old.

YI.

His French work was the least part of his literary production,

scarcely five or six volumes of the fifty-six that are collected in

the great edition of the Corpus Reformatorum ; and we might be

tempted to say that, compared with his political or social writings,
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his literary work itself amounts to little or nothing. We should

be deceived. The talent of Calvin, during his lifetime even, did

not contribute less than his character to the authority of his per-

sonality, and we might affirm that if he were not the author of

the Christian Institutes he would not have been what he was.

Let us venture to say that perhaps he would not have been the

same if he had not written in French—in the “ vulgar tongue,”

as they still said then. And indeed what do people in Holland

or in Germany to-day remember about Erasmus or Melanchthon ?

I should say, who reads them, in the true sense of the word, or

who cares to know what sort of men they were ? A few historians

of the Eeformation or of literature. And yet it can be proved

that their influence on their time, especially that of the former,

though of a different nature, was not less than that of Calvin or

of Luther. But just as Luther did in translating the Bible, Cal-

vin, by writing his Christian Institutes in his national language,

has established a connection from himself to us, and to those who
come after us, or a contact, if I may call it so, which will last as

long as the language itself.

I must add that, though his French works were but a small part

of all his literary production, they were, none the less, the most

important. The Institutes alone is almost the whole Calvin. The

Institutes is the book which he revised during thirty years or

thereabouts, from 1536 to 1561
;

the plan, the visible economy,

the external form of which he modified in edition after edition,

but not the original idea, and still less the doctrine. For that

reason alone the study of it may be recommended to all who do

not distinguish an “ evolution ” from an “ alteration,” and who do

not know in how many of the expressions themselves—“ modali-

ties,” “ developments,” “ extensions,” “ elucidations”—thesame

idea can be enriched and not be changed in its nature. Also in

the entire work of Calvin there will not be found, I think, a

single idea that does not relate to the Institutes
,
as to its centre of

attraction. He has written nothing against the Anabaptists, nor

against the Libertines, nor against the Nicodemites, which is not

in germ or in its fullness in the Institutes

;

and his sermons on

Genesis, or on Deuteronomy, or on the Psalms are indeed nothing-

more than the Biblical expositions upon which he has founded his

doctrine. There is nothing in his French or Latin writings (except

his correspondence) which has not for its chief interest the explan-

ation, by abundant references, of some doubtful points, or rather

of some purposes of the Institutes

;

and his personality, his char-

acter, the depth of his thought, reveal themselves nowhere more

distinctly than in this his chief book. Homo unius lilri

!

To
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know Calvin one needs no more than the Institutes
,
and his

French work, in this sense, is more than a part of his literary

work : it is indeed the whole.

If one wishes now to determine his importance, and to fix his

rank in the history of our literature, he may compare his work
with that of Rabelais

;
and, naturally, he must overcome, first of

all, the absurd desire to reconcile them. Ante leves enim pascentur

in sethere cervi

!

Fire and water do not differ more. We must

note that since Rabelais had not published by 154:1 more than the

first two volumes of his Pantayruel, the Institutes
,
in point of

time, was the first of our books which we can call classic. It is

equally so—and much more so than the novel of Rabelais, or his

poem—by reason of the dignity of its plan, and the man-

ner in which the conception of the whole determines the nature

and choice of details. It is so by reason of that purpose to convince

or to move which, since it is its cause, brings about its internal

progress, and is the spirit of its attraction and rhetorical grace.

It is so, again, by reason of the sustained gravity of its style, of

which we can see that “ austerity ” is not its only characteristic.

It is so, finally, by reason of that freedom, if I may so call it, then

entirely new, with which Calvin has laid at our doors matters

which until then had concerned only the theological schools. It

is none the less so because of the hold which French prose has

had on the world through it. But is it so also on account of its

conformity to the French genius and the nature of its moral

inspiration? That is another question which doubtless we cannot

evade, and with a short discussion of which I shall conclude this

study.

Let us say it then without hesitation : since the world had lost

the idea of the original misery of man, and of the obstacles which

are met with in the exercise of liberty
;
since it had returned to

the philosophy of nature and its highest aspiration seemed to

become pagan once more
;
and since the change in morals was

leading it, in the end, to the abyss,—no one helped more than Cal-

vin to restrain or stop it on its downward path
;
and for this reason

we can say that the harm he has done was not without some com-

pensation. If it is necessary that there should be heresies, that of

Calvin was not entirely useless, I should say, even to the Church
;

and not to leave here the domain of literature, I do not know
whether Pascal, perhaps, or Bossuet, certainly, could have been

all that they were without Calvin, or rather I do not believe thejr

could.

But, on the other hand, in positing individualism and subjec-

tivism as the basis of his morality as of his theology, as he has
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certainly done, it is not really on the Scriptures that he founds

them, but on the Scriptures interpreted by Calvin
;
and the right

which he assumes he must grant then to me, to you, to every one.

And again (and here, in my opinion, is his great mistake), in

transforming religion itself from a social institution to a personal-

affair, he has destroyed with one hand what he pretended to build

up with the other. His morality has long been considered, and

still is considered, as especially severe. The term is not entirely

just, and needs explanation. The morality of Calvin is not more

severe than any other, but it is arbitrary, inquisitional and tyran-

nical in its application as in its spirit. We read in a letter dated

1547, and addressed to the faithful in France, to inform them of

the state of the Church in Geneva :

“As for the rumors which are flying about concerning our troubles, firstly they

have, for the most part, beeu inveuted It is true that we have several

hard-headed and stiff-necked rebels .... and especially are our young people

very corrupt, so that when they are not allowed every license they go from bad to

worse. Of late they were very angry about a trifle. It was because they were

not allowed to wear slashed breeches, which have been forbidden in the town for

the last twelve years. Not that we would make too much of a point of this, but

because we see that, beginning with the breeches, they wish to introduce all sorts

of dissolute ways. However we have insisted that the slashing of their breeches

was but a bit of foppery not worth mentioning, and we have had another end in

view, which was to curb and repress their follies” (Lettres francaises, i, 214,

215).

Yes, it is indeed that! “Curb their follies ” and make the

stiff necks bend to the yoke
;

that was the object of Calvin, and

during twenty-five years we do not see that it was given up or

relaxed for a single day. He says himself that it makes no

difference whether they wear slashed breeches or not, but he must

be obeyed
;
and if a young bride on her wedding day wore her

hair more elaborately arranged than the decree of the magistrate

allowed, she had to spend three days in prison—she, her two maids

of honor, and the one who had arranged her hair. I do not doubt

after that, that the origin of his tyranny lay in the perpetual con-

fusion which he made between morality and politics, and that the

origin of that confusion lay in the necessity he felt to make
morality shelter the contradictions of his doctrine

;
in his urgency

to restore by some means the social sense which his individualism

had destroyed
;
and in the necessity of concealing by an excess of

severity what was wavering and ready to fall in the foundation of

his theology.

But it was exactly that—France did not wish to be curbed: and

as soon as she understood thoroughly the intention of Calvin, her

defiance, or rather her horror, was immediately declared. Several

27
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historians from among those who abandon themselves to the

child’s play of making history over again as they relate it. have

sometimes expressed regret that France was not made Protestant

!

We do not see clearly what France would have gained by that

conversion ; but what is certain is that she was afraid of Calvin.

Her facile genius, the genius of Clement Marot, could not accom-

modate itself to that discipline
;
her social genius, that of Mar-

guerite of Valois, could not resign itself to that insupportable

tyranny of manners and of consciences
;
her literary genius, finally,

that which was incarnate in Rabelais, could not take part in the

anathema hurled by the author of the Excuse to the Nicodemites

at letters and art. Is it allowable to say that we are among those

who do not regret it, and of those especially who do not believe

that it is necessary, in order to show justice to Calvin, to sacrifice

to him three hundred and fifty years of history ?

Paris. Ferdinand Brunetiere.



IV.

THE WITNESS OF JESUS TO HIMSELF IN
THE FOURTH GOSPEL.

THE earlier Gospels comprise the witness of men to Jesus
;

the Fourth Gospel comprises the witness of Jesus to Him-

self. Other teachers seek to hide themselves behind the truth
;

He and the truth are one. The Word of God came by the

prophets, and they revealed His will in part
;
Jesus is tie Word,

and in Him the revelation of God is complete. All the lines of

His teaching converge upon Himself, for He is the image, the visi-

ble manifestation of the invisible God. Of everjr discourse He is

the theme. His doctrine centres in His Person. All truths meet

in Him who is the Truth.

Upon the threshold of our inquiry we are confronted by the

question whether the discourses of Jesus have been correctly

reported by the evangelist. Have we the words of Jesus or of

John? It is impossible to discuss the problem in detail. We
must be content to indicate the course of the argument by which

the trustworthiness of the record may be established.

That the Fourth Gospel is the work of John the apostle, though

by no means universally conceded, may be regarded as one of the

assured results of Biblical criticism. The array of evidence,

external and internal, is invincible. By congeniality of spirit and

by intimate friendship John was, of all men, best qualified to

grasp and reproduce the profoundest teachings of the Master. His

lofty conception of the person and work of Jesus and his unre-

served devotion to his Lord constitute a strong presumption in

favor of the accuracy of the record. His purpose was simply to

represent Jesus as He was, nor could he fancy that by any inven-

tion or embellishment he could give new weight and power to the

Master’s teaching, or new grace and dignity to His life.

Two main objections are urged against the trustworthiness of

the record :

1. The difference between the teaching of Jesus in this Gospel

and that preserved by the earlier evangelists. The contrast is

marked, alike in matter and in method. There the theme is the

kingdom of heaven, here it is Himself. There He taught ordi-
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narily by parable, bere by long and elaborate discourse. His words

there are of a popular and practical cast, here they are mystical

and profound. But the Gospels of the kingdom are not at vari-

ance with the Gospel of the King. Each of the four represents

only a fragment of the most highly endowed and many-sided life

that has appeared on earth. In the course of the exposition vari-

ous points of contact between the earlier Gospels and the Fourth

will be noted. The synoptists sometimes strike the note of John

(see especially Matt. xi. 25-30 and Luke x. 21, 22), and John has

recorded sayings of Jesus analogous to those of the other Gospels.

If it may thus be shown that beneath the apparent discrepancies

an underlying harmony prevails, the very diversity between the

evangelists argues in favor of the accuracy of John. As his

Gospel was written long after the others, he must have been

familiar with them, or with the sources from which they drew,

and with the portraiture of Jesus which they had made familiar.

How could he venture to frame a representation so different from

that which had already been published to the Church and to the

world, unless he was assured that it was true ? And how should

the Church receive a Gospel so broadly contrasted with those that

had gone before, unless convinced that it came from one who was

entitled to speak with authoritv ? That both representations

were received by the Church from the beginning is proof that the

Church was assured that both representations were correct.

2. The discourses of the Gospel, whether it is Jesus who speaks,

or John the Baptist, or the evangelist, are all in the same uniform

style, which is also the style of the first Epistle ascribed to John.

Evidently they were all fashioned by the same hand.

The general similarity of style is manifest. It may be remarked

that if Jesus spoke in Aramaic, His discourses are preserved not

in their original form but in a translation
;

that they may be

given not in full but only in outline
;
and further, that it cannot

be determined how far the style of John may have been moulded

by that of Jesus. Moreover, there are indications that John care-

fully refrained from putting his own words into the mouth of his

Master. It is especially noteworthy that the term Logos, which

dominates the prologue, nowhere occurs in the discourses of

Jesus, even where the occasion seemed to invite it (x. 35). The

claim that the world was made by Him (i. 10) is never ascribed to

Jesus, though at times it appeared almost inevitable (xvii. 5).

Sayings which at the time were not understood are preserved in

their original enigmatic form (ii. 19-21, vii. 38, 39, xii. 32, 33).

If again the monotony of the Gospel be urged, it is true that

the theme is one throughout, but it is presented in a variety of
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forms, ancl always in the form which the occasion naturally sug-

gested. To the multitude that He had fed He represented Him-

self as the bread of life (vi)
;
at the feast of tabernacles, which

was celebrated by daily libations of water drawn from the pool of

Siloam, as living water (vii. 37
;
comp. iv. lOff.)

;
to the Jews

who boasted of their descent from Abraham, as Abraham’s Lord

(viii. 53-58)
;
when He was about to heal the blind man, as light

(ix. 5) ;
in contrast to the rulers who had cast out the blind man

healed, as the good shepherd (x)
;

to Martha at the death of

Lazarus, as the resurrection and the life (xi. 25) ;
to His disciples

contending for the first place in His kingdom, as an example of

humility (xiii), and to them in their perplexity, as the way and

the truth (xiv. 6).*

If further objection be drawn from the difficulty of reproducing

these long and profound discourses after the lapse of more than

half a century, it may readily be supposed that John had not only

pondered the words of Jesus in his heart throughout those years,

but had often repeated them in oral teaching before he committed

them to writing.

To these considerations add the promised guidance of the Spirit,

and there is sufficient reason to believe that the teaching of Jesus

has been reported, if not with literal exactness, yet with substan-

tial accuracy in the pages of the Fourth Gospel, f
The teaching of Jesus regarding Himself falls into two main

divisions, His Person and His Work.

I. His Person.

His doctrine of His Person may be grouped about the titles

—

Son of Man and Son of God.

1. Son of Man.—This name is more frequent in the earlier

Gospels than in John (Matt. 30 times, Mark 14, Luke 25, John 12).

As a title of humiliation it was felt to be appropriate to His lips

alone4 It is a Messianic title, drawn from Dan. vii. 13ff., a pas-

sage which He distinctly applied io Himself in Matt. xxiv. SO and

xxvi. 64. The four kingdoms are there contrasted with the king-

dom that shall destroy them in three respects : in origin, in char-

acter, in duration. The prophecy declared that the Messiah should

* Whether the figure of the vine and the branches (ch. xv) was due to any
external suggestion we cannot determine.

\ The promises of the Spirit in Matt. x. 20 ;
Mark xiii. 11 ;

Luke xi. 13, xii. 19,

xxiv. 49 (comp. Acts i. 4, 5), form a point of contact with the Fourth Gospel,

in which the doctrine of the Spirit is further developed.

% Outside the Gospels it is applied to Jesus only by Stephen (Acts vii. 56).

Comp. Epistle of Barnabas xii : “Jesus .... is not the Son of man, but the

Son of God.’’
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appear in human form, “ one like unto a son of man.” Jesus

appropriated the prediction to Himself, and affirmed that not only

in form but in fact He was man. Early in the history of the

Church this truth was denied: “ When the blood of Christ was

but lately shed, and the apostles were still in Judea, the Lord’s

body was asserted to be a phantom”
(
Jer . adv. Lucif., 23).

Against this error John contended in his Epistles. There were

those who denied Him a human body, there were those who
denied Him a human soul. Over against this widespread and

dangerous heresy stands the title Son of Man. Throughout the

Gospel His humanity is attested on every page. He had a true

body and a reasonable soul. The physical conditions of humanity

were His (weariness, iv. 6 ;
thirst, xix. 28

;
blood, xix. 34)

;
and

all the sinless emotions that operate in the soul of man—trouble

(xii. 27, xiii. 21), peace (xiv. 27), joy (xv. 11), love (xi. 5), sym-

pathy (xi. 35).

The title asserts in unmistakable terms the reality of His man-

hood. Again it emphasizes the quality of His manhood. The

name belongs in general to all men (Ps. viii. 4 ;
frequent in Eze-

kiel). In assuming it as peculiarly His own, Jesus claimed that

He was what the title denotes in supreme degree. In Him man-

hood was raised to the highest power. Thus the name at once

identified Him with men, and distinguished Him not from but

among men.

The peculiarity of His Person is twofold : (a) He is the Perfect

man. He alone fulfills the divine purpose, is what God made man
to be. He was without sin. Tbe flesh is not intrinsically evil,

nor is sin natural to man
;

it is a disease. In most explicit terms

Jesus asserted His freedom from sin: “I do always the things

that are pleasing to him ” (viii. 29) ;

“ Which of you convicteth

me of sin?” (viii. 46); “ The prince of the world .... hath

nothing in me” (xiv. 30; comp. x. 32, xvi. 10). He never

betrayed the slightest consciousness of sin. Pie often prayed, but

He never prayed for pardon. In this regard He distinguished

Himself from the world (xvi. 9, xvii. 14, 16), and from the Jews

(viii. 23, 35, 38), as from the lost in Luke xix. 10. To Xicodemus

He said, “ Ye must be born again ” (iii. 7. “ Except a man be born

again,” iii. 3). Yet (1) He was a Jew, trained in the knowledge of

the Old Testament, of which the cardinal doctrines were the holi-

ness of God and the sinfulness of man
; (2) He had the pro-

foundest apprehension of the spirituality of the law, and in His

teaching dealt always with the inner life of men, the motive

beneath the act

;

(3) He was keenly conscious of the prevalence

and power of sin, and quick to detect it in all men besides
; (4)
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of all sins self-righteousness was the most abhorrent to Him, and

the most sternly condemned (ix. 4-1)
; (5) He claimed the closest

intimacy with God, and in general as men draw near to Him they

are overwhelmed with the sense of their own unworthiness (Job

xlii. 5, 6 ;
Ps. liii, cxxx. 3 ;

Isa. vi. 5, lxiv. 6 ;
Dan. ix

;
Luke v.

8; 1 Johni. 8, 10). Paul confessed himself the chief of sinners

when he had become the foremost of the apostles (1 Tim. i. 15).

Death was to Him therefore not the wages of sin, but a volun-

tary sacrifice for the sake of men. He died for the sins of others

(vi. 51
;

x. 17, 18. “ For their sakes T sanctify myself,” xvii. 19).

His perfection involved not only freedom from sin but entire

consecration to the will of God. He was obedient to the law

of Moses, and always denied the charge of breaking the Sabbath

(v. 17, 18, vii. 29). To do the will of God was His meat (iv. 34).

In his last hour He said, “ I have kept my Father’s command-

ments ” (xv. 10); “I glorified thee on the earth, having accom-

plished the work which thou hast given me to do ” (xvii. 4).

(b) He is the Representative man. He is the seed of the woman,

the second Adam. We shall see that He assumed to act on be-

half of mankind. As Adam is the head of fallen humanity, He
is the head of humanity redeemed. He was given to save the

world, was the light of the world, laid down His life for the world.

As the Messiah He affirmed that He was foretold in the Old Tes-

tament. Specific predictions He applied to Himself (vii. 38, xiii.

18, xv. 25, xvii. 12, xix. 28
;

comp. xix. 2-1, 36, 37, xx. 9) ;
and

claimed to be the great theme of the Scripture (comp. i. 45).

“Ye search the Scriptures .... these are they which bear wit-

ness of me ” (v. 39). He was acknowledged by the saints of the

old dispensation: “Abraham saw my day” (viii. 56, 58);
“ Moses wrote of me ” (v. 46; Isa. xii. 37-41). Old Testament

types were fulfilled in Him : the serpent in the wilderness (iii.

14), the temple (ii. 20, 21).

The title of itself conveys simply the conception of a perfect

and representative humanity. Whether it involves a higher

claim must be determined from the Old Testament representation

of the Messiah, and from the predicates attached to it by Jesus.

What those predicates were will appear in the course of the expo-

sition. It can hardly be questioned that according to the interpre-

tation of Jesus the Old Testament conceived of the Messiah as

more than mau. In the prophecy of Daniel the king was repre-

sented as coming with the clouds of heaven, and to him was given

an everlasting dominion. Jesus frequently declared that He came

from God, from heaven
;
even during His earthly life heaven was

His home (iii. 13 ;
comp. i. 18). Upon Him the angels wait
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(i. 51). The question that He put to the Pharisees in Matt. xxii.

45-—“If David then calleth him Lord, how is he his son?”—is

unanswerable if the Christ is merely man. If then the Messiah is

divine, the use of a Messianic title carries with it the claim of

divinity.

One question remains. Jesus carefully avoided the name Mes-

siah, except in extraordinary cases, lest He should foster the carnal

hopes of the Jews and excite political disturbance. Why then

did He wear so conspicuously a Messianic title ? In answer, it

must be observed that Son of Man was not a current designation

of the Messiah, nor did the Jews in general regard the Messiah as

divine. There lav in the title a claim wl ich those only could

understand who apprehended the teaching of the Old Testament.

The significance of the title broke gradually upon the Jews and

upon the disciples
;

and it was through the teaching of Jesus

Himself that it came to be generally recognized as Messianic. It

was therefore admirably adapted to His purpose, for like the

parable it at once veiled and revealed the truth, as men were pre-

pared to receive it. In the beginning of His ministry He pre-

sented Himself to the people in the cleansing of the temple as

their Messiah, but the significance of the act was not understood.

Toward the close of His life the force of the term had grown clear.

The people asked, “ The Christ of whom we read in the law

abideth forever : who is this Son of Man whom you identify with

the Christ, yet declare shall be put to death ”! (xii. 34). And His

judges recognized that He claimed the titles Son of Man, Son of

God and the Christ ('Luke xxii. 67-70).

2. Son of God .—This title Jesus nowhere directly applied to

Himself in the synoptic Gospels. In Matt. xi. 27, xxiv. 36,

xxviii. 19, Mark xiii. 32, Luke x. 22, He termed Himself the Son.

In Matt. xxvi. 63, Mark xiv. 61, Luke xxii. 70, He accepted the

title Son of God given Him by the high-priest. In Matt, xxvii.

43 the chief priests mocked Him, saying, “ He said, I am the Son

of God.” In the Gospel of John He made use of the title four

times,* and called Himself His or Thy Son four times, and the

Son fifteen times. The Jews accused Him before Pilate of making

Himself the Son of God (xix. 7).

This, too, was a Messianic ’title, based upon Ps. ii. 7 and 2 Sam.

vii. 14 (comp. Look of Enoch cv. 2). The name is given to men
in the Old Testament. The Scripture recognizes a threefold

Fatherhood of God. («) Natural. Men are by nature the chil-

dren of God, because He has imparted to them a life kindred to

* This includes x. 36, but not ix. 35, where the reading rov vidv rod av6pu~ov is

to be preferred.
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His own. Upon this common ground Paul met the men of

Athens—“ We are also his offspring ” (Acts xvii. 28). This

relation makes the Incarnation possible. The Word may become

the Son of Man, because man is by creation and endowment the

son of God.
(
b) Providential. Israel is represented throughout

the Old Testament as the son of God, because the object of His

peculiar love and care. This is the predominant if not the exclu-

sive use of the term in the old Scripture. Individuals were called

sons of God only as members of the theocratic commonwealth,

(c) Gracious. Men become the children of God by regeneration

and adoption. This is the predominant, almost the exclusive

representation of the Hew Testament (John i. 12
;
Pom. viii. II

;

Gal. iii. 26).

The name Father is much more commonly used in John than in

the other Gospels. There He is represented with almost equal

frequency as the Father of Jesus and of men; in John almost

entirely as the Father of Jesus.*

It is characteristic of John that with perhaps a single exception

(iv. 21-23)t he recognizes only the gracious Fatherhood of God.

Thus Jesus emphatically denied that men are children of God by

nature, or even as members of the commonwealth of Israel (viii.

42, 44
;
comp. Pom. ix. 6, 7). Under the old covenant men were

children of God by virtue of their relation to Israel
;
under the

new covenant, by virtue of their relation to Christ. The Father

loves men as they love His Son and believe in Him (xvi. 27).

^

He through whom the sonshjp of men is mediated must be more

than man. This Jesus explicitly affirmed. His relation to God
was unique. He is the only begotten Son (iii. 16). He distin-

guished His relation to God from that of His disciples: “ My
Father and your Father ” (xx. 17). In the plainest terms He
declared His preexistence :

‘
‘ What then if ye should behold the

Son of Man ascending where he was before?” (vi. 62); “ Before

Abraham was, I am ” (viii. 58) ;

“ The glory which I had with

thee before the world was” (xvii. 5) ;

“ Thou lovedst me before

the foundation of the world ” (xvii. 24). The last passage indeed,

if it stood alone, might be interpreted of ideal preexistence in the

* Passages in which Jesus names or addresses G-od as his Father: Matt. 21

times, Mark 13, Luke 12, John 104. Passages in which Jesus terms God thy

or your Father (of men): Matt. 21, Mark 2, Luke 12, John only in chap. iv.

21-24, and in xx. 17.

In John he names God my Father, or addresses him as Father, thirty-four

times, and terms him the Father seventy times,

f Here too it is only true worshipers of whom Jesus speaks,

t John uses vide deov of Christ alone
;
men are renva. Paul uses both viol and

TEnva of men.
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thought and purpose of God, as Eph., i. 4, though there too,

observe, “ he chose us in him before the foundation of the world ”

(comp. Rom. xi. 11, viii. 29
;

Jer. i. 5 ;
Ps.' cxxxix. 15, 16 ;

Eph. iii. 11).* In the light of this teaching must be interpreted

the phrase so often upon the lips of Jesus, came from God. He
affirmed that He only had seen God (vi. 46, viii. 38 ; comp. i. 181,

and that at His death He should return to God (vii. 33, xx. 17,

xvi. 5, 10, 28 ;
comp. xiii. 3).

Moreover, He affirmed that He was one with the Father, and

urged the claim in many ways. He asserted for Himself the

highest attributes of deity. His holiness we have already con-

sidered. In respect to power, He sees and does all that the

Father does (v. 19, 20). All that belongs to God is His :
“ All

things that are mine are thine, and thine are mine ” (xvii. 10);
“ All things whatsoever the Father hath are mine” (xvi. 15;

comp. iii. 35, xiii. 3). Therefore had he the right to cleanse

the temple (ii. 15
;
comp. Luke ii. 49). Here we may note the

witness of miracles in the Gospel. There are indications that

they were numerous (ii. 23, iii. 2, vi. 2, 26, vii. 31, xii. 37, xx.

30), but only eight are recorded, while Matthew has twenty, Mark
eighteen and Luke twenty-one : (1) The turning of the water into

wine (ii. 1-11); (2) the healing of the nobleman’s son (iv. 46-54)

;

(3) the healing of the impotent man at the 'pool of Bethesda (v.

1-9)
; (4) the feeding of the five thousand (vi. 1-14)

; (5) the

walking on the sea (vi. 16-19)
; (6) the healing of the blind man

(ix)
; (7) the raising of Lazarus (xi)

; (8) the draught of fishes

(xxi. 1-14). Of these all but (4) and (5) are peculiar to John.

John apparently never records a miracle for its own sake, but only

as a hinge on which the narrative turns, or as the occasion of a

discourse
: (1) was the first miracle which confirmed the new-born

faith of His disciples and illustrated the character of His minis-

try
; (2) marked the beginning of His ministry in Galilee after he

had roused the hostility of the Pharisees in Judea
; (3), (4), (5)

and (6) led to important teaching
; (7) was the immediate occasion

of Ilis death
;
and (8) of the closing conversation with the disciples,

with its reference to the future of the leaders of the apostolic

* Beysclilag’s acute and able argument in his New Testament Theology to

prove that Jesus taught only Ilis ideal preexistence cannot bear the test of

examination. In that sense He was not before Abraham, for Abraham had a

place in the eternal purpose of God as well as He. Moreover, as Beyschlag

has truly remarked, there is “not the least trace of a christological controversy

in the apostolic age ” (New Testament Theology, ii, S2). If then anywhere in

the New Testament the preexistence of Christ is taught it was evidently recog-

nized as at least in harmony with His teaching. The lam of viii. 58 is an echo

of Ex. iii. 14.
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company, Peter and John.* Evidently miracles hold a subor-

dinate place in the Gospel, and their witness is regarded as of an

inferior kind. Stress is laid upon the self-evidencing power of the

teaching and life of Jesus. Faith born of miracles is accepted,

but is of a distinctly lower orderf (iv. 48, x. 38, xiv. 11
;
comp,

xx. 29). John’s favorite names for the miracles of Jesus are signs

and works. The truth that the miracle conveys is greater than

the power by which it is wrought.

The general claim, “All things that are thine are mine,” He
breaks up into particulars, affirming that the Father has given

Him life in Himself (v. 26), judgment (v. 22, 27), His name, the

revelation of Himself (xvii. 11
;
comp, words in xvii. 8), glory

(xvii. 22), power over all flesh (xvii. 2), and specifically His dis-

ciples (vi. 37, x. 29, xvii. 6, 9, 24, xviii. 9).

Pie asserted His original and certain knowledge of the truth, of

things earthly and heavenly, of things past, present and to come

:

“We speak that we do know, and bear witness of that we
have seen” (iii. 11-13; comp. iii. 32); “I speak the things

which I have seen with my Father” (viii. 38); “.
. . . the

truth which I heard from God” (viii. 40). Complete and final

knowledge of the truth was His: “I am the truth” (xiv. 6);

“ The truth shall make you free,” “ the Son shall make you free
”

(viii. 32, 36). The whole realm of truth was His: “ Every one

that is of the truth hearetli my voice ” (xviii. 37). He traversed

the whole range of divine truth in its relation to the thought and

life of men, yet nowhere do we detect a note of hesitation or

indecision in His speech. Never did He say with Paul, “We know
in part,” but His “Verily, verily” falls upon the ear with the

emphasis of eternal truth. There is in the Fourth Gospel noth-

ing similar to Mark xiii. 32: “Of that day and hour knoweth

no one, not even the angels of heaven, neither the Son, but

the Father only ” (comp. Acts i. 7). Jesus denied Himself

the knowledge of the time of His return, but, it should be ob-

served, of the time only. The precedents, the manner, the circum-

stances, the issue of His coming He has disclosed. He alone may
trace the limits of His knowledge, and He confessed Himself

ignorant of this that we might trust His wisdom in all besides.

He promised everywhere and in all ages to be present with His

disciples :
“ He that loveth me shall be loved of my Father, and

I will love him, and will manifest myself to him” (xiv. 21);

*For a different view of the miracles see Meyer on John, Introduction, sec-

tion iv, Eng. trans., p. 50, note.

f The works to which Jesus refers in v. 36 as bearing witness greater than

that of John are not His miracles alone, but His whole Messianic activity.
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“ If a man love me, he will keep my word
;
and my Father will

love him, and we will come unto him, and make our abode with

him ” (xiv. 23 ; comp. Matt, xxviii. 20). Thus he associated

Himself with the Father in the most sacred and intimate relations

with men :
“ Even as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that

they also may be in us” (xvii. 21); “ That they may be one,

even as vve are one
;

I in them, and thou in me, that they may be

perfected into one” (xvii. 22, 23).*

Consider again Ilis relation to the Holy Spirit. Through Him
the personality of the Spirit was first clearly revealed. The
earliest appearance of the Spirit in visible form was at His bap-

tism (i. 32). He was given in full measure only when Jesus was

glorified (vii. 37-39). “ He (God) giveth not the Spirit by
measure ” (iii. 34) to Jesus, and through Him to men, a promise

abundantly fulfilled at Pentecost. He spake of the Spirit as

another self :
“ He shall give you another Comforter” (xiv. 16).

He promised that the Father would send the Spirit in His name
(xiv. 26), that He would send the Spirit from the Father (xv. 26,

xvi. 7 ;
comp. Rev. iii. 1 :

“ He that hath the seven Spirits of

God,” the Spirit in the plenitude of His power). The gift of the

Spirit he bestowed in symbol by breathing upon His disciples

(xx. 22). The sole office of the Spirit is to bear Avitness to Him :

“ He shall glorify me : for he shall take of mine, and shall declare

it unto you ” (xvi. 14). As the Son glorifies the Father, the Spirit

glorifies the Son. As the Spirit therefore is magnified, the Son is

exalted.

He identified Himself with the Father in many Avays. To
believe in Him is to believe in God (xii. 44) ;

to hate Him is to

hate God (“ He that hateth me hateth my Father also,” xv. 23,

24) ;
to see Him is to see the Father (“ He that hath seen me

hath seen the Father,” xiv. 9, xii. 45) ;
to knoAV Him is to know

the Father (“ If ye knew me, ye Avould knoAV my Father also,”

viii. 19)
;
to glorify Him is to glorify God (“ For the glory of God,

that the Son of God may be glorified thereby,” xi. 4, xiii. 31, 32).

He is to be honored as the Father (“ That all may honor the

Son, even as they honor the Father,” v. 23), and trusted as the

Father (“ Believe in God, believe also in me,” xiv. 1). He is in

the Father and the Father in Him (xiv. 10). Eternal life lies in

the knowledge of God and of His Son (xvii. 3).

He accepted from men the loftiest titles : bon of God, King of

Israel (i. 49, xii. 13, 15, the triumphal entry into Jerusalem); the

Holy One of God (vi. 69); the Christ, the Son of God (xi. 27)

;

* These, with xvii. 11, are the only instances in the Gospel in which Jesus

uses we of the Father and Himself.
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Master and Lord (xiii. 13, xv. 15, 20) ;
my Lord and my God (xx.

28). There was no title so lofty, no honor so exalted, no devotion

so absolute that He rejected it at the hands of men. In this

regard He stands in striking contrast with Peter at Caesarea

(Acts x. 26) and Paul at Lystra ( Acts xiv. 14-18), in whom the

spirit of the pious Jew appears.

Evidently He impressed friends and foes alike with the belief

that He claimed to be divine. Twice during his ministry the Jews

brought against him this specific charge, and it is instructive to

observe how He met it upon each occasion.

(1) v. 18ff.—When He was accused of breaking the Sabbath

by healing the impotent man on that day, He pleaded in justifica-

tion of His conduct the example of the Father :
“ My Father

worketh even until now, and 1 work.” The work of creation is

completed, but the work of providence and redemption continues.

For the very purpose of promoting that work the Sabbath was

ordained. To minister to the needs of men is not to violate but to

fulfill the law of the Sabbath.

This answer the Jews regarded as equivalent to a claim of

equality with God. He “ called God His own Father,” and

declared that His activity was coextensive with that of the Father

(“ What things soever he (the Father) doeth, these the Son also

doeth in like manner. For the Father loveth the Son, and skew-

eth him all things that himself doeth ”), extending even to the

highest prerogatives of deity, resurrection and judgment. This

He exercised in harmony with the Father, and in obedience to His

will. The question has been much debated whether in the follow-

ing discourse He is speaking of the eternal relation of the Father

and the Son, or of His estate of humiliation. But the passage

throughout relates to the Son of man in His historical mission

among men. It is Himself as lie is known to them of whom the

Jews inquire, of whom He speaks, though indeed in the back-

ground of his thought lay ever that eternal subordination inherent

in the Godhead which we shall presently consider.

(2) x. 30ff.—He affirmed “ I and the Father are one.” It is

plain from the context that unity of power and of will is meant.

That unity the Jews conceived must rest upon unity of nature,

and they charged Him with blasphemy, and with making Himself

God. In answer He vindicated His right to the title Son of God,

which was involved in the term My Father. The Old Testament

called the rulers of the people gods (Ps. Ixxxii. 6), because they

derived their authority from God and acted as His representatives

(comp. Rom. 13). If they may bear that name, with how much
greater right may He whom the Father sanctified and sent into
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the world. There is a double contrast : Corrupt judges, Him
whom the Father hath sanctified

;
mortal men, sent into the world.

Then the assertion is repeated in another form, “ The Father is

in me, and T in the Father.”

This is not merely an argumentum ad hominem
,
nor did Jesus

put Himself on a level with other sons of God, repudiating all

higher claims. That were to retract all that he had taught con-

cerning Himself. The old Scripture points to such a relation

between God and man that men in official station as God’s minis-

ters may bear His name. That relation culminates in Him, and

the title Son of God is therefore peculiarly His own. His answer

in itself, therefore, neither explicitly affirms nor denies His divin-

ity. It simply maintains His right to wear the title Son of God,

as in the highest sense the representative of God upon earth.

Whether more is involved in the name this passage does not deter-

mine. Evidently the Jews did not regard His answer as sufficient,

for they sought to take Him Tver. 89).

Side by side with these lofty claims He acknowledged His sub-

ordination to the Father. That subordination belonged of course

to His human nature, in which “ he was made a little lower than

the angels ” (Heb. ii. 9). His earthly life in ever}7 part was

ordered by the will of God: “ The Son can do nothing of Him-

self, but what He seeth the Father doing” (v. 19); “ I came

down from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of him

that sent me ” (vi. 88) ;

“ My teaching is not mine, but his that

sent me” (vii. 16, viii. 26, 28, 29, xii. 49, 50). He was sent by

the Father, prayed to the Father (chap, xvii, xii. 27, xiv. 161,

and thanked the Father for hearing Him (xi. 41, 42). He spake

often of My hour
,
the time appointed by the Father (ii. 4, vii. 6,

8, 80, viii. 20, xvii. 1
;
comp. v. 28, ix. 4, xi. 9). Death was the

cup that His Father gave (x. W, 18, xviii. 11), and in His death

God was glorified (xiii. 31, 32). He even declared that the

Father, who loved Him before the foundation of the world (xvii.

24), loved Him because he became obedient unto death :
“ There-

fore doth my Father love me, because I lay down my life, that I

may take it again ” (x. 17
;
comp. Phil. ii. 8, 9).

Ordinarily when Jesus spake of His subordination to the Father,

whether in this or in the earlier Gospels, He referred to His estate

of humiliation. But that relation rested upon the eternal subor-

dination which lies in the very nature of sonship.* “ The

* Paul compares the relation of the Father and the Son to the relation of

husband and wife. The wife is of the same nature (Gen. i. 27), equal in Christ

(Gal. iii. 28), yet the husband is the head of the wife, as Christ is the head of

the man and God of Christ (1 Cor. xi. 3).
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Father,” “ who is greater than all ” (x. 29), “ is greater than I
”

(xiv. 28). How much greater than roan must He be who thought

it needful to own Himself less than God.

If these representations be set side by side the apparent contra-

diction may be solved only by recognizing that Jesus taught His

essential equality with God the Father and His personal subor-

dination to Him.

How profound was the impression made by the life and teaching

of Jesus upon this pious Jew, whose Epistles and Apocalypse evince

such lofty conceptions of God and righteousness, that he accepted

and recorded claims like these. In the prologue of the Gospel and

in the Apocatypse He exalts Jesus to the throne of God. The
very fact that the disciples came so slowly to apprehend the sig-

nificance of Jesus’ claims indicates how alien were those claims

from their traditions, their prejudices, their customary modes of

thought, and how strong was the evidence that compelled belief.

The bosom friend of Jesus rendered Him the loftiest honor.

Ignorance is the mother of superstition, knowledge is the mother

of devotion.

II. His Work.

The purpose of His coming is variously expressed. In general

He said, I came “ not to do mine own will, but the will of him
that sent me” (vi. 38, iv. 34). Specifically He declared, “ God
sent not the Son into the world to judge the Avorld, but that the

world should be saved through him ” (iii. 17). Yet judgment,

though not the purpose, is the inevitable result of His mission in

the case of those who do not believe (viii. 15, 16) :
“ For judg-

ment came I into this world ” (ix. 39). He came as the living-

bread, “ that a man may eat thereof, and not die ” (vi. 50, 51);
“ that they may have life, and may have it abundant^ ” (x. 10)

;

as a light,
‘

‘ that whosoever believeth on me may not abide in the

darkness ” (xii. 46, viii. 12)
;
to bear witness to the truth (xviii.

37). His purpose was to give eternal life to men bv the revelation

of God, whom to know is life eternal (xvii. 3). To Him the

Father gave His name, the revelation of Himself (xvii. 11, 12*).

He disclosed the divine purpose in the dealings of God with

men (ix. 3, xi. 4). The revelation of God was given in His teach-

ing, and supremely in His person. God, who is a Spirit, is made
known in terms not of speech but of life.

It is characteristic of John that he dwells upon the inner and

vital aspect of salvation, while the outward and forensic aspect,

common in Paul, is hardly touched. Salvation is the gift of life.

* In both verses for ovg read <j.
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Instead of the kingdom of heaven, the main theme of the

preceding Gospels, the chief good in the Fourth Gospel is life

eternal. Once only Jesus spake of Ills kingdom, and then simply

to prevent misapprehension of its nature (xviii. 36 :
“ My king-

dom is not of this world ”). Only once, to meet Xicodemus upon

familiar ground, did He refer to the kingdom of God (iii. 5, 8).

The revelation of God was completed, the salvation of man was

accomplished, by the death of Jesus. The love of the Father

reached its Ugliest expression in the cross. He declared that He
should be lifted up, like the serpent in the wilderness (iii. 14

;

comp. ii. 19), by the hand of the Jews (“ When ye have lifted

up the Son of Man,” viii. 28) ; that He should give His flesh for

the life of the world (vi. 51)
;

that as the good shepherd He
should lay down His life for the sheep (x. 15

;
comp, the words of

Caiaphas in xi. 51, 52) ;
that it should be a voluntary sacrifice

“ No one taketh it away from me, but I lay it down of myself.

I have power to lay it down, and I have power to take it again,”

x. 18) ;
that through His death He should draw all men unto Him

(xii. 32), as the grain of wrheat that falls into the earth and dies

bears much fruit (xii. 24) ;
that His death was the crowning token

of His love for His friends (xv. 13), and that in it He should be

glorified (xiii. 31, xvii. 1). With expiring breath He cried, “ It

is finished ” (xix. 30)—-not life only, but life’s mission. Thus He
taught that Ills death was an appointed, predicted, voluntary

sacrifice for the sins of men. Precisely in what way his death

avails for men is not defined in the Gospel. In referring to it d>rE,

instead of,
is never used, as in Matt. xx. 28, Mark x. 45, but

always bn£p,for the benefit of (vi. 51, x. 11, 12, xi. 50, 51, 52, xv.

13, xvii. 19, xviii. 14). It is true that b-ip has at times the force

of a-izt (Winer, N . T. Grammar
,

p. 383, and note 2
), but it is

unsafe to rest a truth elsewhere clearly taught upon an ambiguous

preposition. The vicarious nature of His death is indicated in the

words of John the Baptist, “ Behold the Lamb of God, which

taketh away the sin of the world !” (i. 29), for he referred to Isa.

liii. It should further be observed that Paul conceives of the

death of Jesus as the lowest depth of Ilis humiliation (Phil. ii. 8),

while John conceives of it as the beginning of his exaltation, for

it was the way of His return to the Father (xiv. 2, 3, 28, xvi. 10,

23, xvii. 5).

It follows from the character of John and the late date of His

Gospel that, in contrast with Matthew and Mark, the worldwide

nature of the mission of Jesus is emphasized. There the Jew

occupies the foreground, and the Gentiles, until the last commission

was given, appear only occasionally and incidentally. In Matt.
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x. 5, 6, the twelve were commanded not to go to the Gentiles or

to the Samaritans, but rather to the lost sheep of the house of

Israel, to whom Jesus declared that He Himself was sent (Matt,

xv. 24).* In his view of the breadth of Jesus’ ministry Luke

approaches the position of John. Predominantly in the earlier

Gospels Jesus is represented as the Messiah of the Jews, in John

as the Saviour of the world.

Here, indeed, as always, we must beware of drawing rigid lines

of division between the evangelists, as if each claimed a territory

peculiarly his own. In the Fourth Gospel, too, the Jew is

accorded his rightful place, his special position and privileges.

Israelite indeed is a title of honor (i. 47). Jesus called Himself a

Jew (“ We," iv. 22), and affirmed that in the controversy with the

Samaritans the Jews were in the right, and that salvation was of

the Jews (iv. 22). This Gospel differs from the others in recording

chiefly His ministry in Judea, from which He was driven again

and again by the hostility of the Jews (iv. 1-8, vii. 1, x. 89, xi. 9).

So far as John informs us, He taught in Galilee only when it was

no longer safe for Him to labor in Judea. His ministry was con-

fined almost entirely to the Jews. There are only two exceptions,

the Samaritans in chap, iv and the Greek proselytes in chap, xii.f

As there is no indication to the contrary, the nobleman of iv. 46

was probably a Jew. Jesus honored the Sabbath, the law, the

temple, and recognized in Abraham and Moses men of God. He
kept the feasts appointed by the law of Moses (ii. 13, the pass-

over
;

vii. 10, tabernacles
;

dedication
;
final passover), omitting

them apparently only in case of necessity.

But, on the other hand, Jesus clearly distinguished Himself
(
My

Father, your Father, viii. 38) and His disciples (xiii. 33) from the

Jews (comp. xi. 8). They are Abraham’s seed after the flesh

(viii. 37, 56), but not after the spirit (viii. 39
;
comp. Luke iii. 8,

Rom. ix. 6, 7). Throughout the Gospel the term the Jews is

habitually applied to the party opposed to Jesus, a usage which

finds no place with the other evangelists. According to the

promise given to Abraham (Gen. xii. 3) the Jew was the rudder

by which God would steer the ark of humanity. Now by reason

of unbelief the Jew belongs to the world : “Ye are of this

world ” (viii. 23). God’s own are no longer Israel after the flesh,

but believers (comp. i. 11, “ He came to his own,” and xiii. 1,

“ Having loved his own”). Mankind is no longer divided be-

* It is noteworthy that with these words upon His lips He healed the daugh-

ter of a Gentile.

f Whether the words of Jesus that followed the request of the Greeks to see

Him were spoken in their presence is not indicated.

28
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tween the Jew and the world, but between believers and the world

(xvii. 20-25). It is repeatedly recognized alike by Jesus and by

the evangelist that the sphere of Ilis ministry was not Israel, but

the world (i. 4, 7, 9, 29). The world lies by nature in darkness,

which is ignorance and sin (i. 5, 10). As Jesus distinguished

Himself and His disciples from the Jews, so He distinguished

Himself (“ I am not of the world,” xvii. 14, 16, xiv. 27, xviii.

36) and His disciples (xiv. 17-23, xv. 18, 19, xvi. 20, xvii. 6, 9,

14-16, 25) from the world. The prince of this "world is Satan

(xii. 31, xiv. 30, xvi. 11). Yet this lost world God loves, and for

it He gave His Son (iii. 16). To the Son was given powrer over

all flesh (xvii. 2). He came to save the world (vi. 33, xii. 47 )j

and for the world He died (iii. 14, 17, vi. 51). He is the light of

the world (viii. 12, ix. 5, xii. 46
;
comp. i. 4). By His death He

overcame the world (xvi. 33), and the prince of the world was

judged (xvi. 8-11). The privileges of the Jew are thrown open

to mankind. The Good Shepherd has other sheep “ which are

not of this fold ” (x. 16
;
comp. vii. 35 and xi. 51, 52). Men are

no longer commanded to worship in the temple, but may worship

everywhere in spirit and in truth (iv. 21-24). The promise given

to Isaiah (liv. 13) regarding Israel shall be fulfilled to all be-

lievers :
“ They shall all be taught of God” (vi. 45). In His

last hour He said, “ I pray not for the world, but for those whom
thou hast given me ” (xvii. 9). But He did not mean that the

world had no place in His thought or prayer. When He was just

about to die for the world, how could the world be forgotten ?

He prayed for the disciples, but not for their sakes alone. Others

should believe on Him through their word (xvii. 20), and as He
died “ that the world may know that I love the Father” (xiv.

31), He prayed that His disciples might be one, “ that the world

may believe thou didst send me, and lovedst them, even as thou

lovedst me ” (xvii. 21, 23). Their mission is to continue His

(“ As thou didst send me into the world, even so sent I them into

the world,” xvii. 18, xx. 21).

It follows from this representation of His Person and Work
that the character of men is disclosed by their attitude toward

Him. If they are disposed to truth and righteousness, they will

welcome Him in whom truth and righteousness are embodied. If

they know God, they will recognize the divine in Him :
“ This

is the judgment, that the light is come into the world, and men
loved the darkness rather than the light

;
for their wrorks were

evil” (iii. 19-21); “ Ye have not his word abiding in you: for

whom he sent, him ye believe not ” (v. 38) ;

“ If God were your

Father, ye would love me” (viii. 42); “ Everyone that hath
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heard from the Father, and hath learned, cometh unto me ” (vi.

45)
;

“ Every one that is of the truth heareth my voice ” (xviii.

37
;

see also v. 42, 43, x. 4ff.). It follows also that the attitude

of God toward men is determined by their attitude toward His

Son (comp. 2 Sam. xxii. 26, 27, “ With the merciful thou wilt

shew thyself merciful, and with the perfect man thou wilt shew

thyself perfect. With the pure thou wilt shew thyself pure

;

and with the perverse thou wilt shew thyself froward ”) :
“ If

any man serve me, him will the Father honor ” (xii. 26) ;

“ He
that loveth me shall be loved of my Father” (xiv. 21) ;

“ The
Father himself loveth you, because ye have loved me, and have

believed that I came forth from the Father” (xvi. 27). The
distinction between God’s benevolence toward the world and His

complacency in the disciples of His Son is clearly drawn. Yet

this very relation of men to the Son upon which their destiny

depends is determined by the Father :
“ No man can come to me

except the Father which sent me draw him ” (vi. 44, 65). How
completely is the Son identified with the Father :

“ No man can

come to me except the Father which sent me draw him ”; “ No
man cometh unto the Father but by me ” (xiv. 6).

It is true again that the relation of men to the world is deter-

mined by their relation to Him :
“ They are not of the world,,

even as I am not of the world ” (xvii. 14, 16, vii. 7, xv. 18-21).

Though the life of disciples is passed in the world (xvii. 11), he
said, “ I chose you out of the world” (xv. 19, xvii. 6: “ the

men whom thou gavest me out of the world ”).

He requires of men faith in Him. This is the great command-
ment of the Gospel.* The elements of faith are belief and trust.

Belief is the faith of the mind, trust is the faith of the heart.

Saving faith is the surrender of the whole man to Flim. Salvation

is attached not simply to believing Him, but to believing in or

on Him. In viii. 30, 31, the distinction is clearly drawn between

those that believed on Him and those that believed Him. To
those that believed Him (ver. 31) he said, “Ye believe me not ”

(ver. 45). In v. 24, “He that heareth my word, and believeth

him that sent me, hath eternal life,” the initial act of faith is

noted; and there and in 1 John iii. 23, the part is put for the

whole. “ This is the work of God,” all-embracing because the

root of all, “ that ye believe on him whom he hath sent” (vi.

29). The Gospel was written “ that ye may believe that Jesus is

the Christ, the Son of God
;
and that believing ye may have life

in his name ” (xx. 31).

* I have shown elsewhere that faith is more prominent than love in the

Fourth Gospel, Presbyterian Quarterly, January, 1895, p. 100.
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Through, faith the believer enters into immediate personal union

with Him: “ I am the vine, ye are the branches” (xv). Be-

tween Him and His disciples there is mutual knowledge, like that

between the Father and the Son : “I know mine own, and mine

own know me, even as the Father knoweth me, and I know the

Father ” (x. 14, 15) ;
and a similar union :

“ I in them, and thou

in me ” (xvii. 23, 26, xiv. 20). To receive His disciples is to

receive Him, as to receive Him is to receive the Father (xiii. 20;

comp. Matt. xxv. 40).

This relation is illustrated by many figures. He is all that is

essential to life—not bare existence, but the full development and

unfettered exercise of all man’s powers. In contrast to the manna

—

perishable, for the body, given to Israel—He is the bread of life

—

enduring, for the soul, given for the world (vi. 3111.). He is light

(iii. 19, viii. 12, ix. 5, xii. 35, 36, 46); the door (x. 7, 9); the

resurrection and the life (xi. 25) ;
the way, the truth, the life (xiv.

6); the good shepherd, the vine. The life found in Him is

sustained only by abiding in Him :
“ He that abideth in me, and

I in him, the same beareth much fruit
;
for apart from me ye can

do nothing ” (xv. 4-7). The life is of the vine, the branches bear

the fruit. The vine bears fruit through the branches. The fruit

of the believer is love (xiv. 15, “If ye love me;” xv. 12,

“ This is my commandment, that ye love one another, even as I

have loved you ”)
;
obedience (“ If ye love me, ye will keep my

commandments,” xiv. 15, 21) ;
and good works (“ The works that

I do shall ye do also, ” xiv. 12
;
comp. Paul’s enumeration of the

fruit of the Spirit in Gal. v. 22, 23). To love Him, follow Him,

minister to His flock, is enjoined upon Peter as the law of life

(xxi. 15-20). The believer prays to Him and prays to the Father

in His name (xiv. 13, 14 xv. 16, xvi. 23, 24, 26).

The teaching of Jesus throughout the Gospel is in absolute con-

tradiction to the position of Ritschl, quoted and approved by

Sauday and Headlam [Comm, on Romans
, p. 122), that the proper

object of justification is “ the Christian Society as a collective

whole, and not the individual as such.” Justification is “ nor-

mally mediated through the Church.” “The Christian sacrifice

with its effects, like the sacrifices of the Hay of Atonement by

which it is typified, reach the individual through the community.”

Even under the old covenant it was only the outward and

official relation of men to God that was mediated through the

Church
;
the inner life was one of personal fellowship with God,

as the prophets and the Psalms bear witness. That men were

saved not because they were of the family
,
but because they were

of the faith of Abraham was true from the beginning. Under
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the new covenant men are related to God through Christ alone,

and their relation to the Church is constituted through Him. That

ordinarily men come to the knowledge of Christ through the

Church of course is true (Rom. x. 14, 16), but they are not united

to Christ through the Church, but to the Church through Christ.

Organization, institutions, sacraments do not constitute, they only

manifest, the unity of believers, the unity which they have in

Him. There is nothing between the vine and the branches.

Beyond any other writer of the Hew Testament John deals with

truth in its essential and eternal nature, apart from the accessories

of space and time, from ordinances, rites and institutions, passing

forms in which the truth is embodied for a season. The word

Church nowhere occurs in his Gospel, and in the Epistles and the

Apocalypse it always designates a particular society, never, as with

Paul, the whole company of believers. God is a Spirit, and is

therefore everywhere to be worshiped in spirit and iu truth (iv.

21-23). As in heaven there is no temple (Rev. xxi. 22), because

heaven is all temple, so shall it be on earth. “ Wouldst thou

pray in a temple ? Pray in thyself. But be thou first a temple

of God, for He in His temple heareth him that prays ” (Augus-

tine). The institution of the Supper is not recorded, but the truth

that it represents is made plain in the discourse that followed upon

the feeding of the five thousand (chap. vi). Twice only is bap-

tism referred to apart from the work of the Baptist : in iv. 2,

“Jesus himself baptized not, but his disciples ” (comp. 3: 22,

26), and in iii. 5,
“ Except a man be born of water and the Spirit,

he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.” Whether Jesus

speaks of the baptism of John or of Christian baptism, the

thought of purification which is common 1o both of them is

emphasized. The rite is barely named, the truth is constantly

repeated. The Christian life appears in its essential character,

divorced from temporal and transient forms and symbols, as the

life of fellowship with God through faith. This so-called mysti-

cal union of the believer with Christ is the very heart and soul of

the Gospel, and all else is subordinate and subsidiary, designed

only to minister to the inner life. From this life of fellowship

with Him the Church takes its rise, and to this life the Church,

in its rites, ordinances, sacraments, institutions, is ordained to

minister.*

*Sanday and Headlam remark {Comm, on Rom., p. 193) that “the signifi-

cance of baptism lies in the fact that whoever undergoes it is made thereby

member of a society, and becomes at once a recipient of the privileges and im-

munities of that society.’’ But this significance is wholly secondary and
subordinate; they have taught better elsewhere (p. 162). The words of insti-

tution make it plain that men are baptized primarily not into the Church, but
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TVhile Jesus thus required of men faith in Him, He promised

to those who believe iu him freedom (viii. 36), the Holy Spirit

(vii. 39, 14-16), His peace (xiv. 27, xvi. 33), His joy (xvi. 22,

24), power to perform works even greater than those which He
had wrought (xiv. 12). He prays for them (xvii, xiv. 16

;
comp,

xvi. 23, 26, 27), and answers their prayers (xiv. 13, 14). As He
taught His disciples while He was yet with them so much of the

truth as they were able to bear (“All things that I heard from my
Father I have made known nnto you,” xv. 15), so He promised

that through His Spirit he would lead them into all the truth

(xiv. 25, 26, xvi. 12, 13,

25).*
* And as the crowning and all-

comprehending gift he promised to all who believe in Him eternal

life (iii. 15, 16, x. 27, 28; comp. 1 John ii. 25, “ This is the

promise which he promised us, even the life eternal ”). He lives

in the believer, and the believer in Him :
“ Because I live, ye

shall live also ” (xiv. 19, 20, xv. 4, 5, xvii. 23).

As the work of God is faith, unbelief is the crowning sin (iii.

18, xvi. 9). To reject the clear and gracious revelation of God
given in His Son evinces a blindness and hardness of heart which

spring from a nature hostile to truth and righteousness. Unbelief

is rooted not in the intellect, but in the heart. Men love darkness,

because their deeds are evil (iii. 19-21). Men are already under

condemnation by reason of their sin. The unbeliever refuses the

proffered salvation, and therefore the wrath of God abideth upon

him (iii. 36). Every man must bear his own sin, or cast it upon

the Lamb of God. Sin issues in eternal death, because it severs

man from Him in whom alone life is found (iii. 15-18, viii. 24).

His relation to men is not terminated by death nor bounded by
time. After His resurrection He resumed Ilis intercourse with

His disciples, brought with Him from the grave the memories and

affections of His earthly life. He promised His disciples that

through His death greater and richer blessings should be theirs

than all that His life had conferred upon them :
“ It is expedient

for you that I go away ” (xvi. 7). There are three great offices

that He executes for His disciples in the heavenly kingdom
: (1)

He prepares for them a place (xiv. 2, 3) where they shall be with

Him forever (xii. 26, xvii. 24, 26
;
comp. Bom. viii. 17, 2 Tim. ii.

11, 12, Kev. iii. 21). (2) He prays for them (xiv. 16
;
comp. xvi.

into God (Matt, xxviii. 19). Adult baptism, which alone is here in question,

is the seal and symbol of a relation already constituted by faith (comp. Rom.
iv. 9-11).

* The Son of man, who has power on earth to forgive sins (Matt. ix. 6), gave

to His disciples ministerial and declarative power to forgive, as the instruments

of his Spirit, a power exercised in the Acts.
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26, 27, Kom. viii. 34, Heb. vii. 25, 1 John ii. 1). (3) He sends

them the Holy Spirit, Advocate, Comforter, Teacher (xiv. 16, 17,

26, xv. 26, xvi. 7-15
;
comp. vii. 39). And when the place has

been prepared, and the work of the Spirit has been fulfilled, He
will come again and receive them to Himself, that where He is

there they may be also (xiv. 3).

When earth and time have run their course, “ all that are in

the tombs shall hear his voice, and shall come forth
;
they that

have done good, unto the resurrection of life
;
and they that

have done ill, unto the resurrection of judgment” (v. 28, 29).

Jesus shall be the judge :
“ For neither doth the Father judge auy

man, but he hath given all judgment unto the Son” (v. 22).

“ And he gave him authority to execute judgment, because he is

(the) Son of man ” (v. 27). He is the only Mediator between

God and man, and the character and destiny of men are determined

by their personal relation to Him. Therefore is He their judge. He
exercises judgment in harmony with the will of the Father : “I
can of myself do nothing : as I hear (from the Father), I judge :

and my judgment is righteous
;
because I seek not mine own will,

but the will of him that sent me ” (v. 30). The standard of

judgment is the Word which He has given to men as the norm of

truth and the law of life (xii. 48, 49).

The office of judge He exercised in part during JB is earthly life.

He read the hearts and ordered the lives of men, passed sentence

upon their conduct, their motives, their character, foretold their

destiny. Examples are many : The Avoman of Samaria (chap,

iv), fNTathanael (i. 48), Simon he surnamed Peter (i. 42), and pre-

dicted his denial (xiii. 38) and the manner of his death (xxi. 19),

John (xxi. 22), His Jewish opponents (viii. 23, 25, 39 ft., ix. 41),

Judas. He “knew from the beginning Avho they were that

believed not, and who it Avas that should betray him ” (vi. 64;

comp. vi. 70, xiii. 11, 21, 27). God’s purpose respects man’s free-

dom, man’s freedom fulfills God’s purpose (comp. ii. 24, 25, “ He
himself knew Avhat Avas in man ”).

It is often affirmed that the eschatology of John is at variance

with that of the earlier evangelists
;
but nowhere in Scripture is

the doctrine of the general resurrection and the final judgment

more clearly and explicitly taught than in the fifth chapter of this

Gospel.*

Thus Jesus represented Himself as the eternal Son of God,

equal yet subordinate to the Father, sent from heaven to reveal

God to men through His teaching, His life, His death
;

to save

*1 have treated this theme at length in the Presbyterian Quarterly for Janu-

ary, 1895: “The Doctrine of Judgment in the Fourth Gospel.”
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the world by the sacrifice of Himself. To reject Him is to abide

in death
;
to believe in Him is to be made one with Him, heir of

eternal life and heavenly joy. He dwells in the heart of the be-

liever, and in the Father’s house above He intercedes for His

people, prepares for them a place, sends them the Holy Spirit.

At the last day He shall come again to earth, shall summon the

dead from their graves, shall sit upon the throne of judgment, and

pronounce sentence upon every man according to the will of the

Father, as that will has been made known to men through His

Word. Then with His people He shall reign forever in the glory

which He had with the Father before the world was.

Harrisburg, Pa. J. Ritchie Smith.



Y.

PHILIP WILLIAM OTTERBEIN AND THE
REFORMED CHURCH.

fT^HE question of the relation of Philip William Otterbein to

I the Reformed Church has been discussed so often and so

ably by the most prominent historians of the Reformed as well

as of other Churches, that it might seem useless to take it up

again. I should certainly shrink from the task, if it were not for

the fact that a number of new documents have recently been dis-

covered, which throw much light on the question and enable us to

reach definite conclusions on points with reference to which only

probability had been attained before. It is well known that the

most important question, the correct answer to which determines

Otterbein’ s relation to the Reformed Church, is whether his con-

gregation in Baltimore was under the jurisdiction of the Reformed

Coetus, as is claimed by the historians of the Reformed Church,

or was independent in its origin and remained independent in its

subsequent history, as is confidently asserted by the historians of

the United Brethren Church * In order to determine fairly this

much-disputed question, it is necessary to review the history of

the Reformed Church in Baltimore, basing ourselves not on

late traditions and floating rumors but on the indisputable docu-

ments of the Coetus, now largely preserved in the archives of

Holland, together with the original Church-Records of the two con-

gregations involved in this discussion.

The first historical reference to the Reformed congregation in

Baltimore is found in the oldest Lutheran Church-Record, which

informs us that for “ some years after the founding of Baltimore the

Reformed and Lutherans held their services with laudable harmony
in the English church, but through an unfortunate quarrel they

*The object of this investigation is not polemical, nor does the writer wish

to revive the question of the present status of the Otterbein Church. That
question has been definitely and authoritatively settled by the members of the

congregation. The object is simply historical—to review and state the history

of the past in the light of the most reliable evidence. The writer wishes to

acknowledge the kindness and courtesy of the present pastor of the Otterbein

Church as well as of the pastor of the First Reformed Church in Baltimore,

who most willingly permitted him to examine all the old Church-Records.
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were refused the further use of the church.” This English church

was, no doubt, St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, on North Charles

Street, till 1761 the only English church in Baltimore. The first

Lutheran minister was the Rev. John Georg Bager. On March

10, 1753, he became pastor at Conewago. From this place he

visited Baltimore every six weeks.* It has been thus far unknown
who was the first Reformed minister of Baltimore. But it seems

that from a notice in Saur’s Germantown paper we can at last solve

this interesting question. The notice of Saur is as follows :

“The reports from Petepsco, Maryland, dated November 1, 1753, are very

lengthy. In short they tell us that the Reformed congregation there has

accepted the Rev. Mr. Bauer as their minister, and as they had no fault to find

with his sermons, they elected him and gave him a new black gown and hung
around his neck a snow-white license to teach (einen sehneeweissen Lelirbrief).

The English have willingly permitted him to preach in their church until one

can he built for the Germans. The organ is played for them free of charge.” f

The report then goes on to say that through the arrogant behavior

of the minister a quarrel had been started in the congregation.

Now there can be but little doubt that the congregation of

Petepsco referred to is the Baltimore congregation. Being situate

on the Patapsco river, the whole district was known by that name,

and St. Paul’s congregation was also called Patapsco parish as

early as 1693
.

X

Moreover, St. Paul’s was the only congiegation

in the county which had an organ in 1753. § Again, both the

Lutheran record and Saur’s paper refer to the fact that the Re-

formed worshiped in the English church and quarreled among
themselves—through which they lost this privilege. And finally

no other Reformed church is known to have existed in the Patapsco

district at this early period. We can therefore safely conclude

that Mr. Bauer was the first Reformed minister of Baltimore,

though his existence was so completely forgotten that not even

his name was preserved by history or tradition.

On July 9, 1758, a new Lutheran minister was elected, the Rev.

John Caspar Kirchner. Shortly after his arrival “ both congrega-

tions resolved to build a church of their own, but as each singly

was too weak in membership, they held a meeting in order to

consult together about such an important work. The harmony

which had been maintained thus far gave us reason to hope that

both congregations unitedly would accomplish that which was too

difficult for each single one.” At this meeting a number of reso-

lutions were passed, the most important of which were to buy a

* Hallische Nachrichten, New Ed., vol. i, pp. 193, 569.

f Saur’s Pennsylv. Bericlite, November 16, 1753.

\ Scharf’s Chronicles of Baltimore, p. 27.

^Scharf’s History of Baltimore
, p. 519.
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lot for a cliurch and cemetery in common and to erect a union

church. A committee of four was appointed to carry these reso-

lutions into effect. The Reformed members of the committee

were Mr. Lerscli and Mr. Conrad Schrnit. Negotiations were

begun with Mr. Alexander Lawson for a lot “ near the old

bridge.” But Mr. Lawson was unwilling to sell it to the

Lutherans, who at once drew the conclusion that this unwillingness

was due to the influence of the Reformed, especially since “ they

could not understand why Mr. Lawson should not take Lutheran

money as well as Reformed.” In this view they were still more

confirmed when 11 the Reformed minister, Mr. Loeschie [Lischy],

asked Mr. Richard Croxal for a lot on the hill in order to build a

German church on it. He was immediately very liberal and,

without payment, he presented a lot for this purpose. At this

time their cunning became evident, for the Reformed declared at

once that the lot had been presented to them alone, because they

had asked for it, and hence they rejected all thoughts of union.”

On this lot, situated opposite to the Episcopal church on North

Charles street, the Reformed built their first church, perhaps in

the same year, 1758.

That Lischy was pastor of the Baltimore congregation is con-

firmed by the Reformed Record, in which the Rev. Mr. Pomp has

note! that “ in the beginning the congregation passed through

many troubles. At first, when it consisted of but a few families,

it was occasionally visited by the Rev. Mr. Lischy, and after him

by the Rev. Mr. Otterbein.” The Rev. Mr. Lischy was in York
up to the year 1760, and Otterbein in Frederick, Md., from 1760-

1765. When he left Frederick in the latter year, the Baltimore

congregation appears for the first time in the Coetal Minutes as

vacant. The officers of the Coetus wrote as follows to Holland

:

“In closing we pray that the great shepherd of the sheep will raise up men
after his own heart, that they may present themselves before you and that thus

the vacant places can be tilled, Baltimore, Fredericktown, Muddy Creek, Leb-

anon, Pipe Creek, Winchester and Amwell, where seven ministers are needed.”*

This statement is repeated in the following year.

A new chapter in the history of the congregation began in 1768.

In that year came the first regular minister of the congregation.

The minutes of Coetus, held on 7th, 8th and 9th of September,

1768, at Easton, speak as follows of this event :f

“ A strong Reformed congregation at Baltimore, in Maryland, sent to our

Coetus a call for Mr. Christopher Faber, a person who came to this country at

*Minutes of October, 1765, session ii, § 4.

f They have but recently been discovered by the Rev. Dr. Good, of Reading,

in theAynodical archives at The Hague, Holland.
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the same time when Dom. Alsentz departed from this world. He had been

properly examined by the Rev. Consistory at Heidelberg, according to an

undoubtedly genuine certificate, and had been ordained to the Holy Ministry.

The congregation at Germantown requested the ministers present at the funeral

of Dom. Alsentz, namely, the Revs. Messrs. DuBois, President, Weyberg, Pomp
and Faber, a relative of the one above mentioned, to give them this man till the

next Coetus meeting. As the circumstances of the congregation were very

pressing it was necessary to grant this request, and thereby the Coetus had an

opportunity of becoming acquainted with him.

“From the testimony given to him by the congregations of Germantown,
Witpen and Worcester, which he has served for half a year, it is evident that

Mr. Faber has gained their love and respect through his zeal in his work and

his good conduct. But because this man has no recommendations from the'

Christian Synods and the congregation of Baltimore extended its call directly

to him, and he moreover offered himself to serve the congregation with the

consent of the Coetus, it was resolved to confirm this call and heartily to recom-

mend him to the Christian Synods for favorable reception into the Coetus.”*

Faber must bave gone to Baltimore immediately after the meet-

ing of the Coetus, for he baptized the first child on the 11th of

October, 1768. With the beginning of the new year he opened

the oldest Church Record of the congregation. Its title-page reads

as follows :

“First Protocol

of the Reformed Congregation

at Baltimore, in Maryland,

January 25th, in the year 1769.

“The first minister of this congregation was John Chr. Faber, born at Moss-

bach, on the Neckar, in the Palatinate, in Europe. His father was minister at

Gimmeldingen, in the Haardt.f May God grant that every undertaking

redound to his honor and the upbuilding of the congregation.” %

Iu the light of these records, the accuracy of which can hardly

be doubted, the old tradition, so often repeated, that Faber came

to this country and began his ministry in Baltimore in 1757 must

be given up. The minutes declare explicitly that Faber came

about the time when the Rev. Mr. Alsentz died. The time of his

death is definitely fixed by the newly discovered Coetal letter of

1768, § 10, where it is said to have taken place on the 25th of

October, 1767. § Possibly the time of Faber’s arrival in this

country can be determined still more definitely. In the lists of

immigrants printed in the Pennsylvania Archives
,
New Series

r

Vol. XVII, p. 483, we find the statement that on the 9th of

November, 1767, there arrived in the harbor of Philadelphia,

* Minutes of 1768, Session III, § 3.

f A mountain range in Germany.

J It will be noticed that this rendering differs in several particulars from that

of Dr. Heiner, Centenary Sermon, p. 15 f., but the one given above is more

accurate.

§ This corrects the supposition of Dr. Harbaugh, that Alsentz died in 1769. Cf.

Lives of the Fathers, vol. ii, p. 98.
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Valentin Faber, Sr., Christian Faber
,
Valentin Faber, Jr., and

Jacob Faber. Flow it is very probable that Christian Faber is a

clerical error for Christopher Faber. This mistake has been made
repeatedly, not only in the sermon of the Rev. Dr. Heiner, but even

in the Coetal minutes. It is certain that Christopher was his real

name from an autograph letter of his now at The Hague, a pho-

tograph of which is in the possession of the writer. But whether

the identification proposed be accepted or not, it is certain that

John Christopher Faber came to this country in the fall of 1767.

From this time the history of the congregation is no longer

shrouded in obscurity, but has left an ample record in the docu-

ments of the Coetus. The period of supplies has come to an end

and the period of a regular ministry begins. At the meeting of

the Coetus held in Germantown, September 19 and 20, 1769, the

question of the Baltimore congregation came up again. The
minutes discovered two years ago inform us that

“ Domine Faber, who for some time served the congregation at Germantown, and

last year with the consent and the recommendation of Coetus accepted a call from

Baltimore and there serves at present two congregations, one in Baltimore and the

other at Pipe Creek, sent to the Coetus two written testimonials, one from each

congregation, stating that Domine Faber was not only living decently but also

preaching acceptably, by teaching faithfully and diligently the clear Word of God
of the Old and New Testaments, so that the congregations are all satisfied with him.

Coetus also expressed its satisfaction, doing nothing further in this matter hut re-

commending him to the favor of the Fathers, who no doubt have been informed

about his ministry in Germany.”*

According to these testimonies, the condition of the church was
prosperous and the ministry of the Rev. Mr. Faber successful. But
soon the whole aspect changed. The minutes of the following

year are filled with complaints and the congregation was rent in

two by strife. The cause of these disturbances was, as Mr.

Faber claimed before the Coetus, Mr. Benedict Schwob—or

Schwab, as he is sometimes more properly called in the minutes.

Since 1763 he had been a member and elder of the neighboring

congregation at Pipe Creek (near Westminster, Md.). Owing to

the lack of ministers he began to preach in the neighborhood of

Baltimore. In 1769 he applied to the Coetus for examination
;
his

request was granted and henceforth he continued his preaching

as a licentiate of the Coetus.f He was at this time in the full

vigor of his life, for in 1773 he is reported as being forty years of

age, and moreover “ manifested extraordinary talents,” which

made him a popular preacher.:}: In 1770 he seems to have begun

* Minutes, 1769, Sess. IY, g 3.

f Minutes, 1770, j! 16.

\ Coetal Letter of 1773, recently discovered.
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preaching in Baltimore and immediately gained a large following

among the Reformed people, who had become dissatisfied with

their own minister and endeavored to bring about his removal.

To this end they sent two delegates to the next Coetus meeting,

which was held at Philadelphia, September 19, 1770, laying a

number of complaints about Mr. Faber before the Coetus.

Faber defended liimslf by stating that Schwob was the cause of

the whole trouble. Coetus resolved that “ although these preachers

were no members of the Coetus,” yet as they had submitted their

case to the decision of Coetus, to appoint a Committee to investi-

gate the condition of the congregation and report at the next

meeting. At this time Schwob asked for the second examination,*

but Coetus decided to wait till the report of the Committee had
been received.j-

In December, 1770, when the Coetus minutes were ready to be

sent to Holland, the Committee, consisting of Rev. Messrs. Gross

and Gobrecht, had handed in a preliminary report, which was

inserted into the Coetal letter. They report that Mr. Schwob
appeared to them in many respects worthy of recommendation, that

so far as they could find out he was innocent of the charges of

injustice, dishonesty and sectarianism brought against him, but

they are of the opinion that the matter should be laid before the

whole Coetus, and nothing be done without the counsel of Synods

and Classis. The answer of the Classical Commission to this

resolution of the Coetus was that they could not consider the ques-

tion of the Baltimore congregation, since the Synods and Classis

had given them no permission to take up a congregation outside of

the bounds of Pennsylvania.:}: This answer of the deputies as

well as the resolution of Coetus lead us to the conclusion that up

to this time neither the ministers nor the congregation in Baltimore

had been recognized as belonging to the Coetus.

When Coetus met again, at Reading, on October 9, 1771, no

progress had been made in the settlement of the difficulties at

Baltimore. They had rather increased. The opposing party had

built meanwhile a small church for Mr. Schwob, and thus had

made the separation of the two parties complete. Several dele-

gates of this new congregation were present at the meeting,

repeating as the reason of their separation the old charges against

Mr. Faber of lack of zeal and energy in his work. Over

against these charges the delegates of Mr. Faber’s party expressed

* According to the custom of the Churches in Holland, each student had to pass

two examinations
;
the first is called in the Dutch documents “examen praepara-

toir” and the second “examen peremptoir.

”

t Minutes of 1770, 2 and 16.

X Hague, Bundle 92, Letter No. 106.
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their entire satisfaction with his teaching as well as his life

and conduct. Coetus proposed that both the Rev. Messrs. Faber

and Schwob should withdraw and that the two parties should again

unite and agree on one minister. Faber was immediately willing

to submit to this proposal, offering to leave Baltimore within a

month or as soon as possible.* Fie seems to have kept his word,

for no entry was made by him in the old Church-Record after Sep-

tember 22, 1771, when he baptized the last child.

At this same meeting Schwob again asked to be ordained.

After the delegates had been heard to the effect that none of the

charges brought against him were true, but that they had heard

many good reports about him and all his congregations had given

him the best testimonials, Coetus appointed a Committee, consisting

of the Rev. Messrs. Henop and Hendel, to examine him again, and

if the examination proved satisfactory to ordain him. The exam-

ination took place shortly afterward, but the ordination was

deferred till the next year, 1772, when he was ordained with five

other candidates.! By this action Schwob became an ordained

member of the Coetus, while Faber was not received till several

years afterward.

Although Faber had left Baltimore, the troubles and quarrels

were by no means ended by his departure.^ Schwob was un-

willing to follow his example, because, as he afterward claimed,

the people would not let him go. At any rate, whatever the

motives may have been that caused his stay, it displeased and

angered the other party so much that, without regard to the reso-

lution of the Coetus, they began to look around for another minis-

ter. At this time, in the winter of 1771, an unfortunate German
student of theology, George W allauer, was stranded upon the

shores of this Western world. A dark past was behind him, and

no doubt he intended to live a new life in the New World. As
soon as the congregation in Baltimore heard of his arrival they

sent delegates to meet him and bring him to Baltimore to be

their minister, at least till the next meeting of the Coetus. At
this meeting, in Lancaster, on the 17th of June, 1772, both parties

were again represented by delegates, the old congregation asking

* Minutes of 1771, \ 5.

t Minutes, 1771, § 15, and Coetal Letter of 1773, p. 1.

X Faber had gone to Taneytown. From this place he wrote on the 10th of Septem-

ber, 1772, a touching letter to the Fathers in Holland, confessing his sinful past

life in Europe and imploring their pardon and favor. He pointed out how won.

derfully the Lord had opened the way for him in the New World and prayed that

they would give their consent to his admission into the Coetus. His earnest plea

touched the Fathers and they granted his petition. As soon as Coetus received

this decision they took him up as a member in 1774 (Minutes , 1774, g 6, and

Hague, 92, No. 107).
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for Mr. Wallauer as their minister and the new church pleading

for Mr. Schwob. But although Wallauer could present a call

signed by fifty members, Coetus resolved not to admit him, because

they had been warned against him by the Fathers in Holland.

Coetus again insisted that Schwob should withdraw, and appointed

a Committee, consisting of the ministers beyond the Susquehanna

(Otterbein and Ilenop), to supply the congregation.*

During the following year the situation was so far changed that

Mr. Schwob finally withdrew, but because Mr. Wallauer would

not do the same the division continued as before. During this

year Mr. Otterbein, in pursuance of the resolution of Coetus,

preached occasionally for the new congregation. When the

Coetus met at Lancaster, October 27, 1773, the new party pre-

sented a call for Mr. Otterbein. Coetus, however, still hoping to

bridge over the difficulties, would not approve of the call, as the

other party was not willing to accept Otterbein. Hence they

suggested that another minister should go there. Then the

elders of both congregations, present at the Coetus meeting, ten-

dered a call to the Rev. Mr. Hendel, a brother-in-law of Mr.

Otterbein. f The members of the old church, however, refused

to ratify this call. In view of its importance this paragraph of the

minutes is given in full :

“Whereas the sad division in the Baltimore congregation still continues, and

one party has extended a call to D. Otterbein and the question arose whether

it be advisable for D. Otterbein to accept the call, Coetus resolved that inas-

much as the other party is too much prejudiced against D. Otterbein, it would

be better that some one else should take charge of the congregation. Where-

upon the elders of both parties extended a call to D. Hendel, who received

permission from the Rev. Coetus to accept the same. But in case D. Hendel

should decline, the congregation was given permission to call another member
of the Coetus,”f

Because of the refusal of the old church to accept Mr. Hendel

as their minister, the new church renewed its efforts to secure

Mr. Otterbein, and finally he yielded to their urgent pleas.

According to the Church-Records of the new congregation, Mr.

Otterbein came to Baltimore May 4, 1774, at the same time when

Coetus was in session in Philadelphia. At this meeting two

elders of the old congregation again petitioned Coetus to receive

Mr. Wallauer, stating at the same time that Mr. Otterbein had

arrived in Baltimore, and as long as he would stay all hope of

union would be in vain. Coetus felt unable to decide this ques-

tion, and referred it to the Fathers in Holland for decision. Mr.

* Minutes of 1772, § 9.

|Cf. Minutes of 1709, B., § 1.

1 Minutes of 1773, § 8.
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Otterbein bad sent in a letter, in which he claimed freedom of

conscience to accept a congregation whenever there was an oppor-

tunity for doing good.*

In 1775 Mr. Otterbein was present at the Coetus held at Leba-

non, May 10 and 11, where in view of his favorable report the

following important resolution was adopted:

“Coetus, after mature deliberation, deems it advisable for the Rev. Mr. Otter-

bein to continue his work in the congregation at Baltimore. It is evident from the

report that his labors are blessed and the opposing party is becoming quiet.’ 'f

This action gave official recognition to Otterbein’s work in Balti-

more, and by it the congregation, which had long been willing to

place itself under the jurisdiction of the Coetus, was accepted as

belonging to it.

Surveying once more the history from this point, we find that

both congregations in Baltimore were started, like most of our

early congregations, independently of the Coetus
;

that both from

the beginning submitted themselves to the counsel and decision of

the Coetus
;
but that the younger congregation and her minister

were the first to be officially recognized as belonging to the Coe-

tus. It is the older congregation whMh remained independent, by

refusing to dismiss Wallauer as their minister and by thus reject-

ing the decision of the Coetus.

In the next year (1776) Mr. Wallauer left the old congre-

gation to enter, as tradition tells, the British army. Dr. Dubbs,

in his Manual
,
p. 416, says that he returned to Europe.^ How-

ever, even the departure of Mr. Wallauer did not bring the

desired union which Coetus had expected. The feeling against

Mr. Otterbein was so strong that, although they were without a

minister for three years, they never thought of again uniting with

the other party. The division had been created and it was going

to Stay forever.

During the next few years Otterbein was prevented from attend-

ing the Coetus because of the war. However, he was by no

means idle. Even in 1774 he had introduced into the Reformed

Church the old Pietistic idea of forming societies and organizing-

class meetings. This plan of practical church work, although

first used in this country and brought to his notice by the Metho-

dists, was not unknown to him. It was a method long familiar in

the Pietistic circles of Germany. Otterbein now began this

method of work in the Reformed Church, and found a number of

willing helpers. Of the twenty ministers then connected with the

* Minutes of 1774, § 3.

f Minutes of 1775, § 5.

t Coetal Letter of 1776
;
Heiner, Centenary Sermon, p. 19.

29
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Coetus, six joined him and formed what ma}^ he called the Pietis-

tic wing of the Church. These ministers were : Ph. W. Otter-

hein, of Baltimore
;

Benedict Schwob, of Pipe Creek
;

Jacob

Weymer, of Hagerstown; Fred. L. Henop, of Frederick; Daniel

Wagner, of York; John William Hendel, of Tulpehocken. And
let it be noticed at once that this movement was entirely confined

to the Beformed Church. It was, if the comparison be allowed,

the Christian Endeavor Society in the Beformed Church during

the last century.

The object of these meetings was the advancement of personal

piety and the cultivation of the spiritual life in the family and the

Church. The records of five of these meetings, held from 1774

to 1776, have been discovered and were published by Prof. J. II.

Dubbs.* Of course the movement met with opposition, partly

perhaps because of the radical measures employed, partly because

of lack of appreciation and of full knowledge as to its significance

and importance. Some of the ministers, as e.g., the Bev. C. L.

Becker, pastor of the First Church of Baltimore from 1806-1818,

opposed the work of Otterbein because of personal motives, dis-

like and jealousy. Such conditions, however, exist even to-day

in our Church, and the one who is the object of such attacks may
become estranged from his brethren, but the Church herself may
be just as dear to him as ever.

During the Bevolutionarv War a change took place in the old

church. They succeeded at last in getting a new minister, the

Bev. Charles L. Boehme, who came to Baltimore in the summer of

1779. The first ministerial act was performed by him, according

to the Church-Becords, on July 28, 1779. It is important to note

that in calling Mr. Boehme the congregation had for the first

time in her history called a minister who was a member of the

Beformed Coetus, and by it had become part of the Coetus. How-

ever, Boehme did not stay long. The minutes of 1782 report him

as being disabled because of epilepsy. He performed his last

recorded baptism on March 10, 1783. He died during the summer

of the same year in a hospital in Philadelphia.! The congrega-

tion requested Coetus, as soon as the inability of their minister to

serve them any longer became evident, to be allowed to call

another minister. Coetus advised them, because of the unfortu-

nate circumstances of Mr. Boehme, to continue supporting him

for another year, but allowed them to call another minister if they

were able to support the two4 Boehme reported in the year

1782, seventy-four families and thirty baptisms.

* Reformed Quarterly Reticle, 1884, pp. 12:3-127.

f Minutes of 1784, p. 1.

+ Minutes of 1782, ^ 10.
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In 1783 delegates were again present from botli congregations,

but as Coetus could not discover any inclination toward union it

permitted the old congregation to call a minister.* Otterbein was

also present at this meeting, and like every other regular minister

of the Coetus, he handed in his annual report. Three such

reports are still in existence. They are given in the following-

table :

Year. Congregations.
Fami-
lies.

Bap-
tized.

Con-
firmed. Schools

Schol-
ars.

Baltimore 32 10 1 40
1783 <

( Andetain 50 21 1 25

1788 Baltimore 1 44 23 4

1791 Baltimore 60 24 12

These reports show conclusively
: (1) That Otterbein was suc-

cessful in his ministry, for his congregation gradually increased
;

(2) That he did not give up the old Reformed method of bringing-

new members into communion with the Church—he did not

substitute revivals for confirmation. He may have had the former,

but he did not give up the latter.

In September, 1783, a new pastor entered upon his ministry in

the old church, the Rev. Nicolas Pomp. He preached his first ser-

mon, according to his own statement in the Church-Record, on the

first Sunday of September. II is relations to Otterbein were never

of a pleasant nature
;

his coming rather revived the old quarrels

and difficulties. Even at the next Coetus, meeting at Lancaster in

1784, complaints were brought in by both parties. These com-

plaints raised the question “ whether the two congregations should

remain in their present condition or be united?” The significant

resolution was then passed “ that both congregations should be

recognized as belonging to the Coetus as long as they remain faith-

ful to the doctrines and customs of the Reformed Church. ”f Pomp
had evidently suggested that the easiest way to settle all difficul-

ties would be to exclude the congregation of Otterbein. By this

resolution, however, Coetus emphatically denied ever contem-

plating such a measure, and moreover gave official recognition to

these congregations which had long been considered and treated as

congregations standing under the jurisdiction of the Coetus. This

is not an imperfect testimony, as the Rev. Mr. Drury calls it,j; but

* Minutes of 1783, § 4. \ Minutes of 1784, § 10.

X Life of Otterbein, p. 100.
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as full ana explicit as can be expected, and we have no right to

set aside this strong and authoritative declaration of the Coetus.

There is but one more Coetus meeting at which the question of

the two congregations came into prominence. It was the meeting

of 1788, held on the 23d and 24th of April, at Reading. The
minutes of this meeting state that

“ D. Otterbein and D. Pomp, both of Baltimore, appeared with their elders

and their testimonials from the congregations. At first there was some ill

feeling, but a more desirable conclusion was reached than we expected. For
after D. Otterbein had explained that neither he nor his members had written

to Holland against D. Pomp and his congregation, as the}' suspected, they

reached a mutual agreement that no party would oppose the other in any way,

but live peaceably together in the future.”*

At this same meeting, in response to a request from the Holland

Fathers, Otterbein was asked to make a statement with regard to

his congregation. With this statement Coetus was satisfied, as

none of the ministers present was willing to prefer any charges

against him or investigate his doctrinal position, which had been

attacked by the Rev. Mr. Pomp. Coetus then gave him the fol-

lowing honorable testimony :

“ Domine Otterbein is old and gray, almost unable to perform the difficult

service of the Gospel in America. He has achieved many good results and
zealously labored for the salvation of many souls. The aim of his ministry,

even if it should not agree in every particular with the opinions of all, has

tended toward edification and blessing. And how could it be otherwise? He
is indeed a servant of the Lord who stands before the gates of eternity, ready

to render his account.”!

This authoritative testimony disposes altogether of the old

charge, frequently repeated and generally accepted, that the

Reformed Coetus as a body was not in sympathy with the work of'

Otterbein and even persecuted him. Such and similar charges

were first made in the heat of controversy
;
but they are not borne

out by an impartial history, which rather proves that the very

opposite is true.

Thus the long struggle of eighteen years came to an end. It

was not a struggle between Otterbein and the Coetus, but between

two rival congregations, which ended by mutual recognition and

the promise of future friendship and assistance.

The review of the history of these two congregations on the

basis of the official minutes of Coetus has proved, it seems to us

conclusively, the following points :

1. That the new congregation in Baltimore, started in 1770 in-

dependently of the Coetus, placed itself from the beginning under

* Minutes of 1788, § 7.

f Coetal Letter of 1788, § 4, recently discovered.
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the jurisdiction of the Coetus by submitting all questions, difficul-

ties and troubles to the decision of the Coetus; and that in 1775 it

was formally recognized as an integral part ot the Coetus and

henceforth sent its ministers, elders and reports to the Coetus

meetings. What else is needed to show that it belonged to the

Reformed Coetus ?

2. Otterbein, in accepting the call from the congregation at

Baltimore, did not become thereby independent of the Coetus,

but remained a faithful member of it as before. This is shown :

(a) By the official approval with which Coetus sanctioned his

acceptance of the call.

(
b
)
By his continued presence at the meetings of the Coetus.

From 1774, when he came to Baltimore, to 1791, up to which

date we have been tracing the history, there were in all sixteen

meetings of the Coetus. At five of them (1775, 1782, 1783, 1788.

1791) he was personally present
;

at three others (1774, 1784,

1785) his absence is explained by letter. From the four meetings

during the Revolutionary War he was absent because of necessity.

So that there are but four meetings his absence from which

remains unexplained. But when we remember that when they

occurred (1786, 1787, 1789, 1790) he was a man of more than

seventy years of age, and moreover the distance to the place of

meeting was always great, it will no longer appear remarkable.

(c) Bv his handing in his parochial reports, three of which are

still preserved. The statement of Mr. John Hildt,* made eighty-

four years after the event, in 1858, to the effect that Otterbein was

called “ provided he would consent to be or become independent

of the S}rnod of the Reformed Church,” cannot stand against the

contemporaneous undisputed and official records of the Coetus.

It must simply be given up as incorrect and unhistorical.

3. The statement of the Rev. Mr. Druryf that no elders were ever

in attendance at the sessions of the Coetus is proved to be errone-

ous. Delegates, that is no doubt elders, are now shown to have

been present in 1770, 1771, 1772, 1773, 1783, 1788; especially are

the instances of 1773 and 1788 convincing, because the delegates

of these years are distinctly called elders.

4. The title “ German Evangelical Reformed,” urged as an ar-

gument by the Rev. Mr. Drury, j; cannot have the supposed antago-

nistic meaning. In the first place the name is not used from the be-

ginning. It first appears in 1785 in the congregational constitution,

when the character of the congregation had been long determined

* Cited by the Rev. Mr. Drury, Life of Otterbein, p. 163.

+ Life of Otterbein
, p. 167.

\life, p.160.
*
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and the church had been recognized in 1784 as belonging to the

Coetus. Again, this name was so common in the Reformed Church

during the last century that it is used continually by members of

the Coetus. In a letter of Rev. John Henry Ilelftrich, written to

the Fathers in Holland on the 2d of June. 1787, he speaks of

“ the undersigned ministers of the Evangelical Reformed Church.”

Even the first official publication of the Reformed Synod, the Con-

stitution of 1798, says: “All the ministers of the Evangelical

Reformed churches in Pennsylvania have deemed it necessary to

establish among themselves a Avholesome Christian discipline.”

Such quotations could be multiplied indefinitely. They prove that

the expression Evangelical Reformed was used by the Coetus.

There are even to-day a number of Reformed congregations bear-

ing the title Evangelical Reformed. Two examples may suffice,

the Evangelical Reformed congregation of Frederick, Md., and

the Evangelical Reformed congregation of Upper Milfort, near

Zionsville, in Lehigh county. The name of the latter can be

traced back to 1757, when the first pastor, the Rev. John Egidius

Hecker, inscribed it on the title-page of the Church-Record.

The other arguments and traditions urged by the Rev. Mr. Drury*

may be passed over as being of less importance. AYe cannot

rely on oral statements and traditions, which are very unsafe

"guides, and, like the traditions of the Rabbis, apt to lead astray.

On the basis of official documents we have proved, as it seems to

us, what the relation of the Baltimore church was to the Coetus,

and what position Otterbein occupied during this time.

Here we might rest our case if it were not for the fact that a

remarkable document has been discovered by the writer in the

archives of the Reformed Church of Holland, which confirms

every conclusion which we have reached independently of it. It

is nothing less than a letter of the venerable Otterbein himself

written on the 15th of June, 1788, to the Fathers in Holland

with regard to this very question. As it is interesting to compare

Otterbein’ s own version of this whole history with the results

already obtained, we venture to insert the letter in full, trans-

lating it as literally as possible :

“ Very Reverend and very learned Pastors :

“It appears from the last Synodical letters from Holland, that Dorn.

Pomp has accused me of having caused the schism in the congregation at

Baltimore, and of teaching heretical doctrines, and more particularly that I am
in error in the important doctrine of predestination. Now in order that the

Rev. Synods may learn the reel truth, I find myself compelled to write to you
this letter concerning it. There are really two congregations in Baltimore, but

the cause of this and how they originated will appear from the following. In

the year 1769 the Reforme^ congregation in Baltimore called a man named

* Life of Otterbein, pp. 101-167; 260-'270.
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Christopher Faber to be their minister. This person was no member of the

Coetus and led moreover a publicly offensive life. A part of the congregation

protested against it, but found no hearing and then stayed away from public

worship. I was at that time in Germany. In the year 1771 I returned and

found the congregation in Baltimore divided. The ministers held the Coetus in

October in Reading. I was present. Delegates from both parties appeared.

The ministers advised them to dismiss Christopher Faber and unitedly call a

minister from the Coetus. The delegates from both parties consented and
extended a call to Dom. Blumer, who however declined to accept it. Coetus

then resolved to send them one of the four ministers, on their arrival, who
according to the Synodical letters were then on their way to America, and who
were expected daily.

“ The delegates again consented. In the meantime a man by the name of

Wallauer had arrived in this country. He was not sent by the Synods. The
opposing party heard this, and without giving the other party notice they

accepted said Wallauer as their minister—against their former agreement and
the resolution of the Coetus. At the next Coetus, in the year 1772, again dele-

gates from both parties appeared. Coetus protested against Wallauer and his

party and declared that in view of such conduct they could give them no assist-

ance. Wallauer and his party obstinately insisted on their decision. As there

was no hope of union, the other party was compelled to establish a congregation

and call a minister. They extended a call to me, but I declined in view of the

circumstances. Finally I consented because of their many solicitations, yet

with the condition that Coetus would give its consent.

“ At the following Coetus, m the year 1773, again deputies appeared from both

parties, but before a decision was reached with regard to myself another com-

promise was proposed, that Dom. Ilendel should become their pastor. The
delegates of both parties gave their approval, but several days afterwards the

opposing party with their deputies again rejected this proposition. And with

it all hope of uniting again altogether disappeared. I received another call

which, compelled bjr my conscience, I accepted. This call was also confirmed

by the Coetus in the year 1775 at Lebanon :

“‘Coetus after mature deliberation deems it advisable for Dom. Otterbein

to continue his ministry in the congregation at Baltimore. It appears from the

report that his labours are blessed and the opposing party is becoming quiet.

‘Conrad Bucher, p. t. Scriba.’

“From this it is evident that Mr. Pomp has accused me without cause. The
division took place in my absence. I have taken charge of that part of the

congregation which at all times submitted to the Coetus, and have sought dis-

cipline and order. I have taken charge of them because I felt bound by my
conscience to do so. In doing so I had the approval of the Coetus.

“The other complaint of D. Pomp refers to predestination. He says that I

am in error concerning it. I suppose he wishes to say that I deny it, and to tell

the truth I cannot side with Calvin in this case. I believe that God is love and
that he desires the welfare of all his creatures. I may be permitted to explain

myself more clearly. I believe in election, but canuot persuade myself that

God has absolutely and without condition predestined some men to perdition.

“The Very Reverend Synods can judge by this from what source these

accusations have come. Love does not slander. Satan is the father of lies and
all slander comes from this dark spirit.

“I am, Reverend Sirs,

“Your devoted servant,

“William Otterbein.”
‘

‘ Baltimore,

June 15, 17SS.”
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An examination of this letter and comparison with the Coetus

minutes shows that several additional facts are here stated :

1. The main objection of the people against Faber (at least if

we interpret the words of Otterbein correctly as being the argu-

ments used by the people) was the fact that Faber did not belong

to the Coetus. This is very significant as to the feeling of the

people toward the Coetus. Instead of desiring independence, they

were so loyal in their submission to the Coetus that they Avould

not even accept a minister who was not a member of it, and in

their submission they form a strong contrast to the old church,

which received and retained Wallauer against the wishes of the

Coetus, and for a time was excluded from it.* A second reason

why the people became dissatisfied with Faber was not an outside

influence, as he claimed before the Coetus, but his own life and

past conduct.

2. A call to the Rev. Mr. Blumer is mentioned about which the

Minutes are silent, and the resolution of the Coetus to give them

one of the four new ministers who were promised by the Fathers.j*

3. It is rather remarkable that Otterbein omits to say anything

about the ministry of Schwob in Baltimore and the fact that it

was his stay with the new congregation which, according to the

Coetus minutes, caused the old congregation to accept Wallauer.

But we must remember that Otterbein only tried to show that the

separation in Baltimore had not been caused by him, and hence he

omits some points which would not help his argument. In these

details the two reports must supplement each other,

4. Otterbein declares emphatically in this letter that he took

charge of that part of the congregation which always submitted

to the Coetus. This statement makes indeed all further argument

useless and absolutely contradicts the testimony of Mr. Hildt.

5. Otterbein gives an interesting statement of his doctrinal posi-

tion. lie believes in universal atonement and rejects unconditional

reprobation. Yet he is, as it seems, a moderate Calvinist, who
emphasizes the positive side of predestination, namely election.

In the light of these well authenticated facts in the history of

Otterbein’s congregation at Baltimore, corroborated by his own

distinct and definite statement, we are surely warranted in the

conclusion that during the whole period of the Coetus the Evangel-

ical Refomed congregation at Baltimore was a Reformed organiza-

tion, under the jurisdiction of the Reformed Coetus, and under the

care of a Reformed minister.

Uksixus Seminary. W. J. IIlNKE.

* Minutes, 1772, $ 9.

f Only three actually came in 1772, John Henry Helffrich, Albert C. Ilelffen-

stein and John G. Gebhard.
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REVIEWS OF

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

L—APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY.

The Scientific Evidences of Revealed Religion. The Bishop Pad-

dock Lectures for the Year 1900. By Rev. Charles Woodruff
Shields, D.D., LL.D., Professor of the Harmony of Science and Re-

vealed Religion in Princeton University, and a Trustee of the General

Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal Church. New York :

Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900. 8vo, pp. xiv, 259. Price, $1.50.

This volume presents nine chapters, only the first five of which, however,

constitute the course of lectures indicated in the title. The view-point of

the author is thoroughly conservative. He abhors the contention that the

Scripture is infallible and trustworthy in things spiritual only. “ Is modern
theology any more accordant with Scripture than modern geology ? In

short, there is not an objection to the non-scientific character of the physi-

cal teaching which will not recoil with greater force against the spiritual

teaching. Whoever, for this reason alone, affirms scientific errors in the

biblical astronomy and physics, must be prepared to admit them also in the

biblical theology and ethics ” (p. 203). The principles which he lays down
for guidance in such a study are these, namely : Bible revelation extends

within the realm of physical as well as of psychical sciences
;

it is no more
erroneous in the one than in the other; and scientific knowledge and
spiritual insight are needed for its study not less than is literary scholarship

(see p. 41).

Scientific evidence may come in four different forms, namely : favorable

citations from the chief authorities in the sciences
;
the harmony of the

ascertained portions of the sciences with Revealed Religion ;
the harmony

of the hypothetical portions of the same with the same ;
and the explana-

tions and illustrations of the miracles of Revealed Religion furnished by
the marvels of modern science.

We judge the last of these to be open to challenge. It may weaken the
evidence, if not very carefully handled; indeed, we doubt the wisdom of

handling it at all. We are told that “ if we take these miracles literally

and supernaturally as true astronomical events and prodigies, they will seem
no more incredible, a priori, than some astronomical discoveries with which
science has made us familiar ” (p. 72). Are we to commend the miracles of
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Scripture as “ no more incredible,” because they are so nearly matched by

the “marvels” which science has disclosed to us? Do the discoveries

which are revealed by the spectrum make the miracle on the dial of Ahaz
any less difficult of belief ? Does the destruction of Herculaneum and Pom-
peii make the burning of Sodom and Gomorrah more credible ? Discussing
“ miracles of Anthropology,” the author says :

“ If Balaam’s ass spoke, yet

other animals are now known to speak, and some linguists would argue

that all speech is a developed animal function The miracles of heal-

ing under the Old and Xew Testaments are matched by the wonders of sur-

gery, vaccination and chloroform ” (p. 132). This is a two-edged argument.

It is applicable in many cases, doubtless, but it is perilous as a principle.

Just as we succeed in bringing Christian miracles and scientific “ marvels ”

to match each other, we open the way either for the supernaturalizing of

the “marvels”—which is Pantheism—or to the de-supernaturalizing of the

miracles—which is Naturalism. Either of these would be most foreign to

the author's general argument and, doubtless, most abhorrent to his

thought.

Among the four added chapters is one on Bishop Butler’s Contribution to

the Christian Evidences

,

a paper which we are disposed to regard the most
valuable in the book. The paper on The Mythical Theory of Revealed Re-

ligion impresses the reader as having been written nearly a generation ago,

when Strauss was a factor to be reckoned with, and, somehow, belated in

getting itself into print.

The argument of the book is not a unit
;
the contents of the volume are

fragmentary. Dr. Shields does not seem to regard the most recent authori-

ties in science as having added anything worthy of mention to the problem ;

in any case, he scarcely mentions them. He is a master in philosophy and yet

he seems to have limited himself in these papers strictly to the scientific side

of the question ; too much so, we may venture to think, for the greatest

effectiveness of the argument. We have rather an argument that Science

does not contradict Scripture, than that Science supports Scripture.

San Francisco. Henry Collin Minton.

Christianity Supernatural. A Brief Essay on Christian Evidence.

By Henry Collin Minton, D.D., Professor in San Francisco Theo-

logical Seminary. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1900. 12mo,

pp. 167.

It is in such issues as this admirable little book that the series of West-

minster Handbooks, now under publication by the Presbyterian Board of

Publication and Sabbath-school Work, justifies its mission. As one of a

series, among several members of wffiicli the several sections of the broad

field of the Christian Evidences are distributed, it is able to devote itself to

a specific section of this field : and it makes this section a veritable garden,

in which the reader will find his pleasure as well as profit. Dr. Minton

wuites with clearness, force and eminently with brightness. He has read

widely and thought deeply on the themes he touches. And he has set down
here an argument for Christianity as a supernatural religion which misses

nothing of importance and is touched throughout with individual character.

The disposition of the matter is as follows : There is first an introductory

chapter which is entitled “ The Call for Evidence.” In this the nature of

Christianity as a reasonable and reasoning religion is set forth. It makes

its appeal to reason and undertakes—in a sense—to reason its way in the

world: hence it is preached, that is, propagated by the tongue and not by

the sword—by intellectual as distinguished from physical force. The subject
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is then opened by a chapter on “ Christianity” itself, in which its historical

nature has justice done it : and this is followed by another on “ The ‘ Claims’

of Christianity,” in which its assertion of divine origination is set forth.

Next the idea. of the “Supernatural” is carefully expounded, and, the way
now beiDg opened for it, the question of “ Miracles” is taken up. Three

chapters are devoted to this central topic—chapters peculiarly sane, dis-

criminating, and, in the best sense of that word, astute. A chapter on
“ Prophecy” follows, and then one on “ Scripture,” where the fact of the

Bible’s existence is emphasized and an adequate account of it demanded.

This is succeeded by a chapter on “ History,” in which the fact of Chris-

tianity as an experience of time is similarly utilized for evidential purposes.

The whole closes with a chapter on “ Chiist the Supreme Evidence.”

A mere glance over these topics and their ordering will suffice to show the

eminently comprehensive and well-concatenated character of the presenta-

tion. Dr. Minton’s mode of speech is always pointed aud often even epi-

grammatic. The book is thus made a winged word and will surely carry its

message into the mind of every reader and fix it there. We congratulate

the Board on giving the public such a satisfactory handbook.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Reasons for Faitb in Christianity, with Answers to Hyperoriticism. By John

McDowell Leavitt, D.D
,
LL.D. 8vo, pp. 240. (New York : Eaton &

Mains; Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye, 1900.) This attractive volume does

not profess to be a summary of all the evidences of Christianity. Neither

does it claim to be a scientific development of some or of any one of them.

Nor yet does it assume to be a text-book on “ The Evidences ” for schools

and colleges. Still less does it aim to embody the latest results of study in

this department. It would simply present in a style acceptable to the people

such evidences of the truth of our religion as might be expected to have

weight with the people. In this it succeeds. It makes no concessions. It

contends for a distinctly supernatural Christianity. It deals the Higher

Criticism, or Ilypercriticism as it calls it, blows which, while they will not

prove fatal, are so hard and so true as to resound. Its style, though elabo-

rate and often artificial, is usually clear and strong
;
its arguments are well

chosen and well arranged. It will interest the general reader, and it should

do much good. Faith and Sight. Essays on the Relation of Agnosticism

to Theology. By William Pierson Merrill. 8vo, pp. 175. Price, $1. (New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900.) The author’s contention is, on the

one hand, that “ the absolute truth concerning God is that He is unknowable
;

but, on the other, that as the human race cannot live and make progress

without that exercise of the religious instinct which may be loosely termed

faith, so a spiritual anthropomorphism is valid, scientific and worthy of

respect, being the best possible interpretation of an inexpressible reality.”

The greatly to be desired result of the recognition of these two truths

would be “ at least a truce during which conditions of peace might be dis-

cussed between the two long contending parties in the 1 warfare of science

and religion.’” The book is written in a clear and graceful style. It

evinces a wide acquaintance with and a very high, if not always just, appre-

ciation of the poetry of Browning and Tennyson. Indeed, the writer

affirms that such poets, and only they, are “the true theologians of to-

day.” It is not strange, therefore, that he betrays ignorance of theology

himself, as when, on page 79, he affirms that an “ Infinite Person ” is a con-

tradiction : or that he shows himself equally unskilled in exegesis, as when,
on page 83, he says, “ The cxxxix Psalm is as grand a piece of inspired

spiritual agnosticism as has ever been written,” instead of finding in it
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probably tbe most positive as well as the sublimest presentation of the
omniscience and omnipresence of God. Indeed, for all that this book
shows to the contrary, we might suppose that our author had confined his

reading in theology to Mr. Herbert Spencer and Dean Mansel with, perhaps,
Ritschl. His fundamental positions, of course, we cannot accept. It is not
true that the “ objective revelation ” of God in nature teaches only agnosti-

cism. On the contrary, Paul, whom Mr. Merrill ought to trust, because he
refers to him as being a “ poet rather than a logician,” writes (Rom. i. 20)

:

“ The invisible things of God since the creation of the world are clearly

seen, being perceived through the things that are made, even his everlasting

power and divinity
; that men may be without excuse : because that, know-

ing God, they glorified him not as God, neither gave thanks.” It is nottrue
that the “ subjective revelation ” of God in our religious nature is valid only
as being a necessary and “ the best possible interpretation of an inexpressi-

ble reality.” The reason why we cannot help thinking of God as like our-

selves is that, while he transcends us infinitely, we have, nevertheless, been
made in “ His image and after His likeness.” That is, anthropomorphism
in theology is rooted in fact, not in mental impotence. It is not true that

the “ objective revelation ” of God in nature and his “ subjective revela-

tion ” of himself in the soul are the only sources of scientific theology. The
supernatural revelations which the Written Word and the Incarnate Word
constitute are not of less scientific worth because they are supernatural.

Facts are the objects of science, and facts are facts however revealed.

Neither is it true that, because Christ and the Bible can be believed only on
rational grounds, only as they can be shown to harmonize in their teaching

with the “ subjective revelation ” in the religious instinct, therefore they

are not a distinct source of theological knowledge. This is to confuse two
things which are quite different. Because you can see only as you
have an eye, it does not follow that all that you see is in, in the sense

of from, your eye. An Essay Toward Failh. By Wilford L. Robbins ,

D.D., Dean of the Cathedral of All Saints, Albany. 8vo, pp. xii,

173. (New York, London and Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co.,

1900.) We have here a series of eighteen short, well written, suggestive

essays. They discuss the difficulties in the way of a living faith; and they

try to show, and they often do show, how these may be transformed into

helps. Specially good are the papers on “ Pride of Intellect,” “Worldli-
ness ” and “The Ease-loving Heart.” The only drawback to the useful-

ness of this little book is its sympathy with agnosticism in religion. The
author has drunk from the same poisonous spring as the previous writer,

though not nearly so deeply. He likes to regard the doctrines of theology

as setting forth how God would have us think of him, rather than what he

really is. He fails to see, and he even seems glad not to see, that because

doctrinal statements do not and never could exhaust the truth as to God,
they need not on that account be any the less true. Knowledge may be alto*

gether real, though very partial. Religion and Life. A Plain Essay. By R.

Russell. 8vo, pp. xx, 210. ( Mew York, London and Bombay: Longmans,
Green & Co., 1900.) Mr. Russell is a rationalist of the old school. He
denies all supernatural revelation and he abhors the doctrines of the cross.

He makes human reason, perhaps we would better say human feeling, the

ultimate test of truth. God is what man would like to have him be. All

is coming out as we should like to have it come out. There is a most

delightful heaven, but there cannot be any hell. The life of love and good
will inspired by such a rational view of things—this is true religion. We
cannot help asking how such a view of things can be rational. The presence

and power of evil are frankly admitted, and it is as frankly admitted that
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God is not omnipotent and that evil is not under his control. It is the inevit-

able result of the independent nature of things. Who, then, may say that

it cannot triumph at last ? This outside finite God who fights so strenuously

against it, we may sympathize with him, but we cannot trust in him
; and

he can love us, but how can the peace and hope resulting from the love for

us of such a God be compared for a moment with the fruits in us of the love

for us of Him who is “head over all things to the Church ” and who can
and will make even “ the mystery of lawlessness ” redound to the glory of

His holiness? Agvaghosha’s Discourse on the Awakening of Faith in the

Mahayana. Translated for the first time from the Chinese Version. By
Ttitaro Suzuki. 8vo, pp. xiv, 160. ( Chicago : The Open Court Publishing

Co.; London Agents : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd., 1900.) This
translation of Agvaghosha’s principal work is dedicated to the Western pub-
lic by a Buddhist from Japan, with a view to dispelling the denunciation so

ungraciously heaped upon the Mahayana school of Buddhism
; and it has

been issued, we may well suppose, by the Open Court Publishing Co.,

because it is believed by them to be an excellent summary of the more im-

portant teachings of Sakyamuni himself. No pains have been spared to

make this presentation of his system both clear and attractive. The press-

work is all that could be desired. There is a full and learned Introduction.

Numerous and illuminating footnotes accompany the translation. A Glos-

sary follows it. An excellent Index concludes the book. If it is not under-

stood, as we fear that it will not be, it will be due, not to any fault of the

author, but to the difficulty of the subject. It is hard to.discern order in a
bundle of inconsistencies. Whence and Whither. By Dr. Paul Carus. 8vo,

pp. vi, 188. (Chicago : The Open Court Publishing Co.; London Agents

:

Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd., 1900.) We have in this little

volume, as in most of the many others by the same author, a good specimen

of American Buddhism. Dr. Carus is a faithful as well as ardent disciple

of Sakyamuni. The only God that he believes in is “ the system of truths, or

eternalities, that sustain the world and direct its course.” The only soul

that he can tolerate is “a system of sentient symbols.” The only immor-
tality that he can put up with is an immortality of influence. Life is but a

matter of form or arrangement; of all bugbears, the “ ego-illusion is the

greatest;” personal identity is only “ a chain of memories.” We may not

pause to show how these positions are contradicted by our innate and
ineradicable convictions, which must be true if there be any truth

; and
how even Buddhists practically contradict them again and again, even while

they profess to hold them. What we must do, however, is to protest against

the use of the words God, soul, personal immortality, etc., when what the

writer means is the opposite of what these words have always meant and are

still taken to mean. Is it fair, we must ask, to do this ? Further, we
would point out how this New Buddhism, which often claims to be of all

theories of the universe the most truly spiritual, not infrequently lapses into

the grossest materialism. “ We do not produce ideas, but ideas produced in

the cerebral processes of a brain become conscious, and thus they produce

ms” (p. 129, italics the author’s). Did Cabanis or Moleschott ever write

anything more untrue or more coarse ? Srain in Relation to Mind. By J.

Sanderson Christison
,
M.D., Author of Crime and Criminals

,
etc. Form-

erly of the New York City Asylums for the Insane, etc. Second Edition.

8vo, pp. 143. (Chicago: The Meng Publishing Co., 1900.) This book pre-

sents within its narrow compass a large mass of very interesting and very

valuable expert testimony. All this is well classified, sufficiently explained

and illustrated by many and admirable plates. The conclusions drawn and,

we think, establishtd are, in the main, that mind and brain are not ideuti-
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cal : that the materialistic theory of mind, which is “ a natural child of the

current evolution idea, the greatest delusion of the nineteenth century,” is

“ a product of patchwork and suggestion that not only creates more myste-

ries than it can seem to solve, but is absolutely incompatible with law and
order that the relation between mind and brain would seem to be that of

“executive” and “environment;” that the form of the brain bears no
direct relation to mental status; and that while brain mass does sustain

such a relation to mental status, it is usually overborne by other and more
influential considerations. We regard this little book as so valuable, particu-

larly at this time, that we anticipate with interest the larger work promised

by its author. Suggestion Instead of Medicine. By Charles 31. Barroics.

Svo, pp. 88. (Boston : No. 142 Massachusetts Ave., privately printed for the

Author, 1900.) “ Suggestion does not consist in choosing out of the phar-

macopoeia the remedies indicated :” no remedies are used. Neither does it

consist in arousing hope and will in a patient by the physician resolutely

bringing his own will to bear on him : a flat of will on the part of the doctor

is precisely what does not occur and what would be fatal to the healing sug-

gestion. Nor yet is it hypnotism : the patient is not put into any trance,

neither does he surrender his will to another. What, however, is meant by

suggestion is “ the stimulation of the recuperative energy of the sick person

by sending him an influence generated withiu the doctor’s own brain, and
issued, not by a fiat of his will, but by the authority vested in his occipital

consciousness.” With reference to this method of healing we venture the

following remarks : 1. The cures claimed for it are numerous and radical

and apparently sufficiently attested. 2. The question is, Are they really due

to “suggestion,” or may there not be a better explanation of them? 3.

The alleged “ scientific basis ” of this method of healing, viz., a second dis-

tinct consciousness or subconsciousness, “ which acts without the aid of

speech and will, traverses non-sensory adits, and, unknown to the patient,

sets going within his body the organic and functional changes that make for

cure,” even though it be the true basis, can scarcely be a scientific one.

That is, we cannot know that it is the true basis ; for ex liypotliesi it is

where we cannot know it at all. To fall back on it, therefore, as the explana-

tion of certain wonderful phenomena would be scientific only when we had

proved that they could not be accounted for by any known causes; and this

can scarcely yet be said to have been done. In a word, interesting and

careful as this little book is, it is not science. More than the mysterious-

ness of facts is necessary to demonstrate or even to suggest a mysteriorrs

cause. 4. If the occipital consciousness be the cause of these cures by sup-

posed unconscious suggestion, it does not follow that, as our author holds,

the unity of the mind is destroyed. Why may not the occipital conscious-

ness, instead of being a distinct consciousness, be a subconscious because

deeper phase of the conscious self ? Our consciousness of self as a simple

entity is fundamental ;
and, therefore, it ought to determine our theories, it

ought not to be denied by them. Faiths of Famous Men in Their Own
Words. Comprising Religious Views of the Most Distinguished Scientists,

Statesmen, Educators, Philosophers, Theologians, Literary Men, Soldiers,

Business Men, Liberal Thinkers and Others. Compiled and edited by John

Kenyon Kilbourn, D.D. Alphabetically Arranged. 8vo, pp. iv,379. (Phila-

delphia : Henry T. Coates & Co., 1900.) This book is both interesting and

valuable. Nothing is so interesting in the case of a great man as his views

on religion, and the views presented by Dr. Kilbouru have been judiciously

selected and skillfully classified. Of course, it must be obvious that the

principle of selection cannot but be open to criticism
; for no two persons

can be expected to agree precisely as to the men whose view's are entitled to
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presentation : and also that it may well be questioned whether the impres-
sions made by these views will be in all instances the true ones. Many
unbelievers often speak the language of faith. Because man is essentially

a religious being, the most irreligious men will sometimes appear religious.

A Short Method with Skeptics. By the Rev. R. 31. Patterson
,
D.D., LL.D.

Pp. 8. (Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication and Sabbath-
school Work, 1900.) This little tract, as all that its author writes, is clear

and convincing. It should be very useful in this “ age of doubt.”

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

II.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Encyclopaedia Biblica. A Critical Dictionary of the Literary, Political

and Beligious History, the Archaeology, Geography and Natural History

of the Bible. Edited by the Rev. T. K. Ciieyne, M.A., D.D., Oriel

Professor of the Interpretation of Holy Scripture at Oxford, and for-

merly Fellow of Balliol College, Canonof Rochester
;
and J. Sutherland

Black, M. A., LL.D., formerly Assistant Editor of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica. Yol. II : E to K. New York : The Macmillan Company ;

London : Adam & Charles Black, 1901. 4to, pp. iii and cols. 1145-2688.

The second volume of Dr. Cheyne’s Critical Dictionary of the Bible

has been somewhat longer in following the first than was to be expected

from the state of forwardness of the whole work which was announced when
the first volume appeared. It covers the section of the alphabet from E to

K—a section within which are included many of the most important of the

titles which can enter into such a work—the names of no less than nineteen

of the books of the Old Testament, for instance, as well as of nine of the New,
together with many other important topics, embracing such broad headings

as the “ Hexateuch,” the “Gospels,” and the Name above every name,
“ Jesus Christ.” This material has been dealt with by some fifty-two sepa-

rate writers. Of these only a few more than the half are British, and only

fifteen or sixteen Anglican : five or six are Scotch Presbyterians, such as the

late Dr. A. B. Bruce, Dr. A. B. Davidson, Dr. A. R. S. Kennedy, Dr. G. A.
Smith, and the late Prof. W. R. Smith

;
and a similar number are English

Non-conformists, such as Prof. G. B. Gray, Prof. Hope W. Hogg, Prof.

Owen C. Whiteliouse and Prof. W. H. Bennett. No less than fifteen Con-
tinental scholars have been drawn upon

;
these are such as Profs. G. A.

Jiilicher, C. P. Tiele, E. Kautzsch, G. A. Deissmann, H. Guthe, H. von
Soden, I. Benziger, J. Wellhausen, K. Budde, K. Marti, P. Volz, P. W.
Sclimiedel, T. Noldecke, the late W. II. Kosters, L. Gautier. Some eight

American scholars have also contributed to the volume, and some of them
quite copiously. These are Prof. C. II. Toy, who has written on Ecclesias-

ticus
;

Ezekiel ; Ezekiel, Book of
;
and Gazan : Prof. Max Muller, who

has written on Egypt; Etham; Ethiopia; [Exodus]; Goshen; Hades;
Hophra : Prof. G. F. Moore, who has written on Epliod

;
Exodus ; Genesis

;

High-place; Historical Literature
;
Idol ; Idolatry and Primitive Religion

;

Joshua, Book of; Judges: Prof. E. P. Gould, who has written on Flesh :

Prof. Francis Brown, who has written on Geography
; Gog and Magog

;

Jokshan; Kedar: Prof. Maurice Jastrow, Jr., who has written on
Hittites : Prof. Orello Cone, who has written on James

;
James, Epistle of

;

Jude, Epistle of : Prof. Nathanael Schmidt, who has written on Jeremiah
;

Jeremiah, Book of. As will be noted, some of these articles are not inferior
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in importance to any in the volume: and they are all dealt with with thor-

oughness and accuracy of scholarship.

The first volume of the Encyclopedia was reviewed in this Review for

July, 1900 (Vol‘. xi, p. 516), and we must refer the reader to that notice for

a general characterization of the work—its point of view, tone and special

peculiarities. This second volume, of course, only advances into another

section of the alphabet, without change in these matters. Here, too, Dr.

Cheyne’s hand is ubiquitous, brightening everything it touches and weaving a

gossamer mist of romance out of the most unpromising materials. It is won-

derful what a new Bible we get under Prof. Cheyne's magic touch. Not even

the slightest things escape him. Nor does he confine his active imagination

to Old Testament materials. Of course it is a Bible, for example, which will

do justice to that much maligned man, Judas Iscariot
;
he has always been a

kind of pet of the rationalists. Of course, in Dr. Cheyne’s reconstruction,

Judas did not really betray Jesus. This malignant falsehood was fixed on

him by the enmity cherished toward him by his fellow-apostles, with whom
he had little in common, not being like them a Galilean—and then he had

charge of the purse (col. 2628) ! The neatness of Dr. Cheyne’s manipulation

is better (and more genially) illustrated, however, by his dealing (col. 2598)

with Matt. xiii. 55, which we have been accustomed to read as describing our

Lord as a “ carpenter’s son.” The phrase “ son of a carpenter,” he reminds

us, is good Semitic for simple “ carpenter” in our Western mode; so that

this passage may easily mean, not that Joseph but that Jesus was a carpen-

ter, and thus be precisely in accord with Mark vi. 3. But then, he adds, the

possibility must be admitted, further, that there has been a confusion

between the two Semitic roots TO and "OJ, so that what underlies both

Matt. xiii. 55 and Mark vi. 3 is only the designation of Jesus as “ the Naza-

rene”! A still more characteristic instance is found in Dr. Cheyne’s re-

marks on the term “ Boanerges.” Dr. Orello Cone had said (col. 2318) that

Jesus could scarcely have bestowed this name on the brothers prior to a

manifestation of a character by them which would justify it; and had

raised a question wdiether it may be supposed to go back to Jesus at all.

Dr. Cheyne at once interpolates :
“ Further than this on the track marked

out by the older criticism we cannot go. It is time, perhaps, to strike out a

new path, calling in the aid of philological and textual criticism. Can
Buavr/pyc( be right ?” He then refers us to the article “Girshite” “fora
conjecture.” He means the article “ Girzites ” (col. 1736) ,

where, accordingly,

we find it suggested that the word seems to have come from (iaveycpoc=
Ehj-,

.J3-
“ sons of Gerasa.” “ That the phrase is both misread and misin-

terpreted,” he adds complacently, “ need not disturb us; there are quite as

great misinterpretations in Luke vi. 15 (‘ Simon called Zelotes’) and in Acts

iv. 36 (see Barnabas). After misunderstanding it, Matthew wrongly

ascribed the name to Jesus.” Wehave purposely chosen these instancesfrom

matters of no intrinsic importance. They are illustrative of the pervasive-

ness and minuteness of the process of rewriting our Bible in which Dr. Cheyne
and his coadjutors are engaged so diligently, and with such lightness of touch

and brilliancy of imaginative resources. It is clear that when they are

through with it we shall have a new Bible indeed.

Naturally, the same sparkling irresponsibility characterizes the treatment

also of the greater matters. This was altogether to be expected, for exam-
ple, in those articles which deal with the literature and history of the Old
Testament. All these articles reflect accordingly the most advanced school

of subjective criticism. Two of the chief papers dealing with the Old Testa-

ment literature are, to be sure, taken over from the old Encyclopedia Brilan-

nica, but certainly not without adjustment to the advances made since. To
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one of these—Wellhausen’s comprehensive aiticle on the “ Hexateuch ”

(twelve columns long)—Dr. Cheyne affixes another column, in which lie lapses

charmingly into prophecy : the other, Dr. W. R. Smith’s paper on “ Kings,”

has been soberly revised by Kautzsch. The papers on Ezra and Ezra-

Nehemiah were written by the late Prof. Kosters and appear here along

with Prof. Cheyne’s annotations—lest they should remain too “ conserva-

tive ” for these newer days. Of the other Old Testament books, Prof. G. F.

Moore writes extended critical papers on Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges

;

Prof. Cheyne himself on Job, Isaiah and Jonah; while Hosea, Joel, and

Haggai are revised from W. R. Smith’s articles by Marti, Driver and

Cheyne respectively. Habakkuk is dealt with by Karl Budde ; Jeremiah

is voluminously treated by Prof. N. Schmidt
;
Ecclesiastes is very prudently

discussed by Dr. A. B. Davidson ; and Esther very drastically by Noldecke

—who pronounces it wholly legendary.

We ought not to be surprised, though surprise has been expressed, that

the New Testament books are treated with the same irresponsible subjec-

tivity. It is, however, perhaps significant that none of the New Testament
articles come from a British hand. The loug article on the Epistle to the

Hebrews (about ten columns) is indeed fundamentally Dr. W. R. Smith’s,

but it has been revised by Prof. Yon Soden. James and Jude are dealt with

by an American Unitarian scholar—Prof. Orello Cone—and naturally with

that entire detachment and independence of “traditionary data” which
characterize Unitarian scholarship everywhere. The other New Testa-

ment books treated in this volume have all fallen into the pitiless hands of

Prof. Schmiedel : there come from him not only Galatians, but the whole

Johannean literature (no less than fifty-nine columns), and the latter and
more significant part of the chief article of the volume, that on the “ Gos-

pels”—meaning (so far as Prof. Schmiedel’s part is concerned) the Synoptics

(125 columns). In the sharp acid of his criticism it is not too much to say the

whole fabric of our knowledge of the Founder of the Christian religion dis-

solves. The article “Jesus” by the late Prof. Bruce, in which it might have
been supposed tbe volume would culminate, is comparatively brief (twenty

columns) and not only comparatively but absolutely unimportant. In com-
parison with Schmiedel’s drastic criticism Dr. Bruce’s presentation of re-

sults may seem almost conservative. It is in reality anything but conserva-

tive. In principle indeed there seems little to choose between him and
Schmiedel. He allows a broader basis of trustworthy tradition (col. 2437)

;

he dodges the question of the resurrection rather than dogmatically decides

it in the negative (col. 2452) ; but he subjects the truth of the Gospel narra-

tive with equal easiness to his own subjective judgment whenever it suits his

whim (cols. 2435, 2439), and he even, in his more prudent phraseology, adopts

the same amazing critical principle which in Schmiedel’s hands is made the

instrument by which to reverse the whole picture of Jesus given in the Gos-

pels (col. 2436). The entire article is saddening in the extreme : it is not

what we had a right to expect from Prof. Bruce : and what it gives us,

more than Schmiedel, can be accounted only accidental retention of tradi-

tional views by one whose own faith had drifted from its moorings to a de-

gree now and then unwillingly suspected, perhaps, but hardly credited, by
the readers of his previously published writings. It is a thousand pities that

this posthumous article should come forward at this late date so sadly to

breach the old maxim of nil nisi bonum de mortuis.

It is from the overgrown article “Gospels,” however, that we may
best obtain an insight into the critical methods and the critical prin-

ciples that dominate the work. It is already significant of much that

the major portion of this article is a reworking and extension of the

30
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article on the Gospels in the Encyclopaedia Britannica—and represents

no one’s views but Dr. Edwin A. Abbott’s own. In a score of years

it has made no converts and reappears here with much the aspect of a

cherished “curiosity of literature.” It is only to Prof. Schmiedel’s ap-

pendix to this “ antiquity ” that the reader turns with interest—itself an
extensive article of nearly sixty columns. And the interest of this appendix

culminates in its third section (cols. 1872-1889), which is headed “ Credibility

of the Synoptics ’’—for in this article, as already intimated, Prof. Schmiedel

deals only with the Synoptics, reserving John for subsequent treatment

under the head of “ John, Son of Zebedee.” What is most immediately note-

worthy in this section is the detachment of the credibility of the Gospels

from all question of their origin and date. Prof. Schmeidel begins by sug-

gesting that the Synoptical problem is so difficult as to be perhaps unsolva-

ble (col. 1872, § 131), and ends by insisting that “ the chronological ques-

tion” is a “ very subordinate one.” Even “ if our Gospels could be shown
to have been written from 50 A.D. onwards,” he remaiks, “ we should only

have to say that the indubitable transformation in the original tradition had
taken place much more rapidly than one might have been ready to suppose”

(col. 1894, § 151). Here we have, of course, a reversion to the discredited

pre-Tuebingen method of attempted criticism of matter prior to and inde-

pendently of criticism of documents : we are once more, it seems, to profess

a power of divination as to the credibility of the thing attested wholly apart

from any inquiry into the credibility of the attestation. Xo matter if the

Synoptic Gospelsare the composition of eye-witnesses writing out of their own
rich memories, and were published at a time when they were subject to the

criticism of numerous contemporaries—still they are to be adjudged incredible,

it seems, if we find it hard to believe their story ! One had thought Baur had

once for all executed justice on this kind of irresponsible procedure two-

thirds of a century ago.

But even more astonishing than this unabashed recrudescence of a totally

discredited method is the drastic nature of the criticism which is pushed

through under its guidance. The canon of discrimination by which it is

proposed that the credible elements are to be sifted out of the documents is

probably the most remarkable ever offered by a rational being to tbe accept-

ance of presumably rational beings. Its principle is plausibly set forth

(col. 1872) as involving merely the canon that, in scrutinizing any document,

that is to be held probably genuine tradition which cannot be deduced from

the known purpose of the writer. In the case of the Synoptics this reduces

to the canon that that is probably genuine tradition which is out of harmony
with the reverence for Christ which it is obviously the purpose of these writers

to inculcate—that, in short, which Dr. Abbott, in his section of the article,

calls the “ stumbling blocks.” Only those passages which may be looked at

as constituting “ stumbling blocks” to those who would reverence Christ

maybe, in the first instance, then, es'.eemed trustworthy data of knowledge

of what He really was and said and did ! The rule of our procedure in at-

tempting to recover “ the historical Jesus,” thus, is to be that we must in

the first instance, at least, form our conception of Him solely from what

were “ stumbling blocks” to His first disciples—or at lea^tto the total body of

His biographers : and then admit along with those traits so secured only such

other traits handed down to us as may be made to harmonize with these.

This is probably the neatest rule ever announced by mau for obtaining a

picture of a historical personage the exact opposite to that drawn by the

whole historical tradition. It is to discredit all history at a blow : to de-

clare wTar to the knife against all human testimony : to assert in effect that

the only safe rule to go on in “ reconstructing” history is to picture things
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as really having been the precise contrary to what they are consentiently rep-

resented to have been by the whole body of witnesses. Surely “ criticism ”

in the enunciation of such a principle has reached the lowest conceivable

depths of irrationality : one can only hope that it has struck the bottom so

hard that a rebound may be inevitable.

The Jesus which Prof. Schmiedel gives us by the aid of this critical canon is,

of course, the precise contrast to the Jesus given us by the Synoptic narrative.

It is a great testimony to the harmony of the picture of Jesus presented by the

Synoptics that he is able to torture from them so meagre a foundation for his

contrasting construction. He is able to unearth only five “ absolutely credible

passages”—that is, passages which can be made to militate against the Synoptic

reverence for Jesus as divine. These are Mark x. 17, Matt. xii. 31, Mark iii.

21, xiii. 32, xv. 34 (Matt, xxvii. 46). To these he adds four more, which can

be made to mean that Jesus wrought no miracles: Mark viii. 12, vi.

5, viii. 14-21, Matt. xi. 5 (Luke vii. 22). On this meagre basis he concludes

that in the real Jesus “ we have to do with a completely human being, and
that the divine is to be sought in him only in the form that it is capable

of being found in man.” Taking this discovery of what the real Jesus was
as his touchstone, he then deals with the whole remaining contents of the

Synoptics at its behest. Of course he does not give us back in John what
he has taken from us in the Synoptics. “ A book,” he remarks (col. 2542),
“ which begins by declaring Jesus to be the logos of God, and ends by repre-

senting a cohort of Roman soldiers as falling to the ground at the majesty

of his appearance (xviii. 6), and by representing one hundred pounds of

ointment as having been used at his embalming (xix. 39), ought by these

facts alone to be spared such a misunderstanding of its true character as

would be implied in supposing that it meant to be a historical work.”
The real value of John lies not in any historical trustworthiness, but in its

reworking of Christianity in the interests of culture (col. 2558)—in a
word, in its intellectualism (2559) and, to speak frankly, its Socinianism

(2559). If it was an achievement to find in the Synoptics a hidden stra-

tum of Socinianism, which all their hero-worship of Jesus had not enabled

them quite to cleanse from their sources, it is surely even more an achieve-

ment to find in John explicit Socinianism as the very essence of its teach-

ing. Out of it all, it is only clear that Prof. Schmiedel is a Socinian

a toute outrance
,
and does not intend to permit the most perfect consent of

the total historic testimony to rob him of his cherished convictions. He
had a difficult path to tread : we must admire the fertility of his resource

and the boldness of his method : whether upon the credit of his fertility and
boldness we can prefer his construction to that of the whole historical tradi-

tion may be another matter.

We have spoken of Prof. Schmiedel ’s Gospel criticism as a good example
of the irresponsible subjectivism that reigns throughout the whole volume.

It is not unfair so to speak of it. nevertheless we must not leave the im-

pression that there is nothing in the Encydopcedia but subjective criticism.

On the contrary, there is gathered into it a vast mass of facis—historical,
archaeological, geographical and the like—which should not be neglected.

Take such articles as Prof. Max Muller’s “ Egypt” (forty-six columns),

Profs. Woodhouse and SchmiedePs “Galatia” (twenty-nine columns),

Prof. Francis Brown’s “Geography” (eighteen columns), Prof. Jastrow’s
“ Hittites ” (seven columns)—or even Prof. Charles’ “Eschatology” (fifty-

six columns), or Prof. Guthe’s “Israel” (seventy-two columns), though
these are in very large measure vitiated by the same irresponsible subjectiv-

ism in criticism—and we do not know how too much to admire their breadth

and minuteness of learning. There is a general article on “ Historical Lit-
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erature” by Prof. G. F. Moore, which shows us how the thing ought not to

be done, and side by side with it a brilliant article on “ EpLtolatory Litera-

ture ” by Prof. Deissmann, which shows us how it should be done. There is

very little Biblical Theology : and what there is of it is not of a very desira-

ble quality. Such articles as that on “ Flesh,” by Profs. Addis and Gould
(three columns), and “ Faith,” by Prof. Cheyne himself (three columns),

are striking only because exceptional. But we cannot go into more detail.

The book is markedly sprightly, even brilliant: it is filled to overflowing

with mingled fact and fancy: it is good reading everywhere : and it holds a

brief for the disintegration of supernatural religion and fully earns its

advocate’s fee.

The publishers’ share in the work is fairly above criticism. The proof-

reading is excellent. But we will ask two questions : Who is “ A. A. B.,”

who has revised Prof. W. R. Smith’s article on “ Hebrew Language” (col.

1990)? Is it good English to write (col. 1494): “Jewish and Christian

tradition favour ” ?

Princeton. Benj. B. Warfield.

Light from the East ; or, The Witness of the Monuments. An
Introduction to the Study of Biblical Archaeology. By the Rev. C. J.

Ball, M.A. (Oxon.). London: Eyre & Spottiswoode; New York:
E. & J. B. Young & Co., 1899. Small 4to, pp. xxxiii, 254, 23. $6.

With the aid of Her Majesty's Printers, the Rev. C. J. Ball has given to

the public a most elegant and sumptuous volume to serve as an introduction

to the study of Biblical archaeology. The book is beautifully printed on

glazed paper, with about three hundred clear aud accurate illustrations from

the sculptures of Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia scattered through the text,

and many superb plates in color bound among the pages. All the important

documents which come from the peoples of the Old Testament period and
throw light upon Biblical customs, history and thought, are presented in

translations fully abreast of grammatical and lexicographical knowledge.

A marked excellence of the work is its restraint. The author refrains

from pronouncing final judgment upon Biblical questions still under discus-

sion. Even his own opinion, made known in previous volumes from his

pen and in his notes in various periodicals, he seldom thrusts forward. Oc-

casionally, indeed, statements are made for which proof is not furnished and

which are tantalizing for the reason that indisputable evidence is assumed to

have been found which is not laid before the reader. Instances of such

oracular authority are rare. They must, however, in every case be received

with caution. It is especially gratifying to the present reviewer, in connec-

tion with his contentions in Genesis and Semitic Tradition , to note that Mr.

Ball states plainly that it is doubtful whether the so-called Adam and Eve
cylinder refers to the primitive pair and their temptation, and that the

designation “ cherubim ” has not yet been found in the inscriptions. His

omissions are equally significant. He does not state that the tablets of the

creation series correspond to the several days in the Hebrew narrative, nor

that the Assyrians observed the seventh day as a day of rest from labor aud

called it Sabbath ;
nor does he quote a tablet as being a description of the

overthrow of the tower of Babel. Mr. Ball’s purpose seems to be simply to

lay before interested students all the accrued material available for the

proper and intelligent discussion of Biblical archaeological questions; and

to suggest the possible bearings of this material on the interpretation of the

Biblical narrative, indicate points of comparison between these ancient

records and Hebrew thought, comment on the character and meaning of the
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inscriptions, and by annotations draw attention to parallels with the Hebrew
modes of expression. But all this is in the way of stimulating thought and
indicating lines of research rather than of promulgating a theory. The
author rarely appears as a critic and never as an apologist, but, true to his

purpose as announced on the title-page, as an archgeologist preparing the
materials for Biblical criticism. Just for this reason the book will disap-

point that large class of busy people who wish for “results” and who
desire a brief, definite answer to the inquiries that naturally spring to the
mind while reading of bygone ages in the Scriptures. They wish to know
what “light from the east” has dawned. Such readers will obtain but
little satisfaction from this valuable book, for the volume is primarily a
preparation and presentation of the materials for hard, independent, dis-

criminating study.

The arrangement of the material appears to us less convenient for the
Biblical student than that adopted by Schrader. The difference in the dis-

position of the matter arises, of course, from the different purposes of the
two writers, and doubtless the familiarity born of constant use will correct
this first feeling of strangeness and uncertainty in handling Mr. Ball’s book.

Princeton. John D. Davis.

Handkojimentar zum Alten Testament, in Yerbindung mit anderen

Fachgelehrten herausgegebeu von Prof. D. W . Nowack. I. Abthei-

lung : Die historischen Bucher.

[ A ] 3 Band, 3 Theil : Algemeine Einleitung in den Hexateuch-
Yon Dr. Carl Steuernagel (1900).

[B] 3 Band, 4 Theil: Das Bucii Josua. Yon Lie. Dr. Carl Steuer-
nagel (1899).

[C] 4 Band, 1 Theil: Richter-Ruth. Yon Prof. D. W. Nowack
(1900). Gottingen: Vandenhoeck undRuprecht; New York: Lemcke
& Buchner.

[A] This is really the concluding part (pp. 249-286) of the volume which
contains the commentary on Deuteronomy and Joshua, in Nowack’s well-

known series. As indicated in the subtitle, it gives a brief resume of the

“Higher Criticism” of the “Hexateuch.” Of course it is written en-

tirely from the point of view maintained by the critics of what is usually

called the Graf-KuenenAVellhausen school. Section 2 of this Introduction

treats of the tradition concerning the authors of the Hexateuch, and its

worth. The argument for the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch,

drawn from the testimony of Jesus and the writers of the New Testament,

is, of course, coolly brushed aside, as not pertinent to the question at all.

In matters of human knowledge Jesus neither claims nor exercises any
authority. Most unsatisfactory is the treatment given to the question : If

Moses really was not the author of the books in question, how was it brought

about that the whole pre-Christian Church, as far back as we have any testi-

mony on the subject whatsoever, unanimously and invariably ascribes these

books to him as their author ? Most appropriately for the critics with whose
views we are dealing, this question, though raised, yet is most briefly and
unsatisfactorily treated. For here is the weak point, perhaps the weakest

point of all in that beautiful scheme which these critics have evolved,

mostly out of their inner consciousness, for the evolution of the Pentateuch.

The usual reasons are here given why Moses could not have been the

author of the Pentateuch. Here we would expect a presentation of the
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argument drawn from the alleged discrepancies between the different codes,

and the alleged failure to find evidence of the observance of these codes in

the preexilic history of Israel as recorded in the books of Samuel and
Kings. Nothing is said of this argument at this place, however, although

it is brought up later. See, for instance, page 266, in the historical sketch of

the development of the criticism: “The so-called Grafian hypothesis was
finally triumphantly established by Abr. Kuenen ( Godsdienst van Israel ,

1869-1870) and Julius Wellhausen ( Geschichte Israels
,

I, 1878; later under
the title Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels

,
1883 and 1899), who both by

means of a comparison of the documents of the Hexateuch with the develop •

ment of the religion, and especially of the cultus of Israel as brought to

light in the rest of the Old Testament, furnished the most brilliant and
incontestible proof that only that order of the documents assumed in the

Grafian hypothesis can be the correct one.” Later on, paragraph 6, die

einzelnen Quellenschichteu, page 274, this argument is somewhat meagrely

developed.

The opponents of the Grafian hypothesis, Klostermann, Hengstenberg.

Keil, W. H. Green, Zalin, Rupprecht, Hoedemaker and Holier, are men-
tioned (p. 267), but their arguments and all the vast difficulties in the way
of accepting the hypothesis in question are passed by in silent contempt.

[B] In the nomenclature of the school of criticism represented by this

commentary the Book of Joshua is the sixth member of the Hexateuch.

The mystic symbols, J, E, D and P, as well as the redoubtable and highly

important, in fact indispensable R, with sundry variants, such as D 2
, Rp,

and others, with which we have been made familiar in the domain of Penta-

teuchal criticism, appear here also and are made to do valiant service. Some
of the pages look as though they might be a part of a treatise on Higher
Algebra or Analytical Geometry. The resemblance to mathematics is only

external, however, and is quickly dispelled when the contents are carefully

examined. For whereas the demonstrations of Algebra and Geometry start

from premises that are universally conceded, and proceed by processes that

carry the assent of every intelligent student, because they rest upon facts,

the processes of this commentary start with hypotheses which can never be

proved, and rest their whole weight upon fog-banks. To a certain extent

even the author of this commentary now before us seems to feel this, as when
he acknowledges that the sections or portions of the book which criticism

assigns to J and E are so devoid of the well-known characteristics of J

and E that we must assume that the underlying elements of J and E do

indeed exist, but they have been entirely obscured by a Deuteronomic Re-

dactor.

The result of it all is a complete destruction (in the minds of this school

of criticism) of any historical value which the Book of Joshua was supposed

to have. For the book, instead of being a homogeneous narrative, really

contains two entirely divergent traditions of the conquest of Canaan (see

p. 149 :
“ Beide Ueberlieferungeu weichen in den Hauptpunkten von

einander ab”). These two traditions are, of course, our old friends, the

Jehovist and the Elohist. True, they have been so thoroughly worked over

by the Deuteronomist, or the Deuteronomic Redactor, that all the essential

characteristics of J and E have been eliminated. But the critical acumen
of our critics is so wonderful that they can detect J and E even under the

most artful Deuteronomic disguises. J knows nothing about Joshua. . Ac-
cording to him the promised land is first divided by lot among the different

tribes and different portions are assigned to each, but the actual conquest

is a slow and long-continued process, in which the different tribes act sepa-

rately or in small groups. According to E, on the other hand, Joshua is
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the leader cf the conquering expedition. Under his leadership the whole

land is conquered in a comparatively short time by all the tribes acting in

unison, and then the land is apportioned to the various tribes. The solution

of the matter adopted by this commentator is that, in the main, the original

Book of Joshua related only the advent and settlement in Canaan of the

Rachel tribes. The Leah tribes, on the other hand, had entered into Canaan
and settled there at a much earlier date. And as Joshua was in all prob-

ability a hero and leader of the Joseph or Rachel tribes, it can easily be

explained how it happens that one of the original component parts of our

present Book of Joshua does not know of his existence at all. Some one

ought to write a history of our American Revolution and show that the

prominent part which a certain George Washington is popularly supposed

to have taken in that war is all a mistake. It is true there is one tradition

which represents the thirteen colonies as winning their independence mainly

under his leadership, but there ought to be another just as strong a tradition

which shows that it could not have been under his leadership at all. The
first great battle of the war, the battle of Bunker Hill, was fought before

this alleged leader appears on the scene at all. This alleged leader was
really only the chief of a gang of desperadoes, defeated in every battle that

they attempted, Long Island, Brandywine, Germantown and others, and
finally driven out into the wilderness, and kept out of action altogether.

All the great American victories of this war, Cowpens, Kings Mountain,

Saratoga, with the surrender of Burgoyne, were gained by other generals

who were the real leaders. True, the last and crowning victory of the war,

Yorktownand the surrender of Cornwallis, are usually ascribed to Wash-
ington, but that must be due to the influence of the Redactor.

The commentary proper is such as might have been expected from these

premises. A good deal of it is occupied with the analysis of the narrative

and assigning the material to different documents and sources, and the

pointing out of discrepancies and various other unhistorical features. The
estimate of the value of this kind of a commentary will, of course, depend
entirely upon the point of view of the person making the estimate. The
constant attempt to emend the Hebrew or Massoretic text, by means of com-
paring the old versions, is undoubtedly of some value, save that frequently

a caveat must be entered against the too great subjectivity of the proposed

emendations.

[ C] The interest of this series of commentaries, issuing under the general

editorship of Dr. W. Nowack, of Strassburg, lies in the fact that it is the

first series of commentaries on the whole Old Testament to be written entirely

from the point of view of the most recent school of Old Testament critics,

the so-called Grafian school, or the Graf-Kuenen-Wellhausen school.

Every number of the series (including, of course, this commentary on
Judges and Ruth, by Dr. Nowack himself, now under consideration) is

marked by the following characteristics :

(1) The Hebrew text itself is subjected to a more careful critical study, in

the light of the ancient versions and other critical apparatus, than has

hitherto been done in any commentary. Of course the subjective element

will appear very largely in such critical study. The critical bias of the com-
mentator in the direction of the Graf-Kuenen-Wellhausen reconstruction of

the history and literature and cultus is responsible for many of the supposed

corruptions, difficulties and consequent emendations of the Hebrew text;

but this is unavoidable.

(2) A translation of the reconstructed Hebrew text is printed at the top

of the page. The material is assigned to the different documents or com-
ponent parts of narrative, and the analysis is indicated to the eye of the
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reader by the use of different fonts of type for the supposed different docu-
ments. Thus in the commentary before us there are eight different kinds of

type used to indicate J, R or RP ,
E

2 ,
J2 ,

Rd, J and E combined, E, P and
Rje.

In addition, there is also a table giving at a glance a comparative view of

the result of the partition of the text of Judges by the most recent critics,

Wellhausen, Meyer, Budde, Moore and Nowaek.
(3) The commentary proper is preceded by a luminous introduction in

which the various historical and critical problems are carefully presented.

In the present commentary there are, among others, paragraphs on the

Deuteronomie and Post-deuteronomic redaction, the Pre-deuteronomic Book
of Judges, with the narratives which it probably contained, the origin of

our present Book of Judges and the chronology of the Book of Judges.

Attention is here called to several well-known features of the Book of

Judges, such as the religious and chronological framework in which many
of the narratives are cast, in which idolatry and apostasy of the people, sub-

jugation by a foreign power so mauy years, deliverance and rest of the land

so many years, regularly succeed one another. Also the peculiarities of the

Ehud narrative, the distinction between the great Judges, Othniel, Ehud,
Debora, Barak, Gideon, Jephthah and Samson, and the so-called minor
Judges, the case of Shamgar, and the two special episodes at the close of

the book, the episode of Micah and the Danites and the episode of Gibeah,

receive appropriate attention.

The chronology of the Book of Judges adopted in this commentary is

substantially that which is worked out by a combination of the views of

Noldecke, Wellhausen and Moore. The difficulty of the chronological

problem, as is well known, arises from the fact that a superficial reckoning

of the years indicated in the book itself does not tally with the chronological

statement in 1 Kings vi. 1. Several attempts have been made to harmonize
the various data by assuming that some of the Judges were contemporaneous

instead of successive. These attempts are pronounced arbitrary and unsuc-

cessful. Noldecke inaugurated a different method by excluding Jephthah

and the minor Judges from the chronological scheme. Wellhausen carried

out this idea still further by excluding Abimelech, because Abimelech, in

the judgment of this school of critics, is not included in the Deuteronomie

Book of Judges, and Moore goes still further by excluding Saul as a schis-

matic king. This leaves the equation 401 -j- x + y — 480, in which 401 rep-

resents the number of years covered by the Judges, after making the nec-

essary deductions, x represents the number of years to be assigned to Joshua,

y the number to be assigned to Samuel, and the total, 480, being the number
given in 1 Kings vi. 1.

(4) In the commentary proper we have mostly, besides the critical recon-

struction of the Hebrew text, a discussion of the various literary and his-

torical problems, entirely from the point of view of the school of criticism

represented by this commentary. That such a commentary finds the Book

of Judges full of historical inaccuracies and pure inventions is only what

was to be expected. There are some of us who prefer to believe that the

inaccuracies and inventions inhere in the theories of the critics.

Fishkill, N. Y. A. H. Huizinga.
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The International Critical Commentary. A Critical and Exeget-

ical Commentary on Tiie Books of Samuel. By Henry Pre-
served Smith, Professor of Biblical History and Interpretation in

Amherst College. Hew York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1899. Pp.

xxxix, 421. $3.

One wTho knows from Professor Smith’s previous work his trend of mind
is not surprised to find that this commentary on the Books of Samuel is

chiefly occupied with the text—indeed, textual criticism is its characteristic

feature and paramount excellence. For exegetical purposes it is less valu-

able. The citation of the views of different scholars with the names is

largely confined to matters of textual criticism : rarely are they stated on

points of exegesis. Keil is mentioned scarcely fifteen times, mostly in refer-

ence to the text, and often in a jaunty tone which reminds one of Wellhau-

sen (pp. 48, 66, 105). But in its own chosen line the work is independent,

sober, suggestive, scholarly and presented in a remarkably readable style.

Budde, who, as all know, has himself expended much labor on the deter-

mination of the text, places a high estimate on the textual criticism displayed

in the volume. “ Equipped with thorough linguistic knowledge, extremely

conscientious in the interrogation of the textual witnesses, not at all averse

to conjecture in the case of necessity, he undoubtedly proffers very many
correct or at least very valuable decisions. His weakness appears to me to

lie in a certain narrowness of the principles He almost always pre-

fers the shortest reading presented by the witnesses to the text, since he

holds that a later expansion of the text is more probable than its abridg-

ment. But,” adds Budde, “ unintentional injuries to the text would much
oftener lead to abridgment than to expansion” ( Theol. Literaturzeitung,

March 31, 1900).

Professor Smith unreservedly takes the Graf-Wellhausen point of view
regarding the history of religion in Israel. All matters which are affected

by that conception of Israel’s development he interprets strictly in accord

with the canons of the school and without allusion to contrary opinions.

Wherever customs, institutions, religious observances are referred to in the

narrative, or theological questions are involved, a few brief positive words
adjusts them to the conclusions or shows their harmony with the conclusions

of this school of criticism. In this respect the book is a true exponent of an
influential theory, and its presentation of these subjects has met with no dis-

sent from the school. At the same time the informed reader cannot repress

the haunting feeling that the book is one-sided.

In the treatment of the sources Professor Smith assumes two underlying

histories, but does not identify them with the hypothetical documents of the

Hexateuch known as J and E. The earlier of these historical works Pro-

fessor Smith dates soon after the death of Solomon. It contains a brief life of

Saul (1 Sam. ix-x. 16 ;
xi

;
xiii. 2-xiv. 52), an account of David at the court

of Saul (xvi. 14-23; xviii. 6-13, 20-2S a
;
xix. 11-17), David’s flight and life as

an outlaw (xxi. 2-10
;
xxii. 1, 2, 6-23

;
xxiii. 1-14; xxv; xxvi; xxvii;xxix;

xxx
;
2 Sam. i), David’s reign (2 Sam. ii-iv; ix-xx). The second and later

document was penned by “ a writer with a theocratic bias, dissatisfied with

the comparatively worldly view of David presented in the history just defined,

and also with its lack of serious condemnation of Saul.” The author, who
in this spirit rewrote the history, lived at “a comparatively late date—perhaps
in or after the exile.” He gave an account of the personality and activity of

Samuel (1 Sam. i; iii ; iv; vii. 3-17; viii; x. 17-25; xii; xv, in wdiich

ii. 1-10 was inserted from some collection of poems, and ii. 12-17, 22-25, 27-

36 ;
iv. l

b—vii . 1 were embodied from another source), the early life of David
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and his relation to Saul (xvi. 1-13; xvii. 1-xviii. 5, 11-19, 30-xix. 10, 1S-24

;

xxi. 11-16 ; xxii. 3-5, 19-xxiv. 23; xxviii
;
xxxi), and David’s reign (2 Sam.

A'
;
vii; viii). 2 Sam. vi belongs to both narratives. The beauty of this

scheme is iis simplicity. It is less complicated in the distribution of the ma-
terial than are the results reached by either Wellbausen or Budde. But on
this very ground it is condemned by Budde, who says: “Worse than this

misunderstanding [of the nature of the question involved in the separation

of the sources] is his belief that the assumption of two sources is sufficient.

.... From the older substratum which he designates as SI. (Saul) he sep-

arates down to Saul’s death a more recent, continuous insertion Sm. (Samuel),

and thinks that he can assign to the latter source all, even the latest, parts

of the connection One will be somewhat less surprised at this on
learning how late he makes Sm The author admits, it is true, on
page xxvi that both sources may themselves be composite

;
in chapter 4, for

example, he himself, page 31, discovers the traces of two sources. But with

his delimitation of sources it is scarcely possible to make progress; rather I

can see therein only a deplorable retrograde movement. Here also it holds

good that simplicity is not always the evidence of truth, and conversely one

easily perceives that Smith's theories prove on closer inspection to be much
more complicated than he himself believes. The error appears to me to lie

chiefly in this: that Smith in the criticism of sources works with means too

external, and views the subject too little from the standpoint of the history

of religion. That, of course, does not exclude the fact that the commentary
contains in this field also much that is good in individual points.”

Princeton. John D. Davis.

IIoryE Synoptics, a Contribution to the Study of the Synoptic Problem.

By the Rev. John C. Hawkins, Bart., M.A., Honorary Canon of St.

Albans. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1899. 8vo. xii, 180.

The student of the Synoptic Problem is often staggered at the amount of

preliminary work to be done before any attempt can be made to reach a solu-

tion. He feels the need of aid and direction in obtaining the facts upon which
to base his theory. This need the present book seeks to meet. It is an at-

tempt “ to collect and exhibit facts with as small an admixture of theory as

possible.” We are, to be sure, let into the author’s own view gradually, and
by the time we reach the book’s end we know pretty well what to his mind is

the probable explanation of the facts ; but perhaps it is too much to expect

that an author will be wholly without prej udice. The general tone of the

book is candid, though the author sometimes assumes with too much jaunti-

ness certain points as established which others would regard as part of the

problem still. “ It is evident upon the face of them that two at least of the

Synoptic Gospels are compilations, from the different ways in which the same
material is used.” But this is what we started out, with our colorless facts

and unbiased judgment, to determine. The same argument is used to prove

the use of oral sources or to prove the evangelists independent reliable

authors. Even in this day, when the documentary sense, if we may so call

it, is so necessary to the critic’s equipment, it cannot yet be wholly unreason-

able to hold that Matthew and Luke, or the authors of the First and Third

Gospels, dominate their materials ; that they are not compilers, but authors.

The book is in three parts. Fart I is devoted to a presentation in tabular

form of the words and phrases characteristic of each of the first three Gos-

pels. Assuming that two at least of the writers are not personally respon-

sible for the common matter they present, our author seeks to determine for

just how much in each Gosppl the writer can be held accountable.
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In Matthew he takes “ as characteristic, "words or phrases which occur at

least four times, and which (a) are not found at all in Mark and Luke, or

which (b) occur at least twice as often in Matthew as in Mark and Luke
together.” As Mark isashorter Gospel, a word or phrase to be characteristic

need be found only three times in that Gospel alone, or more often in Mark
than in the other two together. In Luke the same criteria prevail as in

Matthew. In the first column is recorded the number of times the word is

found in the Gospel under consideration
;

first in the peculiar parts and then

in the common parts. Then follow columns for the testimony of each of the

other two Gospels, of Acts, Paul, John and the rest of the New Testament.

Matthew and Luke have also separate columns for Chapters I and II. The
tables here and elsewhere in the book have evidently been the subject of great

care and pains on the part of the author, and really constitute the contribu-

tion of the book to the study of the problem.

There is indeed room for doubt as to the very great value of the facts ad-

duced. The use of a word or phrase four times in a Gospel so long as Mat-

thew’s is hardly sufficient proof of a very strong predilection for the expres-

sion. Nor is the use of the word twice as often as it occurs in Mark and
Luke together evidence of such preference, especially, as often happens, if

Mark and Luke should use it only once or twice each. Matthean words found

only in the peculiar parts count for little, for there is no evidence that the

others, had they related the same incidents, would not have used the same
words. The repeated choice of an expression in the common parts of the

Gospel instead of a synonym used by the others is good material for an argu-

ment from style. But even then other considerations enter. If Matthew’s

account is longer than Mark’s and he has occasion to express the same idea

more than once, he may use the new word rather than the old one, simply

because his literary sense has forbidden him to use the same word twice in

the same passage.

In the Matthean table we find eighty-six characteristic words and phrases.

Of these fifteen are bracketed as unimportant, being required by the subject-

matter, and thus giving no evidence of preference. Seven are marked to

indicate that for other reasons no stress can be laid on them, while thiiteen

are marked as of special importance. This is a brave exhibit, but it reveals,

when closely examined, all the perils of the statistical argument from style.

The first word marked as of special importance is avaxupsu. This word
occurs ten times in Matthew : four times in Chapters I and II, once in an-

other peculiar passage, and five times in the common parts. To make this

word a characteristic one, Matthew ought consistently to discriminate in its

favor where the others use other words. But he uses constantly in parallel

passages the words which Mark and Luke employ where he uses avaxupeu.

And in regard to the five places where he has chosen this word the following

are the facts. He seems to use it indifferently with six other words to express

the same general idea. In one of the five passages Mark has it in the parallel,

while Luke tells the story in such a way as not to require any word of like

meaning (Matt. xii. 15; Mark iii. 7 ;
Luke vi. 17), showing that where Mark

and Matthew wish to say the same thing, Mark has no prejudice agaiust using

Matthew’s word. In one other place Mark and Luke both omit the fact

that requires the word (Matt. ix. 24 ;
Mark v. 39 ;

Luke viii. 52). This leaves

three places in which Mark uses a different word in telling the same fact,

and two places where Luke uses a different word. Two of these may be ex-

plained on the ground of literary taste, Matthew using two words for the
same idea, while Mark prefers the same word twice, though compounded
with different prepositions (Matt. xiv. 13 ;

Mark vi. 32 ; Luke ix. 10b
;

cf. also

Matt. xv. 21 and Mark vii. 24).
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So this “ characteristic” word can hardly justify itself as such. No more
can such words as ~/.?/p6u (used of Scripture) nor the word vnoKpirf/Q. Of course

there are well-known characteristic phrases of Matthew cited in the table,

but of the eighty-six enumerated as such, not a very large proportion can

sustain their right to be there. As an evidence of the precarious nature of

the argument from the counting of words the tables are valuable, but they

yield very little material for the solution of the problem. They show, how-
ever, as Hawkins points out, that the authors “ dealt very freely with their

sources,” whatever they were, clothing “ the narratives, and to some extent

the sayings, which they derived from their sources in their own favorite lan-

guage ”—that is, the language which best expressed their thought—for we do

not find it surprising, as does Sir John Hawkins, “ that after careful search

he has failed to find any expressions characteristic of any source, whether
Logian, Marcan or especially Lucan.”
Part II attempts to discover indications of sources. The author finds evi-

dence of oral transmission in the transposition of the order of words and
sentences. The “ doublets”

—

i. e., the use of the same material more than

once by the same evangelist—point him to two sources, Marcan and Logian,

with perhaps a special source for Luke to explain certain divergences between
Matthew and Luke. There is also an attempt to reconstruct the “ Logia.”

Seventy-two passages are collated, including the Temptation, the Centu-

rion’s Servant, etc.
;
narrative sections as well as sayings. This assumption

of the Logian source proceeds on the unproved theory that Papias collected

the sayings of our Lord, instead of, as is quite as likely, that he wTrote a com-
mentary on the Gospels. But if Logia means “ Sayings,” why include other

portions ? Poor hard-worked Papias ! He must now assume responsibility

for every passage where Matthew and Luke agree against Mark.
Part III presents “ further statistics bearing on the origin and composition

of each Gospel.’’ And here we find ourselves wondering at the very great

“freedom” with which, in the author’s view, the first and third Evangelists

used their sources. In the first section he collects passages in Mark which may
have been altered or omitted in Matthew or Luke as liable to give offense,

or to be misunderstood, or to suggest difficulties. The first citation is typi-

cal. Mark i. 32, 34, contains the statement that Jesus healed many that were

sick, though all were brought to Him. Now this, thinks Hawkins, might be

thought to imply “ tentative miracles” in Paley’s sense—that only a few
succeeded out of many trials, and so both Matthew and Luke make the state-

ment universal :
“ He healed all that were sick. ” This is to assume a stu-

pidity on the part of the “ compilers” that is simply incredible, particularly

as it was wholly unnecessary, since Mark contains just as universal statements

of the healing activity of Jesus as either of the other two (Mark vi. 55, 56).

Expressions are also cited in which Mark “seems to disparage the attain-

ments or the character of the Apostles,” and which Matthew and Luke there-

fore are said to tone down. There is no need to do this, for all the Evangel-

ists make the case of the Apostles bad enough.

Neither can we assent to tile low estimate of the literary skill aud honesty

of Matthew and Luke implied in Section 4. Here likewise “ rude, harsh,

obscure or unusual words are cited in Mark which may have been omitted

or replaced in the others. The first word mentioned is oxV6pevos in Mark i.

10—a word never used elsewhere of opening the heavens. This is, however,

manifestly the word of the eye-witness, vivid and pictorial.

Another objectionable word is Kpapar-og, “ replaced,” we are told, in Mat-

thew and Luke by V/.ivr/ or n/uv'uhov. But John uses Kp&parrog four times, and
Luke in the Acts uses it twice, showing that it was not considered harsh,

obscure or sufficiently unusual to make a substitute necessary. This is a
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clear example of difference of style, but not of dependence of one upon the

other. It is hard to see that these or any other cases cited by Hawkins show
a use of Mark by Matthew or Luke more than they show an independent use

of material, written or oral, by all three writers.

But while, in Hawkins’ view, the evidence points to Mark as an original

source, we are not even to think that this Gospel has been untampered with.

It is almost but not quite in its original state, “ for a late editor’s hand is very

probably to be seen” in the use of the double title “ Jesus Christ ” (Marki. 1),

in the anarthrous xp'^og (ix, 41); also in the use of the term “ the Gospel ”

(viii. 35) and in the reference to persecutions (x. 30); also in a few other ad-

ditions which a later editor or writer would wish to insert in his Gospel, but

which Matthew and Luke have not inserted. But this is explained if Mat-

thew and Luke did not use Mark
;
and as for the other instances there is no

sufficient reason for thinking them additions. The beginning of the Gospel

is a proper place for the full title of Jesus Christ (see Matt. i. 1). For
xpioroi; without the article, see any of the epistles, especially Peter, whose
relation to Mark is undoubtedly close.

In the chapter that deals with Matthew we find an ingenious but profitless

attempt to arrange the Gospel on some numerical principle. It seems not to

have occurred to the author that Jesus may have actually uttered seven par-

ables in the thirteenth chapter, seven woes in the twenty-third chapter and
seven beatitudes, or that he actually mentioned the three weightier mat-

ters of the law in the Sermon on the Mount.
In his last chapter our author gives us his conclusions from his findings.

He decides

:

1. That the compilers of Matthew and Luke used their material freely.

2. That there is a strong probability of written Greek sources, such as the

Logia and Mark. Oral transmission must also be allowed. This conclusion

simply confesses the inability of any mechanical theory to explain the facts.

3. The “ two-document” theory is supported by the existence of “ doublets.”

4. Mark shows the least (if any) traces, and Matthew the most decided

traces of adaptation for purposes of catechetical instruction. This, Haw-
kins thinks, corresponds with the fact, as shown by quotations, that to the

Christians of the following decades Matthew seems to have been most famil-

iar, then Luke, and least of all Mark. This is most interesting if true, but

it has little bearing on the question of sources. For after the Gospels were
written it might well have been shown by experience that Matthew and Luke
were better adapted to catechetical purposes than Mark.

5. Neither Matthew nor Mark had seen the other’s book.

6. In the correspondence of Luke with the “ We” sections of Acts we dis-

cover a bearing on the date of that Gospel, and inferentially of the other two.

On the whole, while Horce Synopticce contains much valuable material,

arranged most skillfully, thereby justifying the author’s claim for it as a con-

tribution to the study of the Synoptic Problem, we are constrained to say

that its value is chiefly in the presentation of the material. In the more dif-

ficult undertaking of explaining the facts it is unsatisfying. Any theory

which does not give full credit to the intelligence and honesty of the Evan-
gelists and to their ability to write independent accounts is foredoomed.

Buffalo ,
N. T. Louis Burton Crane.

Die synoptischen Parallelen, und ein alter Versuch ihrer Entratse-

lung mit neuer Begi undung. Yon Lie. theol. Karl Yeit, pastor in

Siegersdorf. Giitersloh : Druck und Verlag von C. Bertelsmann,

1897. Zwei Teile in einem Bande. viii, 212
;

iv, 162, 4M., 3M.

The chief feature of the first part of this book is its claim to a new
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arrangement, better than anything hitherto published, of the parallel pas-

sages in the Synoptic Gospels. The author criticises as inconvenient the

ordinary method of exhibiting the Synoptic agreements by parallel column*,

and offers his scheme as a contribution to the art of making Synopses.

His device, an ingenious one, is that of arranging the corresponding Synop-

tic matter on the horizontal rather than on the vertical principle. The
three Gospels in their traditional order are designated by the Arabic numer-
als—1, 2 and 3. Each line of a parallel in Matthew is underlined by the cor-

responding passage in Mark and these two by Luke’s version. The parallels

are presented according to the order in which they appear in Mark’s Gospel

and the sections in Matthew and Luke are arranged in accordance there-

with. Where agreement between parallel passages is perfect, Veit contents

himself with a simple indication of the fact— (” ” ”). Even where word-

endings disagree, such disagreements are recorded and the agreement of part

of the word where it involves at least four letters is indicated by (” ’’).

A different arrangement of words is shown by numbered parentheses.

Agreements between Matthew and Luke as against Mark are indicated by

asterisks. These instances constitute a large part of the rather elaborate

system employed by the author to facilitate the use of his book. At first

its complexity is rather a hindrance than a help, but one would no doubt

soon master the intricacies and would find the book a great assistance in the

study of the parallels. More than this it cannot be. The omission of the

matter peculiar to each Gospel will limit the usefulness of the book.

With possibly an attempt at chronological arrangement, and with the incor-

poration of the missing passages, it might well have become our most valu-

able Synopsis. The devices are certainly economic of time and eyesight.

The text is that of von Gebhardt, second edition, 1884.

The second part of the work consists of an able plea for the theory of oral

tradition as the solution of the Synoptic problem. Veit declares himself a

champion of Gieseler’s theory and quotes at length and with entire approval

Gieseler’s observations on the theoiies of mutual dependence and of original

documents, which, he says, though written so long ago (1818) are still worthy

of being committed to memory. Veit comments briefly upon the failure

of the attempts to account for the phenomena of Synoptic agreement and

disagreement by theories of written sources, and as a supplement to his first

chapter presents the commentaries of Volkmar, B. Weiss and Holtzmann
on a number of passages to show the inadequacy of such theories to explain

the facts.

The second chapter deals with the formation of the tradition and is the

vital part of his argument. His analogy for the source of the Gospels in

oral tradition is, as was Gieseler's, devTepuoeic or repetitions of the Jewish

teachers. He quotes aptly from Schurer: “The instruction (in the Rab-

binic schools) consisted of an indefatigable continuous exercise of the

memory. For the object being that the pupils should remember with accu-

racy the entire matter with its thousands upon thousands of minutke, and
the oral law being never committed to writing, the instruction could not be

confined to a single statement. The teacher was obliged to repeat his mat-

ter again and again with his pupils. Hence in Rabbinic speech ‘ to repeat ’

( devrepovv
) means ‘ to teach.’ ” Jesus could not have been careless as to the

fate of his words. He must have followed the method of the Rabbis. Out
of a whole year’s instruction, what has been preserved to us could be spoken

in four or five hours. Those months of teaching must have been occupied

largely in charging the memories of his disciples with his parables and his

longer discourses. Many of the shorter sayings and profound answers to

objections could be remembered without difficulty. But the long speeches
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must have been retained by actual memorizing. Indeed, the metrical form
of the utterances of Jesus was well adapted for committing to memory.
In like manner also those who were won later to the Gospel must have

been instructed. They were converts from heathenism. The teaching

of Christ and the Kingdom was to them strange. It was foreign land in

which they must orient themselves gradually. So Veit—and it must be

confessed that this is very plausible. The multitudes brought to the con-

fession of Christ, whether heathen or Hellenists, knew little or nothing

about Christ. There was an immediate necessity for instruction—care-

ful, accurate insistence upon the very words which He spoke and the

very incidents of which He was the subject. It is often objected that

the extant examples of apostolic preaching do not as a matter of fact

rehearse Gospel material. But Veit argues cogently that these examples

are apologetic, not catechetical, intended rather to win men than to indoc-

trinalethem. Paul’s infrequent and allusive mention of Gospel fact and
teaching has been urged as an objection to this view, but it seems rather

an argument for it. For how could he so presuppose a knowledge of the

whole stream of facts and sayings unless his converts had been thoroughly

grounded in the story of Christ’s life and in the outlines of His teaching as

preserved for us in the Gospels ?

In the third chapter, Veit endeavors to point out traces of oral tradition

in the Synoptic Gospels. He finds that there is the closest agreement in

those paits of the Gospel material which would naturally be regarded as

most important, viz., the speeches of Jesus. On the other hand introduc-

tory and concluding formulae being judged less important, and so not in-

sisted upon, would and did fall more easily out of the memory. So we mark
the greatest dissimilarity in the connecting words and phrases. In regard

to individual peculiarities, such as choice of synonyms, epithets and in gen-

eral stylistic questions, we must confess that Veit is reasonable in claiming

that they no more militate against his theory than against those of written

sources.

This book contains a striking expose of some of the methods of the advo-

cates of literary dependence. Veit gives them no quarter
;
and while we may

think his general conception of their position an exaggeration, yet there is

much to justify his language. We are weary enough of the views of the

origin of the Gospels which either make an evangelist a slave of his sources

or convict him of ignorance or “tendency ” the moment he departs from his

supposed source. The author of Matthew's Gospel, for instance, has fared

very ill at the hands of some advocates of the “ two document ” theory.

On the other hand, if we are to account for the omission of a phrase, the

choice of an epithet, the reversal of order in sentence or incident on the

simple ground of weakness of memory, then our author's position loses much
that it had gained. If the Evangelists were merely reproducers, what differ-

ence whether their books had written or unwritten ancestors ? It is as easy

to presuppose a gap in the document as in the memory.
But Veit has presented with considerable strength a by no means mori-

bund theory. Holtzmann indeed characterizes the oral theory “als das

eigentliche Asylum ignorantke.” Arrogance is, however, perhaps second

to ignorance in the catalogue of critical sins.

Buffalo , N. Y. Lours Burton Crane.

Tiie Life of Jesus of Nazareth. A Study. By Rush Rhees. New
York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900. 12mo, pp. ix, 320.

This book constitutes the seventh volume in the “ Historical Studies

for Bible Students,” edited by Profes. ors Kent, of Brown, and
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Sanders, of Yale Universities, and published by the Scribners. The
author entitles his book “A Study,” and informs us that “ the aim of the

book is to help thoughtful readers of the Gospels to discern more
clearly the features of him whom those writings inimitably portray.”

Technical discussions are omitted, and questions regarding geography and
archaeology are generally passed over. He dwells only on those things he

regards as of “vital biographical significance.” Recognizing the value of

the Church’s doctrine concerning its Lord, the author would start rather

from the standpoint of the apostles and evangelists who knew Jesus first as

a man. Their knowledge rose from the human to the divine. “ The Gos-

pels, particularly the first three, are marvels of simplicity and objectivity.

Their authors clearly regarded Jesus as the Man from heaven; yet in their

thinking they were dominated by the influence of a personal Lord rather

than by the force of an accepted doctrine. It is with no lack of reverence

for the importance and truth of the divinity of Christ that this book essays

to bring the Man Jesus before the mind in the reading of the Gospels.”

Prof, lthees divides his book into three parts, namely : Part I. Prepara-

tory. II. The Ministry. III. The Minister. The Preparatory Part in-

cludes a rapid and admirable sketch of the historical and political situation

at the beginning of the Christian Era. In his consideration of the sources

of the history, the author states that “the result of many years’ study by

scholars of all shades of opinion is the very general conclusion that the wri-

ting which Papias attributed to Mark was essentially what we have in our

Second Gospel.” Our First Gospel cannot be solely the work of Matthew,

for Matthew oidy made “ a collection of the teachings of Jesus ”—the Logia

of Papias. Some early disciple blended this with Mark’s record of the min-

istry of Jesus as given by Peter, and “the name of Matthew and not his

literary successor was given to the book.” Luke used the writings of Mark
and the Apostle Matthew, adding no little as the result of his own investi-

gations. According to Prof. Rhees, Matthew’s Logia were written between

60 and 65 A.D., Mark before 70 A.D., Matthew’s Gospel between 70 and 100

A.D. and Luke about 80 A.D. The Fourth Gospel is essentially the work
of John, and was written in the last decade of the first century. The
author holds that the length of Jesus’ ministry was a little over three years,

i. e., from 26 or 27 to 29 or 30 A.D.
Passing on to the study of Jesus’ early life, his growth and progress are

carefully traced. The following quotations will give a brief sketch of the

growth of the Messianic consciousness according to our author. “In his

wondering question to Mary, ‘ Did not you know that I must be in my
Father’s house ’ (Luke ii. 49), there is a premonition of his later conscious-

ness of peculiarly intimate relation to God We may be certain that

much of his thought was given to Israel’s hope of redemption, and that

with the prophets of old and the singers much nearer his own day (Ps. of

Sol. xvii. 23), he longed that God, according to his promise, would raise up

unto his people their King, the Son of David.” When John the Baptist

began his ministry, “ Jesus recognized in him a revival of the long silent

prophetic voice. The summons appealed to his loyalty to God’s truth.

.... When, then, Jesus heard John’s call for consecration to the approach-

ing kingdom he recognized the voice of duty, and he sought the baptism

that he might do all that he could to ‘ make ready the way of the Lord.’ ”

And when at his baptism he heard the voice from heaven, calling him
“ My beloved Son,” “ the message can have signified for him nothing less

than a Messianic call The temptation to which the Spirit ‘drove’

Jesus after his baptism gives proof that the call to assume the Messianic

office came to him unexpectedly From this struggle in the wilder-
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ness Jesus came forth with the clear conviction that he was God’s Anointed,

and in all his after life no hesitation appeared.”

Under Part II, our author proceeds to the study of the ministry of Jesus.

And this is done in a scholarly manner. He knows his ground and knows

it accurately. Sometimes he deals with his material in a very free manner,

and does not hesitate to criticise it. At times he seems quite suspicious.

He holds to but one cleansing of the temple, and that as placed by John at

the beginning of the ministry. But while he thus deals with his material,

he never does so without giving a reason for it. There is a frankness that

is refreshing. And never is there anything but a reverent treatment of the

history.

Under Part III, Prof. Bhees considers the Minister. His subjects are

:

The Friend of Men
;
The Teacher with Authority ; Jesus’ Knowledge of

Truth
;

Jesus’ Conception of Himself. These chapters are in certain

respects the strongest of the book. Many will without doubt unqualifiedly

dissent from some of the positions taken. The author has consistently car-

ried out his purpose to look at Jesus from the standpoint of the Man. And
this leads him to words that seem to forget the other side of his unique per-

sonality. But despite the fact that just criticisms may be passed, the work
is a substantial contribution to the study of the life of Jesus.

The Appendices add great value to the whole, containing as they do a

carefully selected list of literature on the various chapters. While an inde-

pendent thinker, the very title, as well as his quite frequent reference to

Keim, show that the latter has greatly influenced the author. The author’s

style is pleasant and his work is worthy of the place it occupies in the series.

San Francisco Theological Seminary. John H. Kerr.

Christianity in the Apostolic Age. By George T. Purves, D.D.,

LL.D., recently Professor of Hew Testament Literature and Exegesis

at Princeton Theological Seminary. Hew York : Charles Scribner’s

Sons, 1900. 12mo, pp. x, 343.

With the publication of this volume the literature of the origin of Chris-

tianity has reached an exceedingly interesting stage. In the English lan-

guage, and especially on this side of the Atlantic, three notable contribu-

tions have been made to this literature within the space of three years, each

representing a different point of view and consequently a different conspec-

tus of results. We refer, of course, first to McGiffert’s Apostolic Age
,
which

we may be permitted to put at the extreme left (its radicalism is exceeded

only by that of AVeizsacker’s work on the same subject)
;
secondly, to Vernon

Bartlet’s volume on the Apostolic Age in the “ Ten Epochs of Church His-

tory” series, occupying a mediating standpoint; and, thirdly, to the work
of Dr. Purves here under review at the extreme right. It may be hardly

necessary to say, by way of caution, that there are differences between these

works in the matter of aim, audience addressed, scope and method, which
would very largely tend to nullify conclusions drawn from a simple compari-

son of them. McGiffert has in mind the narrower circle of painstaking students

who are interested in all the details of his subject, inclusive of the ways in

which he arrives at his results. Vernon Bartlet addresses himself to the

popular interest and capacity that care for and can grasp only clear and pic-

turesque representations. While Purves appeals to the intelligent laity and
clergy which wish to keep abreast of the discussions on this subject, so

vitally important to Christianity in its length and breadth, but find no time
to devote to the study of elaborate details and roundabout methods.

But in the midst of these differences and many others of minor impor-

31
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tance, rendering, as already intimated, a comparison of these works un-

trustworthy and to a certain extent undesirable, Dr. Purves’ volume will

stand out for one prominent and distinctive characteristic, and will thereby

vindicate its appearance as an addition to the literature, already rich and
full, of the Apostolic Age. This characteristic is the author’s attitude

toward the Biblical sources of his subject. Dr. Purves takes the Scripture

accounts at their face value. He sees no validity or value in the criticism

that will discount the apparent meaning of the words of the New Testament
writers or deny their trustworthiness. His effort is therefore an effort to

construct the history of the Apostolic Age on the basis of the obvious sense

of the Apostolic writings as that sense is perceived by the ordinary pains-

taking reader and student. In other words, this is the conservative and, if

we may use the term without invidious implications or reflections upon
the other works on the subject, the evangelical work on the Apostolic Age.
And yet to call the work of Dr. Purves conservative, and let the matter

rest there, would not be entirely just. Its conservatism is neither blind nor

reactionary. It is not a mere reproduction of the earlier conservatism of

Heander and Lechler. Like Neander in his day, so does Purves take cog-

nizance of and discuss as far as the scope of his work will permit the ques-

tions at issue. We wish that in this particular the plan of the series for

which he writes might have given him a much larger latitude, but we have

no reason to complain of his special contribution in it. He certainly aims to

use sound scientific principles and methods and add to or alter whenever
necessary the results of his illustrious predecessors on the conservative side.

He accepts, for instance, on purely critical grounds the existence of two
lost letters of Paul to the Corinthians (p. 220 ff). He sees that our Synoptic

Gospels are and must have been composed from earlier existing documents,

and indeed gives the best extant succinct and popular statement (as distin-

guished from a critical and elaborate one) of the situation out of which and

because of the nature of which the Synoptic Gospels came into existence

(pp. 290-292). His treatment of the plan and purpose of the Fourth Gospel

and of the nature of the Apocalypse and the proper method of interpreting

it are the sanest, in our judgment, to be found in so few words (p. 304 and

pp. 308, 309). He accepts a certain form at least of the theory of develop-

ment as applied to revelation, and admits that the views of an inspired man
like Paul did not corns to him ready made, cut and dried, like the fabled

image of the Ephesian Diana, from on high, but were formed gradually and

naturally under the stimulating and fostering influence of external condi-

tions and factors, the Holy Spirit, of course, guiding and correcting the process

all the way. These are some illustrations of what might be called the pro-

gressiveness of Dr. Purves’ conservatism.

With this progressiveness is combined throughout a strenuous insistence

on and defense of the older view of the supernatural as an ab extra insertion

of phenomena into the order of the world, in order to startle, arrest attention

and attest the existence of a divine messenger about to deliver a divine mes-

sage. In view of the fact that ideas of the supernatural are so dimly appre-

hended and presented in works of this class, Dr. Purves deserves the thanks

of all believers in the uniqueness of the Xew Testament Scriptures in this

particular for his staunch advocacy of the historicity of the supernatural in

the Apostolic Age. At the same time we must call attention to a distinc-

tion that does not seem to be observed by Dr. Purves—the distinction be-

tween the fact of the supernatural and the mode of its emergence in the

sphere of the natural. Unless we have misunderstood him, Dr. Purves holds

that the supernatural must emerge in a preternatural manner if it is to be

recognized as such. We think this is not necessary. A supernatural force,
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factor or person may make itself or himself manifest in and through the nat-

ural order of the world. To hold that much of what appears miraculous in

the Scriptures is a manifestation of the supernatural in natural forms is not

to surrender the belief in the supernatural or desupernaturalize Christianity.

Dr. Purves’ attitude toward the sources does not require him or those who
think like him to bind themselves to his theory of the way in which the su-

pernatural emerges in the world. Had Dr. Purves observed this distinction

he could have given himself a larger freedom in the use of scientific and
critical principles and methods and spared himself some pains devoted to

the harmonization of differences in the accounts which at the most affect,

not the reality of the supernatural, but the manner of its appearance.

Upon the whole, however, we must express our gratification both with

the standpoint and method of the author, commend the work heartily to the

constituency for which it was desigued, aud reiterate the regret that its aim
and scope did not permit him to meet works like Weizsacker’s and McGiffert’s

point by point.

Chicago. A. C. Zenos.

Die Jesa.taersaiiltjngen Jesaja 36-39. Eine liistorisch-kritische Un-
tersuchung von Lie. J. Meinhold, a. o. Professor der Theologie in

Bonn. Gottingen : Yandenhoeck und Rupprecht, 1898, pp. 104.

The historico-critical investigation of these chapters in the Book of Isaiah

and of the corresponding sections in 2 Kings is of great importance for

determining the course of Isaiah’s prophetic activity and the content of his

message during the Sennacherib campaign of the year 701 B. C. Hence the

author offers his study as an introduction to a series of studies which are to

deal with the life and work of that great prophet. The conclusions reached

are briefly the following : What is related in chapters xxxviii and xxxix con-

cerning the sickness of Hezekiah and the embassy of Merodach-Baladan
dates (with the exception of the Psalm j from the exilic period, and is con-

sequently unreliable from a historical point of view. As regards the preced-

ing account of the Sennacherib campaign Meinhold adopts the view at pres-

ent in vogue among the critics, which finds in the Isaiah text two versions,

in the text of Kings three versions, of the same event from different hands.

Of the two versions in Isaiah the one in chapter xxxvi. 2-xxxvii. 9% 37, 38,

contains at least some reminiscences of the actual course of events, although

even it is full of unliistorical representations. The other account, consisting

of chapter xxxvii. 9b-36, is much farther removed from the true basis of

facts. Both are exilic. (Chapter xxxvii. 22-29, represents a still later ad-

dition from the close of the exile.) And both must give way to the third

version, which has been preserved only in the parallel text of Kings, chapter

xviii. 13b-16, and has not found its way into the Book of Isaiah. The author

refuses to treat the three sections in 2 Kings as describing successive develop-

ments of the campaign. It is true, he admits, that the better of the two
Isaiah versions contains some data founded on fact and relating to the stage

of the campaign subsequent to Hezekiah ’s payment of tribute. The Deute-

ronomic redactor intended to have his readers interpret the whole on the

principle of chronological sequence, but the original writer of Isaiah xxxvi.

2-xxxvii. 9% 37, 38, did not intend to give a supplement to 2 Kings, xviii.

13b-16. He offers his version as a complete narrative, and knows nothing of

Hezekiah’s tribute and subjection.

Meinhold rejects the hypothesis of Winkler, which proposes to distribute

the two accounts in Isaiah over two campaigns of Sennacherib
;
the one in

701, the other much later in 681.
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We do not believe that anything has been adduced by the present author
or his predecessors in the field which would render the critical dissection of

the text as it stands in Isaiah and Kings necessary. The view that all the

events described took place in succession has not been shown to be impos-
sible. So far as we can judge the Assyrian inscriptions do not overthrow it.

unless a character of absolute infallibility be reserved for them to the

prejudice of the Biblical account. Some of the author's arguments rest on
the preconception that Isaiah could not have played the role of wonder-
worker and soothsayer, which the two longer versions ascribe to him. But
this is a mere postulate of the modern interpretation of his character, and
of that of early prophecy in general. On the other hand, it should be noticed

that in one important point at least Meinhold takes issue with Duhm, Ilack-

mann, Cheyne and other representatives of “advanced Isaiah criticism.”

He holds to the belief that the prophet predicted the deliverance of Jerusalem
in the year 701

,
and that the sections containing this prophecy of salvation in

Isaiah xxviii-xxxi are genuine.

Princeton. Geerhardus Vos.

Entwicklungsgesciiichte des Reiches Gottes unter dem Alten und
Neuen Bunde an der Hand einer Anlayse der Quellen von II. J. Best-
3iann, Pastor in Molln. I. Das Alte Testament. Berlin, 1896 : Verlag
von Wiegandt und Grieben

;
Lemcke & Buechuer, New York. Pp. 421.

This book is a bold attempt to construe the development of Old Testament
religion as a spiritual movement on the basis of the expression which the suc-

cessive stages of this movement have found in the literature. The author

finds the fatal mistake of modern criticism in its predominantly literary

character, and consequently proceeds to substitute for this the exclusive test

of the correlation of religious ideas and sentiments. In point of fact, how-
ever, the difference between him and the critics is rather negative than posi-

tive : it consists entirely in his resolute refusal to make use of any literary data.

So far as the positive side of the matter is concerned, we do not see how critics

of the school of Kuenen and Wellhausen can be justly charged with neglect of

the ideal element pertaining to the history of religion. The fault with the

critics is not that they rely too much ou literary data and too little on the

data of the history of religion, but that from the very beginning, and ever

increasingly as time goes on, they allow themselves to be guided in their

literary criticism by view- points drawn from their historico-philosophical inter-

pretation of the religion of Israel. Even the documents yielded by the liter-

ary analysis of the Pentateuch cannot be dated without falling back upon
the particular scheme of evolution the critics have espoused.

Bestmann’s own criticism is from beginning to end determined by the one

canon that the religious movement is in its earliest stage individual, and that

its further development consists in the expansion of this personal element to

the spheres of social life and the organized community. This is traced succes.

sively in the Psalms, the wisdom literature, the prophetic writings, the law

codes, the historical books. It will be seen that this differs from the critical

hypothesis in that it places the pronounced religious individualism which,

e. g., many of the Psalms exhibit, at the beginning instead of at the end. In

regard to the Ilexateuch, Bestmann agrees with the modern school in distin-

guishing four strata of (literary) development, but follows Dillmann in

placing P. before D. Deuteronomy dates from before the early prophets, the

holiness law from the time of Jeroboam I, the priestly laws from before the

days of the kingdom.
Notwithstanding the many stimulating and interesting observations
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in which the book abounds, we cannot say that its method of reasoning

is very convincing. The trend of thought lacks in clearness and scientific

precision. As apart from this, exception may be taken to the fundamental

principle underlying the whole discussion. The tendency of religion to

expand from individual to social and national forms may be a factor to be
reckoned with, but it is only one among many, and to suspend on it alone a

comprehensive scheme, not only of the growth of Old Testament religion,

but of the origin of the Old Testament books themselves, appears to us

a precarious procedure. What right have we a priori to assume that the

collection of documents gathered into the Old Testament canon is either

intended to be, or suited to be, a record of subjective religious development,

and that from such a specific view-point ? While professing to occupy super-

naturalistic ground, the author, we fear, has not sufficiently guarded against

the misconception, as if revelation came through the medium of religion, in-

stead of the reverse. It is connected with this that on one point especially

we must disagree with his representation. Bestmann thinks that the old

view about the Mosaic origin of the entire written law presents an insuper-

able difficulty, because it renders it impossible to explain the low plane on
which, in the later period, wre find the popular religion. This is true, of

course, if the principle holds that all revelation is subjectively conditioned

in such a sense that it cannot rise above the level of spiritual development
actually attained at a given time. From the standpoint of a more objective

and consistent theory of revelation, however, such a lapse as tbe Post-mosaic

period presents to our view is not only explainable, but in a certain sense must
be held to have been inevitable. Precisely because the legitimate religion of

Israel was not the natural product of the people’s life, it could for long

periods remain unassimilated and in partial abeyance.

Princeton. Geerhardus Yos.

The Kingdom (Basileia). An Exegetical Study. By George Dana
Boardman, D.D. New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons. 8vo, pp. viii,

318 .

This book from the pen of Dr. Boardman furnishes us with fresh evidence

of the faithfulness with which a busy pastor has pursued his “ study-work.”
Following a number of other writings already given to the press, it comes
with the assurance of valuable aid to the student of the Bible. As the

author himself tells us in the Preface, there is little of critical work in this

volume. It is rather an attempt to furnish us with a true irenical presenta-

tion of the Bible-teaching upon the Kingdom—“ avoiding on the one hand
the Scylla of Rationalism, and on the other the Charybdis of Tradi-

tionalism.”

Yet the book claims to be distinctively an exegetical work. Question may
arise in some minds how far this has been carried out. At times it would
seem to be more what one might term homiletical than exegetical, and
we venture to suggest that its greatest value is along this line. We find

Dr. Boardman nowhere entering into the textual questions which play so

large a part in truly scientific exegesis, nor are we ever confronted with the

original text itself. Passages are often given to us in paraphrase rather than
in their exactness, as we might desire. All paraphrasing carries with it the

idea of subjectivity. We learn, in spite of this defect, that Dr. Boardman
is both accurate and just iu his general interpretation of the Master’s

teaching. The spirit of his judgment is always calm, and we are never
urged to accept extreme positions. Particularly helpful will be found his

treatment of the “Beatitudes” in their relation to the existing social con-
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ditions of the day. This is full and ample. On the other hand, we could
wish for a more exhaustive discussion than that furnished us in the chapter
on “ The Symbols of the Kingdom,” under which head he includes “ Bap-
tism ” and “ The Supper.”
Dr. Boardman has made a valuable contribution to the literature of the

Kingdom, and this particularly from the point of view of the application of

its truth in the practical work of the ministry. Every pastor will find it a
book to which he will delight to refer. He has collected the material and
placed it before us in most convenient form. Quotations from the Bible as

well as from secular writers are given to elucidate his conception of the
meaning of passages in which the truths of the Kingdom are taught. An
appendix furnishes quick and ready reference to the subjects treated and to

the scope covered by individual passages.

Princeton, N. J. Maitland Vance Bartlett.

The Drift of Biblical Research. Past and Present. By Ira Maurice Price

,

Professor in the University of Chicago. 12mo, pp. 32. (Philadelphia:
American Baptist Publication Society [1900].) Prof. Price belongs to that

intermediating school of criticism which clings to evangelical standpoints,

and yet adopts the methods of destructive criticism
;
and which is anxious

that the public should therefore distinguish between “ works which are

devoutly evangelical and scholarly ’’—that is, its own—and “ works which
are critically scholarly, but permeated with methods of harmonization ” (i. e.,

of Biblical points of view with those of the dominant philosophy of the

world) and “ tone down some of the severest Bible doctrines and devitalize

some of its essential truths.” He has written this paper, naturally, from
the point of view of his own type of criticism. From his own mouth we
must judge him. Does he not wish to tone down the severe Bible doctrine

of inspiration and devitalize some of its essential elements ? One of the

permanent results of the new criticism, he says, will be a reconstructed doc-

trine of inspiration. “ This reconstructed doctrine must and will include in

itsformulae not simply the recognition of the Bible’s testimony to itself—

”

but sundry other things. Dr. Price need not fear that men will fail to dis-

tinguish between the more evangelical and the more evolutionary wings of

modern destructive critics: but neither can he expect them to fail to distin-

guish between the destructive critics as a class, inclusive of all their grades,

and constructive students of the Bible—who are just as critical as their

fellows, but more convinced of the trustworthiness of the Bible and less in-

clined to tone down any of its severe doctrines, or devitalize any of its essen-

tial elements. The present address will for instance impress most readers as

in many respects true and useful, but as having some lacks both in point of

view and in manner of elaboration that could well be corrected. The

Assyrian Monuments Illustrating the Sermons of Isaiah. By Max Kellner, D.D.,

Professor of the Old Testament Languages in the Episcopal Theological

School in Cambridge, Lecturer in Harvard University. With Eighteen

Half-tone and Eleven Line-cut Iieproductions. Svo, pp. 26. (Boston:

Damrell & Upham, 1900.) This beautifully manufactured pamphlet consists

of (1) an account of the Assyrian records and their discovery ; (2) data for

the historical study of Isaiah, viz.
: (a) a list of kings on the throne during

Isaiah’s activity, ( b ) a list of important events during Isaiah’s activity, and

(c) a chronological arrangement of Isaiah’s sermons; and (3)—the mam
object of the publication—“ tianslations of such portions of the Assyrian

inscriptions as bear upon Isaiah’s sermons.” The illustrations from the

monuments are well chosen and well executed. The whole supplies a very

valuable vade mecurn for the study of Isaiah—though, of course, it is pre-
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pared from Dr. Kellner’s “ advanced ” critical standpoint. It is sold at the

cheap rate of fifty cents. Compare the notice of his former pamphlet of

similar character

—

The Prophecies of Isaiah (1895)—published in this

Review for April, 1896 (vii, p. 339). The Cambridge Bible for Schools

and Colleges. General Editor for the Old Testament and Apocrypha : A. F.

Kirkpatrick, D.D. Tbe Book of Daniel. With Introduction and Notes. By
the Rev. S. R. Driver

,
D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of

Oxford. 16mo, pp. cvi, 215. (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1900.)

Das Buch Daniel. Erkliirt von D. Karl Marti. (Tuebingen und Leipzig

:

J. C. Mohr, 1901.) Here are the two latest commentaries on Daniel, both

concise, though certainly not meagre, and both packed full of the results of

genuine learning, but both of course reflecting the modern critical view of

the book. Dr. Driver’s standpoint continues, naturally, that of his Intro-

duction to the Literature of the Old Testament ,
from which indeed the section

on “Authorship and Date” is reprinted. He supposes the book to have

been composed during the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes, between

B.C. 168 and 165: discredits its historicity; and is inclined to think the

Aramaic portions are to be explained as an introduction by the author of

the “ Chaldseans,” “ as speaking the language which he believed to be cus-

tomary with them ”—and a continuance of its use beyond the needs of this

end by a sort of mental inertia. Marti, on the other hand, supposes the book

to have been originally written wholly in Aramaic and the earlier and clos-

ing chapters to have been turned into Hebrew subsequently, with the design

of assimilating the book in form to Ezra and obtaining entrance for it into

the Canon. Dr. Driver’s Introduction is relatively very comprehensive

and, like all that comes from his pen, most instructive. The fourth section

of it, on “ Some Characteristic Features of the Book of Daniel,” is especially

helpful
;
particularly the remarks on its doctrinal teaching. The exposition

in both cases is careful and full of instruction, though, of course, determined

largely by the critical views that dominate the whole. Israel’s Messianic

Hope to the time of Jesus. A Study in the Historical Development of the

Foreshadowings of the Christ in the Old Testament and Beyond. By George

Stephen Goodspeed, Professor in the University of Chicago. 12mo, pp. x,

315. (New York : The Macmillan Co., 1900.) Pedagogically this book is

above criticism : it essays to survey the material bearing on Israel’s Messi-

anic hope and to put the reader in a position to estimate its meaning and
value, and it does this admirably from its own point of view. It is every-

where clear, suggestive and stimulating. Its standpoint is, however, very

much open to criticism : the author calls it “ historical,” but there is a very

large assumption in that. Let us rather call it “ naturalistic,”—not indeed

that the existence of God is not recognized, or His presence in history
; but

that the kind of “supernaturalism ” of the Biblical point of view is not

adopted. We get accordingly an account of the interpretations, hopes, ex-

pectations, ideals of Israel as reflected in the literature of Israel, canonical

and uncanonical, and not an account of the revelations of God recorded in

His Word. We may say in more than one sense that the predictive element

in prophecy reduces to this—that it prepares for the future
;
the sense in

which Prof. Goodspeed says it and acts on it, is not that of the Biblical writers,

or even of Edersheim from whom he quotes it. There is an immense deal

that is useful and good in the book
; but it needs to be read with great dis-

cretion and—it might, with its excellent plan, have been so much better

!

Textkritik des Neuen Testamentes von Caspar Rene Gregory. Erster

Band. 8vo, pp. vi. 478. (Leipzig : J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung,
1900.) The material for the textual criticism of the New Testament was
gathered by Dr. Gregory and stated with extraordinary completeness and
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precision in his Prolegomena to the Eighth Edition of Tiscliendorf’s Greek
Testament. The first part of these Prolegomena was published in 1S84; the

second in 1890; and the third in 1894. The whole constitutes a thick

volume of more than fourteen hundred pages
;
and the “ addenda and corri-

genda ” appended to the third part brought the whole up to date (1894). It

might seem that there was little left for Dr. Gregory to do for his new work,

so far as the matter embraced by the two books in common is concerned,

except to translate his text into German and to adjust it in arrangement to

suit his more systematic purpose. Nevertheless the two books are different

works and this new systematic treatise is a notable addition to the litera-

ture of the subject—providing, as it does, a thorough exposition of the whole

field of New Testament criticism. The volume that lies before us is

devoted to the description of the Greek MSS. There is, to be sure, a short

Introduction (pp. 1-5) in which the task of textual criticism is briefly

defined, and a hint given of the contents of the work and the ordering of the

material in it. But the first great division of the work—“ The Documents ”

—is then at once taken up. Under this head we have first a clear and con-

densed section (pp. 6-15) on “ Palaeography ” in which the salient facts are

all given, and then the Greek MSS. are turned to : first two pages describe

the accompaniments of the text, and then follows a description of the

Majuscules and Minuscules and finally of the Liturgical Books. Here the

volume comes to an end. The second volume will complete the survey of

“ the Documents ” by a study of the Versions and the Patristic Citations,

and will then proceed to the second great division of the work—“ The
Criticism,” which falls into two sections, treating respectively of the History

and the Application of Criticism. In the former of these will be discussed

both the history of the external form of the text and the history of the

internal fortunes of the text : the former dealing with the order of the

books, the chapter and verse divisions, interpunction and the like; the

latter with the recensions of the text and the editions of the text and the

like. The latter section of this great division will deal with the presentation

of the text or the actual discussion of the various readings—where of

course the treatment must be rather by sample than in detailed complete-

ness. The treatment of the material gathered into this first volume is

marked by all of Dr. Gregory’s well-known marvellous completeness and

accuracy. It tells us all we can wish to know of the Greek MSS., and it

tells it in a way that gives the reader the fullest satisfaction. The two

volumes together will for long be our standard treatise on its great subject.

\Ye reserve further ]emark until the completion of the work. New Testa-

ment Greek Syllabus for Junior Greek Class. By A. T. Robertson ,
Professor

of the Interpretation of the New Testament in the Southern Baptist Theo-

logical Seminary, Louiville, Ky. 12mo, pp. 99. (Louisville, Ky. : Charles T.

Dearing, 1900: Price fifty cents.) This is a very successful attempt to

explain in thirty-one lessons the fundamental principles of the syntax of the

New Testament on a comparative and historical basis. Its chief character-

istics are the emphasis laid on the attainment of a Greek consciousness and

the constant effort to lay a rational basis beneath observed usage. It is

adapted to Hadley and Allen’s Greek Grammar, but can be used in connec-

tion with any good grammar. It is written in a singularly attractive style.

It can safely be recommended to all who are in need of brushing up their

acquaintance with New Testament Greek. It will give an introduction to

its study which cannot fail to be useful. Word Studies in the New Testa-

ment. By Marvin R. Vincent, D.L., Baldwin Professor of Sacred Litera-

ture in Union Theological Seminary, New York. Yol. iv : The Thessalon-

ian Epistles; the Epistle to the Galatians; the Pastoral Epistles; the
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Epistle to the Hebrews. 8vo, pp. 624. (New York: Charles Scribner’s

Sons, 1900.) Just ten years have intervened between the issues of the third

and fourth volumes of Dr. Vincent’s Word Studies. The third volume was
reviewed in this Review by the late Prof. A. B Bruce ( Vol. iv, 146) and his

review of it should be consulted. This volume carries on the work
on the same lines. It is not confined absolutely to “word studies:”

we have also brief “ Introductions ” to the several epistles treated, partial

bibliographies, occasional exegetical notes : in a word we have what looks

very much like Dr. Vincent’s note book run into print. But the larger por-

tion of the volume, and decidedly its more useful portion, is occupied by

notes on the words of the New’ Testament, arranged in the order in which

they occur in the text. There is nothing particularly new in these notes:

Dr. Vincent is not a markedly independent student. But he has diligently

gathered from many sources material which those who have not access to

them will be glad to have put within their easy reach. His critical stand-

point is loose : he denies, for example, the authenticity of the Pastorals.

The History of The Higher Criticism of the New Testament. Being the His-

tory of the Process whereby the Word of God has won the right to be under-

stood. By Ilenry S. Nash
,
Professor of New Testament Interpretation

in the Episcopal Theological School at Cambridge. 12mo, pp. xi, 192.

(New York : The Macmillan Company, 1900.) Not so much a history as a

plea—a plea for what Prof. Nash understands as the rights not only but the

results of Criticism as applied to the New Testament. Less than half the

book is historical even in form. The first hundred pages treat of “ Criticism

and Interpretation,” “ The Bible’s Definition of Revelation,” “ How Criti-

cism became Necessary,” “ How the Possibility of Criticism was given,”
“ How Criticism was Realized.” The last twenty discuss “ The Historical

Spirit” and “The Inspiration of Criticism.” Between lies a somewhat
meagre but brightly written and informing running account of New Testa-

ment Criticism from the middle of the eighteenth century to to-day. As it

is not so much the history of Criticism with which Prof. Nash deals as the

right of Criticism, so it is not even the right of Criticism—which nobody
denies—that he asserts, but the rightness of his own kind of criticism. And
his own kind of criticism involves a new notion of the relation of God to His
works, and accordingly a new hypothesis of the nature of revelation, and turns

the very conception of “ infallibility ” out of doors without appeal. “The
sense of fact has triumphed over the dogma of infallibility in all its forms.”

He says: “The dogma of infallibility .... is foreign to reason and to

revelation as well.” That is to say, it is incompatible with the very nature

of reason and revelation. And yet the very essence of the “ Critical ” view

is—history 1 It seems sufficiently curious how infallibility and fact can be

represented as mutually exclusive : common minds find the contradiction

rather between fallibility and fact. And how can historical research be

asserted to be balked by meeting with an infallible record ? Common
minds would find the very apotheosis of history in an infallible record, and
the bane of history in fallible records. Prof. Nash entertains and instructs

us : but in the interests of revelation and reason alike—and of a history seek-

ing facts and not fancies—his book is itself subject to an inevitable criticism.

The Messages of the Bible. Edited by Prof. Frank K. Sanders
, P/i.D., of

Yale University, and Prof. Charles F. Kent
,
Ph.D., of Brown University.

Vol. xii. The Messages of the Apostles. The Apostolic Discourses in the

Book of Acts and the General and Pastoral Epistles of the New Testament
Arranged in Chronological Order, Analyzed and Freely Rendered in Para-
phrase. By George Barker Stevens

,
Ph.D., D.D., Dwight Professor of Sys-

tematic Theology in Yale University. 12mo, pp. xiii, 2-58. (New York:
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Charles Scribner's Sons, 1900.) Yol. ix. The Messages of Jesus According

to the Synoptists. The Discourses of Jesus in the Gospels of Matthew, Mark
and Luke, Arranged as far as Feasible in the order of Time, and Freely Ren-
dered in Paraphrase. By Thomas Cuming Hall, D.D., Professor of Christian

Ethics in Union Theological Seminary. 12mo, pp. xviii, 244. (Xew York

:

Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1901.) The earlier issues of this series were noticed

in this Review for October, 1900 (vol. xi, p. 710), and the reader is referred

to that notice for an account of the plan of treatment and the general char-

acter of the series. These two new volumes illustrate at once the strength

and weaknesses of the method and standpoint of the work. The critical

point of view assumed is disintegrat ing : and we fear that considered as popular

handbooks to the Scriptures they will sow far more doubt as to whether it is

worth uhile to devote time and labor to the investigation of documents of

such dubious authenticity and value, than all the light they can throw as

paraphrases on the text will pay for. St. Paul’s Epistle to the Romans. A
Practical Exposition. By Charles Core, M.A., D.D., Canon of Westminster,

etc. Yol. II. (Chapters ix-xvi.) 12mo, pp. viii, 241. (Xew York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900.) This is the fourth volume of Canon Gore’s
“ series of simple expositions of portions of the Xew Testament ”—exposi-

tions of the Sermon on the Mount and Ephesians having preceded the

volumes on Romans. Like all that Canon Gore writes the present volume is

marked by candid earnestness and will richly repay reading. His genius is

not, however, fundamentally expository, but dogjnatic : and the present

volume is particularly interesting for its treatment of Paul’s “ Theodicy ” in

Chapters ix-xi. Here we have naturally only a repetition in more popular-

language and expanded form of what the author gave us in his essay

printed in the third volume (1891) of the Oxford Studia Biblica et Ecclesias-

tica (pp. 37-45): it is an elaborate attempt to read out of Paul’s perfectly

plain words all allusion to individual election and reprobation to destiny.

Xext in interest to this section we rank the very valuable discussion in the

Appendix (pp. 219-237) of “ Evolution and the Christian Doctrine of the

Fall.” We do not always agree with Canon Gore, but we always learn from
him. Ephesian Studies. Expository Readings on the Epistle of Saint Paul

to the Ephesians. By the Rev. Handley C. G. Houle, D.D., Xorrisian Pro-

fessor of Divinity, Cambridge, etc. 12mo, pp. xii, 340. (London : Hodder
& Stoughton; Xew York : A. C. Armstrong & Son, 1900.) In this volume

Dr. Moule completes the series of devotional expositions of the Epistles of

the First Imprisonment, by which he has been supplementing his more
scholastic commentaries on these books published in the Cambridge Biblefor

Schools. Xotices of the preceding volumes may be found in this Review,
Yol. X, pp. 159, 554, to which the reader may be referred for a general

account of their character. They provide careful paraphrases or running

renderings of the Epistles in hand, accompanied with a searching develop-

ment of their main spiritual and practical lessons. Beneath it all lies the

exact philological study, of which only a few hints appear in footnotes. The
reader of Dr. Moule’s previous books will not need to be told that the

volume leaves little to be desired in its own sphere and supplies a much
needed supplement of application to any critical commentary, besides fur-

nishing a delightful book of devotional reading to every student of the word.

Die Drei Breife des Apostel Johannes, von der fiinften Auflageanneu bear-

beitet von Dr. Bernhard JFeiss, wirkl. Oberkonsistorialrath u. o. Prof, an

d. Universilat Berlin. 8vo, pp. 195. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck uud
Ruprecht, 1899.) After eleven years Dr. Weiss returns to the revision of his

admirable commentary on John’s Epistles. The chief changes consist

merely in the effort to secure greater conciseness and thoroughness, involv-
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ing the relegation of more of the details of discussion of different views to

the footnotes. The Biblical Theology of the New Testament. By Ezra P.

Gould, D.D., Author of “A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the

Gospel of Mark.” 12mo, pp. xvi, 217. (New York: The Macmillan Co.,

1900.) As the name of the author will already suggest, it is a somewhat
“ advanced ” reading of the theology of the New Testament which is given

us in this volume. He tells us that it is the product of studies in which he

undertook “ to find his way through the New Testament, just as the critics

have found a way for us through the Old Testament ”—emulous of attaining

in the process the same “ success.” He has attained it. Briefly, he dis-

tinguishes five strata in the New Testament record : (1) the teaching of

Jesus in the Synoptics
; (2) the early teaching of the Twelve in the early

chapters of Acts ; (3) the Pauline Teaching in Galatians, First and
Second Corinthians, Romans, Philippians, Philemon and possibly First and

Second Thessalonians
; (4) the later teaching of the Twelve, in the Synoptics,

James, First Peter and the Apocalypse
;
and (5) the Alexandrian Group,

including on the one hand, Ephesians, Colossians, First and Second

Timothy, Titus, Hebrews, Second Peter, Jude, and on the other the

Johannean writings. The consecution of the teaching is thus summed up :

‘ It thus appears that the purely spiritual teaching of Jesus becomes in the hands of the Twelve
a materialized Jewish Messianism, in the hands of Paul a return in pari to the spiritualism and
catholicity of our Lord’s teaching, but on the other hand, a mixture of theologizing and priest-

ism with that spiritual element ; that in the debate between Paul and the Twelve the early

Apostles went back to the teaching of our Lord, writing the Synoptic Gospels to show his view
in the matters under controversy ; and, finally, that in Alexandrianism, the Gospel underwent
its last transformation into a system of speculative philosophy.” (p. 217.

)

An Outline of New Testament Theology. By David Foster Estes, D.D.,

Professor of New Testament Interpretation in Colgate University, Hamilton,

New York. 12mo, pp. vi, 253. (Boston, New York and Chicago : Silver, Bur-
dette Co. [1900].) Dr. Estes’ book stands at the other pole from Dr. Gould’s,

in spirit, tone, method and results. Sanity and sobriety of thought and
process reign here. The types of thought in the New Testament which are

distinguished are those usually recognized : (1) the teaching of Jesus, as pre-

sented first in the Synoptics and then in John; (2) Judaic Christianity as

represented by Acts, James, Jude, Peter; (3) the Pauline teaching, in four

stages, with that of the Epistle to the Hebrews as an appendix
;
and (4) the

teaching of John. In presenting the material Dr. Estes prefers the topical

method, tracing the chief topics of teaching in turn through their entire devel-

opment. This is the method of Dillmannalso in his Handbuch der Alttestament-

liclie Theologie, and is, of course, j ust as legitimate as the more common method
of dealing with the several types of thought as entireties, though equally of

course, it is a different end that is subserved by it. What we get thus is a

clear and excellent summary of the theological contents of the New Testa-

ment, on all the main loci, wrought out with a steady hand, and with the

eye continually fixed on the historic development. Das Recht im Neuen

Testament. Rede beim Antritt des Rectorats der Friedrich-Wilhelms-

Universitat zu Bonn, am 18 October, 1899, gehalten. Yon D. Fried-

rich Sieffert, Professor und Konsistorialrath. 8vo, pp. 24. (Gottingen

:

Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1900.) This is a very illuminating, though
necessarily brief, discussion of the reflection of the legal situation and
usages of the time in the pages of the New Testament. The use which
Prof. Sieffert would make of the material thus gathered will however bear

some criticism. The Son of Man : Studies in His Life and Teachings. By
Gross Alexander, S.T.D., Professor of New Testament Exegesis in Vander-
bilt University. With an Introduction by John T. Tigert, D.D., LL.D.,
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Book Editor, Methodist Episcopal Church, South. 12mo, pp. xiv, 380.

(Nashville, Tenn., and Dallas, Texas: Publishing House of the M. E.

Church, South, 1900.) This is not a life of Christ nor a treatise on His
teachings, but a collection of fourteen studies of important phases of His
life and teachings. It exhibits a sane and sober expository gift in its author,

and provides a guide, capable of being read by all lovers of Biblical knowl-

edge, to a better understanding of the Son of Man. Prof. Alexander is

zealous for the true supernaturalism of the life and for the revelatory char-

acter of its manifestation and teaching. In his brief introductory remarks,

Dr. Tigert drops a surprising statement: he says this volume “makes the

first contribution to Biblical theology emanating from the Methodist Episco-

pal Church South.” It is little creditable to that Church if this is so : but

Dr. Alexander’s book makes a good beginning. Paul of Tarsus. By
Robert Bird. 8vo, pp. xii, 515. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,

1900.) Mr. Bird’s fresh and vivid pictures of Jesus and Joseph

—

Jesus the

Carpenter of Nazareth and Joseph the Dreamer—are so well known that

there is no need to tell with what vivacity and verve he has pictured Paul in

this book. The task was a harder one than those essayed in the former

volumes
;
for the stories of Joseph aud Jesus were already told in the Bibli-

cal narrative in the most beautifully simple and attractive way, and Mr.
Bird has had to piece together the story of Paul for himself and to work into

it much more of the nature of abstruse teaching. His success is, however,

marked.

III.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

The World's Epoch-Makers. Edited by Olipuant Smeaton:—

Luther axd the German Reformation. By Thomas M. Lindsay,
D.D., Professor of Church History, Free-Churcli College, Glasgow,

12mo, pp. xii, 300. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1900. New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons.

Cranmer and the Reformation in England. By Arthur D.
Innis, M.A., Sometime Scholar of Oriel College, Oxford. 12mo, pp.

xix, 199. (Do.)

Wesley and Methodism. By F. J. Snell, M.A. (Oxon.), Author of

The Fourteenth Century (“Periods of European Literature”). 12mo,

pp. x, 243. (Do.)

Mr. Olipliant Smeaton's new series of the World's Epoch Makers is to be

accounted fortunate in its introduction to the public through the medium
of three books of the quality of the volumes named at the head of this no-

tice. It is only an accident, of course, that they all treat of religious epochs :

the series does not confine itself to makers of religious epochs. But it is a

very happy accident. In these three volumes are depicted, in fact, the

movements in which the springs of our modern religious life rise. We lack

indeed onlyastudy of “the second Reformation” (and strangely enough there

seems to be no provision made in Mr. Olipliant Smeaton’s list for the treat-

ment of this certainly epoch-making movement) in order to have a complete

survey of the really formative influences that have moulded the religious

life of modern England. The German Reformation, as Prof. Lindsay

lucidly shows, is the turning-point of history: tbe “ burning of Pope Leo’s

Bull showed that modern history had begun.” It belongs no less, there-

fore, to England than to Germany—and the English Reformation under
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Cranmer was but its extension laterally in space as the great awakening
under Wesley’s preaching is a part of its extension lineally through time.

There is a break left, to be sure, between Cranmer and Wesley : we need to

fill it in with the great Puritan revival of which Wesley’s was in some sort

but an echo. Apart from this break we have before us in these excellent

volumes virtually a connected account of the religious movements that have
made our present life what it is.

Each of the three volumes has a quality of its own which fairly wins our
praise. Prof. Lindsay gives us a careful and instructive study of Luther
and his achievement, conceived especially as a religious force operative

amidst the complex of social forces of his day. Here—he is never weary of

pointing out to us—here, medievalism comes to its end and the conditions

that still dominate our lives started on their career
;
and Luther is the man

on whom the change turned as on its hinge, if we are to look at it from the

religious point of view. Prof. Lindsay delights to trace the influences under
which Luther was formed and to exhibit the promise and potency of Luther
under the mediaeval crust ; and then to show how this predestined man
united all these nascent forces in himself, brought them to a focus and gave

them expression and activity. His method is effective, his narrative style

vigorous, and his book a thoroughly good one.

Mr. Innis had a very different task before him. Cranmer was no Luther :

and Mr. Innis’ epoch bad no epoch-maker. What a commentary on history

that it was Luther, who had all the stuff of a martyr in him, that died in his

bed : while Cranmer, who was never made for martyrdom, attained the

crown—even though as “ the least of the martyrs.” The theory on which
Mr. Innis proceeds in drawing Cranmer's portrait is that his whole career is

the consistent outcome of his firm conviction that the national sovereign is

the head of the ecclesiastical no less than the civil polity ; while for the rest,

the key to all is this—-that he was forced to be a statesman when nature had
intended him to be a college don. The book is written with insight and in a

flowing and attractive style : wherever it is not Calvin and Calvinism with

which it has to deal (e. g., p. 107)—the “ stark and grim religion of Calvin ”

he calls it—it is written with a sympathetic touch that lends to it an air of

great judiciousness and balance. It leaves on the reader’s mind a sense of the

greatness of Cranmer amid his weaknesses, which is clearly as just as it is

discriminating.

Mr. Snell writes with so sprightly a pen that one winders if he may not

have adopted Mr. Andrew Lang as his literary model. If the chance reader

dipping into the book should happen on these passages alone in which an ac-

count is given of Wesley’s relations to women—his unfortunate love affair

in Georgia, for example, and bis remarkable courtship in England, culminat-

ing in his more than unfortunate marriage—he might have some difficulty in

acquitting Mr. Snell of flippancy and might even think he was making it an
object to belittle the prophet. A consecutive reading of the book would dispel

such an impression. The total effect of the somewhat jerkily told story is

on the contrary very honorable to its hero, and the reader lays the book
down feeling that he has listened to a very lively raconteur recounting with

real reverence the very true story of a very noble man. Wesley’s weak-

nesses are not hidden. Neither are his virtues. And the total impression

is exceedingly good.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.
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The Social Meaning of Modern Religious Movements in Eng-
land. Being the Ely Lectures for 1899. By Tiiojias C. Hall, D.D.
New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900. 8vo, pp. xv,279. Price, SI. 50.

In these lectures Dr. Hall has turned aside from the beaten track of the

multitudinous procession of lecturers and has succeeded in giving us a very

interesting historico-sociological study. They may be regarded as a typical

sociological “ pursuit ” along historical lines. He limits himself as to place

and time. His field is England aud the time is the period of the rise and
course of the Evangelical Revival up to Tractarianism, covering “roughly
about five generations of men, or about one hundred and thirty years.” To
be sure its roots run back to the days of early Puritanism aud its results

have spread themselves far beyond the bounds of little England ; but the

lecturer chooses wisely to confine himself to the limits set. Nor is it to be a

simple tracing of the course of the movement. We have rather a study of

it in order to discover its social meaning. It is a truism that every social

question is at bottom a religious question, but these lectures assume the

converse to be true, namely, that every religious movement has a distinctly

social meaning. We are bound to admire the clearness and success with

which the lecturer specializes his theme, and it must be said, too, that he

sticks closely to it throughout.

In his search for the real meaning of this interesting bit of history, we are

told that it wras not in any theological belief, nor in any ritualistic system,

nor yet in any species of organization; its meaning was “social,” rather.

The original Methodists held all sorts of theological views; there were

among them Moravians, High Church Ritualists, Calvinists and the non-theo-

logical Wesleys themselves. Toplady once doubted “whether a man that

dies an Arminian can go to heaven ;” but that was when he was still a young
man and long before he wrote Rock of Ages, Cleft for Me.

“ Deeper than either its organizations with inherent defects and unhistoric traditions,

mightier than either its theological phrases or its religious opinions, ran the current of power on

which English society floated safely past rocks and shoals -where other nations floundered and
made sad shipwreck. This power was divine emphasis upon personal piety and social salva-

tion ” (pp. 56, 57).

It was not the doctrines but the devotions and active charities that bound
together the small band of Oxford Methodists.

This early Methodism drew inspiration from William Law’s Serious Call;

its tendencies were distinctly democratic; its chapels, scattered all over

England, stood for the education of the people
;

it toned up the national

life ; it improved English manners ;
it developed the political conscience

;

but, by and by, it became decadent, it degenerated into dogmatism, it be-

came insincere and empty, and so the reaction came on apace.

The lecture on “ Radicalism aud Reform ” is a very interesting one and

abounds in suggestive estimates of the personal forces that entered into

English life during that period. We are told that Mr. J. S. Mill did the

Church a needed service in forcing it, in all its branches, to re-examine the

foundations of its faith. Robert Owen’s well-meant but abortive attempts

at socialistic reform were not altogether in vain; but Dr. Hall regards it as

very thankworthy that such meu as Maurice, Kingsley and Thomas Hughes
were able, at the cost of both great censure aud great sacrifice, to hold the

English people in check against the radical and revolutionary breaks with

religion into which Continental communities were too easily led.

A generous estimate of the Broad Church spirit is given and a very fair

and discriminating discussion of the Oxford Movement, which is rightly

held to be in its meaning reactionary. The book is suggestive of presup-
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positions, in its oft-repeated assertion that the meaning of this course of de-

velopment is not theological. If we had been told this once or twice we
might have been content to take our teacher’s word for it, but the frequent

reiteration of it tends to beget in the mind the suspicion that possibly there

is some reason for thinking otherwise, else the admonition is gratuitous

;

accordingly, the mind of the reader is piqued to inquire whether, indeed, it

be so. And, sure enough, we question whether it is so unqualifiedly true as

we are told. Doubtless, Dr. Hall’s discovery of the meaning of this history

is in the main correct ;
but we very much incline to believe that if he had had

a keener eye for theological elements in the situation, he might have found

more than he did. He regards the Wesleys as rather innocent of theology

and Arminianism as a sort of quasi-theological system, and with this judg-

ment we find no fault ; but in history bad theology must be reckoned with

as theology, and certainly Arminianism as a theological system has some
sort of placement in the period under review. Is there not a chance for

another course of lectures upon the same period discussing the theological

meaning of it ?

We have wondered whether the positive influence of Coleridge is not

underestimated and whether the lecturer’s unreadiness to discern intel-

lectual forces that were at work has not disabled him from seeing all

the sides of both the Broad Church and the High Church developments.

And yet, we must remember that the lecturer’s theme confined him to the
“ social ” meaning of this history. He would probably be the first to admit
that it had other meanings, only it was not his self-chosen task to discuss

them. If he has sinned at all, then, it is in denying the existence of factors

which it was his business simply to ignore.

The book is to be commended to all who are interested in the many-sided

modern social and religious life of the English people.

San Francisco. Henry Collin Minton.

A Manual of Church History. By Alfred Henry Newman , D.D . ,
LL.R.,

Professor of Church History in McMaster University, etc. Yol. I. Ancient
and Mediaeval History (to A.D. 1517). Crown 9vo., pp. xiii, 689 (Philadel-

phia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1901). This is the first volume
of a very compact Manual of Church History, designed to be completed in

two volumes. It is, however, provided with an index of its own and sup-

plies a complete treatise on the Ancient and Mediaeval periods. The author
has earned by previous publications not only the admiration of all students

of the subject by his diligence of research, but also their trust by his bal-

ance and fairness of presentation. He puts together here the course of in-

struction in his brauch of study which he has wrought out during twenty
years of teaching: and he has done it with prudence and skill. It may be
said at once that the work takes rank with the very best extant manuals.

The book opens with a few “ preliminary observations on the study of Church
History,” followed by a couple of chapters on the preparation for Christ

and Christianity. Then follow three chapters on the Age of Jesus and
the Apostles. With the 145th page the history of the Church proper

begins as Period II, and this volume carries the narrative through

this “Period II”—from A.D. 100 to A.D. 312—and two subsequent

periods—ending respectively at A.D. 800 and A.D. 1517—to the opening of

the Reformation. We think it formally a mistake to include the work of

Jesus and the Apostles within the fabric of a scheme of division of “ Church
History.” We should throw the creation of Christianity along with the

preparation for Christianity into a preliminary book, and give to Church
History only its proper task of tracing the fortunes of Christianity

; we think
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it of as essential importance indeed to mark off these two distinct processes

from one another in historical surveys as it is in abstract thinking to dis-

criminate between “ creation” and” providence.” Dr. Newman’s material is

handled judiciously and seeks to cover succinctly all sides of the rich life he is

seeking to depict : his method involves the successive survey in each period of

the external relations of the Church, its internal movements, its literary pro-

duct, its special developments, and the condition of Christianity at its close.

The general narrative is broken into here and there by the insertion of more
detailed remarks in smaller type ; and excellently chosen “ Literatures ” ac-

company the sections. Everywhere the hand of a careful investigator is

obvious, and the style is markedly clear and straightforward. From Apostle

to Priest. A Study of Early Church Organization. By James W. Falconer
,

M.A., D.D. 12mo, pp. xi, 292 (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark; New York:
Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900). Mr. Falconer has put us under

obligations by this careful precis of the early history of Church organization.

Ilis results are: (1) The threefold ministry, with a single bishop as presi-

dent, was not instituted by Christ or His Apostles; (2) There is no organi-

zation in New Testament times prescribed as essential; (3) The monarchi-

cal bishop appears in Asia Minor in the beginning of the second century, and

by the middle of the century is very general throughout the empire
; (4) The

third century introduces us to sacerdotalism. The earlier of these re-

sults appear to us to be too rigorously stated. The New Testament seems

to us to prescribe a form of Church organization—as, e. </., in the Pas-

toral Epistles: whether as “essential” or not depends on the definition

of that word :
“ essential ” to what ? It still seems to us that the “ threefold

ministry ” may fairly be made out as Apostolic in origin
;
ure do not think

that the presidency of James at Jerusalem can be disposed of as extraordi-

nary or merely personal
;
we do not think that the situation in Asia Minor in

Ignatius’ day can be sundered from the hints in the early chapters of the

Apocalypse: though we certainly do agree that all this is (as “ parochial”

and not “ diocesan”) “ Presbyterian” and not “ Episcopal” in its sugges-

tions. But these are minor points and in no way mar our enjoyment of

this good book or our profit from it. Ten Epochs of Church History.

Edited by John Fulton, D.D., LL.D. Yol. IX : The Reformation. By
Williston Walker. 12mo, pp. xi, 478 (New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons,

1900). The best volume in an excellent series of brief handbooks of salient

epochs in the history of the Church. It is characterized by thoroughness of

research, balance of judgment, and skill in selection of material. It dwells

by preference on the initial and formative stages of the Reformation move-

ment and the work of its few preeminent leaders. By the plan of the series,

the Anglican Reformation has been excluded from treatment in this volume

and relegated to a separate treatise and another hand. This wre j udge a great

mistake. It is liable not only to the objection that it gives to the Anglican Re-

formation a merely partisan treatment, but to serious objections from the

point of view of proportion and relative significance. The “ Anglican Re-

formation” is not of as much importance as a world movement as several of

the sections of the Reformation movement treated in this volume: it is not

even as full of personal interest to American Protestants. It should have

been placed in its proper position and given its proportionate treatment in

the present volume. Dr. Walker would have known howto treat it judi-

ciously and wrell. The History of the Book of Common Prayer. By the Rev.

Leighton Pullan
,
Fellow of St. John Baptist's College, Oxford; Lecturer

in Theology at St. John’s, Oriel and Queen’s Colleges. Crown Svo, pp. xviii,

328 (London, New York and Bombay: Longmans, Green & Co., 1900).

This new volume of “ the Oxford Library of Practical Theology,” edited by
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Canon Newbold and Mr. Brightman (see our number for April last, p. 327),

is scarcely milk for babes. It rather commends itself as a thorough piece of his-

torical presentation, in which the origins of the English Book of Common
Prayer, and all its history, are explored with the utmost diligence in the inter-

ests of the High Church party. It will certainly take its place as a permanent

contribution to the better understanding of the growth of the English Lit-

urgy. The Reformation Settlement. Examined in the Light of History and

Law. By the Rev. Malcolm Mac Coll, D.D., Canon Residentiary of Ripon.

Eighth Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo, pp. xliv, 777. (London,

New York and Bombay, 1900.) That Canon MacColl’s vigorous “ campaign

document in the present “crisis in the Church of England”—should

have so rapidly passed on to its eighth edition is no more indicatory of the

feverish state of men’s minds on these questions than it is a tribute to the

real freshness and force of his presentation. The book is an eminently

attractive one
:
perhaps of all the literature which the present anti-ritualistic

agitation has called out, the most solidly and winningly argued on its side.

Some one says that the most interesting portion of it is that very large and
perhaps predominating element which has little or nothing to do with the

subject in hand—such as the chapter on “ The Propinquity of the Spiritual

World.” But there is not a line in it that is not interesting, though, of

course, there is much—most rather—in which we should have difficulties

in agreeing with Canon MacColl. Canon MacColl is certainly an ideal con-

troversialist. The Clergy in American Life and Letters. By Daniel Delaney

Addison. 12mo, pp. xi, 400. (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1900.)

This sprightlily written survey of the influence of the American clergy on

literature appears as one of the volumes in the series entitled, “National

Studies in American Letters,” publishing under the editorship of George

Edward Woodberry. Mr. Addison is an Episcopal clergyman, settled at Brook-

line, Mass., and is already known to the public as the author of studies

of Lucy Larcom and Phillips Brooks. He owns a fluent pen and has made
some extended studies for the present volume. The volume is, however,

distinctly gratifying rather than satisfying. Mr. Addison’s acquaintance

with the American clergy and their literary product is not sufficiently exten-

sive to enable him to produce more than a tentative and somewhat slap-

dash sketch : and no doubt his outlook upon their personality and per-

formance is somewhat affected by the limitations of his own training and
point of view. His method leads him to give one-half the book, say, to a gen-

eral treatment of his theme, which is sketchy in the extreme; and then

to make a more extended examination of “the most important writers.”

Tastes will differ as to who should be selected for the honor of places among
these : Mr. Addison selects Dwight, Channing, Parker, Bushnell, Beecher

and Brooks. We should certainly select some of these,—and some others

also. The earlier chapters are given to a brief sketch of “ the clergy in Ameri-
can life ”—conceived exclusively from the New England point of view—to

serve as background, followed by chapters on “Early Writers and His-

torians,” “Poetry and Romance” and “Denominational Literature”—in

the last of which a rapid account is taken of the most prominent writers in

each denomination. It is all very well-meaning, very suggestive, and very

sketchy. Any casual reader will correct its details as he reads, in a score

of places. It was a difficult task that was undertaken, and we can express

real pleasure in seeing the ground so pleasantly broken. But Mr. Addison
has not given us the definitive book on his theme. He has blazed out a
traversable way and left it for others to conquer the ground. Religious

Thought and Scottish Church Life in the Nineteenth Century. Addresses to the

General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland, May 21 to June 5, 1900.

32
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By Walter Ross Taylor
,
D.D.

,

Moderator. 8vo, pp. 75. (Edinburgh and
London : Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier, 1900.) Our Last Synod and the

Last of Our Theological Hall. By the Rev. John Robson, D.D.

,

Senior

Minister of St. Nicholas United Presbyterian Church, Aberdeen, and ex-

Moderator of United Presbyterian Synod. 12mo, pp. 90. (Edinburgh and
London : Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier, 1900.) The United Free Church of

Scotland. By the Rev. A. M. Fairbairn
,
D.D.

,
LL.D., Principal of Mans-

field College, Oxford. Small 4to, pp. 24. (Edinburgh and London: Oli-

phant, Anderson & Ferrier, 1901.) There are some old things which leave

behind them sweet and ennobling memories when they pass away and all

things become new. Amid the universal rejoicings at the accomplishment
of the union of the Free and United Presbyterian Churches of Scotland, it

is eminently natural that each party to the compact should cherish the ten-

derest recollection of its own past and seek to embalm the memory of the

closing hours of its separate existence. This is fittingly done by the pub-

lication of the addresses delivered by the Moderators of the Supreme Courts

of each church on the occasions of their final sessions, and these little

books by Drs. Taylor and Robson acquire very high interest as mementos of

the closing acts of the two churches which are now happily merged in one

great United Free Church of Scotland. Dr. Fairbairn’s pamphlet is

written for the “ Young People’s Commemoration Day,” and essays to bear

home to the mind some realization of what the two bodies that have united

are—whence sprung, what already has been accomplished by them, and what
may be expected of the United Church in the future. If we turn to the matter

of the Moderators’ addresses, we perceive at once that it is markedly prac-

tical. Dr. Taylor’s three addresses centre around the practical achievements

of the Free Church of Scotland, and especially its remarkable sustentation

fund, which is made the formal topic of the middle address. The opening

one is entitled, “Religious Thought in the Nineteenth Century,” perhaps

not very felicitously, since there is little or nothiug in it on distinctively

religious thought, but it rather deals with the scientific conceptions of the

century and the adjustments which the Church teaching has made or should,

in Dr. Taylor’s view, make to them. We have our doubts as to the wisdom
of all that is suggested. The final address is called “ Scottish Church Life,”

and traces the advance in this sphere through the century. Dr. Robson’s

opening sermon and closing address before the United Presbvterian Synod

deal chiefly with the advances marked in the life of the world >. aring the past

age and the adjustments that have been made to meet them. Ilis closing

address at the Theological Hall is entitled, “ Magic and Spirituality in

Religion,” and is a characterization of the two types of religion represented

by sacerdotalism on the one side and the free spiritual worship sought by

Presbyterians on the other. John Wesley. By Frank Banfield. 32mo, pp.

xvi, 128. (Boston: Small, Maynard & Co., 1900.) “The Westminster

Biographies,” of which this volume is a part, are a beautifully appointed

series of pocket volumes, printed in large, clear type and sumptuously

manufactured. This sketch of Wesley’s life is a shade perfunctory, but on

the whole adequate, and will convey a just conception of his life and work.

Thomas Guthrie. By Oliphant Smeaton. Famous Scots Series. 12mo,

pp. viii, 160. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900.) An admirable

portrait of “the great preacher-philanthropist” of the Free Church of

Scotland in her formative days, drawn by the hand of a practiced writer

who brings to his task not only trained skill in such work, but a deep,

discriminating sympathy with his subject. Edward Thring, Headmaster of

Uppingham School. Life, Diary and Letters. By George R. Parkin, C.M.G.,

M.A., Hon. LL.D., etc. Crown 8vo, pp. xvii, 518. (London: Macmillan &
Co., 1900.) This cheaper and somewhat abridged edition of Dr. Parkin’s
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excellent life of Edward Tkring, it is to be hoped, will secure for it a far

wider circulation than it has heretofore enjoyed, and thus make known to a

broad public the unique personality of one of the most notable figures in

the school life of England of our generation. The Life of Dwight L. Moody.

By his Son, William R. Moody. The Official Authorized Edition. Illus-

trated with more than 100 Reproductions from Original Photographs. 8vo,

pp. 590. (New York, Chicago and Toronto : Fleming H. Revell Co., 1900.)

The Shorter Life of D. L. Moody. By Paul Dwight Moody and Arthur
Percy Fitt. 2 vols. 12mo, pp. 124, 122. (Chicago: The Bible Institue

Colportage Association [1900].) Mr. Moody “lived solely for the glory of

God and for the spread of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.” That is the key

note also of these two “ lives.” They give us the unadorned facts that con-

stituted a consecrated life. Meine Entgegnung auf die Scrift “Dr. Adolph
Zahn’s Aufentkalt in Elberfeld ” von Prof. E. Bokl in Wien. Offener

Brief von Dr. Johannes Zahn. Als Manuscript gedruckt. 8vo, pp. 16.

(Stuttgart: At the Author’s, 1900.) In the number of this Review for

April last (p. 322) Dr. Bokl’s account of the sad episode at Elberfeld was
noted. This is Dr. Johannes Zahn’s reply to it in the name of his dead
brother. Auditur altera pars. A Study of Christian Missions. By William
Newton Clarke, D.D., Author of An Outline of Christian Theology. 12mo,

pp. 268. (New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900.) Two Thousand Years

of Missions Before Carey. Based Upon and Embodying Many of the Earliest

Extant Accounts. By Lemuel Call Barnes, Minister, Fourth Avenue Church,
Pittsburg. With Map and Illustrations. 12mo, pp. xvii, 504. (Chicago :

The Christian Culture Press, 1900.) A History of American Baptist Missions.

By Edmund F. Merriam, author of The American Baptist Missionary Union
audits Missions. 8vo, pp. xxix, 261. (Philadelphia: American Baptist

Publication Society, 1900.) Arabia; The Cradle of Islam. Studies in the

Geography, People and Politics of the Peninsula, with an Account of Islam
and Mission-Work. By Rev. S. M. Zwemer, F R.G.S. Introduction by
Rev. James S. Dennis, D.D. 8vo, pp. 434. (New York, Chicago and
Toronto: Fleming II. Revell Co. [1900].) Daybreak in Livingstonia. The
Story of the Livingstonia Mission, British Central Africa. By James W.
Jack, 31.A. Revised, with an Introduction by Robert Laws, M.D., D.D.

,

F.R.S.E., etc. With Map and Illustrations. Crown 8vo, pp. 371. (Edin-

burgh and London: Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier, 1901.) The Cobras’

Den. And Ciher Stories of Missionary Work Among the Telugus of India.

By Rev. Jacob Chamberlain
,
M.D., D.D.

,

author of In the Tiger Jungle, etc.

12mo, pp. 270. (New York, Chicago and Toronto : Fleming IP. Revell Co.

[1900].) These six books represent the latest missionary literature that has

reached our table. Dr. Clarke’s book is a comprehensive study of missions

—theory, motives, methods, outlook—full of the richest suggestiveness. Mr.
Barnes has essayed the very needful task of surveying the history of mis-

sionary effort prior to the new rise of zeal marked by the advent of Carey

—

a long and noble history often too much overlooked. Mr. Merriam’s book
is an authoritative history of American Baptist Missions, superseding Prof.

Gammell’s book which has held the field since 1849. It is the book on the

subject. We reach the culmination of our list, however, in the solid con-

tribution to learning made by Mr. Zwemer in his painstaking and compre-
hensive work on Arabia. It is one of the books that make us proud of our
missionaries as contributors to the knowledge of the world. Mr. Jack’s book
gives a complete account of the Livingstonia Mission, revised by the hand
of Livingstone’s direct missionary successor and the oldest living pioneer in

British Central Africa. Dr. Chamberlain has reprinted in his volume a

number of his striking sketches of missionary experiences among the

Telugus.
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IV.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
Citristian Life and Theology

; or, The Contribution of Christian

Experience to the System of Evangelical Doctrine. Stone Lectures,
1900, Princeton Theological Seminary. By Frank Hugh Foster,
Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Theology in the Pacific Theological Seminary.
New York, Chicago and Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Company, Pub-
lishers of Evangelical Literature.

There is much in these lectures with which every evangelical theologian

must heartily sympathize. That Clnistian experience makes a contribution,

and that a very important one, to the system of evangelical doctrine will be
disputed by no one who values and understands evangelical truth. The
essential and characteristic doctrines of Christianity are corroborated by the

spiritual experience of the Christian man. Doctrines or doctrinal notions

which have not this corroboration cannot be regarded as essential to or

characteristic of the system. But, of course, our author claims for Chris-

tian experience a great deal more than this. The thesis which he endeavors
to maintain is that Christian experience is a source from which the system
of Christian doctrine may be deduced. Readers of theological works
in the English language have had before them in the writings of Frank
and Stearns similar attempts to use Christian experience as a source

or nominative principle of Christian truth in the interest of what may
loosely be called Apologetics. And from Schleiermacher onward the Chris-

tian consciousness, either of the individual believer or of the believing com-
munity, has often been employed as the source of a system of doctrine.

In his opening lecture the author traces in an interesting manner the de-

velopment of this experiential method through Schleiermacher, Thomasius,

Frank, Ritsclil and Kaftan. The omission here of all mention of Hofmann
is somewhat surprising. It was really he who accomplished the transition

from the subjectivity of the purely personal religious experience to that of

tlieChiistian community. The Christian whose experience supplies the

material of the system of faith cannot separate or isolate himself from the

Church to which he belongs and in which his religious life has grown up.

So, too, with Hofmann, as with Dr. Foster, Scripture is the record of the

experience of the earliest witnesses.

On page 21 of his book Dr. Foster states his ultimate principle iu a most

unsatisfactory way. He had previously described faith according to the or-

dinary evangelical definition, and recognized it as the ultimate fact of Chris-

tian experience. “ But as faith is the ultimate thing in the Christian life,

so it is itself ultimately one thing, which given, all the rest will develop,

which wanting, nothing else can flourish. It is the permanent choice <f duty

as such. Jesus calls to duty embracing both God and man ; and conscience

affirms obligation and ultimately defines it in the same way. Man in re-

sponse must take the right attitude toward obligatory duty.” I cannot in

the very least degree understand what Dr. Foster means by defining the

ultimate element in faith as “the permanent choice of duty as such.”

To take so important and thoroughly well-defined a theological term as this

and appropriate it to a use entirely different from that -which in any

evangelical system of theology it has ever borne is a most objectionable prac-

tice and one which cannot be too strongly reprobated. It is all very well to

emphasize the ethical element in faith, but this surely is not the way to do

it. It would be interesting to learn whatever suggested such a notion of

faith. In evangelical theology the personal relation has always been re-

garded as its distinctive characteristic. What controversy there has been
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on the subject has turned simply on the question as to whether this personal

relation should be stated in terms of immediate fellowship with Christ, or in

terms of the doctrines which are regarded as expressions of that fellowship.

Dr. Foster, as we have said, recognizes the correctness of the evangelical defi-

nition of faith, but finds its ultimate quality in the choice of duty. Conse-

quently in his account of the genesis and development of the new life things

present a strange upside-down appearance. According to the evangelical

doctrine of faith, it is under the influence of a new affection for Christ that

a sense of duty, in the sense of Christian ethics, is awakened, and power
obtained for the fulfillment of the obligation. But in Dr. Foster’s scheme man
first takes the right attitude toward obligatory duty, and then the develop-

ment of the intellect and the affections proceeds. “ Duty cannot omit the

relations which we sustain to the chief teacher in holy things whom we pos-

sess, and thus the attitude of trust in the Redeemer must develop from it.”

Then if it be so that things which are defined in identical terms are them-
selves identical, we have this further novelty that faith and regeneration are

one and the same. Faith, says Dr. Foster, is the ultimate thing in the

Christian life ; on the same page he adds :
“ The ultimate fact in the Chris-

tian life is, then, the ISTew Birth, which upon its merely human side is the

permanent choice of duty.” Apart from the definition here given, I do not

suppose any theologian could have been able to conjecture what the New
Birth upon its merely human side could possibly be. Even when the defini-

tion is taken into account I am afraid very little light is thrown upon the

subject. I cannot see how any self-consistent evangelical theologian could

ever think of distinguishing a divine and a human side in Regeneration,

which is distinctively being born of the (Spirit. It is equally hard to under-

stand how this being born of the Spirit can be defined as the permanent
choice of duty. Two different things, faith and regeneration, are thus

wrongly identified, and the definition given is suitable to neither.

These perversities of definition vitiate the argumentation of the whole
book. The New Birth as the ultimate fact of the Christian life is a matter

of immediate consciousness, and so of absolute certainty. It is thus assumed
as the starting-point of the whole development. What follows is a theologia

regenitorum
,
but not in the sense of Spener, upon whom the idea of regene-

ration being the permanent choice of duty never dawned. In the second

chapter, which treats of the originating source of the New Birth, the elabo-

rate attempt to infer from the fact of this choice having been made the pres-

ence and operation of a divine, or at least a superhuman, power simply

shows that regeneration, considered as choice of duty, is not the ultimate

fact in the Christian life. The ultimate fact must be the response to

the Spirit of God in full surrender—the unreserved and unhesitating accept-

ance of the utterances of the divine will as expressing our own volitions.

The originating source of the New Birth, in Dr. Foster’s sense of the term,

and not that New Birth itself, is the ultimate fact of the Christian life.

The claim to use Christian experience as an independent source of Chris-

tian theology is not one to be unquestioningly admitted. Dn. Foster does

not indeed regard Christian experience as the exclusive source of Christian

doctrine, nor yet perhaps as the supreme source, but simply as a source coor-

dinate with Scripture, and therefore of independent value. Now, Scripture,

and the Church Confessions as conformable to Scripture, are certain objective

entities, but the experience of the believer is a variable quantity purely sub-

jective, so that if Scripture and the Confessions be simply coordinated with it

and notits standard and canon, it will be impossible to distinguish what is uni-

versally valid and what is merely individual. Nor does the appeal to the

universal (or, to speak correctly, the more or less general) experience of the
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individuals making up the community of the so-called regenerate produce

an experience any less subjective. An experience that is in itself subjective

does not become less subjective by multiplication. Regeneration, as Gott-

schick in his article, “ Theologie ” in Herzog, remarks, is not an em-
pirical fact to be ascertained by self-observation. It is the Spirit of God that

witnesses with our spirit that we are the children of God, that we have

undergone the New Birth.

When Dr. Foster elevates Christian experience as evolved from the idea of

the New Birth as the permanent choice of duty, he proposes a serious modi-

fication of the Protestant doctrine of Scripture as the formal principle of

theology. He labors hard in his third lecture on “ Sources of Christian

Experience Outside of the Individual Christian ” to secure a suitable place

for Scripture and to make it appear that he is not forgetful of its claims. But
with Dr. Foster, just as with Hofmann and Principal Fairbairn, Scripture

is simply the record of the eax-liest Christian experience. From his point of

view it is this, and it can be nothing more. Consequently he has no satis-

factory answer to the evolutionist who prefers the later expressions of Chris-

tian experience as necessarily fuller and truer than the earlier ones. As
expositions of Christian doctrine we unhesitatingly prefer Biedermann or

Nitzsch, or Dorner, or Hodge, or Shedd to Origen or any of the earlier dog-

matists. And if it is only the record of the Christian experience of the

earliest generation of believers, surely the record of the experience of the

latest generation of believers, enriched by the experience of all preceding

generations, must have the preeminence. It will not do to say, with Dr.

Fairbairn, that our formal source is the consciousness of Christ. Form-
ally we have no access to the consciousness of Christ, but only at best to the

record of that consciousness. This is what Protestant theology holds Scrip-

ture to be—not the record merely of the spiritual experience of the first

Christian generation, but the divinely provided and divinely inspired record

of the consciousness of Christ as the Redeemer of men. No doubt what these

inspired men recorded had become matter of experience with them, but they

had this experience for a unique purpose and it was given them in a unique

way. It does not appear that Dr. Foster has any right to make for Scripture

the claim that as a record of Christian experience it is unique. The Bible

has the great doctrines of sin and consequent ruin, of repentance and faith

in Jesus Christ, of the prevenient grace of God, and of justification by faith,

and holds them with a perfect certainty of indisputable conviction. It

knows these doctrines, but its knowledge, like that of the modern Christian,

is God-given. God speaking in the experience of the writers of the Bible

speaks in the book itself. It is God’s word, but so also is God’s

speaking in the experience of the modern Christian. Scripture comes in

only by the way to corroborate conclusions already reached by experience.

This is not the Reformers’ doctrine of the Testimony of the Spirit, as Dr.

Foster supposes. He has not only not given, as he maintains, an improved

statement of the Reformers’ doctrine, but he has given a different doctrine

altogether. Scripture was their primary authority, and as such it was the

touchstone of experience, which was considered genuine only in so far as it

corresponded with the revelation of Scripture, and then also by this corre-

spondence became a witness to the truth of Scripture.

In the lecture on “ The Work of Christ” there is much that is edifying

and interesting, though perhaps somewhat homiletical in form, and in that

on “ The Church” there are some important truths rather freshly treated

;

but these two lectures, more than anything else in the book, show how
unsuitable the principle of Christian experience is as the constructive princi-

ple of a system of Christian doctrine. There is nothing in regard to the
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work of Christ or in regard to the Church that is distinctively a contribu-

tion from Christian experience, and that might not more naturally and con-

vincingly be represented as derived immediately from Scripture, and cor-

roborated by a Christian experience proceeding from an understanding and
a heart instructed and enlightened by the study of Scripture.

Dr. Foster has failed to answer Kaftan’s objections to the use of experience

as the principle from which the theological system is to be derived ; and
there are other difficulties besides those which Kaftan has brought forward.

A careful study of these lectures of Dr. Foster ought to show how great a

danger arises from attempting to coordinate any other source with Scripture,

and to make it plain that by even the most cautious and skillful attempt in

this direction, while much is endangered, no real advantage is secured.

Portobello, Scotland. John Macpherson.

The Work of the Holy Spirit. By the Rev. Abraham Kuyper,
D.D., LL.D., Professor of Systematic Theology in the University of

Amsterdam. New York and London: Funk & Wagnalls Co. Pp.

xxxix, 661.

In these busy days—so much to read, so little time—one shudders at the

thought of reading through so large a volume, in bulk at least suggesting

the massive treatment of the subject by Goodwin and Owen. Considering

the small space occupied in Scripture by direct references to the Spirit, one

is moved with something of the admiration challenged by Romish authors

who expand their few facts into voluminous lives of the Mother of our Lord,

much as nature expands a few seeds into a forest. Yet there is little in this large

volume which is not the outcome of Scripture teaching, little that it would
not be a los3 to eliminate. The work is preceded with explanatory notes by

the translator, the Rev. Henri De Vries, Peekskill, N. Y., who has given us

clear and very readable English ; and by a very suggestive note from Prof.

B. B. Warfield, in which the place of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the

Reformed System is emphasized, and the course of the historical develop-

ment of the doctrine is outlined.

The treatment of the theme by Professor Kuyper is not so distinctively

theological as that of Owen—indeed, while he discusses theologically some
aspects of the work of the Spirit which we do not remember to have been

the theme of other theologians, the main intention of the author seems to

have been religious instruction rather than systematic theologizing
;
and this

gives to the book a distinctive value for Christians who desire practical in-

struction, and might be repelled by a severely scientific treatment. The au-

thor has a plan involving a scientific conception of the relations of his subject

to the contents of Systematic Theology, but the skeleton is not protruded to the

terror of minds which are timid about science in the sphere of theology, and
think that religious instruction to be practical must be loose-jointed and un-

related to a system.

The work is divided into three parts. The first part deals, to speak gen-

erally, with the work essentially preliminary to the establishment and equip-

ment of the Church for its work. The topics are Creation, Re-Creation,

The Scriptures, The Mediator in His Incarnation and Life, The Outpouring
of the Spirit, The Apostolate, The Church. The second part treats of

Man in his Original State and as a Sinner, The Work of the Spirit Prepara-

tory to and in Regeneration, Calling, Repentance, Justification, Faith. The
third part deals with the Sinner as United to Christ, his Sanctification,

Love, its Manifestation and Effects, both when yielded to and when resisted,

and the relation of the Spirit in us to Prayer. The order is suggestive of
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Owen’s treatment in the second, third and fourth parts of his treatise, but
Kuyper’s method is less formal and less exegetical. The development of

his theme is orderly, but he has his eye not so much on logical as practical

effect. The work will repay the scholar’s study, and the preacher will find

it suggestive in themes and treatment
;
but the author has in mind the gen-

eral Christian public, and this aim controls and brightens his style, and makes
nearly every chapter a contribution to the art of holy living. As the work,

however, is not a novel, with here and there a thin coating of pious reflec-

tion, it is not likely to be read by many Christians of the class for whom it

seems to have been especially written, which, in the present crisis of the

Church, is to be regretted. It would certainly prove a corrective to much of

the practical Socinianism which has invaded the Evangelical churches in

these days. The earlier Unitarianism approached its end by a denial of

Christ’s divine person : therefore He performed no divine work : redemption,

therefore, was in a purely ethical plane. The Church still holds to the theory

of a divine person, not, however, practically connected with much, if any-

thing, which the Christ accomplished. The practical denial of a divine work
leaves little room for a divine person, except as he may be regarded as a divine

person retired from business for a score or so of years. The book is valuable,

however, not merely as a corrective to this conception of a merely human
work of a great Teacher. The inevitable reaction from Semi-Rationalism is

setting in, as men see in the Church the coldness and deadness which Soci-

nian Soteriology has always produced, and we are confronted with fervid

teachings concerning the “ Spirit-filled” life, which among the ignorant, or

in the cant of those who may not themselves be truly filled with the Holy
Spirit, may easily pass into dangerous fanaticism. If any teaching calls for

soberness and scriptural ness and careful proportion, it is surely the teaching

concerning the Holy Spirit, and such a teaching Kuyper has, in the main,

certainly given us.

The work may have a still further application to present conditions. Paul

intimates to the Philippians that in his own day there was an apparent zeal

in preaching Christ as little Christological as was Jehu’s zeal in slaying the

Ahabites theological. Unquestionably sincere is most of the zealous cry,
“ Back to Christ;” but a residuum of the same seems still a slap at Paul,

and an anxiety to be rid of his interpretation of his Master’s work. One
easily catches in this work the interpretation of Christ’s own teaching, that

it was expedient for Him to go away and substitute in the Church the guid-

ance of the Greatest Teacher. The author emphasizes the work of the Spirit

in quickening the memory of Evangelists, and in enforcing the words of the

Jesus of Nazareth; but he does not ignore the fulfillment of the promise

that the Spirit should transmit to the ear of the Apostles the things which he

should hear from the mouth of the Jesus ascended to the throne.

The author makes no formal argument for the Trinity, his work being ad-

dressed to those who hold the doctrine. Everywhere, however, such stress

is laid upon the Spirit’s work as divine and as personal, that he who receives

the teaching must frame a theory of God which involves the eternal, divine

existence of the Spirit—a Spirit at once with God and God. Though not so

stated, there is not a little in this work to suggest that the easiest approach

to the doctrine of the Trinity might be made, not along the line of the fiercely

contested Deity of the Logos, but from the personal nature of the Spirit’s

confessedly divine work.

The great difficulty of the subject is confessed. The work of the Spirit

occurs in a sub-conscious, region ; we see activity and infer life and a Life-

giver. In revealing Himself, Christ revealed the Father ; but while point-

ing forward to the Spirit as the Hope and Inspiration of the Church, He did
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not unravel the mystery of the Spirit. It is the Spirit who sets in motion
the perfected machinery of Redemption, translating the work of Christ into

the life of the believer; but His own work is out of sight. We need the

light of the Hew Testament to so much as discern the Spirit in the Old Tes-

tament.

As to the functions discharged by the Godhead in their work in common,
the author ascribes to the Father the power to bring forth, to the Son to

arrange, to the Spirit to perfect (p. 19).

The author’s love of analysis leads him at times into statements concern-

ing the inter-Trinitarian relationships which may be more subtle than wise.

It is certain that the scheme of redemption proceeds upon Trinitarian lines

;

that our conceptions of Personality must be expanded, as our conceptions of

attributes, to fit the majestic proportions and needs of the Godhead
;
that if

Fatherhood is a condition of perfection in God it must be eternal, and so

have as its correlative and condition eternal Sonship
;
but we do better to

deal with the facts revealed psychologically rather than metaphysically.

There is no more reason to think that our Lord is teaching the metaphysics

of “procession” in John xv. 26, than that Paul was teaching the metaphysics

of divine coma or hibernation in Phil. ii. 7. We have difficulties enough in

the revelation itself, without gratuitous importations. This consideration

also impeaches the wisdom of endeavoring to affix a clear teaching of the

functions of the Holy Spirit to all Old Testament references to the Spirit of

God. With the teaching of the Hew Testament as a key, it is simply impos-

sible not to see some references, and to feel that still more very likely apply

to Him ; but who is to decide whether Job xxvi. 13 and Job xxxiii. 4 refer to

the Holy Spirit, or, if they do, whether Job xxxviii. 2 may not impeach their

value ? It is surely unwise to imperil a good cause by a doubtful argument.

The general development of the theme is controlled by the conception that

there is distribution but not division in the divine activities—afuuctional rather

than esseutial difference

—

causation implying the activity of the Father, con-

struction of the Son, consummation of the Spirit, whose work therefore is not

to be narrowed to the sanctification of the elect, but is directive from crea-

tion to the consummation of the Kingdom, and is throughout a vindication

of all the counsel of God.
The author has a subtle instinct for analogies, and does not always trouble

himself to establish a common ground of identity between the things which
he relates, a process which may be as misleading as it is popular. He assumes
a similitude between the regenerative and natural life, and makes the Spirit

the quickener and sustainer of all life—animal, instinctive, intellectual, as

well as spiritual—virtually devolving upon Him all the functions of God as

immanent; inferentially, therefore, relegating to the sphere of transcendence

the activities of the Father and the Son (p. 46) ; but there seems no Scriptural

warrant for excluding from an immediate touch upon life Him by whom all

things were made, and in whom they continue to hold together.

In the present limitations of our knowledge, alike of the essential nature

of God and of man, it is not merely modesty but wisdom to keep in the

sphere of Psychology rather than of Metaphysics, into which our author’s

love of analysis not infrequently leads him. Of revealed facts we are sure,

and with careful induction may construct a science where we cannot attain

to a philosophy. That the Scriptures assign to God unity, and at the same
time distinctions involving at once equality and possible subordination—so

that the conception of inferiority is excluded—can be and must be educed,

if we receive the revelation in simplicity; but is not the following a non
sequitur from anything disclosed to us ? “ The Father is the Royal Source
of the necessary materials and powers

;
and the Son as the Builder constructs
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all things with them according to the counsel of God But since the

Father generates the Son, and by virtue of that generation the Son contains

the entire Being of the Father, there can be no division of Being
, and only

the distinction of Persons remains. For the entire wisdom and power
whereby the Son gives consistency to all is generated in Him by the Father;

while the counsel which designed all is a determination by the Father of that

divine wisdom which He as Father generates in the Son” (p. 21). This is

almost sure to convey to the mind of the average Christian—for whom it is

intended—something non-Scriptural, if not un-Scriptural. Happily the er-

rors in this direction are not very many or very serious.

The re-creative work of the Spirit is not to restore the believer to the state

of Adam before the fall, but of the second Adam after the resurrection (p.

49); it puts him not at the beginning of a weary road on which he may yet

perish, but at the end of the road which Christ traveled for him. This work
is twofold in the Church, preparatory in the Old Testament Church, yet so

accomplished that what for us was the preparation of redemption was at the

same time revelation and exercise of faith for the saints before Christ; their
“ life, conflict, sufferings and hope being as the canvas upon which He em-
broidered the revelation of redemption for us.” This third chapter on Re-

Creation is suggestively valuable at a time when our practical respect for

Old Testament teaching is about as limited as our Lord’s was unlimited.

Of all the Spirit’s divine works of art to one who is at the right point of

view the Sacred Scripture stands first (p. 56). It is not a mere collection of

beautiful and glittering ideas, but the reflection of the divine life. In sinful

man thought can be severed from life
;
in God they are one—no life without

thought, no thought not the product of life. The Scriptures are the instru-

ment of the Spirit upon the heart of man, at the same time qualifying man
to be the instrument of the Spirit. God’s thoughts concerning salvation were

first translated into the life of the world, and so rendered intelligible—Scrip-

ture being produced spontaneously and gradually by and from redemption

(p. 63). The Spirit always begins His work with the Word, following the

AVord of Salvation with the Facts of Salvation. First God speaks, then He
works. Revelation puts us in possession of thoughts previously existing in

God only. Illumination is the clearing up of the spiritual consciousness

;

Revelation the communication, in an extraordinary manner, of the thoughts

of God
;
Inspiration the special and unique operation of the Spirit directing

the Scripture writers in the act of writing (p. 76). Under the illumination of

the Spirit, the consciousness of the Church is progressively developed as to

its treasure in the AVord, though nothing is added to the treasure itself (p.

165). As our Lord promised. John xvi. 12-14, the Church has, through the

apostles, received something not possessed by Israel nor imparted by Himself

(p. 167). Indeed, the most important of apostolic labors is the objectifying

of Christian truth in the epistles. Christ continued to be in living contact

with the Church through the apostolate, and the epistles are, in some sense,

Ilis posthumous works (p. 168). The Spirit in the Scriptures must be sup-

plemented by the Spirit in us, or they will excite anger and rejection, becom-

ing a savor of death unto death. Hence merely curious or literary analysis

will but increase the number of interrogation points. It is the work of the

Spirit, not of investigations, which creates conviction in truths spiritually dis-

cerned (p. 191).

A\re must pass by the highly interesting discussion of the relation of the

Spirit to the human nature of Christ, and the relation of Jesus to Adam, the

author denying that He wras a descendant of Adam, or that Adam’s guilt

could be imputed to Christ without the annihilation of the divine Person,

and making vicariousness and imputation mutually exclusive. But if Adam
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is saved by Christ, there seems no reason why Christ should not have come
under legal liability for him as for all for whom He is “ made sin.” Our
involuntariness under imputation does not affect Christ’s voluntariness; but

if He comes under an imputative system He cannot escape its consequences,

the sins of others must be visited upon Him
;
He must, under covenant,

bear their iniquities. Dr. Kuyper’s love of analogy and wonderful fertility of

illustration are emphasized in his treatment of the Outpouring of the Spirit,

which he holds to be unique : Christ, after the ascension, having formed His
spiritual body by the vital union of the elect, poured out His Spirit into this

whole body in which the Spirit for evermore remains. There is, therefore,

but one Pentecost, as there is but one Crucifixion or Resurrection. So also

the apostolate is one, a dosed circle, the attempt to reopen which is to efface

a characteristic of the Hew Covenant (p. 158).

In Part II we have the material to be wrought upon and the work accom
pi ished.* Man appears with a mind conformed to truth, a heart exercising

itself in the love of truth perceived, a will energizing to obtain the ideals

thus presented and loved

—

i. e., man is holy, exercising his faculties normally,

and so in harmony with God and himself. He is, therefore, fitted to recip-

rocate the divine love which thirsts for the human. Creation brought Hu-
manity into the image of the Triune God, Re-creation brings the individual

into the image of Jesus Christ (p.245). Sin—the unexplained mystery—is

neither material nor mere negation, but a corruption of nature
;
its powers

and faculties energize in the wrong direction
;
the derailed engine deals de-

struction. Guilt is related to sin as the burnt spot to the blaze. Made to

love God, we owe Him the whole heart’s love—a debt never cauceled. Sin is

non-conformity of an act, person or condition to the divine law; guilt encroach-

ment by act, person or condition upon the divine right (p. 272). Sin is in us,

a state
;
guilt is a relation to God. Adam had a righteousness in himself

;

his posterity, save as in Christ, lies in the midst of death. The author’s dis-

tinction between Adam’s unfallen nature as the vehide of the Spirit, while

our fallen nature cannot be a vehicle but a dwelling
,
seems a refinement of

pure speculation. As the love which redeems is an everlasting love, so the

grace of the Spirit does not begin in us at the crisis of conversion. God does

not elect mere names or figures, but souls in Christ, complete in develop-

ment (p. 285). The very sin to which God “gives them over ” may dis-

cover to them their hopeless corruption and awaken the cry for mercy.

The quickening, however, is purely of God, preparatory grace getting us

ready not for the life, but for the development of our life-work.

In its limited sense, Regeneration is th e starting-point of the new life
;
in its

wider meaning the entire change effected by grace, involving dying to sin in

death and being born for heaven. The author uses “ the faith-faculty ” as

synonymous with the implanting of a new life-principle; but the term

suggests rather the absence of the constitutional conditions for the exercise

of faith than the quickening within us of a habitus leading us to exercise our

faculties according to the will of God and the enabling and persuading of

the Spirit. The non-exercise of a non-existing faculty is innocent
;
but all

unbelief, as it springs from a perversion of our powers, is sinful. Convic-

tion of sin and justification are produced by the call of God in the same act

of faith
;
for the first “ I believe ” indicates that the sinner is at once com-

* We should like to see the chapter entitled “ Analysis Necessary” reprinted and distributed to

that portion of our ministry which, unable to reduce to a system their own meagre and conflict-

ing beliefs, are inveighing against the right of others to maintain in systematic form the related

and harmonious beliefs which they have found in the revealed Word. Of the consequence of

this lack of related knowledge the author truly says, “ Spiritual life has sunk to such a degree

that, while scarcely one-third of the fullness of grace which is in Christ Jesus is being known,
and honored, men dare to assert that they preach Christ and Him crucified.”
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pletely lost and completely saved, being justified in the Lord (p. 296). Conver-
sion is the man’s response to Regeneration—the response of activity to life.

In the true covenant, preparatory grace is witnessed in the child’s receiving

from its godly parents a form of life adapted to its heavenly calling, and as

sanctified in Christ it is a member of His body, therefore a proper subject

for baptism. Nearly every page abounds with apt illustration, some-
times quaintly witty, e.g., the germ of life can no more spring from pre-

paratory grace than “ the preparation of ten cradles, of a dozen of clothes

baskets, and of closets full of expensive infant garments, can ever juggle a

single infant into any of those cradles” (p. 302). In regeneration, life

enters into one dead—dead, not with the inaction of a stone, but the in-

tensely active death of corruption. We do not doubt the power of the Spirit

to regenerate infants, whether dying in infancy or living to maturity, but
we question the author’s wisdom in making this mystery the interpreter of

the mystery of adult regeneration. Unquestionably, if the elect die in in-

fancy they appear to experience the great change apart from the influence of

the Word, as the much misunderstood and yet more misrepresented Section

III, Chapter X, of the Confession affirms, yet the mode of their regene-

ration, being unknown, throws no light on our own regeneration. The
Scripture so plainly affirms the communication of spiritual life to be the

wrork of the Spirit that we need not appeal to the case of infants to prove
that it must be so.

The author—like most consistent Calvinists—rejoicing as a strong man to

run a race, forgets sometimes the little fellows who lose their breath in keep-

ing up. Certainly we hold that all that God does now or hereafter

—

since He is not an imbecile—He eternally intended and expected to do
under just the conditions under which He brings it to pass, and this is just

as true of justification as of passing by the opportunity of converting the

infant Judas into a cherub
;
but the statements of eternal justification apart

from faith are easily perverted to destroy relationships which are of course

eternal in the divine mind and lie together as related. If the strong Cal-

vinist would occasionally observe the command which refers to his bearing

toward men of low estate, it might be easier to instill into troubled minds
the idea that the election of Scripture is not the election of a Teetotum, but
of a God in whom all perfections harmonize. The author himself wisely

hints that we are not so much concerned with the mystery of the divine

working as with the enjoyment of its blessings.

Regeneration comprehends quickening, conversion and sanctification—life,

activity, development. As to the mode of our implanting in Christ, Scrip-

ture is silent
; everywhere, however, teaching that apart from mystical

union with Christ, regeneration never exists (p. 325). But as Christ’s nature

is not divine-human—there being no divine-human life—but divine and
human, regeneration cannot be effected by Christ’s instilling into us a divine-

hutnan life. Through love we have fellowship with and so become par-

takers of the vital emotions of the divine life up to the measure of our

varying capacities. The union between the sinner believing and Christ is

more wonderful than that of vine and branch, mother and child in her blood,

or of the saint and the indwelling Spirit
;
the Christ-life has its heart-beat in

the enthroned Redeemer, and all the sweet relations of our covenant life are

based upon our union in the mystic fellowship of Love (p.337). In “ Calling

and Repentance” the author’s discriminations between what the Spirit does

and what he makes it our duty to do by his enabling and persuading are

clear and forcible, though here again his making preaching a call only to

already regenerated sinners is liable to perversion. Possibly in the state-

ment that usually not the Holy Spirit, but the dominie, is regarded as the
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real worker, the Spirit being only the minister’s assistant, may throw some
light on the growing belief that conversion is becoming a lost art in the

Church—a condition not likely to be radically changed by promoting the

Divine Spirit to be the peripatetic assistant of the occasional evangelist.

Passing by the fruitful and discriminating chapter on “ Conversion,” it is

interesting to note the place given to the Spirit’s work in Justification.

Justification involves right relation to God. With the growing contempt for

the juridical has come a weakening of the sense of Eights, and among the

nations Might is usurping the place of Eight (p. 357). Sanctification does

mot cover the problem of relation to God, and Christ is more than Physician.

Eeconciliation of the sinner with God is more than the removal of a misun-

derstanding between friends. Our status before God must be that of just or

unjust, and this status God alone must determine. Ethical justification

is but another name for sanctification. In declaring us just God is far

from declaring us holy. We do not become holy in order to justification ;

holiness is here sequence, not cause. The author’s paradox that faith is the

fruit of justification, yet that actual justification is the result of faith, needs

expansion for the average reader, to whom it will seem a vicious circle of

confused cause and effect. The touch between justification and the Spirit’s

work is of course in the impartation of faith. The importance of faith, the

necessity that the minister should understand and teach its office are well em-
phasized. So also are the truths that many exercises of belief do not rise above
the sphere of guesses or opinions, and that in the great verities “ I know” must
rest back onan“ I believe” ; buttheauthor seems needlessly to obscure thesub-
ject by apparently referring salvation (as in the caseof deceased electchildren,

p. 394) to the possession, even though unused, of a “faith-faculty.” Scripture

proof is conspicuously lacking; it is not for the creation of a heart, but of a

clean heart, that David prays. Our very sin consists in the wrong use of our
faculties, not in the non-possession of them. The division of faith into

knowledge, assent and confidence

,

quoted with approval (p. 395), shows that

no new faculty is needed, but only the right direction and termination of

those possessed upon the person and work of Christ. If bidden, we can
stretch out a withered arm, but God does not require this of one born
armless. We may hear the voice of the Son of God and live, but we shall

not bring out of the tomb faculties not possessed before death. This the

author himself seems to concede when later he makes “ the organ of con-

sciousness,” or faith-faculty, the disposition to accept Christ—an organ
which he thinks may be possessed by a new-born child of God without its

being exercised. The relation of the Spirit’s work and of the exercise of

faith to an understanding of the Scripture is forcibly argued. There is a
long and beautiful quotation on “ Saving Faith Embracing Christ,” full of

devoutness and spiritual stimulus: would that a clearer note of it sounded
in our pulpits (p. 422)

!

In the part which the clamor for good works played in the Eomish Com-
munion in divorcing the forgiveness of sin from the cross, Dr. Kuyper finds

a warning against the popular clamor among us, “ Not doctrine, but life.”

All true doctrine is instinct in life, its content being something in tbe liv-

ing God or His creature (p. 433). Much of the deadness of the Church
the author charges upon the contempt of sound doctrine, an opinion which
we regret to state is not negatived by the relative loss of position and
power in the Presbyterian Church for a generation past.

The demand of sanctification belongs to the Covenant of Works ; sanc-

tification itself to the Covenant of Grace. The contrasts drawn by the

older theologians between justification and sanctification Dr. Kuyper re-

gards as insufficient. Apparently he thinks that they did not sufficiently
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emphasize that justification removes guilt in relation to the divine right-

eousness, while sanctification removes the sense of corruption felt in the

presence of the divine holiness, righteousness relating to the divine Sov-
ereignty, holiness to the Divine Being. He also draws between holiness

and sanctification a distinction, the former being the sum-total of all the

holy works required by the law, the latter the work of creating holy dis-

positions in the heart (p. 454). In this sense Christ is our holiness by im-
putation, our sanctification by His work through the Spirit.

We have no space left in which to follow our author’s development of

Sanctification, his distinction between it and good works, its relation to

self-denial and to love, and the many practical suggestions for the build-

ing up of spiritual life, all characterized by great ingenuity and versatility

of illustration and insight into spiritual needs and experience. There is

hardly a chapter in the book which would not form the basis of an edi-

fying prayer meeting address.

The book closes with an interesting discussion of the relation of the

Spirit to prayer. Prayer is the drawing and pressing of the im-

pressed image toward its Original
, which is the Triune God; and in

prayer the whole man—body, mind and heart—finds place and expression.

It is God who rouses the soul to prayer, and all the internal impulses that

proceed from the Eternal One are the proper work of the Holy Spirit.

The author’s understanding of Rom. viii. 26 is that as we are moved by
the Spirit to agonized waiting upon God (v. 23), so the Spirit likewise

agonizes in prayer for us. He identifies Himself with our needs as a

mother with those of the sick child for whom she prays (p. 638). Later,

when we have acquired the spirit of prayer, He prays rather with us and
through us than/or us. The volume ends with a helpful chapter on mutual
prayer. Throughout the book there is a fine vein of devoutness. It is a

book for edification in the enlightening of the mind and the warming of

the heart, and in the incitement to holy activities under the influence and
blessing of the Holy Spirit.

Auburn
, N. Y. Timothy G. Darling.

Evolution and Theology, and Other Essays. By Otto Pfleiderer, D.D., Pro-

fessor of Theology at the University of Berlin. Edited by Orello Cone.

12mo, pp. 306. (London: Adam & Charles Black; New York: The Mac-
millan Co., 1900.) This volume contains ten essays by Prof. Pfleiderer on

a great variety of subjects, but the most characteristic of them belong in the

category of “ Prolegomena to Systematic Theology.” Here, for exam-
ple, may be placed the title essay of the volume, which is an instructive

account of how modern theologians first assume that there is nothing in

existence which is not entirely the product of the precedent conditions

existent in the world-complex, and thence draw out an anti-supernaturalistic

theology. By its side range also the papers on “ Theology and Historical

Science,” “ The Essence of Christianity,” The Notion and Problem of the

Philosophy of Religion,” “ The Task of Scientific Theology for the Church
of the Present ”—all of which are developments of the same theme. Of the

remaining essays the most interesting are those on “ Luther as the Founder
of Protestant Civilization,” “ Jesus’ Foreknowledge of His Sufferings and

Death,” and “ The National Traits of the Germans as Seen in their

Religion.” Prof. Pfleiderer’s frank naturalism is refreshing. Interpreta-

tions of Poetry and Religion. By George Santayana. 12mo, pp. x, 290.

(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1900.) Prof Santayana writes with

the true literary flavor and in the true literary spirit, and the ten essays

gathered together in this volume will be read from beginning to end with
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unflagging enjoyment. They seem to the casual reader to have little more
in common than that they come from a single hand and deal with allied

themes—the Homeric Hymns, the Italian Poets, Shakespeare, Browning,
Whitman, Emerson. But the author informs us that they embody also a single

idea—the idea, to wit, that “ religion and poetry are identical in essence and
differ merely in the way they are attached to practical affairs.” “ Poetry is

called religion,” he adds, “ when it intervenes in life, and religion, when it

merely supervenes upon life, is seen to be nothing but poetry.” The book
as a whole thus has a mission and a message. This message is that religion is

merely part of the poetry of life
;
the mission, to persuade mankind “ that

religious doctrines would .do well to withdraw their pretension to be dealing

with matters of fact.” In this aspect of it, the book may be thought to

culminate in its essay on “ The Poetry of Christian Dogma.” Christianity

overcame the world because there “ was in it a new poetry, a new ideal, a

new God.” Its moving power was a fable—but it carried the imagination

into a new sphere. “ The system was a great poem : it contained nothing

empirically real : but it appealed to man as a poetic transformation of expe-

rience. It will live as long as it does not entangle itself with a particular

account of matter of fact and does not intrench itself in an inadequate

regimen or a too narrow imaginative development—thus putting its ideal

authority in jeopardy by opposing it and other intuitions and practices no
less religious than its own.” The upshot of all is that Christianity is a

dream—but it is a pleasant dream : and as pleasant dreams are pleasant

things to have, let us not wake too roughly to the hard reality. Schepping

of Ontwikkeling, door Prof. Dr. H. Bavinck. 12mo, pp. 57. (Kampen

:

J. H. Kok, 1901.) In this eloquent lecture Prof. Bavinck outlines the great

conflict facing the Church of the twentieth century—the conflict with the so-

called scientific method, which is determined to explain the whole world and
all that is within it without God, without any unseen, supernatural,

spiritual element, out of the simple data of stuff and force. He uncovers
with great skill the inconsistencies of the evolutionary philosophy and
exposes its vast assumptions

;
and sets over against it the creationism or super-

naturalism of the Biblical world-conception. The address divides itself into

three parts, in which are contrasted the two views of the world successively

with reference to the questions of the origin, nature and end of things, the

result being to show that the evolutionary scheme stands helplessly before

each of the three problems. It is a very thorough and very telling exposure

of the essential atheism of evolutionism, considered as a philosophy of being-

Individualitat und Personlichkeit. Rectoratsrede gehalten am 66. Stif-

tungstage der Uni versitiit Bern den 17. November, 1900, von D. Hermann
Liidemann, ordentlichem Professor der Theologie. 8vo, pp. 21. (Bern: A.
Benteli & Co., 1900.) A searching study of the value of Personality and its

relation to the individual and the community on Christian ground. Out-

lines of Christian Dogma. By Harwell Stone, II. A., Principal of Dorchester

Missionary College. ]2mo, pp. xx, 351. (London, New York and Bombay :

Longmans, Green & Co., 1900.) We have had recent occasion to notice

Mr. Darwell Stone’s comprehensive treatise on Holy Baptism, which forms

one of the volumes of the “ Oxford Library of Practical Theology,” and is,

like all the volumes of that series, frankly “ Catholic,” that is, medisevaliz-

ing (see this Review for April last : xii, 327). The present admirably con-

ceived and equally admirably executed volume is written of course from the

same standpoint. What it essays is “ to supply such an account of the

Christian religion ”•—as conceived by the high Anglican party of course

—

“as may afford to those who are not students of technical theology a clear

and systematic idea of the chief tenets of the Faith.” The simply written
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and carefully phrased text does all that this aim promises: and to it is

attached a body of “ Notes ’’ (pp. 275-341) which will give guidance to the

reader who would wish to go further in investigating the grounds of the

assertions of the text. Of course we do not share Mr. Stone’s standpoint

:

but from his standpoint he has written a much needed and entirely satis-

factory text-book of theology for the people. Die Stellvertretende Bedeu-

tung der Person Jesu Christi. Von Ernst Cremer, lie. tlieol. a. o. Trofessor in

Marburg. Zweite, neu bearbeitete Auflage. Svo, pp. vi, 180. (Giitersloh :

C. Bertelsmann, 1900.) The first edition of this book appeared in 1892 and
was searchingly reviewed in this Review for October, 1896 (vii, 741), by Dr.

N. M. Steffens. This second edition has been so nearly rewritten as to be an
entirely new book : it has not thereby, however, lost its distinctive character

and Dr. Steffens’ notice of it may still be referred to as giving a good
account of it. Cremer seeks to hold a middle ground between the tradi-

tional evangelicalism and modern Ritschlian rationalism. He is explicit

and hearty in his proclamation of the proper deity of our Lord and in his

assertion of the reality of a vicarious suffering for man on His part.

But his conception of “ righteousness ” is that advanced by so many modern
thinkers—that advocated by Dr. Hermann Cremer of late, for instance, in his

great work on Paul’s doctrine of justification—and transmutes it into

“ grace ”
: and he seeks to subsume Christ’s work predominantly under His

function as “ Lord of the World,” and this has its Socinian affinities.

The Reformed Doctrine of Justification. By the Rev. O. H. Hospers , Pastor of the

Second Reformed [Dutch] Church, Cleveland, Ohio. 32mo,pp. 47. (Cleve-

land, Ohio : International Printing Co., 1900.) It is a happy people wrhose

pastor gives them their meat in due season as Mr. Hospers gives his people

theirs in this rich exposition of the articulus stantis ecclesice. His definition of

Justification includes its essential content: “Justification is a judicial act of

God, whereby, on account of the merits of Christ imputed to the elect of free

grace, apart from any merits of his own, God accounts a sinner as righteous,

so that he stands acquitted of all charges against him, is invested with a

new righteousness and adopted a son of God.” On one point we cannot

follow him. He says (p. 15) :
“ Leaving out of consideration the Divine

Acts outside our own existence, it must be clear that the elect is a justified

person, when the Holy Spirit regenerates his heart; and since it is by virtue

of our regeneration that we could and did believe, our justification must have

been a matter of past history when we began to put our trust in Christ.”

And yet the Scriptures say we are justified by means of faith l The truth is

this mode of conception, derived from that great thinker. Dr. Kuyper, and by

him from that man of God, Alexander Comrie, is nevertheless the result of

a confusion between impetration and justification, and confounds not only

the elements of the ordo salutis among themselves, but the ordo salutis as a

whole—the application of redemption—with the working out of redemption.

God conceives the elect from all eternity as those who are to be justified ;

their justification is bought for them by Christ on the tree : it is as a means

toward working their justification that the Holy Spirit renews their hearts

and both enables and persuades them to believe : but they are not actually

justified save through the instrumentality of this faith thus wrought in them

in pursuance of God’s purpose of good toward them. And this is the Re-

formed Doctrine of Justification—carefully expounded as such in the West-

minster Confession of Faith (xi, 4), in full accord with such theological

teachers as, e. g., Maccovius ( Loc . Com. 676) and Voetius ( Disp . v. 281).
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